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a reconsideration of an early marwanid silver drachm
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LUKE TREADWELL

“MIHRAB AND {ANAZA” OR “SACRUM AND SPEAR”?
A RECONSIDERATION OF AN EARLY MARWANID SILVER DRACHM

This paper is an attempt to understand the imagery
of an important early Islamic silver coin that belongs
to the so-called series of transitional coinage, issued
in the period ah 72–77 (691–697), during the reign
of {Abd al-Malik b. Marwan. As Michael Bates’s fundamental article on early Islamic coinage showed,
this ﬁve-year period, which immediately preceded the
introduction of nonﬁgural epigraphic coinage in ah
77–79, witnessed an extraordinarily rapid process of
monetary change throughout the early Marwanid state,
and especially in Syria, the metropolitan province.1
Whereas in the reign of Mu{awiya and his two successors the precious metal coinage of Islamic Syria
had largely followed patterns established by Byzantine
practice, after {Abd al-Malik’s defeat of the Zubayrids
the capital mint at Damascus produced several novel
ﬁgural types. These included the “Shahada” solidus
(ah 72?) (ﬁg. 1a) and the Standing Caliph dinar (ah
74–77) (ﬁg. 1b), both gold, and the Damascus ArabSasanian drachm (ah 72–74) (ﬁg. 2a), the Standing
Caliph drachm (ah 75) (ﬁg. 2b), and the Mihrab and
{Anaza drachm (ah 75?–77?) (ﬁg. 2c), all silver.2
Of all these coins, it is the Mihrab and {Anaza
drachm that has been most studied by Islamic art historians since its ﬁrst publication half a century ago.
My purpose is to reexamine Miles’s analysis of the iconography of the type in the light of several new specimens that have become available since his day and to
analyze the methodologies that he and his successors
have deployed in their search to uncover the meaning of the early ﬁgural coinage.3
Over half a century ago, George Miles published a
unique silver coin in the collection of the American
Numismatic Society, which he identiﬁed as one of the
transitional types struck by {Abd al-Malik b. Marwan
in the mid-70s ah (mid-690s). The coin attracted his
attention because it differed from the ordinary format
of the Arab-Sasanian drachm in both the details of
the obverse bust and the unique reverse image, from
which Miles derived the name “Mihrab and {Anaza”

(hereafter MA), by which the type has been known
ever since (see below, for an illustrated catalogue).4
While Miles did not have a great deal to say about
the obverse image, which he read as a crude and
unsuccessful portrait of the caliph, he was obviously
intrigued by the complex reverse image, which John
Walker, his counterpart in the British Museum, had
several years before interpreted as a rendition of the
mihrab and lance.5 Miles added a further dimension
to Walker’s brief catalogue description by identifying
the upright structure between the two columns of the
mihrab as the Prophet’s {anaza, or spear.
Miles’s paper appeared in a memorial volume for
the great German archeologist, Ernst Herzfeld. The
choice of subject could hardly have been more appropriate for its dedicatee. Among his many and various
contributions to Islamic archeology, Herzfeld had
been responsible for publishing the Khassaki mihrab
of Baghdad, which he claimed was the earliest surviving example of the mi¥r¸b mujawwaf, or niche mihrab.6
Miles’s description of his coin as “a very valuable little archaeological document” shows that he wished it
to be seen as a part of the archeological record, even
though, as he freely acknowledged in his paper, the
coin had no provenance beyond having belonged to
a private collector, E. T. Newell, before its arrival in
the collection of the A.N.S.7
Miles’s theory was that the numismatic image of the
mihrab must have been introduced after the full-size
mihrab had been established as a standard element of
mosque architecture, because the numismatic image
would only have been comprehensible to a coin user
who was already familiar with it. The coin therefore
provided the earliest secure date for the introduction
of the mosque mihrab. This was the ﬁrst contribution
that the numismatic argument offered, but it was not
the only one. Miles also suggested, in a more tentative vein, that the two-dimensional numismatic image
may have been intended to represent the three-dimensional form of the niche mihrab (mi¥r¸b mujawwaf).
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Unlike the earlier mihrab type, which was superimposed upon the surface of the qibla wall, the niche
variant was constructed around a cavity that penetrated the surface of the wall. The textual evidence
states that {Umar b. {Abd al-{Aziz, Walid’s governor of
Medina, was the ﬁrst person to introduce the mi¥r¸b
mujawwaf. He is said to have incorporated it in the
Mosque of the Prophet in Medina when he renovated
and extended the interior of the building in the late
80s ah (700s).8 Miles’s argument from the coinage
suggested that the niche mihrab was already known
in the mid-70s ah (690s), thus predating its appearance in Medina by a least a decade.
As was appropriate for a piece of research that
broke much new ground, Miles did not hide the fact
that he considered his conclusions to be provisional
in nature. For example, he expressed his doubts about
the two {alams, the pennants or banners, that hung
down under the blade of the upright spear that stood
under the arch of the mihrab (see below, cat. no.
1). Having identiﬁed the spear as the {anaza of the
Prophet, he admitted that he was puzzled by its pennants, because he could ﬁnd no reference in the texts
to the {anaza being decorated in this fashion.9 More
important, although he believed that he had made
a solid case for his reading of the image, he did not
consider that the coin, as he had described it, ﬁtted
smoothly into the series of Damascus silver coinage of
the mid-690s (mid-70s) to which it belonged. He continued to regard this piece, and related issues like the
Standing Caliph drachm, as anomalous.10
In spite of the number of scholars who have discussed his ideas, it cannot be said that Miles’s interpretation has generated the level of debate among art
historians or numismatists that his ingenious and thorough treatment merited. Gaube was the only scholar
who attempted to reassess the problem in its numismatic context, but he worked without the help of several new specimens that are available for study today.
The consensus of non-numismatic opinion is summed
up by O. Grabar, who in both editions of his seminal work on the origins of Islamic art wholeheartedly accepted Miles’s view, describing {Abd al-Malik’s
transitional coinage as “curious” (Standing Caliph),
“odd” (Orans), and “extraordinary” (the MA type)
(see ﬁgs 1–3).11
Grabar’s admission of numismatic bewilderment
reﬂects a general perception among students of early
Islamic material culture that the coinage evidence,
however tantalizing in prospect, can in the end offer

a

b

Fig. 1a. “Shahada” solidus (no mint), struck in Damascus,
ah 72?. Fig. 1b. Standing Caliph dinar (no mint), struck in
Damascus, ah 77.

a

b

c

Fig. 2a. Arab-Sasanian drachm of Damascus, ah 74. Fig. 2b.
Standing Caliph drachm (no mint), Damascus, ah 75. Fig.
2c. Mihrab and {Anaza drachm (no mint or date), Damascus,
ah 75?–77?.
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Fig. 3. “Orans” drachm of {Aqula (al-Kufa), ah 75.

little reward to the nonspecialist.12 Grabar declares himself to be unsure of the value of coins as a window
through which historians of art might study the iconography of the early Muslim community. He considers numismatic imagery as being of limited importance
because it serves to illuminate only the policy of the
ruling stratum and says little about the development of
religious belief.13 In spite of his skepticism, however,
Grabar does place considerable weight on the transitional coinage, and particularly on the Mihrab and
{Anaza drachm, when seeking to explain the crucial signiﬁcance of {Abd al-Malik’s introduction of epigraphic
coinage in ah 77–79. In his 1964 article “Islamic Art
and Byzantium,” he outlined what he considered to
have been {Abd al-Malik’s insoluble dilemma in the
project to create a new Muslim coinage. In his view,
the caliph was faced with the choice of either using
and adapting the existing numismatic vocabulary of
Byzantine origin, which would inevitably fail to convey
the unique qualities of the new religion, or trying to
invent a new iconography, which would fail because it
would be so far outside the known canon that it would
not be universally comprehensible.14 Grabar identiﬁes
the MA type as the only coin of {Abd al-Malik’s that
ﬁts in the latter category of “new iconography” and
suggests, by implication, that the epigraphic coinage
was introduced soon afterwards because the imagery
of the MA type was as confusing to coin users in seventh-century Syria as it was to him.
There is, however, a problem with this conception
of the transitional coinage that needs to be addressed.
Throughout all periods of history, precious metal
coinage has usually been an extremely conservative
medium. The primary function of the numismatic
image has been to guarantee to the coin user that the
metal ﬂan on which it is stamped holds a consistent
value. This is best achieved by minimal alteration of
numismatic imagery, and usually only at anticipated
intervals, such as the inauguration of a new ruler or
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the introduction of a new denomination. Coins have
by and large been designed as bearers of simple messages that are meant to convey big ideas, such as the
dominant authority and longevity of the dynasty and
the all-encompassing truth of the religion espoused
by the ruler. In periods of rapid reform, such as {Abd
al-Malik’s reign, numismatic imagery did of course
change more frequently and more radically than was
customary. But the underlying principle that the coin
issuer should attempt to establish a sequence of comprehensible images linked by common themes that
would aim to create reassurance in the market place
still obtained: even more so, one might argue, in a
period of frequent iconographic variation than in less
disturbed times.
Could it really be that {Abd al-Malik’s transitional
coinage included such glaring exceptions to the general rule as the Mihrab and {Anaza drachm? In an
earlier discussion of the Iraqi “Orans” drachm, I tried
to show that the “Orans” coinage was a considered
response to a particular set of historical circumstances
encountered by its issuer, {Abd al-Malik’s brother,
Bishr b. Marwan, when he became governor of southern Iraq after the Marwanid reconquest of that region.
In the following pages, I will suggest that the Mihrab
and {Anaza drachm was neither a random leap in the
dark nor an iconographic novelty, but rather the outcome of an attempt to resolve the speciﬁc monetary
problem that arose when {Abd al-Malik attempted to
assimilate the existing Sasanian-style silver coinage of
Damascus into the iconographic program of the Standing Caliph type. I begin with a descriptive catalogue
of known specimens, followed by a commentary on
the salient features of the coins. This is followed by a
description of the numismatic context behind the MA
type, and in particular a close analysis of the Standing
Caliph drachm to which it is closely linked. Having
set the scene, the paper proceeds with an analysis of
the obverse and reverse images on the MA type that
hinges on a close reading of Miles’s work and that of
his successors and concludes with an alternative interpretation of the all-important reverse image that draws
heavily on the work of A. Grabar and J. Raby.15
CATALOGUE OF MIHRAB AND {ANAZA
SPECIMENS16
Type 1a
Cat. no. 1. American Numismatic Society (A.N.S.) Collection, 1944.100.612: Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,”
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Cat. no. 1, obverse.

Cat. no. 1, reverse.

pl. 28, no. 3; and J. Walker, A Catalogue of the Arab-Sassanian Coins, 24, no. 5, pl. 31. Weight: 3.33–3.36g.
Obverse: Right-facing bust of recognizable ArabSasanian style but with several nonstandard features.
The bust lies within two dotted circles. Outside the
circles, following a clockwise direction starting from
12:30, an Arabic legend, divided four times by a crescent-and-star motif, runs around the margin: bism
ill¸h l¸ i / l¸ha ill¸ All¸h wa / ¥dahu Mu¥ammad ra /
s¢l All¸h, followed by a triangle of pellets. To the left
and right of the bust are the standard Middle Persian (MP) inscriptions GDH AFZUT (may his sovereign glory increase!) / khusraw. The face of the bust
is tall and thin by comparison with other Arab-Sasanian types. The bust wears a diadem that terminates in
three pellets behind the head. The diadem supports a
tall, rounded headcovering formed of three concentric arches with a vertical shaft in the center. A crescent and star are located in front of the cap. Above
the cap sits a round shape with an inﬁll of indeterminate character (probably vertical lines) that breaks
through the double circle framing the image. Between
the round shape and the top of the cap, two ribbons
fall backwards and downwards to end in small pellets.
The hair is gathered in a bunch over the bust’s right
shoulder. Above the left shoulder is a small crescent.
Pennants or ﬁllets rise from both shoulders. A plain
dotted circle lies at the base of the neck. The chest
area is ﬁlled with crosshatching. The bust’s arms are
visible, held upwards in front of the chest. In his right
hand, the bust holds the hilt of a sword whose blade
is concealed within a scabbard (see the following coin
for a clearer image) that runs downwards towards the

bottom right corner of the frame.
Reverse: The central ﬁeld is enclosed within three
dotted circles, beyond which is a margin containing
four crescent-and-star motifs, each with a pellet on
either side. To the right of the uppermost crescent
and star, in Middle Persian (MP), is an inscription
) which Miles read as AF, an abbreviation of
(
the word AFD, meaning “praise,” commonly found on
the margins of Sasanian coins. Beyond this margin is
another dotted circle. The central ﬁeld includes the
image of two columns with spiral patterning, resting
on roughly rectangular-shaped bases with rounded
edges, with two pellets/circles within each rectangle.
The capitals above the column are shaped like the
bases and also have two pellets/circles within (see cat.
no. 5 for a clear image). The capitals support a ribbed
arch. Within the frame formed by the arch and columns is a vertical structure, apparently representing
a spear, the tip of whose blade touches the underside of the arch and has two barbs that face downwards. Below the left barb are two wavy lines, probably denoting pennants, which are attached to the
spear and fall to the left. Two large pellets are visible, one to either side of the blade. The spear rests
on an inverted v structure, which Miles suggested was
a “bifurcated shoe” supporting the spear. Below the
columns is a dotted line that runs horizontally across
the bottom of the ﬁeld. Inscriptions in Arabic: to the
left of the left-hand column, running downwards, amºr
al-mu}minºn (Commander of the Faithful); to the right
of the right-hand column kh-l-f-t (for khalºfat, but with
y¸} omitted and t¸} instead of t¸} marb¢«a) All¸h (Deputy of God). To the left of the spear is the word naªr
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Cat. no. 2, obverse.

Cat. no. 2, reverse.

Cat. no. 3, obverse.

Cat. no. 3, reverse.

and to the right All¸h (naªr All¸h or naªara All¸h: “Victory of God” or “May God give assistance”), each word
followed by a pellet.
The reverse of this coin was struck from the same
die as cat. no. 2.

Obverse and reverse: Poor photo, some details are not
visible. Al-{Ush describes the globe above the cap as
“enclosing ﬁre” and having a pellet below and above
it. He notes that the bust appears to hold a “semisword” that “goes down to the [bust’s] left.” The
spelling of the MP inscription on the reverse margin
is similar to cat. no. 1 and was read by al-{Ush as AF.
Pennants on the spear fall to the right. No pellet is
visible after naªr or All¸h. He describes the weapon
with the arch as a “semi-arrow” and suggests that the
Arabic inscription to the right of the right-hand column is to be read khalaftu All¸h (which he translates
as “I am acting for God”).

Cat. no. 2. Azizbeglou Collection: G. C. Miles, “Some
Arab-Sasanian and Related Coins,” 192, no. 7, pl. 24.
Weight: 3.50g.
Obverse and reverse: as preceding. The reverse of this
coin was struck from the same die as cat. no. 1.
Cat. no. 3. Damascus hoard: M. A. al-{Ush, The Silver
Hoard of Damascus (Damascus: Mat¥af Dimashq, 1972),
167, pl. 32, no. 13. Weight: 3.87g.

Cat. no. 4. Sotheby’s (London), Sale of Renaissance
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Cat. no. 4, obverse.

Cat. no. 4, reverse.

Cat. no. 5, obverse.

Cat. no. 5, reverse.

Medals, Ancient, Islamic, English and Foreign Coins, July
12th 1993, lot no. 167. Weight: 3.41g.
Obverse and reverse : As preceding. Tiny inverted v
shape is partially visible at the top of the arch in the
central ﬁeld of the reverse. The slight double striking
makes a secure identiﬁcation of the v shape impossible. The reverse has the pennants below the spearhead hanging to the right. Prominent pellets appear
beneath the Arabic words naªr and All¸h.

/ ill¸ All¸h wa / ¥dahu Mu¥ammad ra / s¢l allah.
Reverse : There appears to be an inverted v shape at
the top of the arch in the central ﬁeld: its two terminals begin within the arch and its apex juts out above
the top of it. Miles’s description has the pennants on
the spear falling to the left, but the illustration suggests they might be to the right. The word mu}minºn
is misspelled as mu}mºn. The marginal inscription
(
) is different from the MP inscription on preceding catalogue specimens: it appears to represent the
Arabic letters b¸ (or t¸, y¸, th¸, or n¢n) and w¸w.

Cat. no. 5. Azizbeglou Collection: Miles, “Some ArabSasanian and Related Coins,” 192, no. 8. Weight:
3.70g.
Obverse : Similar to preceding except for different
distribution of marginal legends, viz. bism ill¸h l¸ il¸ha

Cat. no. 6. Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm: C. J. Tornberg, Numi cuﬁci Regii numophylacii Holmiensis quos omnes
in terra Sueciae repertos digessit et interpretatus est (Uppsala:
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Cat. no. 6, obverse.

Cat. no. 6, reverse.

Cat. no. 7, obverse.

Cat. no. 7, reverse.

Kungleft Myntkabinettet, 1848), 124, no. 20; G. Rispling and J. Yassi, “Arab-sasanidiskt mynt fran 690-talet,”
Svensk Numismatisk Tidskrift 8 (Dec. 2003): 182–83.
1/ fragment (much enlarged in illustration), holed,
5
probably from a hoard deposited in Sweden (see
below, “Summary of Catalogue”). Weight: 0.82g.
Obverse: Marginal legend...hu Mu¥ammad / ras¢l…
In the ﬁeld, the ﬁllet rising above the right shoulder,
the hair bun, the MP inscription, the three points at
the rear of the diadem, and the ribbons lying behind
the cap are all that are visible of the bust.
Reverse: No two-letter combination is visible to the
right of the crescent and star at 12:00. In the ﬁeld all
that is visible is the left section of the arch (its interior
apparently smooth in contrast to the ribbed inﬁll of
all other specimens, perhaps through excessive wear)

with a pronounced inverted v at the apex (like cat.
nos 4, 5, and 7), the tip of the spear and pellet, and
the left-hand capital supporting the arch (apparently
smooth like the arch itself). To the left of the arch,
where all other coins have the word amºr, this coin
has a pellet, followed by what is apparently the word
All¸h, but written from the bottom upwards.
Type 1b
Cat. no. 7. Bibliothèque nationale, 1967.209. Weight:
3.76g.
Obverse: Marginal legend distributed in an order
slightly different from cat. nos. 1–5: bism ill¸h l¸ i /
l¸ha ill¸ All¸h wa / ¥dahu Mu¥ammad / ras¢l All¸h.
These dies appear to have been more carefully exe-
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cuted than the preceding dies. The head of the bust
is wider than usual, and the cap is delineated by a
beaded line. A pellet lies behind the head. The bust
is holding the hilt of his sword in his left hand, not
his right. The scabbard is represented as an undulating line running between two parallel lines, with pellets in the spaces (see enlargement, ﬁg. 4c).
Reverse: As preceding, with the same misspelling
of word al-mu}minºn as on no. 5, although the photograph shows that the ﬁrst mºm of al-mu}min on this
specimen has been rendered not as a loop but as a
single vertical stem (or nabira). Also as on cat. no. 5,
there is an inverted v shape fully visible at the top of
the arch. The title to the right of the ﬁeld appears
to be spelled kh-l-f (lacking the t¸} at the end of the
word). Single pellets appear before and after caliphal
titles. The pennants on the spear appear to hang one
to either side, although the right pennant seems to be
divided into two. Like the head, the arch-on-columns
is wider and fuller than on previous examples and ﬁlls
the central ﬁeld so that the titles amºr al-mu}mºn [sic]
and kh-l-f All¸h are written following the curve of the
innermost circle surrounding the ﬁeld. The marginal
inscription is similar to cat. no. 5.
Summary of catalogue
The catalogue includes three recently discovered additions to the record (coin nos. 4, 6, and 7) that allow
us to describe the series in detail. The most signiﬁcant
feature of the obverse image identiﬁed since Miles’s
time is the sheathed sword, whose hilt the bust holds
in his right hand. Al-{Ush’s tentative identiﬁcation of
this object as a “semi-sword” can now be reﬁned by
comparing the decoration of the scabbard in which
the sword is lodged with that of the scabbard of the
Standing Caliph dinar.17 Both scabbards are formed
from two parallel lines that enclose an undulating line
with ﬁve pellets between (ﬁg. 4, a–c).
The formal similarity shared by both shapes representing the scabbard proves that the die engravers
were trying to signify the same object in both drachm
and dinar. Once one has become accustomed to seeing the scabbard, it is difﬁcult to understand how all
previous observers except al-{Ush could have missed
it. The answer probably lies in the poor quality of the
obverse die that produced the specimen published by
Miles in 1952.18 Miles described the form of the scabbard clearly enough but declined to ascribe any signiﬁcance to it because his attention was focused on

the reverse, which, as we shall see, he analyzed in the
minutest detail.19 Gaube worked with an image of this
same, rather defective, coin but interpreted the forms
lying at the bottom of the frame as the crossed arms
of the ﬁgure, which extended across his chest.20 The
lower obverse of al-{Ush’s specimen (cat. no. 3) from
the Damascus hoard is certainly clearer than Miles’s
coin: this may well account for al-{Ush’s important
discovery. It will be argued below that the presence
of the sword is the crucial feature that links the iconography of the bust with the Standing Caliph and
enables us to place the coin in its proper numismatic
context.
In contrast to the broad features of the standard
bust on Arab-Sasanian coins (ﬁg. 5b), most specimens
of the MA bust have a long, thin face that towers over
a compact chest (ﬁg. 5a).21 On the MA bust the placement of the ear directly below the diadem, high up at
the back of the head, gives added force to the impression of facial length, whereas in the standard model
the top of the ear begins behind the corner of the
eye. On cat. nos. 1–5, the styling of the bust and the
relative length of head and torso differ markedly from
the proportions of standard Arab-Sasanian coins.
The catalogue shows that the imagery of the MA
type displays a considerable degree of variation. Apart
from the transfer of the sword from the right to the left
hand of the ﬁgure (cat. no. 7), there are also several
smaller variations in the details of the reverse image:
these include the number of pellets in the image; the
location of the pennants attached to the spear;22 and
perhaps the occasional presence of the inverted v at
the top of the arch, which is only fully visible on cat.
nos. 5–7. A small but signiﬁcant degree of variation
is also detectable in the design of most of the transitional silver types struck in {Abd al-Malik’s reign (the
“Orans” and the Damascus drachms as well as the MA
type).23 This is a surprising feature in a new coinage:
one might have expected that the designers would
have been keen to maintain uniformity in order to
convince a nervous market that their new coin should
be trusted. The degree of variation noted in all cases
suggests that the die engravers were not always closely
supervised in their work and that, in the case of both
the “Orans” and the MA type, they were at liberty to
make improvements to the image as they saw ﬁt.24
There is less variation in the inscriptions of the MA
type than in its imagery. The one exception is cat. no.
6, the Swedish hoard specimen, which appears to lack
the two-letter monogram on the reverse margin and
to have transposed and inverted the caliphal titles to
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Fig. 4a. Enlarged detail of bust on cat. no. 1. Fig. 4b. Drawing of Standing Caliph figure on gold dinar. Fig. 4c. Enlarged
detail of bust on cat. no. 7. (From Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms,” figs. 9b, 10b, and 11)

a

b

c

Fig. 5a. Enlarged detail of cat. no. 1. Fig. 5b. Enlarged detail of Damascus drachm of ah 74 (693–94). (From Balog, “An
Arab-Sasanian Dirhem,” 435)

either side of the reverse image. The word All¸h to
the left of the arch is presumably the second element
in the title khalºfat All¸h. This coin is likely to have
traveled northwards from its region of origin before
being deposited in a hoard buried on Swedish soil.25
The disarrangement of its inscriptions strongly suggests that it was not struck in Damascus but in some
other region, perhaps in a mint beyond Dar al-Islam.
It therefore makes sense to regard it as an imitation
rather than a genuine MA specimen and to exclude
it from the following discussion.
Despite the variants noted here, the main features
of the imagery are sufﬁciently stable for the coins to
be considered as constituting a single type. The only
major variant encountered in the series is the repositioned sword. For this reason, the series has been
divided into two subtypes: subtype 1a (cat. nos. 1–6)
and subtype 1b (cat. no. 7) which, I will argue, is the
latest in the series.

While on the subject of cat. no. 7, a brief digression
is required on its authenticity. A careful observer of
the illustrations in the catalogue will notice that the
alignment of the sword and the fullness of the bust’s
face and the columns are not the only features that
distinguish cat. no. 7 from the others. It is also very
well preserved, and its inscriptions are formed with an
abnormally thick ductus. Its legibility and completeness
are so exceptional that its authenticity has to be questioned. On reﬂection, it can be said with conﬁdence
that in spite of its pristine condition and exceptional
appearance, it is most unlikely to be a modern fake.
The evidence is as follows: ﬁrst, the proven modern
copies of {Abd al-Malik’s transitional types are, to a
coin, crude attempts at imitation, whereas cat. no. 7 is
well executed. Second, modern coin forgers generally
try to copy the features of the prototype very closely
in order to secure a purchase, often from a collector
or less frequently from an institution known to have
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an interest in acquiring such material. It is highly
unlikely that a modern forger would be sufﬁciently
skilled to produce an object of this quality, or well
enough informed about the MA type to introduce a
new feature (realignment of the sword), which, as the
following argument seeks to prove, serves to explain
how the coin ﬁts into the context of the transitional
coinage.26
The number of dies identiﬁed in the catalogue (7
obverse and 6 reverse dies for only 7 specimens) indicates that the issue of the MA drachm was a substantial one, of which only a small proportion survives to
this day. This suggests in turn that despite the absence
of both mint and date legends—a feature that sets it
apart from contemporary issues in all three metals—
the MA type was not a special, or presentation, issue
but a regular issue of brief duration, like the “Orans”
drachms of Bishr b. Marwan in southern Iraq.27
Finally, the metrological data available for the six
whole specimens of the MA type presents compelling
new evidence in support of Miles’s contention that
these coins were struck in Damascus.28 There are of
course too few surviving specimens to permit an accurate estimation of the weight standard to which the
series was struck: several times as many coins would
be needed in order to make this calculation. Nevertheless, the range of weights among these six coins
of the MA type, which runs from 3.33 to 3.87g, suggests a lower average (3.6g) than the average weight
estimated for the Arab-Sasanian coin series as a whole
(4.1g).29 Only one other small group of Islamic silver
coins, also from the transitional period, was struck to a
light weight standard, corresponding closely to that of
the MA type. This group was the Arab-Sasanian drachm
issue produced in Damascus immediately before the
MA type, during the years 72–74 (691–94). The average weight of the six published whole and undamaged specimens of these Damascus drachms (3.68g)30
is remarkably close to that of the MA type.31 The common weight standard of the Damascus drachms and
the MA type forms an exception to the general rule,
and is not shared by any contemporary silver coinage.
For example, the average weight of Bishr b. Marwan’s
“Orans” drachms, which were struck in Iraq in 73–75
(692–95), is just under 4.1g32 and clearly adheres to
the standard of the Arab-Sasanian series. Although
the legends of the MA type make no mention of the
mint in which they were struck, the metrological evidence presented here strongly supports Miles’s con-

jecture that these coins, like the Damascus drachms,
were issued by the Damascus mint.33
THE NUMISMATIC CONTEXT
In order to understand how the MA coin ﬁts into the
contemporary numismatic environment, it is useful
at this point to summarize the evolution of the coinage of Greater Syria in the mid-70s ah (690s). In 74
(693–94) the caliph {Abd al-Malik had instituted a
radical reform of his coinage with the introduction
of the Standing Caliph type as a uniform type for all
Syrian coinage (ﬁg. 6).
The Standing Caliph ﬁgure was exceptional in several respects. Although the origin of the image and
some of its main features, like the headcovering and
the knotted cord hanging to the ﬁgure’s right side,
were resistant to Miles’s attempts at interpretation and
remain uninterpreted to this day,34 it was clear from
the accompanying inscriptions that the ﬁgure was
intended to represent the caliph, and that it was ultimately derived, in its form if not its details, from the
familiar numismatic image of the Byzantine Standing
Emperor. Similarly, the reverse of the coin bore an
image derived from the Byzantine repertoire, a modiﬁed cross-on-steps that had already been used as the
reverse of the earlier “Shahada” solidus (see ﬁg. 1a).
The Standing Caliph series was the ﬁrst regalian coinage known in Islam, proclaiming as it did through word
and image the primacy of the caliphal ofﬁce. In monetary terms, {Abd al-Malik’s attempt to create a uniform type for all the coinage of Greater Syria was an
ambitious innovation that had no precedent in earlier phases of Islamic monetary history.
The rapid ascendancy of the Standing Caliph type
is demonstrated by the annual striking of gold coins
in Damascus and the operation of some sixteen mints
that produced copper coins of this type.35 But although
the Standing Caliph image could be applied without
difﬁculty to the gold and copper coinage, {Abd alMalik’s advisers faced a problem when they tried to
place the same image on the preexisting Syrian silver
drachm of Damascus ah 72–74 (691–94), which bore
the image of the Sasanian emperor on the obverse
and the ﬁre altar on the reverse. How were they to
integrate a Sasanian-style silver coin into the Standing
Caliph series? The following paragraphs offer a speculative reconstruction of the process by which they initially tried to solve this dilemma.
In the Standing Caliph drachm, the bust of the Sha-
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Fig. 6. Enlargement of obverse and reverse of Standing Caliph
dinar in fig. 1b.

Fig. 7. Standing Caliph drachm. (From Gyselen, Arab-Sasanian
Copper Coinage, pl. 15/7)

hanshah was retained on the obverse, while the image
of the Standing Caliph replaced the traditional ﬁre
altar (ﬁg. 7). The modeling of the standing ﬁgure on
this drachm is close to the version on the gold dinars
from which it was copied, but not exactly similar. On
the drachm the head is treated more simply and lacks
the hair (or material of the headcovering) that falls
on the shoulders; the sides of the robe are parallel
and do not ﬂare towards the bottom; and the cord
hanging from the right-hand side of the waist, a feature common to both gold and copper coins of the
type, is missing.36 In all three surviving specimens the
scabbard falling to the ﬁgure’s left ﬂares out slightly
towards its tip, suggesting the shape of a club rather
than a sword. Conﬁrmation of the caliphal identity of
the modiﬁed ﬁgure on the silver was ensured, however,
by the inclusion of the caliphal titles amºr al-mu}minºn
and khalºfat All¸h to either side of it. The Arabic date
legend, which had been introduced on the reverse of
the Damascus drachms of 72–74 (691–94), was transferred to the obverse, where it ﬂanked the bust of the
Shahanshah, and was extended by the addition of the
new phrase that had appeared on the Standing Caliph
gold coinage in 74 (693–94), ¤uriba fº sana... (“struck
in the year...”).37 Unlike the earlier silver coinage of
Damascus, however, this legend omitted mention of
the mint name, perhaps because it was assumed that
precious-metal regalian coinage of this type could only
have been issued from the capital mint.
This drachm was instantly recognizable as belonging to the new Standing Caliph series that the caliph
introduced in 74. But it is hard to escape the impression that the coin was an unwieldy and clumsy hybrid
concoction that disregarded the customary format of
Late Antique coinage. It did not adhere to the traditional numismatic formula that located the ruler on

the obverse and a religious symbol on the reverse.
Instead it contained two conﬂicting images of rulership. Granted, the Shahanshah’s bust served to identify
the new drachm as a variant of the established Sasanian-style drachm, which derived its popular name, alkhusrawº, from the imperial bust.38 But it is the Shahanshah’s imposing bust on the obverse that dominates
the imagery of the coin, not the cramped ﬁgure of the
caliph on the reverse. The image of the caliph needed
to be given greater prominence on the coin if it was
to succeed as a symbol of the supreme authority of
the caliphate. The MA bust was, in my opinion, constructed with precisely this aim in mind. Before analyzing the MA bust, however, we will review Miles and
Gaube’s approaches to the problem.
THE OBVERSE IMAGE ON THE MA TYPE
Miles and Gaube’s views
Miles addressed the question of the context from which
the MA type emerged but concentrated his attention
on the inscriptions and had relatively little to say about
the form of the bust. Although he understood that it
was based on the Sasanian model, he judged it to be
a unique image because of its curious headgear and
chest covering. Having failed to ﬁnd suitable prototypes for either the top or the bottom of the bust, he
resorted to the hypothesis that it must be a “portrait”
of the caliph, that is, an attempt to render his personal
features in addition to his regalia, as might be found
in a cameo, or as a Renaissance medalist might have
depicted an Italian prince in the ﬁfteenth century.
Miles surmised that the engraver of this coin, like the
engravers of its Sasanian prototypes, “lacked the skill...
to draw a true likeness of the Caliph.”39
It is true that portraiture, as an attempt to represent
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the physical characteristics of the subject rather than
the symbols of his ofﬁce, was practiced to a limited
extent on seventh-century Byzantine coins, but it was
uncommon in the wider ﬁeld of representational art.40
Yet contrary to Miles’s assumption, it seems improbable that a die engraver should have been set the task
of creating a portrait of the caliph in such a tiny space
as the face of a coin, which offered him a canvas measuring less than two square centimeters. Of course, it
may be argued that the die engraver was given a pattern or model on which he was to base his “portrait.”
But it is difﬁcult to imagine why the coin designer
should have wanted to produce a second distinctive
caliphal image so soon after the Standing Caliph had
been introduced as the standard type for Syrian coinage of all three metals in 74 (693–94).
Once Miles had established the identity of the bust
to his own satisfaction, he set about ﬁnding a prototype for the unique elements of regalia that adorned
it. As already mentioned, he admitted that he was bafﬂed by the lower section of the bust, which made no
sense to him. Instead he focused on the headgear,
which he described as “a sort of night-cap with two
tassels hanging down to the left.”41 However, try as
he might, he was unable to ﬁnd a prototype, or even
an approximate parallel, in the numismatic record
of Late Antiquity. He concluded that the headgear
may have been intended to represent either a crown
(t¸j) or a turban. Both suggestions ﬁtted his conception of the public identity of the Umayyad caliphs, the
ﬁrst being an expression of their pretensions to monarchy, the second of their claim to religious leadership of the community. Miles ended with the cautious
suggestion that the engraver may have found a nonnumismatic model for the “crown” in the crown worn
by the Visigothic kings, as depicted on the Toledan
gold coinage of Visigothic King Wamba (r. 672–80).
He also pointed to the portrait of the Visigoth Roderic on the famous fresco of Qusayr {Amra as evidence
that such images of royalty were known to, and used
by, the Umayyads in non-numismatic contexts.
The only other Islamic numismatist to give serious
consideration to the bust was H. Gaube, who dedicated two dense pages of analysis to the problem in his
Arabosasanidische Numismatik of 1973. Gaube was also
intent on ﬁnding a prototype for the new elements of
the bust’s apparel. As a student of the Sasanian numismatist R. Göbl, with a knowledge of the numismatic
record of ancient Iran, Gaube was intimately familiar
with the smallest details found in numismatic represen-

tations of imperial Sasanian regalia. These were accurately depicted in the exhaustive tables compiled by
Göbl in his many publications, most accessibly in his
general introduction to Sasanian numismatics, Sasanidische Numismatik, which had been published only
ﬁve years before Gaube’s own book.42 Close observation of the top of the bust’s head revealed to Gaube
that there was one element of the standard Sasanian
headgear retained in the MA bust, namely the diadem (Stirnkranz) consisting of two horizontal bands
depicted by dotted lines and ending in three pellets
behind the head. Gaube suggested that the absence
of the winged crown in the MA bust showed that the
bust was modeled on the drachms issued in the ﬁrst
year of the reign of Khusraw II (590/1–628) (ﬁg. 8).
This early drachm of Khusraw II was the only type
struck during his long reign that lacked the characteristic winged crown.
Gaube conceded that the match with the Khusraw
prototype was not exact, admitting that the MA head
lacked one signiﬁcant feature shared by all Khusraw
issues, including the wingless ﬁrst-year type: the turrets
that stood in a line above the diadem.43 He argued that
the omission of the turrets was most likely an unintentional oversight on the die engraver’s part. But he
did not rule out the possibility that the die engraver
had intentionally omitted the turrets in order to give
a particular meaning to the image. He speculated that
the image could be interpreted, on the lines that Miles
had already suggested, as a mixed crown (Mischkrone)
that drew on elements of both Eastern (Sasanian) and
Western (Byzantine and Visigothic) imperial regalia to
produce a shape that proclaimed the crowned caliph
as the Lord of the East and the West.44 But Gaube was
reluctant to invest tiny details with such weighty signiﬁcance. In the end he came down in favor of his original hypothesis of the Khusraw Year One prototype,
but he did not explain why the engraver might have
chosen this coin as his model. Gaube also noted that
the fabric on the bust’s chest was different from the
ﬁne, smooth material worn by the Shahanshah. He
suggested that it could have been intended to represent either the folds in the material of his tunic or an
armored breastplate (Schuppenpanzer).45
The Khusraw Year One coin does provide a reasonably close match to some of the main elements of the
MA bust, including the tall, thin face as well as the
headcovering, but it does not get us much closer to
understanding why the bust image was derived from
this model. The real merit of Gaube’s approach is that
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Fig. 8. Khusraw II Year One issue (enlarged). (After Göbl,
Sasanidische Numismatik, pl. 13, no. 208)

it suggests a different way of looking at the problem
altogether. Whereas Miles had assumed, on the basis
of the caliphal titles found on the reverse, that the
engraver must have wanted to portray the caliph in the
obverse bust, and had then tried to see what sense he
could make of the bust in the light of textual descriptions of caliphal regalia, Gaube by contrast pursued
a functional approach that attempted to understand
the process of the construction of the image from
the point of view of the coin designer. Gaube’s insistence on persevering with the minute examination of
the object in front of him, rather than succumbing to
the temptation of seeking parallels in a textual corpus that had very little to say about caliphal apparel
and even less about early Islamic coins, represents an
important methodological advance in the study of the
MA and contemporary coin types.
A NEW READING OF THE BUST IMAGE
The new reading of the bust image presented here
begins not with a search for speciﬁc prototypes but with
a consideration of the monetary environment from
which it emerged. As we have already noted, the ﬁrst
attempt to integrate the silver coinage of Damascus
into the Standing Caliph type had created a strange
hybrid coin, the Standing Caliph drachm, which bore
the images of two rulers. Here it is argued that the
creation of the MA type was intended to overcome
the shortcomings of the Standing Caliph drachm by
restoring the traditional binary numismatic formula
of ruler and religious symbol to the silver coinage of
Damascus.
The MA bust (ﬁg. 9b and cat. no. 5) retains the
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left-facing proﬁle of the Shahanshah but has lost the
wings of his crown and the turrets above his diadem,
the two features that clearly denoted his status as a
Sasanian monarch (see ﬁg. 9a). At the same time, the
bust holds in his hands a miniature version of the
scabbard that is held in the right hand of the Standing Caliph (ﬁg. 9c). How do we explain this combination of features? It seems that the MA bust is an
amalgam of the two contrasting images of rulership
present on the Standing Caliph drachm. In fact it is
the result of the conﬂation of a modiﬁed form of a
Sasanian-style bust with the deﬁning feature of the
standing ﬁgure—his sword. This conﬂated bust was
clearly intended to represent the caliph. The removal
of the standing ﬁgure from the reverse of the Standing Caliph drachm left that side of the coin free to
receive an image that represented the religion practiced and upheld by the caliph. By this means, the
MA type solved the main problem presented by the
imagery of the Standing Caliph drachm.
The MA bust did not remain static throughout its
brief life. In one specimen (cat. no. 7), the hilt of the
sword was placed not in the bust’s right hand, but in
his left, and the alignment of the sword-in-scabbard
was reversed. It seems likely that this was the work
of a new engraver, because both obverse and reverse
images on the sole surviving coin on which this realignment can be seen have proportions slightly different
(thicker face and thicker reverse columns) from the
other coins. The realignment is best explained as an
attempt to improve the caliphal image. The conﬂationary process that produced the ﬁrst MA bust had maintained the familiar proﬁle of the Sasanian prototype,
with the face turned towards the ﬁgure’s left side. However, this left-facing bust appeared to be drawing his
sword, or at least handling it, on his right side, while
his gaze was ﬁrmly ﬁxed in the opposite direction. The
posture lacks focus: its physical energies, represented
by the sword hand, are directed away from the ruler’s
line of vision. But cat. no. 7 dissolves the tension in
the image by directing the caliph’s sword hand in the
same direction as his line of sight, creating a reﬁned
image that is unilateral in movement and suggestive
of the ruler’s potency and alertness.
Two outstanding problems with the MA obverse
remain to be dealt with: ﬁrst, the absence of any reference to the date or place of manufacture and, second, the bust’s curious headgear.
Miles argued that the MA type was roughly con-
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Fig. 9a. Sasanian bust (from “Orans” Drachm of {Aqula, ah 75, from Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachm,” fig. 2). Fig. 9b. MA
bust (cat. no. 5). Fig. 9c. Standing Caliph gold figure from waist up.

temporary with the Standing Caliph drachm of ah
75 (694–95).46 The sequence proposed above for the
MA bust would place the MA type after the Standing
Caliph drachm, thus between 75 and 78 or 79 (694–
99).47 The Standing Caliph drachm bore no reference
to its place of manufacture but did have the date of
its manufacture inscribed in Arabic on the obverse, to
either side of the bust. Why did the designers of the
MA type fail to include the date legend? The explanation may lie in the model used by the die engraver who
was responsible for creating the MA bust. This model
would probably have been the standard Arab-Sasanian
type bust, which appeared on the Damascus drachms
of ah 72–74 (691–94) (see ﬁgs. 2a and 5b). Since
the Damascus drachms had the same MP inscriptions
that appear to either side of the MA bust, it is logical
to assume that the engraver simply copied the inscriptions verbatim once he had modiﬁed the bust itself.
The engraver may also have been reluctant to place
mundane data of an administrative nature in close
proximity to an image of the caliph. It should be noted
that the Standing Caliph type, whether it appeared on
gold, silver, or copper coinage, was usually surrounded
by pious inscriptions, never by mint and date information. A third possible explanation is that the mint
and date legend was omitted without the beneﬁt of
prolonged reﬂection, in a hurried effort to provide
a replacement for the Standing Caliph drachm. The
urgent need to produce a new type of coin may also
account for the curious decision to allow the Arabic
phrases denoting the caliphal ofﬁce (khalºfat All¸h and
amºr al-mu}minºn) that had ﬂanked the Standing Caliph
ﬁgure on the drachm to remain on the reverse of the
MA type, even though the caliphal ﬁgure had been

moved to the obverse. According to the argument
presented above, the Standing Caliph drachm was an
unsuccessful hybrid that had been cobbled together at
speed. It would not be surprising if its hastily executed
substitute were also deﬁcient in some respects.48
The omission of a date legend does mean that
there is no documentary proof that the MA type followed the Standing Caliph drachm. It is logically possible that the two types were contemporary trial issues,
both designed as replacements for the Sasanian-style
drachms of ah 72–74 (691–94). But given that {Abd
al-Malik introduced the Standing Caliph type as a uniform coinage for Greater Syria, it is unlikely that he
would have ordered two different silver issues to be
struck simultaneously in his capital mint, because this
would have caused confusion among coin users. Since
the dating of the Standing Caliph drachm to ah 75
(694–95) makes it most improbable that the MA type
could have intervened between the Damascus drachms
of 72–74 and the Standing Caliph drachm, we are left
with the sequence proposed above as the more likely
option. The two types may have overlapped chronologically to some extent, but the MA type was conceptually dependent on the Standing Caliph.
The second problem with the bust concerns the
shape of the headgear and the crosshatched covering of the breast. The “cap” and the circle above it
do resemble the shape of the headcovering of the
Year One Khusraw II drachm that Gaube suggested as
the prototype for the bust (see ﬁg. 8). But as Gaube
admitted, only some features of Khusraw’s crown are
incorporated here, notably the rounded “cap” and the
globe above it. The presence of the globe suggests that
the designer of the MA bust did mean to refer to an
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early type of Sasanian crown, but it is impossible to say
whether he saw the globe as a symbol of world domination, as had the Sasanians, or as a simple marker of
the Sasanian provenance of the headcovering. Since
the globe did not form part of the headcovering of
the full-size Standing Caliph ﬁgure, it is unlikely that
it was part of the caliph’s regalia. It follows that its
incorporation into the MA bust was probably intended
as a way of highlighting the regnal character of the
image and underlining the link between the imperial
bust and the MA bust that replaced it.
By contrast, the crosshatched breast covering ﬁnds
no precedent in the Sasanian numismatic repertoire.
However, if the construction of the bust is considered
from the point of view of the designer, the crosshatching can be seen as a formal solution to the problem
created by the need to introduce the caliph’s arms into
the image. The crosshatching pattern provided a contrasting background against which the caliph’s arms,
although disproportionately small, would be clearly
visible. In subtype 1a (see cat. nos. 4–5 for the clearest examples) the crosshatching was also applied to
the scabbard, though in most specimens the scabbard
is too thin to allow the pattern to be seen clearly.49
The modiﬁcation of the scabbard in type 1b created a distinct contrast to the crosshatching of the
chest and marked out the scabbard, with its pattern
of wavy lines, as a close analogue of the scabbard on
the standing ﬁgure.
If one accepts the argument proposed here, it follows that it is impossible to identify with conﬁdence
the type of material that the designer intended to
represent, if indeed he had any particular material
in mind. Gaube’s idea that it represented the scales
of an armored breastplate suggests an intriguing link
with the scabbard. An armored breastplate, if such
was intended, would add force to the image of a militant caliph. But it would be unwise to insist that
the engraver intended to show the caliph dressed
in armor, just as it would be rash to insist that the
engraver intended the bust’s headcovering to be seen
as a helmet rather than a cap. The militant aspect of
the caliphal ﬁgure was signaled by his association with
the instruments of war, the sword and spear, rather
than by his clothing.
The preceding reconstruction of the origins of the
MA obverse type ﬁnds support only in the evidence of
the coinage itself: the textual record tells us nothing
about it. However, since accurate textual references for
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{Abd al-Malik’s pre-reform coinage are entirely lacking, the stark choice facing the historian is either to
leave aside the topic of the evolution of the coinage
altogether for want of familiar sources of evidence,
or to reconstruct these processes on the basis of the
numismatic evidence alone. The reconstruction offered
here tries to examine the process through the eyes of
the administrators and craftsmen who were responsible for producing the coinage and to locate the process in the context of the coinage record.
THE REVERSE IMAGE ON THE MA TYPE
Miles’s interpretation
Miles’s main interest lay in the reverse, which he
described as “extraordinary and entirely anomalous.”
He claimed that the MA image was a replacement for
the ﬁre altar and attendants of the Sasanian prototype,
in terms of both the tripartite form and, more important, its meaning.50 Miles imagined that the designer
of the coin was instructed to ﬁnd “an alternative to
replace the distasteful gabri (Zoroastrian) symbolism
of the ﬁre-altar.” At ﬁrst sight, this appears to be a
reasonable reconstruction of the process. The ﬁre altar
was indeed the symbol of a disempowered, and to
Muslim eyes repugnant, religion. Its substitution by an
image representing Muslim worship would have been
a logical step in the formulation of an Islamic numismatic iconography. I have recently suggested that a
similar process obtained in the creation of the “Orans”
drachms of Iraq, struck from 73 to 75 (692–95).51 On
this coin, the Zoroastrian ﬁre altar was replaced by a
representation of the Muslim muªall¸. The depiction
of a niche mihrab, as Miles provisionally identiﬁed the
arch-on-columns, was appropriate because it alluded
unequivocally to the replacement of the ﬁre temple
by the mosque.
Miles supported his case for the mihrab with the
suggestion that the spear within the structure was
the Prophet’s short spear ({anaza), the device with
which he indicated the direction of prayer and created around himself a taboo space, the sutra, which
remained inviolable during the conduct of prayer.
Miles interpreted the image as a double allusion
to the Muslim place of prayer that contained references both to the mihrab as an architectural feature
of the mosque and to the {anaza, which was its functional predecessor. He pointed out that the Umayyad
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caliphs had continued to use the Prophet’s spear as a
symbol of religious authority and suggested that the
ribbons that hung from its top represented the pennants or banners (sing. {alam) of the caliph that were
tied to the Prophetic {anaza. Miles claimed that while
the textual evidence dated the building of the ﬁrst
niche mihrab to ah 89 (707–8), during the reign of
{Abd al-Malik’s son, Walid, the numismatic evidence
suggested that the niche mihrab had already become
an established feature of mosque architecture before
Walid’s reign.
Two points should be made about Miles’s argument
before considering the reception of his ideas by later
scholars. First, over the half century since he put forward his views, some progress has been made in understanding the archeology of the early mosque, although
the evidence is both scanty and contentious. While
there is no consensus on the matter, the archeological
record does not appear to support Miles’s hypothesis
that the mihrab had already become a standard feature
of mosque architecture in the mid-70s ah. Although
two sites in Egypt and Jordan have been tentatively
identiﬁed as having early niche mihrabs, neither has
been securely dated to the 70s ah.52 However, even if
these small provincial structures could be proven to
have been mosques with mihrabs, the important point
is that not a single large mosque, or indeed a public monument of any kind, has been securely dated
before the reign of {Abd al-Malik.53 In other words,
there does not appear to be any archeological evidence for the early appearance of the mosque that
the numismatic mihrab might have copied.
Second, when he addressed the question of the origin of the numismatic image of the arch-on-columns,
Miles insisted that the designer of the coin must have
had a numismatic prototype to copy.54 He stated that
this prototype must have been “a physical model appropriate to the speciﬁc Islamic concept chosen as the
symbol.” It is hard to understand why Miles believed
that the designer must have worked from a numismatic
prototype when he had already established to his satisfaction that an adequate model already existed in
the mosque mihrab. The same designer, according to
Miles, had after all attempted the creatively demanding task of engraving a “portrait” of the caliph on the
obverse. Yet Miles insisted on a numismatic model for
the structure. He found one in a local coinage, the
Greek imperial series. The chronology of this prototype presented a problem for Miles’s theory, because

this type of coinage had ceased to fulﬁl the role of
a common currency in Syria several centuries before
the Muslim conquest. 55 Miles came forward with
the analogy of the Turcoman bronzes of the Jazira
and neighboring regions (ﬁfth to seventh centuries
ah) that copied the imagery of Byzantine and other
ancient coins, some of which were dated several centuries earlier. Using the evidence of the Turcoman
coins, he argued that the MA type was not the only
Islamic coin to borrow the imagery of ancient coins
and claimed that both the early Muslims of Syria and
the later Turcoman communities of the Jazira would
have been equally familiar with very old coins. But his
analogy with the Turcoman copper coinages of the
Jazira and Southeast Anatolia does not stand up to
scrutiny, ignoring as it does the very different conditions under which both coinages were issued.56
THE SECONDARY LITERATURE ON THE
IDENTIFICATION OF THE MIHRAB
In a paper on Arab-Sasanian coins written just ﬁve
years after his piece for the Herzfeld volume, Miles
declared himself satisﬁed that his identiﬁcation of the
structure as a mi¥r¸b mujawwaf and {anaza had been
accepted by most scholars.57 But subsequent opinion
has not been so favorable to his theory. Although
Fehérvári and Melikian-Chirvani have accepted it, A.
Grabar, Gaube, O. Grabar, Whelan, and Raby have
all expressed their doubts.58
Fehérvári and Melikian-Chirvani
Fehérvári used the numismatic mihrab as supporting
evidence for the very early date of the ﬁrst extant
mosque mihrab, which he identiﬁed as the Mihrab
of Sulayman in the Haram in Jerusalem.59 But recent
analyses of the Mihrab of Sulayman have dated its
construction much later than the ﬁrst century, probably in the third.60
Melikian-Chirvani endorsed Miles’s reading enthusiastically, claiming that the coin offered “incontrovertible evidence...that the mihrab was indeed substituted
for the ﬁre-altar as a state symbol around 75/696–
697.”61 His argument is based on a fundamental reinterpretation of the meaning of the image of the ﬁre
altar that appears on the reverse of the standard ArabSasanian coinage.62 He surmised that the only possible
explanation for the survival of the numismatic image
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of the Zoroastrian ﬁre altar, an objectionable symbol
in Muslim eyes, was that the Muslims had incorporated
the ﬁre altar within their own religious practice, perhaps using it as an orientation point to indicate the
direction of prayer.63 On this basis, he interpreted the
ﬁre altar on the Arab-Sasanian coinage as a symbol of
the mihrab, and the attendants ﬂanking the altar not
as m¡bads but as imams conducting the prayers. He
argued that in ah 75 (694–95) {Abd al-Malik deemed
the ﬁre altar no longer suitable and replaced it with
“an actual mi¥r¸b.”
There are several problems with this thesis. First,
as already noted, numismatic imagery is generally
conservative and not prone to radical change except
in rare cases. This is because the primary purpose of
numismatic design is to persuade the coin user that
the coin holds a particular value: this purpose is more
often than not best served by maintaining a strong
visual and inscriptional resemblance to currently circulating coinage. It is clear that this was the principle that lay behind the Muslims’ decision to retain the
appearance of Sasanian coins on the new Arab-Sasanian silver coinage that they initiated in the early 30s.
The same principle of continuity operated in Syria in
the ﬁrst century after the conquest. There is no sign
that the early Syrian Muslims objected to images of
the cross and the Emperor on the gold and copper
coins of Constantinople that circulated in Greater Syria
in the Sufyanid period. The caliph Mu{awiya’s abortive attempt to introduce gold coins without crosses
was abandoned when he realized that his (mainly nonMuslim) subjects were not prepared to accept changes
to the original Byzantine imagery.64 Second, had Muslims indeed objected so strongly to the ﬁre altar, it
is difﬁcult to understand why they would have sanctioned the continuation of its numismatic representation in exactly the same form as it had appeared on
the Sasanian prototype, since most coin users, being
non-Muslims, would have been unaware of the change
in its function. Third, the suggested function of the
“Muslim” ﬁre altar would have entailed the construction of new buildings around the ﬁre altars, for which
there is no archeological evidence. Had these buildings been constructed, it is hard to imagine how they
could have served to direct the faithful towards Mecca,
given the lack of any prominent architectural feature
in these buildings (such as a mihrab) that might have
indicated direction. In short, there is every reason to
believe that the early Muslim attitude towards coinage
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aimed to maintain economic prosperity by retaining
the monetary mechanisms inherited from Late Antiquity. Muslim sensitivity towards numismatic imagery
only emerged in consistent fashion after the civil war
that divided the Sufyanid from the Marwanid period,
as the transitional coinage demonstrates. For these
reasons, the notion that the mihrab was intended as
a substitute for the ﬁre altar is not sustainable.
A. Grabar
The earliest reaction to Miles’s essay appeared in André
Grabar’s L’iconoclasme byzantin (1957). Grabar examined the prehistory of Byzantine iconoclasm in the ﬁrst
part of his book and dealt with the representation of
the cross and the ﬁgure of Christ in all media. One
of his principal conclusions was that the symbol of the
cross played a crucial role in the public, as well as the
private, iconography of the Byzantine emperors in the
sixth and seventh centuries. Grabar saw the introduction of the cross-on-steps on Byzantine coinage, ﬁrst
for a brief period under Tiberius II (578–82), and
then for a much longer period beginning early in
the reign of Heraclius (610–41), as a central feature
of an imperial project to portray the seventh-century
emperors as the heirs of Constantine and the restorers
of the glory of early Byzantium. Under Heraclius, the
cross, which adorned the banners of the Byzantine
army that attacked Sasanian Iran, became a symbol
of the Emperor’s campaign to restore the relic of the
True Cross of the Holy Sepulcher (Golgotha), which
had been stolen by the Persians after the conquest of
Jerusalem in ad 614.
Grabar conceived the idea that Justinian II and
{Abd al-Malik conducted a “war of images” as part of
their competition for hegemony in the Near East. He
believed that this conﬂict acted as a determining inﬂuence on the evolution of church and mosque decoration, prompting a series of reciprocal developments
as each ruler tried to outdo his opponent by creating an ever more potent visual and inscriptional program. Grabar’s preoccupation with the numismatic
representation of the cross led him to disagree with
Miles’s interpretation of the arch-on-two-columns of
the MA type. Where Miles imagined a mihrab, Grabar saw the sacrum in Jerusalem, which sheltered the
Constantinian cross that he believed was the prototype alluded to on the coinage.65 Grabar interpreted
the replacement of the cross within the arch by the
spear, accompanied by the phrase naªr All¸h (in his
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translation, “Victory of God”), as a message that highlighted the triumph of Muslim arms in the Holy Land
and the physical and spiritual replacement of Christianity by the new religion of Islam.
Despite the limitations of the numismatic evidence
in his day—the coinage records of both Byzantium
and the early Marwanid period have been considerably enlarged since he wrote—Grabar’s thesis had the
advantage of placing the MA coin within the numismatic
tradition of Syrian coinage and deriving its interpretation of the reverse from a local context.66 Further evidence in favor of his identiﬁcation of the arched structure as the sacrum has been independently adduced
by Raby from his study of Jerusalem pilgrim ﬂasks and
jars, a point to which we will return below.67
O. Grabar
The ﬁrst Islamic art historian to react to Miles’s ideas
was O. Grabar. In his Formation of Islamic Art (1973),
Grabar accepted the identiﬁcation of the spear as
“one of the formal symbols of Prophetic and caliphal
power,” but, like Gaube, he expressed doubts about
the framing structure. He stated, “It is less certain
that the niche represents an actual mihrab.... It could
have been simply a motif of honor without concrete
Muslim signiﬁcance.”68 Grabar’s reluctance to identify
the structure as a mihrab is explained by his acceptance of the textual evidence for the construction of
the earliest niche mihrab during the reign of Walid
b. {Abd al-Malik. Grabar nevertheless agreed that the
structure was three-dimensional—he referred to it as a
“niche”—presumably because he accepted Miles’s identiﬁcation of the ancient numismatic prototype for the
MA coin. He made no comment on A. Grabar’s idea
that the frame was intended to represent the sacrum
that normally stood over the cross. His reluctance to
speculate on the MA type is matched by his cautious
attitude towards all the major types that make up the
transitional coinage.69
Whelan
In 1986 Estelle Whelan set the MA type within the
wider context of her revisionist thesis concerning
the signiﬁcance of the mi¥r¸b mujawwaf as a feature
of mosque architecture.70 Her contention was that
{Umar b. {Abd al-{Aziz’s introduction of the mi¥r¸b
mujawwaf into the Medinan mosque, whence it quickly

became a standard feature of mosque architecture
throughout the Umayyad world, was only one feature
of an architectural program carried out by order of
Walid b. {Abd al-Malik. This program aimed to commemorate the Prophet’s leadership of the Muslim
community by incorporating architectural memorials to him in the fabric of the mosque. The physical
commemoration of the Prophet was, in her view, an
innovation of Walid’s reign.71
Her approach relies heavily on the literary evidence for the function of the mihrab before Walid’s
reign.72 She concludes that the early mihrab was similar to the maqª¢ra in that it consisted of an area abutting the qibla wall of the mosque that was reserved
for the caliph or his representative. This royal enclosure was usually formed of a short bay, delineated by
two rows of columns that jutted out at right angles
from the qibla wall, in which the caliph would sit
during worship and from where he would conduct
his business as ruler after prayers had been offered.
She argues that mihrab and maqª¢ra both served as
locations from which the imam led the prayers. The
only difference between them was a formal distinction
between an enclosed space (maqª¢ra) and an open
space (mihrab).73
Having clariﬁed the function of the early mihrab,
Whelan dismisses Sauvaget’s thesis that the later mi¥r¸b
mujawwaf was nothing more than a feature of Late
Antique palatine architecture, the ruler’s throne niche,
which was transposed from the palace into the mosque.
She argues that if the old mihrab already provided
a designated zone for the ruler, there would have
been no need for Walid to create a second space that
served the same function. Instead she proposes that
the mi¥r¸b mujawwaf played a very different role, serving as a reliquary that marked the sacred space (the
sutra) in which the Prophet would have stood to lead
the congregation in prayer. In other words, the niche
mihrab was a new feature of mosque architecture that
was invented in order to accommodate a new development within the Muslim liturgy. The mihrab served to
focus the congregation’s attention on the “the intangible presence of the Prophet,” because the sutra was
conceived of as “the symbolic ‘qiblah’ of the Prophet.”
Walid wanted the Prophet’s life to serve as a model
for his subjects and chose to implant a physical memorial to the Prophet in the mosque as a perpetual reference to his presence.74
Whelan’s argument is colored by a critical attitude
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towards past Western scholarship, particularly Jean
Sauvaget’s book on the Prophet’s mosque in Medina.
She attacked Sauvaget for casting the Umayyads as
passive recipients of Late Antique culture who were
incapable of creating their own religious identity. By
contrast, Whelan’s explanation of the origin of the
mihrab cast it as an inspired product of Muslim creative energy.75
This is not the place to comment at length on Whelan’s ideas, although it should be noted that her analysis ignores the traditional idea that the early mihrab
may have played the role of a qibla marker.76 She
concludes instead that the two types of mihrab were
completely distinct elements of mosque architecture,
in both formal and functional terms. What is relevant
here is her use of Miles’s arguments from the coinage. While she rejected Miles’s tentative suggestion
that the reverse image represented the mi¥r¸b mujawwaf, on the grounds that it could not have preceded
the architectural mihrab, she agreed with him on two
counts: that it was a mihrab and that the spear standing inside it was the Prophet’s spear.77 It is clear that
Whelan welcomed the numismatic evidence as conﬁrmation of her theory of the role of the mihrab as Prophetic reliquary. But Miles’s thesis presents an obstacle to her interpretation of the niche mihrab that she
does not confront. On the one hand, Whelan accepts
that Walid created the niche mihrab in ah 89 (707–
8) in order to give visible emphasis to a new feature
of Muslim liturgy, while on the other hand, she sees
the numismatic image of the spear standing within an
old-style mihrab on the coin of ah 75 (694–95) as the
very instrument that the Prophet used to demarcate
the sutra. The question arises why Walid should have
introduced a new form to demarcate the function of
the mihrab as a reliquary in ah 89, if the mihrab was
already recognized as a reliquary on a caliphal coin? It
will be suggested below that the solution to this puzzle
lies in the fact that the numismatic image had nothing
to do with the mihrab, but was in fact, as A. Grabar
had ﬁrst suggested, a reference to the sacrum.
Raby
In a 1999 article on the glass pilgrim vessels from
Jerusalem, Raby analyzed an important source of evidence for seventh-century Syrian iconography. Among
the images appearing on the Jewish and Christian vessels, two stand out as relevant to the MA type. These
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are, ﬁrst, the arch-on-columns on the Jewish vessels
and, second, the sacrum enclosing the cross on the
Christian vessels. 78 The Jewish arch-on-columns is
understood to represent the Temple: in some cases
it is occupied by a menorah, in others it is left empty
(ﬁgs. 10b and 10c). Both versions no doubt symbolize
Jewish hopes for the restoration of the Temple. In the
Christian vessels, the arch does not appear to have
been as widely used as the cross (in one of three forms)
and the lozenge, which are the most commonly used
symbols. However in class A.VII, the arch-on-columns
is depicted as the sacrum, or protective covering that
shelters the cross (ﬁg. 10a).79 As Raby demonstrates,
although not common on the surviving pilgrim vessels, the cross within the sacrum appeared frequently
on other objects in the sixth and seventh centuries
ad. It can be found on pewter ampullae made for
pilgrims (ﬁg. 11a) and on a glass chalice (ﬁg. 11b);
it appeared in the same form on silver book covers
and on Axumite coins of unspeciﬁed date (ﬁgs. 12a
and 12b).80
The Cross of Golgotha itself, which supplied the
model for the cross-on-steps on Byzantine coinage,
was covered by a sacrum that, it has been suggested,
may have been hexagonal in shape, thus giving rise
to the hexagonal shape of Christian pilgrim vessels.81
Having drawn attention to the ubiquity of the Christian image in both popular and elite culture, a fact
unknown to Miles, Raby suggests that the MA image
was constructed in order to provide a Muslim version
of the arch, in which the familiar cross was replaced
by the image of the spear.82 In doing so, Raby takes
forward A. Grabar’s conjecture of the “war of images”
between Byzantium and the caliphate but focuses his
attention on the local context of Greater Syria, rather
than on the two contending imperial courts.83
A NEW READING OF THE REVERSE
OF THE MA TYPE
As both A. Grabar and Raby point out, the Christian
form of the cross within the arch was well known in
seventh-century Syria. Raby’s evidence is particularly
pertinent because the pilgrim vessels he discusses were
relatively small and suitable for a domestic, rather than
a sacred, context. Pilgrim souvenirs and the coins that
used similar imagery, including the modiﬁed cross and
the Standing Caliph, as well as the spear within the
sacrum, would have had wide distribution throughout
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a

b

c

Fig. 10a. Motifs on Christian glass pilgrim vessels, class A.VII. Figs. 10b and 10c. Motifs on Jewish glass pilgrim vessels, classes
B.I and B.III. (From Raby, “In vitro veritas,” 116–17)

a

b

Fig. 11a. Cross under arch, detail from a pewter ampulla of
Jerusalem (Monza Cathedral). (From Raby, “In vitro veritas,”
146, fig. 40) Fig. 11b. Glass chalice, Syria, 6th century ad, in
Dumbarton Oaks Collection. (From Ross, Byzantine and Early
Mediaeval Antiquities, detail from pl. liv A)

a

b

Fig. 12a. Reverse of Axumite silver coin. (From Munro-Hay
and Juel-Jensen, Aksumite Coinage, no. JJ 257) Fig. 12b. Silver
book cover from the sixth-century ad Sion Treasure. (From
Boyd and Mango, Ecclesiastical Silver Plate, S22.4–5)
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the eastern Christian world. The image would have
been familiar to all sectors of the population, not
just the elite. In an age when the mass media were
unknown, these objects played an important role in
disseminating and popularizing a common symbolic
repertoire.
As Raby’s paper demonstrates, the arch, unlike the
cross, was a form that was appropriated in turn by
all three monotheist religions, its confessional identity being signaled by the object (or empty space)
that was found within it.84 In the Muslim version,
the upright weapon (whether a spear or a different
weapon) was recognizable as an implement of war
and was surrounded on either side by Arabic inscriptions that declared it to be an instrument of God’s
wrath against the nonbelievers, and thus a replacement for the cross.85
The use of the sacrum to refer to the absent cross
also served to integrate the MA type within the iconographic program of the preceding issues of transitional coinage struck by {Abd al-Malik. The reverses
of these earlier coins had all borne the image of the
modiﬁed cross-on-steps, which resembled the familiar Byzantine cross-on-steps motif but lacked the horizontal bar of the prototype.86 The problem facing the
designer of the MA type was that the modiﬁed image
was not susceptible to further manipulation: to remove
any of its constituent parts, whether the ball on top of
the staff, the staff itself, or the steps, would have severed the visual link between this shape and the prototype to which it referred, thus rendering it unintelligible. The designer was therefore left with the option
of retaining the modiﬁed cross in its original form or
replacing it with an analogous image. He chose the
latter option. Although invisible in this image, the
cross, which as a symbol of resurrection was itself the
focal point of Muslim disapproval of Christianity, is
suggested by the arch. By reintroducing a reference to
the cross, invisible but present through inference, the
MA type reverted to the iconographic program of the
transitional coinage and reestablished the theme commonly found on the reverse, which had been excluded
from the Standing Caliph drachm.87
This was an image that would have been recognized
as a triumphal declaration of the Muslims’ victory over
their predecessors and their appropriation of the former territories of the Byzantine Empire in Greater
Syria. Whether the same image might also have been
understood by some observers as a reference to the
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Dome of the Rock, which by ah 75 (694–95) would
have been well on the way to completion, is open to
question.88 Given the immense renown of that great
building as the earliest monumental religious structure constructed by the Muslims, it is possible that
the designer of the coin realized that his image might
be read in this way by those who were familiar with
it. Similarly, it cannot be denied that some observers
may have seen a reference to a mihrab, if such a structure did exist at the time, even though it cannot yet
have become a ubiquitous feature of mosque architecture. But the primary reference of this image is likely
to have been to the modiﬁed cross that had already
become an established feature of {Abd al-Malik’s transitional coinage.
CONCLUSION
The MA drachm was thus a Syrian coin whose metrology and iconography allow it to be placed within
the contemporary environment of Syrian coinage.
Its anomalous character arises not from the choice
of imagery and inscriptions, but because it was the
ﬁrst Muslim coin of Syria that attempted to integrate
Persian and Syrian numismatic imagery in order to
create a form in which silver coinage, largely absent
from the Syrian monetary stock for several centuries,
could once again be produced in the region. Given
the complexity of the images that were chosen for the
coin, it is possible that seventh-century Syrians were
as confused by the MA type as modern observers have
been. Whether for this reason or because the decision
had already been taken to introduce the epigraphic
coinage, the MA type signaled a terminus, rather than
a new beginning, in the numismatic iconography of
early Islam.89
Although the MA type does not yield answers to all
the questions to which it gives rise, this coin type, as
well as the other transitional types of {Abd al-Malik’s
reign, does allow us to observe the decision-making process that accompanied the pursuit of a suitable numismatic iconography by the early Marwanids.
Although coins were humble, mass-produced artifacts,
the historical value of coinage lies in the provision
of a datable sequence of choices, compromises, and
innovations in a single medium, revealing the mistakes made, as well as the successes achieved in the
process. The same cannot be said of a great monument like the Dome of the Rock, whose evolution is
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clouded by so many unknown factors, including the
architect’s interpretation of the original commission,
limitations in the availability of resources and skilled
manpower, and the changing political scene during
the long campaign of construction, to say nothing of
later additions and renovations. In the ﬁeld of early
Islam, where the material evidence is so sparse and

poorly documented and textual records so often misleading, no type of evidence, however problematic its
interpretation, should be ignored.
Khalili Research Centre
University of Oxford

APPENDIX
Table 1. The weights of the whole and undamaged “Orans” drachms of Kufa and Basra. (References from the catalogue in
Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms of Bishr ibn Marw¸n,” 261–67)
Coin no. (Kufa)

Weight in grams

A1
A2
A3
A4

4.31
4.19
unknown
3.56

A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
Mean weight of 7 Kufa specimens: 4.07g

unknown
1.77
unknown
4.00
3.94
3.23
4.13
4.01
3.96
unknown

Coin no. (Basra)

Weight in grams

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
Mean weight of 5 Basra specimens: 4.14g

4.06
4.34
4.01
4.11
3.41
unknown
4.22
3.46

Condition

Pierced, plugged, and
probably clipped
Clipped

Clipped

Condition

Damaged

Very worn
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Table 2. Weights of the whole and undamaged Damascus and related Arab-Sasanian drachms (ah 72–74).
Year90

Weight (g)

Location

Remarks / Condition

References

72

3.65

BN 1968.863

*Undamaged

72

3.41

Ashmolean

Clipped?

72
72 (Hims
mint)
73
73

Unknown
2.80

Unknown
Clipped

73

Unknown

Mint/date not secure

73

Unknown

Unknown

Peus Auktion 363, 4/26/2000, no. 5649

73

3.52

*Undamaged

Peus Auktion 363, 4/26/2000, no. 5649

73

3.68

Warden Collection
Shamma Collection
no. 487
BN 1965.471
Shamma Collection
no. 520
Königsberger
Collection
Konsul
Meyer collection
Peus 2000,
5649
BN 1965.472

Miles, “Arab-Sasanian and Related Coins,” 191,
no. 6
Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage, no.
278
Oral communication from S. Album, 2003
Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage, no.
305
Gaube, Arabosasanidische Numismatik, pl. 2, no. 15
Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage, no.
279; Spink Zürich Auction 34, 6/19/1990, no. 9.
Walker, Arab-Sassanian Coins, 23, N.1

73
74

3.69
3.80

Peus 2004, 1203
Balog

74
74

3.16
2.31

Dickson Collection
Unknown

3.74
3.15

*Undamaged
Probably clipped

*Condition unknown and Unpublished?
date not seen by author
*Undamaged
Peus Auktion 378, 4/28/04, no. 1203
*Undamaged
Spink Numismatic Circular 58 (Aug.–Sept. 1950):
435–36
Apparently undamaged
Walker, Arab-Sassanian Coins, 23, DD.1
Clipped
Sotheby’s Auction 10/14/1999, no. 256

NOTES
1.

2.

3.

M. L. Bates, “History, Geography and Numismatics in the
First Century of Islamic Coinage,” Revue suisse de numismatique 65 (1986): 231–62.
The coins illustrated in ﬁgs. 1 and 2 come from the following publications: “Shahada” solidus from S. Album and T.
Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage of the Early Islamic Period,
Sylloge of Islamic Coins in the Ashmolean 1 (Oxford: Ashmolean Museum, 2001), no. 607; Standing Caliph dinar from
Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage of the Early Islamic
Period, no. 705; Arab-Sasanian drachm of Damascus from P.
Balog, “An Arab-Sasanian Dirhem with Kuﬁc Inscriptions,”
Spink Numismatic Circular 58 (Aug–Sept., 1950): 435; Standing Caliph drachm from R. Gyselen, Arab-Sasanian Copper
Coinage (Vienna: Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, 2000), pl. 15/7; Mihrab and {Anaza drachm
(see above, cat. no. 4).
With its stress on the minute examination of the surviving
numismatic evidence combined with a systematic reassessment
of past scholarship, this article follows a formula similar to
the approach that I adopted in an earlier article on another
coin type belonging to this series, the “Orans” drachm of
Kufa and Basra: see W. L. Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms
of Bishr ibn Marw¸n and the Figural Coinage of the Early
Marw¸nids,” in J. Johns, ed., Bayt al-Maqdis: Jerusalem and Early
Islam, Oxford Studies in Islamic Art 9, 2 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999), 223–70.

4.

G. C. Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah: A Study in Early Islamic
Iconography,” in Archaeologia orientalia in memoriam Ernst
Herzfeld (Locust Valley, NY: J. J. Augustin, 1952), 156–71.
Although this paper disagrees with Miles’s theory at several
points, there is no denying that Miles’s work on the Mihrab
and {Anaza type, as well as other ﬁgural Islamic coins, laid
the foundations for subsequent analysis of the iconography
of Islamic coinage. See, for example, Miles, “A Portrait of
the Buyid Prince Rukn al-Dawlah,” American Numismatic Society Museum Notes 11 (1964): 283–93, pls. 45–47.
5. See J. Walker, A Catalogue of the Arab-Sassanian Coins, vol. 1
of idem, A Catalogue of the Muhammadan Coins in the British
Museum, 2 vols. (London: British Museum, 1941, 1956), 24,
pl. 31/5. Walker describes the reverse image as follows: “New
type of reverse; within triple circle in place of usual Sassanian ﬁre-altar and attendants there is an arch surmounting
two pillars no doubt representing a mihrab or Mu¥ammadan
prayer-niche; in the centre of the arch rises a lance with two
streamers falling to l.”
6. Herzfeld published the Khassaki mihrab in an article entitled “Die Genesis der islamischen Kunst und das MshattaProblem,” Der Islam 1 (1910), as noted by Miles, “Mi¥r¸b
and {Anazah,” 162, n. 13.
7. Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 157, n. 5.
8. Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 162.
9. Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 167.
10. See Miles’s review of Walker’s two British Museum catalogues:
G. C. Miles, “The Iconography of Umayyad Coinage: Review
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of John Walker, A Catalogue of the Muhammadan Coins in the
British Museum,” Ars Orientalis 3 (1959): 208. Here he describes
both types as anomalies and appears to include within the
same anomalous category the “Orans” type and the ﬁgural
silver coin of Yazid b. al-Muhallab; for the last coin, see J.
Walker, “Some New Arab-Sassanian Coins,” Numismatic Chronicle 12, 6th ser. (1952): 106–10, pl. 9, no. 3. Yazid’s coin would
repay further study. It was struck nearly ten years after the
ﬁrst issue of the MA type and bears an obverse bust that is
derived from the Sasanian prototype and, like the MA bust,
lacks the wings above the crown. The reverse image shows
a ﬁgure in armor, holding the hilt of his sword in his right
hand and an upright spear in his left.
O. Grabar, The Formation of Islamic Art (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987, orig. publ. 1973), 90. The “Orans” type
retains the obverse bust of the Shahanshah but replaces the
ﬁre altar and attendants on the reverse with the ﬁgure of the
praying imam, from which the coin takes its name, and two
fellow worshippers. For the specimen of the “Orans” drachm,
illustrated in ﬁg. 3, that was struck in {Aqula (al-Kufa) in ah
75, see Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage, pl. 1,
coin no. 5; and Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms.”
The non-numismatist’s skepticism regarding the viability and
value of numismatic research is understandable, in the light
of both the inadequate provision of up-to-date catalogues
and the patchy quality of the secondary literature, which is
largely conﬁned to the traditional numismatic activities of
attribution and taxonomy. Two multivolume catalogues of
Islamic coins now being written (the Sylloge numorum arabicorum Tübingen and the Sylloge of Islamic Coins in the Ashmolean)
aim to provide primary numismatic material in accessible
form for nonspecialists.
Grabar (Formation, 91) writes that the coins “reﬂect only the
preoccupations of the center of a culture; they are not necessarily indicative of the total creativity, even at the level of
formal symbols, of a given moment.” Grabar does not tell us
why historians should ignore a source of evidence for the history of the “cultural center,” meaning the Marwanid elite, on
the grounds that it fails to say anything useful about developments on the periphery. For one series of coins struck during the transitional period that can be used to shed light
on early Marwanid provincial history, see Treadwell, “The
‘Orans’ Drachms.”
O. Grabar, “Islamic Art and Byzantium,” Dumbarton Oaks
Papers 18 (1964): 81.
It should be noted that in the following pages all references
to changes in numismatic iconography are attributed to an
anonymous “designer.” It is probable that {Abd al-Malik and
his senior advisors were involved in making decisions regarding the development of their precious metal coinage, its
metrology as well as its iconography. But since the true identity of those responsible is unknown, it seems wise to use the
general term “designer” rather than to refer directly to the
caliph or his vizier.
Abbreviations used in the catalogue are “MA” for “Mihrab
and {Anaza” and “MP” for “Middle Persian.” All illustrations
are approximately double size, with the exception of coin
no. 6, which is more than double size. In this catalogue and
the subsequent discussion in the text, left and right are seen
from the coin observer’s perspective, except in the case of the
human representations, including the bust and the standing
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ﬁgure. Here, in line with numismatic convention, left and
right are understood from the perspective of the ﬁgure.
See Treadwell (“The ‘Orans’ Drachms,” 257–58) for the
similarity between the decoration of the scabbard in cat.
no. 7 and the scabbard in the hands of the standing ﬁgure.
M. A. al-{Ush, The Silver Hoard of Damascus (Damascus: Mat¥af
Dimashq, 1972), 167 and n. 1 thereto qualiﬁed his description
of this feature in a footnote as follows: “…unusual design, is
it possible that the engraver wanted to represent the sovereign holding a sword in his hands?”
The lower part of the bust on Miles’s specimen (Miles, “Mi¥r¸b
and {Anazah,” pl. 28, no. 3) is poorly engraved. The elements
that make up the torso are very small by comparison with the
head and are tightly compressed. The right hand appears to
lie close to the left and masks the outline of the scabbard.
Miles (“Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 158) stated of the scabbard:
“There are a pair of zig-zag lines and another zig-zag between
two bars, which I will not attempt to interpret.”
H. Gaube, Arabosasanidische Numismatik (Braunschweig: Klinkhardt & Biermann, 1973), 16, has: “Die Büste ist zu einer
Oberkörperdarstellung mit über der Brust gekreuzten Armen
erweitert.”
In very approximate terms, the Arab-Sasanian bust can be
divided typologically between the standard model with a
broad-featured bust and the revised model of the later Basran drachms (ah 70s), which has a slightly narrower top, a
more sweeping curve to the line of the beard, and a greater
area of exposed chest. (See for example, the “Orans” issues
of Basra dated 75, in Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms,”
267.)
The pennants lie to the left on cat. nos 1–2; to the right on
cat. nos. 3–5; to either side of the spear on cat. no. 7.
The Damascus drachms of ah 72–74 (691–94), of which more
than a dozen specimens are now known (see above, Appendix: Table 2), are inconsistent in the location of the mint and
date inscriptions, which appear on either side of the ﬁre altar
attendants on the reverse. On roughly half these specimens,
the mint is found on the left side while the date is on the
right: on the others the date and mint are transposed. See
the comments in Peus Auktion 363, 26 April 2000, Münzen aus
den Sammlungen Konsul Meyer, Prof. Dr. Robert Göbl und andere,
no. 5649. See also Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms,” for the
variation in the imagery of the “Orans” series.
For the theory that the change in alignment of the sword on
the MA bust (cat. no. 7) was dictated by a desire to make the
bust image a more coherent depiction of caliphal authority,
see above, 13. Unlike the case of the “Orans” type, where
it seems that at least three engravers were employed (see
Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms,” 240), it is not possible
to ascertain the numbers involved in the production of the
MA type. Cat. no. 7 certainly appears to be exceptional in
terms of overall style and may well have been the product of
a different engraver.
I am grateful to Dr. Gert Rispling of the Numismatic Institute, Stockholm, for allowing me to include this coin in my
discussion. Rispling has pointed out to me that even though
its provenance is not recorded, the fragment was probably
retrieved in the nineteenth century from one of the very
numerous hoards of early Islamic silver coins deposited in
Sweden. When C. J. Tornberg described it in his catalogue
(Numi cuﬁci, 124, no. 20), the Royal Swedish Coin Cabinet
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did not acquire coins from private collections. An estimated
date for the arrival of the coin in Sweden is between ad 770
and 800 (Rispling: verbal communication, Aug. 2003). See G.
Rispling and J. Yassi, ”Arab-sasanidiskt mynt fran 690-talet,”
Svensk Numismatisk Tidskrift 8 (Dec. 2003): 182–83 (in Swedish).
In addition to the two reasons given in the text, there are
further numismatic arguments that support its authenticity.
Had a modern forger created it, cat. no. 7 would undoubtedly have been copied from cat. no. 5, which is the only
other specimen to have the Arabic reverse marginal inscription. The legend is not distributed in exactly the same way on
these two coins, however, and the fact that the caliphal titles
on cat. no. 7 contain spelling mistakes attests to its authenticity, since a careful forger would not have made such an
error. The similarity between the design of the scabbard on
cat. no. 7 and that of the Standing Caliph dinar of 74–77
(ﬁg. 4) can hardly have been intended by a forger. In general, the standard of forgery in early Islamic coinage is not
as sophisticated as in the Ancient coin market, because the
customer base has always been so much smaller. See vol. 1 of
D. Hill, Becker the Counterfeiter, 2 vols. (London: Spink, 1924–
25), on the career of Carl Becker (born 1772), one of the
most successful early counterfeiters of Greek coinage. The
present-day publication, Bulletin on Counterfeits, published by
the International Bureau for the Suppression of Counterfeit
Coins, provides illustrations of counterfeits of mainly Greek
and Roman coins, as well as some medieval, early modern,
and ancient Iranian examples, but includes very few Islamic
pieces. (See the false dinar of ah 77, Bulletin on Counterfeits
23, 1–2 [1998]: 17, described as “easily the most counterfeited
Islamic coin.”) Islamic forgeries have even been offered for
sale at public auction, but their quality is on the whole inferior. Alteration of genuine coins, involving a change of mint
and/or date legend, is also known in the Islamic ﬁeld, but
this is not a consideration for the rare ﬁgural coinage discussed here.
See Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms,” 228 for comparative die totals for the “Orans” issue: Kufa (14 specimens,
13 obverse and 13 reverse dies) and Basra (8 specimens, 6
obverse and 7 reverse dies).
The theory that the MA type was not produced in the Damascus mint but rather in the Mashriq (eastern provinces of Iraq
and Iran) has recently received support from some British
numismatists who work on the early Islamic period, although
it has not to my knowledge been published.
Album (Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage, 38)
gives the weight standard of Arab-Sasanian drachms, which
were struck in ah 31–85 (651–704), as 4.10–4.13g.
See above, Appendix: Table 2. Taking the weights of the ﬁve
undamaged specimens, adding that of BN 1965.472, which we
presume to be undamaged (all selected coins are marked by
an asterisk in Table 2), and dividing by six gives the ﬁgure of
3.68g. Unfortunately there are too few surviving specimens of
the Standing Caliph drachm (only three known: see below,
n. 36) to calculate the weight standard of this group.
It is theoretically possible that the range of weights of the
Damascus silver issues is greater than the existing ﬁgures for
our small sample suggest. If that is so, it might be argued that
these coins were not struck to any weight standard and were
exchanged in the market place by weight, not by piece. How-
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ever, this is most unlikely. The mint authorities in Damascus
would presumably have been unwilling to treat their new silver coinage in such a lax fashion and would have wished to
set a value for the silver coins in relation to the gold coins
from the same mint. The puzzle is how to determine the
provenance of the new weight standard: was it a proportion
of the Arab-Sasanian standard, or a local Syrian standard?
Although it is pointless to speculate on this matter with the
inadequate data at hand, it is clear that the weight standard
of both silver and gold during this transitional phase was different from that introduced with the epigraphic coinage of
ah 77–79 (696–99). Although there is some dispute about
the standard weight of the epigraphic dirham in the early
Marwanid period, the canonical standard of the later Marwanid period was 2.97g, which was 7/10 of the weight of the
dinar (4.25–4.26g).
See Appendix: Table 1. It is strange that two of the “Orans”
drachms weigh more than 4.3g, an exceptionally high weight
for Sasanian-style coins. These heavy coins were both struck
in the ﬁrst year of minting in their respective mints and were
perhaps produced before proper attention was paid to the
weight standard.
Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 170–71. Although the metrological data clinches Miles’s attribution of the MA type, it
should be noted that some of the numismatic imagery that
originated in Damascus in the transitional period of 72–77
was adopted in later years by a few Iranian mints. But these
Iranian coins were copper, not silver or gold, and the most
recent research suggests that they were only issued after the
end of the transitional period, in other words after the introduction of epigraphic coinage in ah 79. For a provisional
chronology of the Iranian Arab-Sasanian copper coinage, see
Album in Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage, 45–
49. For examples of Iranian coppers bearing the image of
the Standing Caliph, see Gyselen, Arab-Sasanian Copper Coinage, types 39a, 39b, and 40 (all from the mint of Susa).
See G. C. Miles, “The Earliest Arab Gold Coinage,” American
Numismatic Society Museum Notes 13 (1967): 212–24; Album
and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage, 92–93.
See Goodwin in Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage,
91–99.
The three known specimens of the Standing Caliph drachm
are: 1. the specimen from the Zubov Collection, now in the
State Historical Museum, Moscow (Walker, A Catalogue of
the Arab-Sassanian Coins, 25, Zub. 1); 2. Bibliothèque nationale, Paris, 1967.208 (Gyselen, Arab-Sasanian Copper Coinage,
pl. 15/7); 3. Gaube, Arabosasanidische Numismatik, pl. 14.
The three specimens are struck from two obverse and three
reverse dies: nos. 2 and 3 were struck from the same obverse
die.
On Standing Caliph gold dinars, this inscription was placed in
the more spacious margin, where there was sufﬁcient space for
its extended form: bism All¸h ¤uriba h¸dh¸ al-dºn¸r sanata…
See M. H. Sauvaire, “Matériaux pour servir à l’histoire de
la numismatique et de la métrologie musulmanes,” Journal asiatique 15, 7th ser. (1880): 464 for a reference to the
dirham khusrawº (Sasanian drachm) in al-Bal¸dhurº’s Fut¢¥
al-buld¸n.
Miles,“Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 169.
P. Grierson, Phocas to Theodosius III, 602–712, 2 vols., Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins in the Dumbarton Oaks Col-
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lection and in the Whittemore Collection (Washingon, DC:
Dumbarton Oaks, 1968), vol. 1, Phocas and Heraclius (602–
641), 89 states that individualized portraiture began to reappear on Byzantine coinage in the seventh century but was
not equally evident in the coinage of all emperors. Portraiture in this sense did not exist in the Sasanian numismatic
tradition: see the plates in R. Göbl, Sasanidische Numismatik,
Handbücher der mittelasiatischen Numismatik, bd. 1 (Braunschweig: Klinkhardt & Biermann, 1968).
Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 158, 169–170.
See Göbl, Sasanidische Numismatik, tables 1–16.
For the turrets on Khusraw II Year One crowns, not clearly
visible in ﬁg. 8, see Göbl, Sasanidische Numismatik, table 12.
Gaube, Arabosasanidische Numismatik, 17.
For a different analysis of the cross-hatching pattern on the
bust’s chest, which stresses its function as a distinctive background against which the bust’s arms could be seen clearly,
see above, 15.
Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 171.
Miles believed that the epigraphic coinage began in ah 75
(694–95), presumably following Walker (A Catalogue of the
Arab-Sassanian Coins, lxiv), who also gives ca. ah 75 as the date
of {Abd al-Malik’s reform. It is now generally accepted that
the epigraphic dinar was introduced in 77, the ﬁrst type of
epigraphic dirham in 78, and the second type of epigraphic
dirham (which remained the standard thereafter) in ah 79
(698–99).
It should also be noted that the Byzantine silver hexagram,
issued by Heraclius, was similar to the MA type in that it, too,
lacked a dating legend. It is unlikely, however, that the MA
type followed the example of the hexagram, since Byzantine
silver coinage did not form a major component of the circulating monetary stock in Greater Syria.
The crosshatching on the scabbard of cat. no. 1, although
not visible in Walker’s plate reproduced above (see illustration of cat. no. 1) was visible to Miles (see above, n. 18).
Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 161.
Treadwell, “The ‘Orans’ Drachms,” especially 245–47.
See K. Brisch, “Das omayyadische Schloss im Usais: Vorläuﬁger Bericht über die mit Mitteln der DFG unternommenen
Grabungen,” Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archäeologischen Instituts 19 (1963): 141–87; S. Helms et al., Early Islamic Architecture of the Desert: A Bedouin Station in Eastern Jordan (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990), 73–82.
J. Johns, “Archaeology and the History of Early Islam: The
First Seventy Years,” Journal of the Economic and Social History
of the Orient 46, 4 (2003): 416 and n. 7.
Miles, “Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 161–62.
Miles (“Mi¥r¸b and {Anazah,” 161) pointed to the “distyle
shrines or ciboria, with spiral columns, which appear on many
Greek imperial coins of Syria, Phoenicia and Asia Minor” as
the numismatic model for the arch-on-columns. Miles presumably inclined towards the idea that the numismatic mihrab
was in the shape of a niche because he had concluded that
its numismatic prototype was the ciborium protecting a hero
or god on Greek imperial coinage.
The Turcoman coins were local issues of restricted circulation, whereas the MA type was an imperial coinage. The
choice of imagery for the two series was therefore dictated
by completely different considerations. The designers of the
Turcoman coins chose images from several different sources
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(ancient and contemporary coins, book illustrations, and decoration on metalware, among others), more or less at random.
The main principle behind the choice of an image was that
it should be visually distinct from the type that had immediately preceded it in the same mint. The selection of contrasting images for each successive issue allowed the amirs
to recall and reissue the coinage periodically for their own
ﬁnancial beneﬁt. The numismatic record shows that some
amirs reissued their copper coinage several times within a single reign, thus giving rise to the wide variety of numismatic
images that characterizes the series. See W. F. Spengler and
W. G. Sayles, Turkoman Figural Bronze Coins and Their Iconography, 2 vols. (Lodi, WI: Clio’s Cabinet, 1992, 1996) for a thorough survey of this material.
G. C. Miles, “Some Arab-Sasanian and Related Coins,” American Numismatic Society Museum Notes 7 (1957): 187–209, 193,
wrote: “…there has I think been agreement on the part of
the majority with the thought that we have here a mi¥r¸b, or
prayer-niche, signifying Islam and replacing the Zoroastrian
ﬁre-altar, and the {anazah, or short spear, of the Prophet
Mu¥ammad… .”
See A. Grabar, L’ iconoclasme byzantin: Dossier archéologique
(Paris: Collège de France, 1957); Gaube, Arabosasanidische
Numismatik; O. Grabar, Formation; E. Whelan, “The Origins
of the Mi¥r¸b Mujawwaf: A Reinterpretation,” International
Journal of Middle East Studies 18 (1986): 205–23; G. Fehérvári,
s.v. “Mi¥r¸b,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. (Leiden: Brill,
1960–2004); A. S. Melikian-Chirvani, “The Light of Heaven
and Earth: From the Chah¸r-t¸q to the Mi¥r¸b,” Bulletin of the
Asia Institute 4 (1990): 95–131; J. Raby, “In vitro veritas: Glass
Pilgrim Vessels from Seventh-Century Jerusalem,” in J. Johns,
ed., Bayt al-Maqdis: Jerusalem and Early Islam, Oxford Studies
in Islamic Art 9, 2 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999),
113–90.
Fehérvári (“Mi¥r¸b”) stated his belief that the MA type must
have copied the Mihrab of Sulayman.
Fehérvári (“Mi¥r¸b”) makes no reference to either E. Baer,
“The Mihrab in the Cave of the Dome of the Rock,” Muqarnas 3 (1985): 8–19 or E. Whelan, “The Origins of the Mi¥r¸b
Mujawwaf,” 208. Both Baer and Whelan redated Sulayman’s
mihrab to the Tulunid period or later, a date now accepted
by most scholars (see F. B. Flood, “Light in Stone: The Commemoration of the Prophet in Umayyad Architecture,” in
J. Johns, ed., Bayt al-Maqdis: Jerusalem and Early Islam, 311–
359).
Melikian-Chirvani, “The Light of Heaven and Earth,” 113.
Melikian-Chirvani described the weapon within the mihrab
as an arrow, as did al-{Ush.
See Album in Album and Goodwin, The Pre-Reform Coinage,
1–73, for the only thorough modern introduction to ArabSasanian coinage.
Melikian-Chirvani, “The Light of Heaven and Earth,” 114.
For a bibliography of the analysis of Mu{awiya’s attempt to
introduce this coinage, see C. Foss, “A Syrian Coinage of
Mu{awiya?,” Revue numismatique 158 (2002): 253–365, pls.
37–38.
Grabar did not believe that the numismatic cross-on-steps
was a representation of the Cross of Golgotha, a view that is
now widely accepted (see Raby, “In vitro veritas,” 137, 155–
56). As already mentioned (see above, n. 55), Miles identiﬁed the ciborium that supplied the numismatic prototype
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for the structure on the MA type as a feature of Greek imperial coinage but did not take up the idea of the sacrum as a
structure with contemporary signiﬁcance.
It is surprising that until very recently A. Grabar’s ideas
about the reverse of the MA type, as well as his theory of an
iconographic war between the two rival empires, have been
ignored by most scholars who have dealt with the period. The
only scholar to come out in favor of the theory of tit-for-tat
exchanges of this kind was P. Crone, in “Islam, Judeo-Christianity and Byzantine Iconoclasm,” Jerusalem Studies in Arabic
and Islam 2 (1980): 59–95.
Raby, “In vitro veritas.”
Grabar, Formation, 90.
See above, 2–3.
Whelan, “The Origins of the Mi¥r¸b Mujawwaf,” 205–23.
For a further elaboration of Whelan’s idea, which draws
on several other features of mosque decoration including
discs and stone slabs and emphasizes the systematic nature
of the commemoration of the Prophet, see Flood, “Light in
Stone.”
Whelan argues in favor of readmitting into the category of
reliable evidence Ibn al-Faqih’s blatantly tendentious report
(ca. ah 290) that Mu{awiya (ah 41–60) was the ﬁrst person to
construct a mihrab: wa huwa awwal man ittakhadha al-ma¥¸rºb
wa al-maq¸ªºr wa al-shura« wa al-¥aras wa al-khiªy¸n wa aªf¸ alamw¸l (A¥mad b. al-Faqºh al-Hamadhanº, Mukhtaªar Kit¸b albuld¸n [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1885], 109, ll. 1–3). Ibn al-Faqih’s
remarks arise from his disapproval of the extravagant building practices of some prominent early Muslims, among them
Mu{awiya.
Whelan, “The Origins of the Mi¥r¸b Mujawwaf,” 211.
See Whelan (“The Origins of the Mi¥r¸b Mujawwaf,” 216) for
the very sparse textual evidence supporting the function of
the mihrab as a reliquary. It consists of an early-fourth-century ah report by Ibn {Abd Rabbihi of his visit to the Great
Mosque in Medina, where he saw a staff, said to have belonged
to the Prophet, standing in the mihrab. Whelan also deploys
the linguistic argument that connects ¥arba (another word
for spear) with mi¥r¸b and recalls that {anaza is a term still
applied to exterior mihrabs in the Maghrib. More recently,
Flood has taken up Whelan’s theory of the mihrab as reliquary and argued that the stone discs found in early mihrabs
(like the onyx disc in the Mihrab of Sulayman in the Haram)
and other objects positioned near the mihrab were intended
to commemorate the Prophet. Like Whelan, Flood (“Light
in Stone,” 355) accepts Miles’s identiﬁcation of the spear as
belonging to the Prophet, stating: “As George Miles showed,
the so-called Mi¥r¸b and {Anaza dirham...reﬂects the practice
of placing the Prophet’s spear within the mi¥r¸b.”
Whelan (“The Origins of the Mi¥r¸b Mujawwaf,” 205) does
not disguise the intention behind her attempt to recast the
origins of the mihrab. In the ﬁrst paragraph of her paper
she claims that by showing the Muslims as “participants, however provincial, in the late antique civilisation over which
they eventually came to rule” she is able to provide us with
an “inherently more plausible reading” of early Islamic material culture than had earlier scholars. The inspiration behind
her quest to reexamine old wisdoms was Edward Said’s Orientalism, which by 1986 had forced “every Western student of
the Near East...to examine afresh the assumptions underlying
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even the most respected historical studies.” See also Whelan,
“The Origins of the Mi¥r¸b Mujawwaf,” 216, for her attack
on Sauvaget’s assumption of “intellectual simplicity and cultural passivity” on the part of early Arab leaders. In light of
her reluctance to acknowledge the inﬂuence of Byzantium
on early Islamic material culture, it is perhaps no surprise
that Whelan fails to comment on A. Grabar’s idea that the
framing structure on the reverse of the MA is the sacrum
that sheltered the cross.
See Féhervári, “Mi¥r¸b.” Whelan fails to explain why the
niche mihrab could not have taken over the function of the
many kinds of earlier qibla markers, introducing in their
place a single symbol, the arched niche, that had been used
as a marker of the holiest location in houses of worship in
both the Jewish and Christian traditions, as well as a protective cover for holy objects, especially the cross.
Whelan (“The Origins of the Mi¥r¸b Mujawwaf,” 215–16)
accepted that the arch on the coin was a mihrab of a type
that preceded the niche type, but she avoided the question
of the form that this earlier structure took on the coin by
endorsing Miles’s conclusion that the prototype of the numismatic mihrab lay in Greek imperial coinage.
Raby, “In vitro veritas,” 116–17, classes A.VII (Christian) and
B.I, B.III–VI (Jewish). Raby provisionally reattributes class
BB.I, which Barag identiﬁed as belonging to the Jewish vessels, to the series of Muslim glass vessels (145–50).
Raby, “In vitro veritas,” 116.
For references to ampullae and the Dumbarton Oaks chalice,
see Raby, “In vitro veritas,” 146, 182 n. 240, referring to M. C.
Ross, Catalogue of the Byzantine and Early Mediaeval Antiquities
in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection, 3 vols. (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks, 1962), vol. 1, 81–82, no. 96. For silver book covers found in the Sion treasure (sixth century ad), probably
intended to enclose a copy of the Gospels, see S. A. Boyd
and M. M. Mango, eds., Ecclesiastical Silver Plate in Sixth-Century Byzantium: Papers of the Symposium Held May 16–18, 1986,
at the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, and Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, D.C. (Washington, DC: Dumbarton Oaks, 1992), pl.
S22.4–5. For the Axumite coin, see S. C. Munro-Hay and B.
Juel-Jensen, Aksumite Coinage (London: Spink, 1995), 226–29.
The authors do not give a precise date for the coin, attributing it to “the early Christian period,” i.e., pre-ad 540.
Raby, “In vitro veritas,” 139, referring to D. Barag, “Glass Pilgrim Vessels from Jerusalem, Parts II and III,” Journal of Glass
Studies 13 (1971): 61–62.
Raby, “In vitro veritas,” 182. The inverted v found at the top
of the arch in the MA type in at least three if not four (see
cat. nos. 4–7) of the seven specimens listed in the catalogue
is an enigmatic feature. A small peak at the apex of the arch
suggests what might be a vestigial gable or some other element of a three-dimensional arch, such as a keystone. Neither of these appears to be a feature of the early mihrab. Perhaps a search through the iconography of the sacrum would
reveal an analogue to the numismatic version.
O. Grabar (“Islamic Art and Byzantium,” 88) suggests that the
arch-on-columns was a classical, not a Byzantine, motif. He
asks (but does not answer) whether the language of Antiquity was “wider in spirit, more abstract and more adaptable
to new needs than the engaged art of Christian Byzantium.”
But the evidence displayed in ﬁgs. 10–12 shows that while it
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may have been classical in origin, the motif had been thoroughly integrated into the Byzantine canon by the end of
the seventh century.
84. The empty arch in the Jewish tradition was instantly recognizable as Jewish in origin, given that for so much of the seventh century the Jews were banned from worshipping on the
site of the Haram.
85. If the arch-on-columns in the MA type is to be seen as a
sacrum rather than a mihrab, this would suggest that the
spear within, identiﬁed as the Prophet’s spear ({anaza) by
most commentators, was probably not understood as such by
the majority of coin users. As noted above (n. 7), although
Miles did opt for the identiﬁcation of the object as the Prophetic {anaza, he expressed his reservations about this identiﬁcation on account of the pennants attached to the shaft
below the blade, since he knew of no description of Muhammad’s {anaza that included any reference to its having borne
such attachments. The primary signiﬁcance of the spear with
pennants is as an instrument of war and a symbol of caliphal
triumph. The close association between the image of the
spear and the caliph’s titles may have suggested to some
coin users that this was the caliph’s own weapon. Since the
Umayyads, like their successors as caliphs, set much store
by their ownership of Prophetic relics such as Muhammad’s
cloak (burda) as well as his weapons, it could be argued that
any such item of caliphal property might be understood by
Muslims as originating with the Prophet. But the association would be by inference alone and is not of primary signiﬁcance. Reference to the Prophet does of course occur
in the obverse marginal legend (the long shah¸da), which
announces his mission (Mu¥ammad ras¢l All¸h: Muhammad
is the Prophet of God). But there is no feature of the spear
or its neighboring inscriptions that directly demonstrates its
Prophetic identity.
86. The modiﬁed form of the cross had been used on the Shahada solidus (see ﬁg. 1a, above) of ca. ah 72 (691–92) and
the Standing Caliph type, which began in ah 74 (693–94).
The thesis that the ellipsis surrounding the stem of the modiﬁed cross on the Standing Caliph copper coinage should be
read as a multivalent symbol of the caliph’s central importance to his community—the caliph as the qu«b or celestial
axis around which his subjects revolve—is an intriguing one
but does not sit easily with the monetary evidence (see N.
Jamil, “Caliph and Qu«b: Poetry as a Source for Interpreting the Transformation of the Byzantine Cross on Steps on
Umayyad Coinage,” in J. Johns, ed., Bayt al-Maqdis: Jerusalem
and Early Islam, 11–58). Had the image been as complex and
innovative as this, it would surely have appeared on the precious metal coinage, which was regarded as the caliph’s, as
well as on the copper coinage, which had traditionally been
regarded as a low-value municipal issue. Furthermore, monetary considerations provide a practical explanation for the
ellipsis: it may well have been placed on the copper coins
in order to distinguish them clearly from the gold Standing
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Caliph issues, which they resembled, in order to prevent the
counterfeiting of gold issues by placing a thin layer of gold
on the surface of the coppers. The evidence is not conclusive, but for the purposes of this paper, the reverse of the
Standing Caliph coppers will be considered the same image
as that on the gold coinage, i.e., a variant of the modiﬁed
cross.
The sacrum and spear of the MA type also supplied a thematic link between the imagery of the transitional coinage
series of which it was the ﬁnal issue and the reverse inscription that appeared on the aniconic coinage introduced by
{Abd al-Malik in ah 77–79 (696–99). This inscription—“God
is One, God is Eternal, He was not born, nor did He give
birth, and there is no other like Him” (Qur}an 112:1–4)—
contained a blunt rejection of Jesus’s divine status, and thus
implicitly of the resurrection.
Even if one accepts the date of ah 72 (691–92) that appears
in the foundation inscription of the building as the date of
construction commencement rather than completion, the
outward form of the building would surely have been recognizable within three years. On the question of dating, see
S. S. Blair, “What is the Date of the Dome of the Rock?,” in
J. Raby and J. Johns, eds., Bayt al-Maqdis: {Abd al-Malik’s Jerusalem, Oxford Studies in Islamic Art 9, 1, (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1992), 59–87. If one accepts that 72 was the
year in which the building was completed, the site would have
begun to attract great numbers of visitors by the middle of
the decade. A. Elad, “Why did {Abd al-Malik Build the Dome
of the Rock? A Re-examination of the Muslim Sources,” in
Raby and Johns, eds., Bayt al-Maqdis: {Abd al-Malik’s Jerusalem,
33–58, 48, favors 72 as the date of completion. He points
out, ﬁrst, that the Umayyads’ “extraordinary investment of
material and human resources in the city [Jerusalem] leaves
no doubt that [they] considered Jerusalem to be their capital,” and, second, that there is corroborating evidence for
the account of the pro-Shi{i al-Ya{qubi, which says that {Abd
al-Malik built the Dome of the Rock as a means of diverting
the pilgrimage from Zubayrid Mecca. See Johns, “Archaeology and the History of Early Islam,” 426: Johns regards 72
as the date of completion, citing the evidence that {Abd alMalik began to impose heavy taxes on his subjects very soon
after his accession in ah 66 (685–86) and suggesting that he
did not lack the funds to build such a structure.
However, the numismatic image may have been incorporated
into the repertoire of the pilgrim glass vessels after its disappearance from the coinage. Raby (“In vitro veritas,” 146–49)
suggests that one of the motifs found in class BB.I of the pilgrim vessels, previously identiﬁed by Goodenough as a betyl
within an arch and thus part of the Jewish series, may in fact
be a representation of the spear under an arch.
All coins in this table were struck in the mint of Damascus,
with the sole exception of the drachm dated 72 (691–92),
struck in the mint of Hims. Those marked with an asterisk
are presumed to be undamaged (see n. 30, above).
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THE “SPEAKING” INKWELL FROM KHURASAN: OBJECT AS
“WORLD” IN IRANIAN MEDIEVAL METALWORK

Vessels from medieval Iran that “tell” about themselves or their function through inscriptions, verses,
or proverbs are quite common,1 but those that explain
themselves not only through words but also through
images that show them in use are relatively rare.
A cylindrical bronze inkwell (daw¸t)2 (ﬁg. 1) now
in the Eretz Israel Museum, Tel Aviv, displays three
images of a scribe (k¸tib) with his tools: paper, reed
pen, penknife, and cylindrical inkwell (ﬁgs. 2–4).3
One of the three inscriptions featured on this inkwell describes the virtues of the man holding it—the
scribe himself. In presenting its function both visually
and verbally, the decoration of the inkwell not merely
gives voice to a mute work but also offers a verbal representation of its visual content (ekphrasis).
In this essay I seek to elucidate this inkwell, a key
piece thus far unstudied, examining it as more than
a work of art or a symbol of public status or pious
erudition. I will also consider the story behind the
object: the relationships between its maker and its
owner, between the object as a gift and its giver, and
between the object and the literary texts inscribed on
it. These issues will serve as means to decipher the
codes set by a highly literary elite culture in medieval
eastern Iran, mainly during the Seljuk period.
The box-shaped cylindrical inkwell, 10.2 cm in
height, appears to have been made in the Khurasan
region of northeastern Iran, probably in the city of
Herat, during the Seljuk period, in the second half
of the twelfth or beginning of the thirteenth century.
According to the thirteenth-century cosmographer alQazwini, Herat, Nishapur, and Merv were the main
metalworking centers prior to the Mongol invasion
in 1221–22.4
The body of the inkwell is light, honey-colored
bronze that has since turned black, probably due
to exposure or an extended stay underground; it
is engraved and inlaid with silver, red copper, and
niello—materials widely used in eastern Iran in the
second half of the twelfth century.

Probably once supported on short legs, the inkwell
features a lid that peaks in a lobed central dome in
the form of a lotus or six-petaled ﬂower, surmounted
by a boss (ﬁg. 5). The lid is typical only of the region
and period under discussion.5 As a scribe would often
carry around his inkwell attached to his left wrist or
his belt,6 both the vessel and the lid were generally
provided with loops or handles through which a chain
was threaded; these features are preserved on our vessel (ﬁg. 1).7 Its ﬁgurative elements, plants, and inscrip-

Fig. 1. Inkwell, inlaid bronze, probably Herat, fourth quarter
of the twelfth century. Eretz Israel Museum, Tel Aviv, MHM
1.93. (Photo: courtesy of Eretz Israel Museum)
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Fig. 2. Seated scribe with pen and paper (detail from the Tel
Aviv inkwell). (Drawing: courtesy of Eretz Israel Museum)

Fig. 3. Scribe with a curved penknife sharpening his reed
pen (detail from the Tel Aviv inkwell). (Drawing: courtesy of
Eretz Israel Museum)

tions are likewise typical of much Khurasan metalwork of the period.
The body of the inkwell displays three niche-shaped
panels.8 They encompass ﬁgures of seated scribes
with arabesque backgrounds. In the ﬁrst niche, the
k¸tib (ﬁg. 2) is shown seated cross-legged, facing the
viewer of the inkwell, with a pointed reed pen (qalam)
in his right hand and a sheet of paper supported by
his left. He wears a turban with two ﬂuttering cloth
ribbons (taylas¸n) extending sideways and downward.
His head is framed by a halo, which is interrupted by
his turban and therefore resembles a crescent moon.
Bands encircle his sleeves.
In the second panel, the scribe (ﬁg. 3) is also seated
cross-legged, facing the spectator. In his right hand he
holds a rod ending in a hook. Although difﬁcult to
identify, it could be a writing implement, perhaps the
curved penknife (sikkºn al-b¸rº or sikkºn al-qa««) (ﬁg. 15)9
with which he sharpened his reed pen.10 (Straight or
diagonal, the angle of the pen tip strongly determined
the character of the writing.)11 The object lying per-

pendicular to the penknife appears to be a miqa««, the
“little piece of hard material upon which the qalam is
placed for cutting the point” (ﬁg. 15).12
In the third panel (ﬁg. 4), the scribe is seated with
his legs to the side, his face and body partly turned
towards the spectator, and he proudly presents a cylindrical object similar to the inkwell itself.
The three ﬁgures have round, rather uniform faces.
The plain, halo-like surfaces behind their heads are
similar to those that surround the heads of ﬁgures
depicted on ceramics of the period,13 and their «ir¸zbanded sleeves can also be found, for example, on
the Bobrinski kettle of 1163.14
Flanking each panel appears a pair of roundels,
each containing a bird that faces the scribe. Not surprisingly, this arrangement is highly stylized. Referring
to the birds-within-roundels on a pen case (qalamd¸n)
dated 542 (1148), now in the Hermitage Museum,
Giuzalian writes:
It is the figure of a one-eyed bird, most often a duck,
which is often repeated on these objects.... This figure
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Fig. 4. Scribe presenting a cylindrical inkwell (detail from
the Tel-Aviv inkwell). (Drawing: courtesy of Eretz Israel
Museum)
is always shown from one side, usually from the left. It
is standing on both legs with its head raised or turned
back. Its tail is invariably complicated and stylized. First,
the tail is raised above the spine and is turned to the
back.15

Our inkwell features three inscriptions. Around its
base, a benedictory inscription in naskh reads: Al{izz wa ’l-iqb¸l wa ’l-dawla wa ’l-{¸ﬁya li-ª¸¥ibihi. (Glory
and prosperity and wealth and health to its owner.)
The expression al-{izz wa ’l-iqb¸l (glory and prosperity) appears consistently on vessels manufactured in
eastern Iran during the period under discussion, as
on an inkwell in the David Collection, Copenhagen,
discussed further below. Considered rather banal formulas in the Islamic world, these prevalent, usually
Arabic, inscriptions often contain congratulations and
wishes for health, happiness, prosperity, joy, etc. Some
pieces are known to contain as many as twenty-eight
such well-wishing phrases, in rhythmic and rhyming
arrangements that infuse the text with a delightful
poetic quality.16
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The second inscription, in Kuﬁc script on the rim
of the lid, refers to the owner: Al-yumn wa ’l-baraka wa
’l-dawla wa ’l-baq¸} li-ª¸¥ibihi Ma¥m¢d bin Mu¥ammad
jaw¸hir-z¸da (Good luck, divine grace, wealth, and
long life to its owner, Mahmud, son of Muhammad,
Jawahir’s [“Jewels’”] descendant).17 The expression liª¸¥ibihi baraka (blessings to the owner), featured for
the ﬁrst time on an oil lamp from around the ninth
century, can be found on various pieces up to the thirteenth. Changes were introduced in the twelfth century with the use of al-yumn (good luck), which was
to remain in vogue only in Iran and its territories.18
But unlike the previous inscription, with its neutral,
impersonal formulas, our inkwell mentions the name
of the owner or recipient: Mahmud b. Muhammad.
Interestingly, the same name appears on a ewer in
the Historical State Museum in Tiﬂis.19 Its shoulders
are decorated with the signs of the zodiac and the
planets, and its inscription indicates that it was made
and decorated ({amila naqsh) by Mahmud ibn Muhammad al-Haravi in December 1181 (Sha{ban 577). While
the nisba “al-Haravº” suggests that the vessel’s craftsman was from Herat, a further Persian inscription on
the ewer, which includes the phrase “This ewer is for
water and they made it in Herat” conﬁrms its place
of manufacture.20 Although our inkwell and the Tiﬂis
ewer bear identical names, the latter informs us that
the piece was made and inlaid by Mahmud b. Muhammad, while the former refers to him as the owner.21
If, indeed, the inkwell and the ewer name the same
person, they must be nearly contemporary, and our
inkwell must date to around 1181–82, or at least to
the last quarter of the twelfth century; it is also reasonable to assume that it too was made in Herat.
The third inscription, on the lid of our inkwell, is in
Kuﬁc script divided by three bird roundels. It reads:
Daw¸t al-mar} m¸} ¥ay¸tihi / wa-¥ay¸t al-mar} fº m¸} daw¸tihi
/ wa-daw¸tuhu sabab naj¸tihi. (A man’s inkwell is the water
of his life / and the life of a man is in the water of his inkwell / and the inkwell is the cause of his salvation.)22

Any attempt to unravel the meaning of the inkwell in
general and the epigraphic themes in particular calls
for a wider contextual reference, but for our purpose
it is sufﬁcient to mention that the Qur}an and Hadith
provide considerable evidence regarding the special
role the written word plays in Islam. Qur}an verses
tell that God used the written word to teach man to
distinguish between good and evil: “Recite, by thy most
beneﬁcent Lord, who taught the use of the pen;
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well and between pen and sword as sealers of fate—
all these themes appeared, alone or in changing variations, in ninth- and tenth-century Persian poetry, in
the form of proverbs and rhymed verse, and developed into frequent topoi over the course of several
centuries. For example, in his treatise on penmanship, Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi (d. 1009–10) writes the
following about the technical and aesthetic aspects of
calligraphy and writing implements:
A Bedouin who looked at the handwriting of Ahmad b.
Abi Khalid while he was writing said: The inkstand is a
watering place, the qalam someone who goes down to
it, and the manuscript the resting place where one goes
after having been at the watering place.24

Five hundred years later this topos was still alive: a
sixteenth-century inkwell in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, features a poem about the relationship between ink and the “water of life”:
May this pen trace a Sultan’s paraph from this inkwell.
May it forever yield Water of Life out of its black
ink.25

Fig. 5. Detail of the lobed dome on the lid from the Tel Aviv
inkwell. (Photo: courtesy of Eretz Israel Museum)

who teaches man that which he knows not” (Qur}an
96:3–5). Hadith from various authorities record that
the ﬁrst thing Allah created was the pen, and that
the next was the n¢n, or inkwell.
No wonder, then, that writers, secretaries, and
scribes wrote entire books in praise of writing and
writing implements. Using the most beautiful verbal
ﬂourishes in the Arabic language, these books extol
the virtues of the written word and compare its allure
to the beauty of jewels, fabrics, ﬂowers, or gardens,
which bring joy, delight the eye, and emit wonderful fragrances.23 The place of the inkwell, the pen,
ink, and other writing implements was thus closely related to the prestige of writing in Islamic culture.
The ink as a metaphor for the “water of life,” the
inkwell as its source, the relation between pen and ink-

The phenomenon termed “speaking vessels” in the
literature includes, as already mentioned, objects
bearing Persian and Arabic rhymes that refer to the
pieces on which they are inscribed and also, implicitly or explicitly, to their function. Dating from the
eleventh and twelfth centuries, the custom of adding
such texts reached its zenith in the Timurid period.26
The rhymed inscription on the piece that we are discussing, which refers to the inkwell as man’s “water
of life,” is therefore not unusual.
Such verses, proverbs, and poems appear not only
on inkwells but also on many other objects. As everything could be an object of description, an entire culture of descriptions evolved,27 deriving from the literary
genre of waªf—“descriptions given in words”—highly
characteristic of Abbasid poetry.28 Unlike the poets of
the Jahiliyya and Umayyad periods, Abbasid poets created a new way of describing objects—whether inkwells, vessels, shoes, ﬂowers, clothes, swords, or astrolabes—by the device of the speaker or writer who tells
their stories in rhyme. The verbal sophistication and
wordplay, the metaphors and similes, the witticisms
that delight the listener or reader—all these point to
the penetration of everyday objects into descriptive
literature. Some poems are enigmatic, composed like
riddles whose solution lies in the identiﬁcation of the
object to which they refer. Others, perhaps most, are
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more obvious, including key words, and their moral
or reference is as explicit as on our inkwell. Thus, it
is not only the appearance of the object or vessel that
intrigues and elicits admiration but also, even mainly,
the semantic play of details that turns a wine goblet
into a wondrous object or, in our case, an inkwell
into the holder of the “water of life” of a man. Effectiveness is achieved in such cases through originality,
uniqueness, or refreshing theme meant to rivet the
reader or listener who knows all too well that the text
is a game and a deliberate ﬁction. At times the clever
inscription seems to have been even more important
than the object on which it appeared: when the object
lacked signiﬁcant material value, its prestige might be
derived from the highly descriptive text itself.
Inkwells are among the objects and gifts mentioned
throughout the whole range of adab literature, including gift books written ﬁrst in the ninth century but
also during the period under discussion. Noteworthy among them is Kit¸b al-tu¥af wa ’l-had¸y¸ (Book
of Rarities and Gifts), written by the Khalidi brothers in the tenth century,29 and Kit¸b al-dhakh¸}ir wa ’ltu¥af (Book of Treasures and Rarities), written in the
eleventh century and connected to Ibn al-Zubayr, a
Fatimid ofﬁcial.30 The gifts are accompanied by stories about them and by the names of the givers, the
recipients, and the circumstances under which they
were offered. Rhymes about vessels are common, but
in certain cases a letter or missive that includes a poem
or anecdote has been added. Some anecdotes are
brief and scantily descriptive. Others—long, detailed
texts—are written in reﬁned, rhymed language, at
times ironic but always replete with allusions, wordplay, and metaphors that enhance the colorfulness
and literary value of the text. The verbal gift has a
double function: it infuses a simple story with vitality
and, underscoring the value of the gift, it informs us
that reﬁnement need not imply monetary value.
The Khalidi brothers mention an inkwell offered as
a gift, accompanied by a poem referring to its functions or features. In their account, “Someone gave
Muhammad b. Ziyad al-Thaqaﬁ an ebony inkwell…,”
the gift arrives with a letter that describes the inkwell
in picturesque language:
We send you the mother of fates and gifts; she is of
black origin,
She is decorated in yellow, for it is known that yellow
clothes fit blacks.
In her belly stand, without any struggle, some lances;
they are sharper
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Than the weapon one unsheathes in battle.31

The main point of this riddle is not its solution but
the vivid description of the black mother, zanjiyya,
the yellow decoration, and the comparison of pen
to sword, which was a common topos in both Arabic
and Hebrew poetry in medieval Spain.32 These various personiﬁcations were read or recited as verbal
and intellectual games in congenial, pleasure-seeking
company.
To an inkwell he offered to his paternal uncle,
{Abd al-Rahim b. Ahmad b. Zayd b. al-Faraj added a
missive that read:
I have seen none blacker before, (none) that swayed
people’s eyes and hearts
As though the night had woven its beauty
And had excelled in its weaving.
Neither too long nor too short, in all its splendor
It will show you the darkness of night inside, but also the
sheen of words then composed into a poem.33

The inkwell is described here as a beautiful blackskinned woman who enchants people’s hearts and
reveals perfect proportions in both height and width.
The ink is compared to a dark night, while the words
written with it are like lightning. The writer using it is
compared to a weaver who produces a masterpiece.
Another poem added to an inkwell offered as a gift
is cited by the tenth-century critic al-Suli:
Iron inkwell, God made its form beautiful.
By the hand of a youth whose writing is attractive and
skillful,
Its spear deals out gifts and death
When it strikes the sides of the parchment.34

Such inscriptions delighted an educated elite that
was familiar with sophisticated descriptive codes and
thus equal to the intellectual challenge of the text.
These individuals read or recited such lines at social
gatherings during which the recipient of the gift and
his friends relished the wordplay and ﬂuent rhymes.
As Robert Irwin writes, “In the highly literary court
culture of medieval Islam, courtiers were expected to
be able to extemporize verses and much of the poetry
was composed to be inscribed on objects.”35
Of course, expensive gifts were offered to rulers or
exchanged between them, but generally these were
given in the spirit of ¬arf, that is, the blend of reﬁnement, urban culture, aesthetics, ethics, and honesty
that constituted ideal personal conduct.36 These social
codes were set by the ¬uraf¸}, sophisticated urban pur-
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ists who deﬁned the lifestyle of the intellectual and
economic elite in its everyday material and spiritual
aspects. ðarf is equivalent to the Latin term urbanitas
in referring to the reﬁnement of the city dweller as
opposed to rural coarseness.
In both form and image, inkwells and the challenging text inscribed on them are well anchored in the
gift-giving tradition characterized by ¬arf, whose codes
were set ﬁrst at the Abbasid court in Iraq, and then
in eastern Iranian Khurasan, the same region where
our piece was manufactured. The viewer, listener, and
recipient of such an inkwell would take double pleasure: in the beauty of its function and ﬁgural images,
especially if he himself was a k¸tib, and in its entertaining and challenging textual and literary aspect.
Let us now return to our inkwell, which is not an
isolated piece but the member of a “family” of at
least three inkwells that feature the same ﬁgures in
almost identical compositions. One, in the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London, was published by
Melikian-Chirvani as of Khurasan manufacture of the
twelfth or early thirteenth century (ﬁgs. 6–8).37 The
other, which formerly belonged to the Koﬂer Collection in Lucerne, is now in the Royal Ontario Museum
in Toronto (ﬁgs. 9–11).38 Made of cast bronze, these
two inkwells, like ours, are round and relatively small;
the Toronto example has a separate lid with a domical
center. (The one in the Victoria and Albert Museum
is missing its cover and one attachment plate.) Both
are inlaid with copper and silver and feature three
arch-shaped panels ﬂanked almost symmetrically by
circles. While the circles on the Toronto inkwell are
ﬁlled with birds identical in their form and style to
those on the vessel in the Eretz Israel Museum (hereafter referred to as the Tel Aviv inkwell), leaf-and-vine
forms adorn the interior of the circles on the inkwell
in the Victoria and Albert Museum: blossoms constituted a familiar part of the Khurasanian repertoire
during the period under discussion.
The ﬁgures on all three inkwells are dressed similarly and seated in almost identical positions. On the
Victoria and Albert example, one ﬁgure is holding in
his right hand an object that Melikian-Chirvani identiﬁes only as an unspeciﬁed musical instrument held
by a musician (ﬁg. 6).39 However, I believe the ﬁgure
in fact to be a k¸tib holding a penknife, similar to the
image on the Tel Aviv inkwell.
The second scribe on the Victoria and Albert inkwell is writing with his pointed reed (qalam) on what
is either a sheet of paper (qirt¸s or waraq) or more

probably a wooden tablet (law¥a) of ancient Eastern
shape: the sides taper slightly toward a curving top with
a circular handle (ﬁg. 7).40 A short sentence is written on it, in Persian: “For my teacher.” The words are
engraved in tiny naskhº, the initial mºm with a cusped
cap typical of epigraphy from the eastern Islamic world.
Melikian-Chirvani suggests that this remarkable dedication indicates that the inkwell belonged to a teacher,
who is shown in the act of writing.
The third ﬁgure, seated on his heels and turned
to the left—toward the purported teacher—is holding out a rectangular object with a hole in the center (ﬁg. 8), which Melikian-Chirvani suggests is a portfolio. Here, too, I disagree. The scribe, I contend, is
here holding an inkwell, as he does on the Tel Aviv
vessel. Nor do I think that the ﬁgures within the three
arched panels are engaged in a dynamic of gazes as
Melikian-Chirvani claims; they are looking, instead,
at the viewer.
The inkwell from the Royal Ontario Museum, which
has been mentioned by Eva Baer, also features images
of a scribe with his writing utensils, within three archshaped forms.41 The ﬁgures are almost identical to
those on the Tel Aviv inkwell.
The ﬁrst scribe carries a pointed qalam and a sheet
of paper (ﬁg. 9). One can barely discern a couple of
unidentiﬁable letters on the paper. The second scribe
holds in his hands an object that is difﬁcult to identify, according to Baer (ﬁg. 10). Again, I maintain
that this represents the aforementioned sharpener or
penknife. The miqa«« lying perpendicular to the sharpener is seen very clearly. In the third panel the scribe
is showing the spectator a cylindrical inkwell of the
same type as the vessel itself (ﬁg. 11).
The inscription on the lid of the Royal Ontario
Museum inkwell, which refers to the vessel’s owner,
reads: Al-shaykh al-{amºd mu{tamid al-dawla amºn al-mulk
badr al-¥a¤ratayn {Alº ibn Mu¥ammad ibn {Alº al-mushrif.
(The Sheikh, the Chief Delegate of the State, Deputy
of the Sovereignty, the Full Moon of the two Excellencies, {Ali b. Muhammad b. {Ali the Inspector.) The
owner, {Ali b. Muhammad b. {Ali, was thus a mushrif,
that is, an inspector of the court treasury.42
Two other inkwells—one mentioned above, in the
David Collection in Copenhagen, and the other in the
collection of Dr. Bahari in London—feature images
of scribes.43 In form and size these inkwells are identical to the three previously discussed, but they are
different in their decorative matter.
The inkwell in the David Collection (32/1970) is
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Fig. 6. Detail from an inkwell, inlaid bronze, Khurasan, twelfth to thirteenth century, showing a seated scribe holding a penknife. Victoria and Albert Museum, London M.86-1969. (Photo: courtesy of the Victoria and Albert Museum)

Fig. 7. Detail from the Victoria and Albert inkwell, showing a seated scribe writing with a reed pen on a wooden tablet. (Photo:
courtesy of the Victoria and Albert Museum)
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Fig. 8. Detail from the Victoria and Albert inkwell, showing the scribe presenting an inkwell. (Photo: courtesy of the Victoria
and Albert Museum)

Fig. 9. Inkwell, inlaid bronze, Khurasan, twelfth to thirteenth
century, with panel showing a scribe writing on paper with a
reed pen. Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 972.10. (Photo:
courtesy of the Royal Ontario Museum)

Fig. 10. The Royal Ontario Museum inwkell, with panel showing a seated scribe holding a sharpener or penknife. (Photo:
courtesy of the Royal Ontario Museum)
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Fig 11. The Royal Ontario Museum inkwell, with panel showing a seated scribe presenting an inkwell. (Photo: courtesy of
the Royal Ontario Museum)

lavishly decorated. The inscription, written in a slightly
rounded Eastern Kuﬁc script similar to that of other
twelfth-and thirteenth-century pieces, expresses standard good wishes to the owner. Three small roundels on the lid indicate the name of the metalworker:
{amal-i Sh¸h Malik (made by Shah Malik), whose name
also appears on another vessel.44
The ﬁgural scenes feature drinking, eating, and
music recitals, separated by engraved arches with spiral arabesques (ﬁg. 12). In one scene a bearded man
in proﬁle, wearing a pointed hat, seems to be running (ﬁg. 13). He carries two objects; the museum
catalogue suggests that one may be a crutch or rod,
while the other resembles a purse hanging from his

wrist.45 A comparison with the above-mentioned ﬁgures,
however, suggests that the latter is an inkwell, not a
purse. Furthermore, I believe the “rod” is a reed pen
or a sharpener of the style we have seen on the other
inkwells. It is hardly surprising that the two elements
characteristic of the scribe’s work should appear on
the inkwell. But why they appear next to representations reminiscent of courtly scenes calls for a discussion. The same question is also relevant to the Bahari
inkwell, where the writing scribe is featured within a
star-shaped panel surrounded by the zodiac signs and
illegible inscriptions (ﬁg. 14).
One may assume that the three inkwells ﬁrst considered were decorated by the same artists or at least
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Fig. 12. Inkwell, inlaid bronze, Khurasan, twelfth to thirteenth century, showing figures drinking and eating. David Collection,
Copenhagen, 32.1970. (Photo: courtesy of the David Collection)

in the same workshop. Giuzalian’s assumption that
the artists used stencils seems plausible.46 If so, then
the inscriptions were adapted for each inkwell by its
owner, the person who ordered it, or the recipient. I
believe that the owner of the Tel Aviv inkwell, Mahmud
b. Muhammad, lacked any distinguished ofﬁcial title
and presumably received the object as a gift from a
fellow craftsman.47
Melikian-Chirvani has identiﬁed ownership on the
basis of both written and visual content. He believes
that cosmic themes, such as the signs of the zodiac,
situate the vessel in the royal court and among its
top-level ofﬁcials: “...sets of inscriptions that include
poems celebrating glory and triumph under the dome
of heaven identify the inkwells that carry them as ‘state

inkwells.’”48 If we accept this claim, it seems that Dr.
Bahari’s inkwell, featuring the signs of the zodiac, and
the David Collection inkwell, with its courtly drinking
and music scenes, were intended for the same class
of viziers and court ofﬁcials.
Richard Ettinghausen, in contrast, claims that during the Seljuk period there was no hierarchical distinction between the scenes depicted on the vessels.
His groundbreaking article on the Bobrinski Kettle
was the ﬁrst to deal with the phenomenon characterizing Seljuk-period Herat, in which an urban population including merchants, common people, and artists
themselves became a “new class of art patrons who were
interested and wealthy enough to afford art objects
which in other periods and regions were the appur-
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Fig. 13. Detail from the David Collection inkwell, showing a bearded man carrying an inkwell and a reed pen or sharpener.
(Photo: courtesy of the David Collection)

tenances of the court.”49 He believes, therefore, that
only inscriptions with the explicit name of the giver
or recipient could indicate for whom the vessel was
made.50 This brings us to the question of who might
have been interested in acquiring inkwells.
In his book Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasion,
V. V. Bartol’d discusses the administrative methods
prevalent during the Samanid and Seljuk periods,
among them the vizierial dºv¸n. The vizier was in
charge of the administration’s departmental ofﬁcials,
scribes, and secretaries, and he headed the entire
bureaucratic apparatus. Bartol’d quotes Ibn al-Athir,
who says that the “state inkwell” (dav¸t-e dawlat)51
served as an insignia of the Iranian vizier.52 However,
not only did the vizier and various ofﬁcials use it but

also the king’s scribes and top advisers, whose function included drafting and writing the ruler’s missives
and the royal chronicles. Melikian-Chirvani refers to
these vessels as “royal inkwells” and “vizierial inkwells,”
which were usually stored in the dav¸tkh¸na (house
of inkwells).53 We should note here that kings and
rulers probably also owned gold inkwells, although
none have survived.
By the turn of the twelfth century the scribes themselves constituted yet another group fond of inkwells
and, indeed, their most distinctive hallmark was the
daw¸t. Highly skilled bureaucrats, they were specialists
in writing letters, drafting documents, copying manuscripts, and writing extracts and short versions of practical books. The extensive primary literature that deals
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Fig 14. Inkwell, brass inlaid with silver and copper, Khurasan, early thirteenth century. Collection of Dr. Bahari, London.
(Photo: courtesy of the Bahari Collection)

with the k¸tib and his qualities offers information about
them and constitutes, in effect, “propaganda for the
ideal secretary,”54 a paragon of erudition and competence in all branches of administration.55
When madrasas were founded in Iraq and Iran in
the eleventh century by the Seljuk vizier Nizam alMulk, the intellectuals received in their midst the
ulema, who enjoyed the rulers’ deep appreciation.
In his book, the Siy¸satn¸ma,56 Nizam al-Mulk advised
his master the sultan on administrative matters and
emphasized the importance of the ulema, not only
as exegetes and implementers of the shari{a in the
judicial system, but also in the civil administration of
Nishapur in Khurasan.57

Another group of consumers (some of whom probably also belonged to the aforementioned categories)
emerged during the period under discussion (1050–
1225). Part of the rising middle class, these typically
urban consumers did not necessarily invest the inkwell with meanings related to religion or ministerial writing. Rather, they considered the inkwell an
object that could both serve its function and delight
the viewer as a work of art inlaid with silver, copper,
and even gold—a collector’s item at times also suitable as a gift. This group expanded to include traders, craftsmen, and artists, as these consumers, too,
coveted metal vessels and art objects that had become
symbols of status and good taste.58
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Fig. 15. The implements of a scribe. (Drawing after Ibrahim {Ali Damra, al-Kha«« al-{arabº, vol. 2: al-Aql¸m wa ’l-¥ibr, fig. 43)

Oleg Grabar notes: “It is very rarely that one can
ﬁnd a direct and immediate correspondence between
images on objects and inscriptions.... However, it could
be argued that the correspondence between them did
not necessarily exist on a narrative and illustrative
level but on some other level, just as the text and the
image of a Christmas card do not necessarily relate
to each other, although both reﬂect a series of more
or less concrete sentiments accepted as being appropriate to the occasion….”59
I do not believe Grabar’s assertions are true of the
Tel Aviv inkwell. In our particular inkwell the images
and text are in correspondence, together creating a
“story” that displays the scribe’s pride in his implements.
Although it embodies regionally well-established
characteristics relating to metalwork types and decorative forms, proportions, composition, and themes,
this inkwell—as well as the other members of its “fam-

ily”—has something unique, as it “speaks” visually as
well as verbally about the qualities of the ideal scribe
and the beauty, virtues, and uses of his tools, i.e., the
qalam, the waraq, the daw¸t, the sikkºn, and the miqa««.
This inkwell and the others to which it is related are
thus visual reﬂections, replicas, or miniature versions
of the widespread guidebooks and scribe literature
(adab al-kutt¸b) produced in eastern Iran during the
Seljuk period.
To summarize, most of the features of the Tel Aviv
inkwell—the materials, modes of production, and
inlay; the subjects of ornamentation; and the roundfaced ﬁgures, their garments, etc.—argue for its production, like the others in its “family,” in Herat. If we
also accept that the owner, Mahmud son of Muhammad, was the maker of the Tiﬂis ewer of 1181–82,
then this inkwell, too, was probably made at the end
of the twelfth century.
Like many other Khurasanian metal vessels, the Tel
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Aviv inkwell belongs to the category of “speaking vessels” that tell about themselves and their functions by
inscribed poems, verses, etc.
The inkwell also reﬂects, as do many other metal
vessels, the cultural values of its context of production and consumption. Whereas the Bobrinski kettle,
according to Ettinghausen, expresses the cultural and
social dynamics of a new urban population in Herat
in the eleventh through thirteenth centuries, our inkwell throws light on the intellectual and literate urban
elite of the same eastern Iranian society. For them
the inlaid inkwell was not simply a functional implement, or even a desirable object of beauty and good
taste. Above all it embodied the source of the “water
of life,” in which images and literary tropes constituted a “world.”
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QARAKHANID WALL PAINTINGS IN THE CITADEL OF
SAMARQAND: FIRST REPORT AND PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

“…many were the painted palaces and charming gardens which
they created and embellished, but which today are levelled with the
ground and indistinguishable from the desert and ravines!”1
—Nizami-i {Aruzi al-Samarqandi, twelfth century

The discovery in 2000 by the French-Uzbek Archeological Mission of mural paintings of the second half of
the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth century
in Samarqand has contributed considerably to our
knowledge of pre-Mongol painting traditions, a ﬁeld of
great importance but with a scarcity of material data.
Each newly discovered image truly requires its own
detailed study, which would be impossible to include
in one article. Because restoration will take many years,
a series of articles on particular subjects is required,
in anticipation of a ﬁnal publication. In that context
our goal in this ﬁrst, preliminary article is threefold:
to present the main results of the excavation between
2000 and 2003 concerning architecture and painting;
to propose a ﬁrst interpretation of the artistic program
and style (with particular regard to the pre-Islamic
tradition) and of the archeological evidence related
to the preservation of mural decoration in the preMongol period; and to discuss some historical issues
connected with the Qarakhanids. In other words, we
present here the main framework of a study that will
be elaborated in further publications.
THE QARAKHANIDS
The history of pre-Mongol Central Asia and Iran after
the arrival of Islam can be roughly divided into three
major periods: ﬁrst, the Arab conquest, which marks
the turning point in the political and cultural evolution
of the local society (seventh and eighth centuries);
second, the ascendance to power, under Abbasid rule,
of local dynasties (the Tahirids and Samanids among
others) and the formation of a new identity, with Islam
as the dominating ideology (ninth and tenth centuries,
with, from the mid-eighth century, the rising inﬂuence

of the oriental nobility in political affairs of the central
caliphate); and third, the coming to power, by the end
of tenth century, of Turkic dynasties, some originating
from Turkic slaves involved in the military system of
the state (the Ghaznavids and Khwarazmshahs), and
others (Qarakhanids and Seljuks) from the chiefs of
the large migration of Turkic tribes from the steppes
of Central Asia toward Transoxiana (M¸ war¸} al-nahr),
the Iranian plateau, and the Mediterranean. Even if
the quotidian life of the Iranian-speaking populations
was not immediately affected, the process of interaction of the two different ethnic groups, particularly
in the context of the political domination of one of
them by the other, had a deep impact on the history
of the region.
The Qarakhanids belonged to one of the Turkic tribes of the Qarluq Confederation. Islamized in
tenth century, they arrived by the end of that century in Transoxiana and took power from the Samanids, ending their rule.2 In contrast to the Samanids,
whose single head of state had more problems with
generals than with relatives (not only in court
intrigue but in the possession of domains and military power), the Qarakhanid state system was based
on archaic Turkic principles of partitioning state territory among members of the reigning family. The
head of the dynasty, the Khan, represented above all
supreme authority in terms of kin hierarchy, which,
being extremely sophisticated, was in permanent dynamism. The titles given to a prince changed according to his current position in the family structure,
in which the death of one member could affect the
status of another. This respect for family hierarchy
and tribal discipline made the Qarakhanids particularly strong at the beginning of their conquests, but
after their ﬁnal installation in Transoxiana the partition system caused permanent rivalries between powerful princes. For this reason, by the eleventh century the Khaqanate of the Qarakhanids was already
divided into two parts—the western, with Samarqand
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as its capital, and the eastern, ruled from Balasaghun
and Kashghar. By the end of the eleventh century,
and until the mid-twelfth, the Great Seljuks imposed
their formal supremacy on the Qarakhanids, but the
latter did not lose their power in Transoxiana. After
the battle in the Qatwan steppe in 1141, supremacy
over the region was gained by a people migrating
from the East—the Kitans known as the Qara Khitays. Their Gurkhan leader did not aim to organize a
large migration and occupy Central Transoxiana, and
for that reason he treated the Qarakhanids as his vassals, obliging them to continue collecting taxes and
paying tribute. The situation was delicate because the
Qara Khitays were not Muslim. Domination of “inﬁdels” over countries of Islam by deﬁnition created a
certain ideological tension that was purposefully used
by the great Muslim sovereigns in international affairs.
The Qarakhanids were obliged to maneuver between
the Khitays on the one side and, by the end of the
twelfth century and the beginning of the thirteenth,
the growing power of the rulers of Khwarazm, the
Khwarazmshahs, on the other. Finally, the last Qarakhanid, {Uthman b. Ibrahim, failed in managing his
alliances with these opposing forces and in 1212–13
was executed in Samarqand by the Khwarazmshah
Muhammad b. Tekish, ending the dynasty.
The discovery of paintings made under Qarakhanid
rule gives us a new opportunity to address questions
related to Transoxanian culture of this period.
WALL PAINTINGS: ARCHEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
AND PROBLEMS
Mural paintings from the Islamic East dating between
the eighth and thirteenth centuries are known from
very few examples, among which human representations are even rarer. In northeastern Iran, and in
large parts of Afghanistan and Central Asia (a territory roughly equivalent in the eighth century to the
administrative region of Greater Khurasan), the sites
where such murals have been found can be easily
enumerated: Nishapur, Lashkar-i Bazar, and Hulbuk.
In addition, some small fragments, currently exhibited
in the Metropolitan Museum, are thought to come
from Rayy.3 All of these are presumed to date from the
tenth to the twelfth century. One cannot help being
struck by the almost total lack of specimens from the
transitional period of the formation of ﬁgurative art
after the spread of Islam in the eighth to the tenth
century, despite the relatively high number of mural

paintings of the pre-Islamic period discovered by Soviet
archeologists at several sites in Central Asia.
An important factor, sometimes not taken into consideration by art historians, is the stratigraphical “biography” of a site and the physical state of preservation of
monuments due to the historical situation at the time.
During the long period of Islamization, sites like Penjikent, in which not only the temples and the palace
but the majority of the private houses were decorated
with paintings, or the palaces of Afrasiab, Varakhsha,
and later Shahristan (seventh to ninth century) were
simply abandoned—either forever or for a period of
time long enough to ruin the buildings and cover
their ground ﬂoors with ﬁll or collapsed architecture
that preserved the wall decorations. Thus, the longer
the period of abandonment, the better and higher
was the level of wall conservation. In most cases later
construction activity, if it occurred, took place over
the leveled remains of previous structures. In general
terms, after the Arab conquest, Central Asia did not
experience such widespread abandonment, reoccupation, and transformation of the urban and suburban
fabric again until the Mongol invasion.
The conservation of Islamic paintings depended,
obviously, on the same factor of construction intensity. In an old city like Samarqand, limited by ancient
walls and with more or less continuous occupation
of living spaces, buildings dating from the ninth to
the thirteenth century are usually less well preserved
than those of the pre-Islamic period, due to permanent reconstruction activity in the same place, without long periods of abandonment. When new rulers,
for example the Qarakhanids, decided to change their
architectural environment because it was obsolete or
simply associated with the previous dynasty (i.e., the
Samanids), old buildings could be razed to the ground.
Sometimes, by chance, those remains are partially preserved, but rarely to more than one meter of stratigraphy. Of course, in their everyday life the citizens
were not concerned with the change of dynasties, and
when one of them decided to erect a new house, he
leveled the old one on the site in the same manner.
This can be seen particularly clearly at Afrasiab, the
site of old Samarqand, which was destroyed and completely abandoned only after the disaster inﬂicted by
the Mongol troops.
A different situation prevailed at sites founded after
the Arab conquest that for various reasons were vacated
by the population, the largest example being Samarra,
in Iraq. In the eastern Islamic world, the most charac-
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teristic such site is the palace of Lashkar-i Bazar, still
standing in the desert. It is worth noting that the site
associated with the famous city of Nishapur seems not
to have had Sasanian or even Umayyad levels,4 being
occupied only since the Abbasid period, particularly
under the Tahirids in the ninth century. Although
four excavated zones had all been occupied at more
than one level (the largest, Tepe Madrasa, for three
important periods, besides repairs),5 parts of the buildings were apparently destroyed during an earthquake
in 1145 and never rebuilt.6 The impact of the Mongol
invasion was similar to that on Samarqand.
The palace of Hulbuk, the capital of Khuttal, was
preserved as a separate architectural complex of the
ninth to the eleventh century, and after the abandonment formed a long, high tepe.
As we can see, all the known monuments where
Islamic wall paintings have been found belong to the
same group of relatively well-preserved sites. There is
no doubt that those three are not the last.
To another group belong the existing mausoleums and mosques in which some traces of paintings
are preserved (relatively well in one mausoleum of
Kharraqan,7 and badly damaged in the mausoleum of
Sultan Sanjar in Marv,8 for example). In any case the
paintings in the religious buildings apparently never
represented humans, although some contain images
of birds, plants, and objects. By deﬁnition, there is a
distinctive type of wall decoration related to the new
religious outlook.
These short ﬁeld observations show that the history
of architectural remains can vary depending on many
geographical and historical factors. To some extent,
archeological evidence can throw light on the gap in
which we are interested, but it goes without saying that
the particularities of site formation from the eighth
century to the thirteenth do not explain the entire
issue of the imbalance of extant paintings.
The most important factor was the transformation
of society. While there is no room here for discussing
this problem in detail, one point should be stressed:
whatever period we study, whether before or after the
coming of Islam, generalizations may be made only if
each case is analyzed within its local context, especially
the extent to which the monumental pictorial tradition had been developed previously. In any case, the
ﬁrst questions are who commissioned the wall paintings, for what milieu, and why?
Sogdian wall paintings, for example, represent particular and complex phenomena distinguishable from
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what we know elsewhere. If in Afghanistan some sites
preserve the remains of paintings that are signiﬁcantly
different from the Sogdian examples yet have points of
comparison, in central Khurasan (Marv and Nishapur)
we know almost nothing of the pre-Islamic period.
One of the factors that determined the efﬂorescence of this type of wall decoration in Sogdia was a
remarkable increase in wealth due to the Sogdians’
position in international trade, and thus the will and
available means to decorate their houses richly. This
means that wall paintings were in demand and the
artists in a favored position. There is no doubt that
after the Arab conquest their situation changed dramatically: no orders, no jobs, no paintings. The artists probably could have ﬂed to those regions less
affected by the military struggles, such as Usrushana
or Shash, but there is no clear evidence that they
did. The question is who produced such work following the stabilization of the region in the ninth century, when painted wall decorations once again came
into demand? Had the tradition been completely
disrupted, or were knowledge and technique somehow transmitted from old masters to a later generation? More probably, the painters directly copied the
images on the walls of old, abandoned buildings and
the pages of unburned books in order to create their
own “database” of images; according to G. V. Shishkina, the faces of the personages in the Red Hall in
Varakhsha, for instance, seem to have been carefully
cut from the wall after the palace was abandoned and
were not all intentionally damaged.9
On the other hand, new rulers could invite painters from other regions, and thus the question should
be asked differently, in terms of so-called inﬂuence
and of importation. As always, the true situation cannot be interpreted with only one approach, but lack
of information still poses the main problem, which
the scant material in the textual sources may help
but does not resolve.
Since there are no transitional-period wall paintings and no miniatures that correspond with Samanid rule in Transoxiana in the ninth and tenth centuries, we cannot go beyond the level of conjecture.
We can only state that decorative painting was still in
fashion in the palaces of rulers and probably less so in
the houses of ordinary citizens, as had been the case
before Islam. The old traditions were transformed as
the fund of mythological images was affected by the
long process of Islamization. The population increased;
social groups became more diversiﬁed and urban life
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Fig. 1. General plan of the site of Afrasiab, based on the 1885 plan of Vasiliev and Kuzmin. (Drawing by G. Lecuyot, “Fouilles
de la mission franco-soviétique à l’ancienne Samarkand (Afrasiab),” CRAI [1990]: 357)

more complex; wall painting probably became more
expensive, and hence a range in the quality of paintings
can be seen, depending on the wealth of the patron.
One can mention Nishapur, the only site where mural
paintings were found in buildings in different areas
and of different function, but nevertheless in the same
urban milieu. It seems that paintings were increasingly
becoming an art of the upper-class elite.
In this context, the recent discovery of palatial wall
paintings in Samarqand has not added any direct infor-

mation about the “beginning” of Islamic wall painting
in Transoxiana but does give us priceless data about
the outcome, just before the Mongol invasion, of the
evolution of this type of art.
GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE EXCAVATION
The famous site of Afrasiab, old Samarqand, occupied
a surface area of almost 220 hectares from the time
of its foundation in the seventh-to-sixth century bc
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Fig. 2. Northern part of the Afrasiab site. 1. “Sacred area” with the eighth-century architectural complex and the mosques
above it. 2. Citadel (donjon or castle). 3. Lower terrace of the citadel with the d¸r al-im¸ra from the mid-eighth century.
(Franco-Uzbek Archaeological Mission in Samarkand, different plans unified by C. Rapin)

(ﬁg. 1). Since the beginning of the twentieth century,
the northern part of the site has been considered the
administrative and religious center of the old city (ﬁg.
2). This part was protected by a special line of walls,
and the existing topographical relief clearly indicated
one particularly high structure with steep slopes, which
without doubt functioned as a citadel castle. The western half of the northern part of the city, in front of
the castle, consists of a huge plateau with remains,
as was established by further excavations, of the main
mosque of the ninth-to-thirteenth century.
Despite more than a hundred years of intensive Russian and Soviet archeological investigations at many
key areas of Afrasiab, an important zone of the lower
terrace, situated at the eastern side of the castle and
forming with the latter a two-part citadel, surprisingly did not attract particular attention. The situation changed with the creation by Frantz Grenet
and Muxamadzhon Isamiddinov of the French-Uzbek
Archeological Mission in Samarqand in 1989. The
entire northern part, with the “sacred” mosque area
and citadel, became a main object of the archeological activities of the Mission. In 1991, the author of
this article and his Uzbek colleague Anvar Atakhod-

zhaev were charged with leading the excavations on
the lower terrace of the citadel, which was conjecturally interpreted by Olga Inevatkina and Paul Bernand
as a zone of royal palaces.10 This idea was overwhelmingly conﬁrmed by further excavation.
A number of architectural elements have been discovered, dating between the eighth century and the
thirteenth, when the city was destroyed by Chingiz
Khan’s troops. The architectural structures are sufﬁciently well preserved to enable us to understand the
construction principles of the citadel during two of
the phases of occupation after the Arab conquest: the
Abbasid period (the eighth to the beginning of the
ninth century) and the Qarakhanid period (the eleventh century to the beginning of the thirteenth).
A particularly important discovery was a huge administrative building, a d¸r al-im¸ra of the mid-eighth century, which occupied considerable space on the lower
terrace (75.5 × 65 m). During the ﬁrst ten years of
excavation, the palace—which represents the ﬁrst
excavated example of early Islamic civic architecture in Iran and Central Asia—was the main object
of our study.11
From the year 2000 until the 2002 season, ongoing
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Fig. 3. Plan of the pavilion with neighboring structures. (Drawing by E. A. Kurkina with additions by T. Nikitina and
O. Zaitseva)

research of the d¸r al-im¸ra was made possible thanks
to the Max Van Berchem Foundation in Geneva.12 Its
support allowed us to organize large-scale excavations
in many different zones. In 2000, when we started
excavating in the northern section of the lower terrace with the aim of ﬁnding remains of the eighthcentury palace, the ﬁrst, utterly unexpected, fragments
of painted plaster were uncovered. These ﬁnds completely changed our ﬁeldwork strategy.
They include a number of fragments (over 500 so
far) of wall paintings found in the layer of destruction of a twelfth-century pavilion-like building that
had itself been built on the abandonment layer of the
Abbasid palace, which had been razed to its foundations in the tenth century.

ARCHITECTURE
A spatial analysis of this area, which was carried out
in 2000 and 2001, enabled us to propose a reconstruction, and afterwards to conﬁrm archeologically the
initial plan of the pavilion where the paintings were
found. The plan of the building is as follows (ﬁgs. 3,
4, 5): Four iwans open onto a square courtyard (6 ×
6 m) entirely paved with square baked bricks of excellent quality (27.5–28 × 28 × 3.5–4 cm). The gallery
of each iwan, three meters wide, was separated from
the courtyard by a border of cut bricks, placed one
alongside the other on their side. The overall size
of the pavilion, centered on the inner courtyard, is
thus 12 × 12 m.
The roof of the iwans must have been carried on
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Fig. 4. Aerial view of the excavated zone, with the pavilion in the center. (Author’s photo; all subsequent photos also by the
author)
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Fig. 5. Eastern half of the pavilion with remains of the niche-iwan in the background.

columns situated at the four corners of the courtyard.
Unlike paintings of the pre-Islamic period in Central
Asia, the twelfth-century examples were executed on
a relatively weak support: the walls were very thin,
one or two rows of bricks in thickness (about 30 cm);
their foundations were made of one or two rows of
reused baked bricks; and the rest of the walls were
built in mud bricks. As the discovery of a few broken pieces of wood indicates, the walls were built in
so-called framework technique: the bricks were laid
out between vertical or horizontal beams. This technique was widespread in Central Asia until modern
times, which proves that despite their apparent lightness buildings constructed in this manner were sufﬁciently solid, at least for the anticipated period of
their duration.
A construction resembling a podium (3.2 × 3.2 m),
was added to the outer side of the eastern wall. The
most plausible interpretation is that this was a niche,
or more likely a little iwan, built into the eastern wall
and looking out onto the portico gallery and the court-

yard. The fact that it was constructed only in the eastern wall indicates that it had a particular function,
which can be interpreted as a place of honor where
the ruler could sit during a reception or feast.
To the north, outside of the pavilion, remains of
a ﬁreplace formed by the body of a reused jug were
found, as were some small service rooms. Similar auxiliary rooms were also found on the southeast side. The
excavations of 2002 showed that baths were situated
to the west of the pavilion. The complex included a
number of rooms as well as a sort of vestibule completely paved with cobblestones. The entrance to the
pavilion from the west was situated on the side of the
vestibule, which functioned as an intermediary space
between the baths to the north, the paved street to
the west, a large ªuffa (elevated platform) to the south,
and the pavilion itself to the east.
The location of the pavilion, namely the lower terrace of the citadel of the capital city of Samarqand,
leaves no doubt that only members of the royal Qarakhanid family could have lived here. The citadel of
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a city by its nature is designed to protect, ﬁrst and
foremost, the ruler and his family, and after that, his
administrative apparatus. The relatively small size of
the pavilion, the general “lightness” of its construction despite the rich decoration of its walls with paintings, and the presence of baths, kitchen, and auxiliary rooms clearly indicate the private character of the
complex, which was provided with all needed services.
There was simply no space for public ofﬁcial receptions. The main palace would probably have been situated in the castle (donjon) if not elsewhere on the
lower terrace in the still unexcavated area, or outside
the citadel altogether. We know, for instance, that
some fragments of wall paintings and carved glazed
tiles were found in the castle.13 The receptions that
undoubtedly took place in the pavilion thus may have
involved the closest members of the court and special guests.
The pavilion with its paintings has become the key
to understanding the overall situation in the zone.
It is now possible to reconsider all the plans drawn
since 1991 and to clarify the type of occupation of
the lower terrace of the citadel during the Qarakhanid period, in particular for the second half of the
twelfth century.
Remains of baked brick pavements have been found
in six different areas of our excavations (ﬁg. 6). Further excavations and a reexamination of the previous
plans clearly show that a number of pavilions existed
in this area. These could be with or without iwans but
always included an inner courtyard at the center of
which was a tashnäu (water drain). Auxiliary rooms and
presumably living rooms were built around each pavilion. Each architectural unit was focused upon a small
courtyard. These units were linked together, thus forming a group of buildings separated by large carrying
walls. It is worth noting that only one pavilion among
those excavated was decorated with paintings.
These observations enable us to conclude that, during the Qarakhanid period, the overall plan of architectural construction on the lower terrace differed
radically from that of the Abbasid period, which was
characterized by the monumental d¸r al-im¸ra (with
walls 3.5 m thick as compared with the mere 30-cm
thickness of the pavilion walls) that occupied the central space within this area. In fact, we are dealing for
the ﬁrst time with archeological data that afford us
precise knowledge of how the Turkic dynasty of the
Qarakhanids, the rulers of Transoxiana from the eleventh to the beginning of the thirteenth century, orga-
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nized living space in their seat of power. It is difﬁcult
to say whether this type of pavilion had some connection with the nomadic past of the Qarakhanids, but
what is clear is that there was not, at least in this case,
a preoccupation with building something “eternal.”
The realization of these “light” construction projects
did not require a long period of time, and, as shown
by remains of a previous, ﬁrst-period pavilion below
the pavilion with the paintings, they could be easily
replaced by new ones if necessary.
THE PAINTINGS
All the fragments were treated in situ by the restorers of the Institute of Archeology of Samarqand—M.
Reutova, the chief of the laboratory, and J. Soukasjan,
G. Akhatova, and G. Pulatova—who in 2003 worked
in collaboration with V. Fominykh, a restorer at the
State Hermitage Museum of St. Petersburg.
In most cases these fragments were small or mediumsized pieces of plaster (from 5 × 10 to 10 × 20 cm),
some painted and some not; in some cases larger fragments (up to 2.6 × 1.6 m) were also found. The colors
were applied on a ﬁne layer of plaster (ganch) placed
over a thicker layer (2–4 cm) of loess mixed with straw.
There were three main stages in the development of
the pavilion paintings (see below), the ﬁnal speciﬁcations of which can be made later. The second layer of
paintings was covered over with another layer of plaster well before the destruction of the pavilion.
The walls were destroyed and the context indicates
that the pavilion was purposely razed to the ground.
For this reason the various parts of the wall fell differently from place to place (ﬁgs. 7, 8). In some areas the
fragments of plaster lie, layer by layer, very densely,
whereas in other areas some fragments appear to be
out of context. Fragments of plaster sometimes fell
right side up, and sometimes upside-down.
After four years of excavation it is now possible to
place some fragments within their original context.
The different elements no longer appear unconnected,
and the overall program of the artist is becoming decipherable, although the lacunas still remain very significant. The majority of fragments published here still
require a detailed and deﬁnitive restoration. The photographs show the paintings in situ after discovery or
after the ﬁrst treatment, in the Institute of Archeology in Samarqand, of the most important and purposefully chosen fragments. A signiﬁcant number of
them are covered by layers of plaster that make the
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Fig. 6. Six Qarakhanid pavilions. Plan of the excavated zone on the lower terrace of the citadel, at the level of the twelfth to
the beginning of the thirteenth century. The eighth-century palace is shown in broken lines. (Drawing by E. Kurkina)

subject matter of the drawing barely discernible. For
this reason some details of the drawing, even on the
preliminarily restored pieces, may be revealed later.
One should note that about a third of the pavilion
surface is still unexcavated. Nevertheless, it is time to
present the excavated paintings in a succinct manner.
Since many fragments raise a number of questions
about context and subject matter, topics that need to
be seriously treated after the end of ﬁeld and resto-

ration work, we will try in this preliminary report to
address only the most important questions related to
the painting program.
In some cases, which wall a painting fell from is
conjectural. If for some fragments there is no doubt
about provenance, many others cannot be classiﬁed
with certainty. The eastern part of the pavilion, which
was the ﬁrst to be entirely excavated, is also the ﬁrst
to have been reconstructed.
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Fig. 7. Fragment with dogs, in situ.

Fig. 8. Fragment fallen from the eastern wall.
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Fig. 9. Preliminary drawing of the arrow bearer in his frame (Drawing by M. Reutova, with additions by Y. Karev)
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Fig 10. Arrow bearer, contoured image after the first preliminary treatment.
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Fig. 11. Arrow bearer. Detail of hand with arrow.

The Eastern Wall
The monumental representation of a Turkic warrior
holding a bow and arrow provides the key to calculating
the overall proportions of the eastern wall. The size
of the fragment is about 2.6 × 1.6 m. Having fallen
as a single piece and broken into ﬁve only after landing on a spot directly in front of the left (northern)
end of the eastern wall, it represents a rare instance
in which a fragment clearly had not landed far from
its initial position.
The ﬁgure, about 130 cm in height and positioned in
the center of the fragment, is about three-quarter life
size (ﬁgs. 9, 10). He is presented in full stature, with
face turned, both hands visible, and his left leg raised
to his left (the spectator’s right). Judging from the rest
of his badly damaged face—there remain only fragments of the forehead with the right eyebrow, cheek,
and ear—his head is undoubtedly shown in three-quarter view. There is no trace of a halo. Three long black
plaits enhance a visual effect of movement.
On his head the warrior wears a medium-sized black
toque, probably felt, topped with a small pointed peak

that ends with a thin aigrette. The toque is adorned
with a band of embroidery around the perimeter and
is slightly curved towards the top. The band consists
of small elements resembling reversed commas or
drops, painted in white.
The ﬁgure delicately holds an arrow with a peculiar kind of head, apparently double pointed, which
is unfortunately half damaged (ﬁg. 11). The last ﬁve
centimeters of the shaft before the arrowhead are
painted red. On his right shoulder hangs a composite bow, which he hugs against his chest with his right
arm, while his right hand holds the arrow feather,
painted in black.
The warrior is dressed in a yellow caftan richly decorated with sophisticated motifs consisting of white,
curved bands with three-cusped endings, the space
between them densely ﬁlled up with bright yellow foliate ornaments. The lines deﬁning the dress and objects
are drawn in black and gray, while the exposed parts
of the body are contoured in red and painted in light
yellow. The inside lining of the caftan, visible at the
lapels and the bottom hem, is depicted in gradations
of blue. Brassards (tir¸z) with damaged lettering (this
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Fig. 12. Reconstruction of the pavilion, with view of the eastern wall. (Y. Karev)

needs further cleaning), encircle the warrior’s upper
arms. Black boots complete his attire. Only after the
ﬁnal restoration will it be possible to discern some
details, such as the long, hanging strap—certainly a
depiction of leather encrusted with round metal (?)
pieces, probably attached to a belt.
The sure, ﬁne hand, apparent not only in the delicacy of line but also in the technique of rendering
volume, is that of an experienced master painter.
The artist did not limit himself to the use of black
to contour, for instance, the arrow, but added bright
gray lines in order to give the impression of volume.
When it was needed he used the technique of color
gradation.
It should be noted that the man holding the arrow
is represented alone within the frame, enhancing his
position. The frame is made of blue geometric and
vegetal motifs and as a whole would have measured
3 × 1.5 m. Its great size has enabled us to sort out
the fragments according to their initial position and
to determine the architectural plan of the pavilion
(ﬁg. 12: the ﬁgure appears on the left side of the
reconstructed eastern wall).
It is quite clear that the eastern wall was divided
into a number of horizontal registers, starting from
the decorative baked-brick plinth and reaching to
the roof. The central register included, according
to our calculations, four rectangular frames, two to

a side, each about 3 × 1.5 m and representing a different human ﬁgure, moving in from the side toward
the central frame. Probably square, this frame, corresponding to the iwan, was certainly the place of highest rank in the pavilion. It is possible that the walls
inside the iwan were also painted, probably with a
representation of the sovereign. But it might also be
the case that four painted attendants “served” the real
ruler himself, sitting within the iwan.
The cleaning of fragments found in this zone has
also revealed a hand delicately holding reins, painted
in blue (ﬁg. 13), and at least two fragments of a horse
(ﬁg. 14), which suggests that there was a representation of a horseman or, probably, of the ruler himself
on horseback. The decoration of his dress, although
densely drawn like that of the arrow bearer, is different and consists of white stylized ﬂowers and leaves
on a black background. On the left part of the fragment one can distinguish a brassard with no inscription but a sophisticated ornament of roundels.
For the moment there is no solid evidence to associate these fragments with an initial position on the
eastern wall. Moreover, considering their smaller size,
we cannot be sure they come from that wall, having
possibly fallen from another.
The image of part of a human face in three-quarter view represents another personage (ﬁg. 15). Since
the fragment is too small, we cannot discern if the
gilded bands alternating with deep blue above the
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Fig. 13. Hand holding a rein. (Drawing by V. Fominykh)

face is a halo or something else. However, the use of
gold color, rarely found in the pavilion, undoubtedly
indicates the personage’s particular role.
Another register of the eastern wall may have been
situated above the main human ﬁgures. It included
animals in procession: a snow leopard, a panther, and
probably some fantastic beasts. The most beautiful fragment of this register represents two hunting dogs of
different kinds—a yellow Afghan-like hound with long
ears, and a red dog whose muzzle is damaged (ﬁgs. 16,
17). Each dog has a collar with a ring for tethering.
The good state of preservation of the fragment permits us to better appreciate the ability and skill of the
painter, his technique of rendering small details, and
his range of colors. The muzzle of the yellow hound

is very naturalistic and seemingly imbued with a sense
of humor and amazement. The volume, again, is suggested by slight touches of bright gray.
Their representation in a round medallion shows
that two ﬁghting birds must have been speciﬁcally
placed (ﬁg. 18); it is possible that such medallions
ﬁlled the spaces outside the straight registers in the
tympana above the arc of two doorways in the eastern
wall. The reversed symmetry of the birds in “yin and
yang” position is noteworthy; usually it is associated
with a bird of prey attacking another one, while here
the birds, while equally matched, are of different kinds.
Their types are distinguished by their heads, but their
bodies and tails, probably for the sake of symmetry,
have the same form and differ only in color. The
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Fig. 14. Horse’s leg. (Drawing by V. Fominykh)
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Fig. 15. Human face with gilded bands (Drawing by V. Fominykh)

Fig. 16. Fragment with dogs, after cleaning in situ.
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Fig. 17. Fragment with dogs (detail): head of a hound.

Fig. 18. Medallion with fighting birds.
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Fig. 19. Boots of the figure from the western wall, and part of the bottom of his frame.

band that encircles them is ﬁlled with pearls, a clear
echo of Sogdian painting tradition. Some small fragments of medallions containing other kinds of birds
were also uncovered.
The Western Wall
It seems possible that the western wall had similar
representations of large human ﬁgures, but there is
less evidence for this than is provided by the arrow
bearer from the eastern wall. In 2002, the boots of
a ﬁgure of great size (ﬁg. 19) and part of his caftan,
alas badly preserved, and, on another piece, some
sort of armor or instrument were also found. The
framing blue ornament of these ﬁgures differs from
the framing of the ﬁgures on the eastern wall. In
addition, the boots are not simply poised on the top
line of the bottom frame but cross it, while the arrow
bearer is shown, as far as we can state at this point,
conﬁned within the frame, not touching it. The size of
the register with court attendants on the western wall
was probably smaller, at least in height. The register
above that consisted, not of animals in procession,
but of an inscription in Arabic script, unfortunately

cut horizontally in the middle of the letters (ﬁg. 20).
The letters are painted in light yellow or white on
a deeper yellow background. The blue band of the
frame is separated from the inscription by a row of
pearls. In painting the pavilion, a stencil was apparently never used for these pearls, or for the geometric-repeat ornament.
In the next register, probably at the top of the western wall over the inscription, was a ﬂying peri-like ﬁgure (ﬁg. 21). There are fragments of a proﬁle of her
face and the upper part of her body, which apparently
was shown naked save for a large upper-arm bangle,
resembling a brassard. A detail over her head, only
partially preserved, might be interpreted as a high
hat with a trapezoidal form enlarging to a ﬂat top,
but we cannot exclude the possibility that this represents the top of an element behind her head, such
as a wing. No similar ﬁgure has yet been found. Her
meaning seems to be symbolic, akin to that of the
female genii depicted ﬂying over rulers in miniature
paintings (such as, among many others, the famous
frontispiece of the seventeenth volume of the Kit¸b
al-Agh¸nº).14
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Fig. 20. Fragment with the upper left corner of one of the frames from the western wall, with a band of inscription at the
top.

Fig. 21. Peri-like figure flying above a band of inscription (probably Mas{¢d).
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The Northern Wall
The subject matter of the northern wall is still not
clear. A recently discovered eagle is depicted sitting
on a rock, in front of which is represented a fantastic creature with a female head, which clearly shows
that the overall artistic program was not limited to
scenes from the prince’s everyday life but also had
mythological components, which we will discuss in
a future article.
Some of the registers from the northern wall consist of small human ﬁgures—so-called whirling dancers, who seem to have been represented not just in
one row but on different levels.
On only one fragment was such a ﬁgure’s head
found intact, apparently that of a woman, her face
turned in three-quarter view (ﬁg. 22). A curl of hair
projects from her hat on either side of her head, covering her ears. Her hat appears to be a gray-colored
toque with a toothed band. Her elongated black brows
and eyes, like her round facial contours, small mouth,
and medium-sized nose, correspond to the ideal of
general human beauty prevailing at the time, but the
hairstyle, according to what we have observed on other
fragments, can be associated with female representation. This ﬁgure appears to be extending her right
hand, which probably holds a round object.
The painter made three semicircles, one above her
head that looks like a halo and two others, symmetrically placed, apparently around her hands, which are
stretched out in opposite directions. The fragment is
small but possibly includes a representation of stylized
trefoil arches with human ﬁgures in the span. This
interpretation is reinforced by the fact that in the space
that is presumably a tympanum between arches and
above a column, we ﬁnd the representation of a bird
that appears to be a decorative element of the architecture represented—in other words, a wall painting
in the wall painting. In any case, there is a top limit
to this register of small humans. It is at present difﬁcult to say whether the woman’s head belongs to the
register of dancers (see below), or whether the latter
were represented separately. The size is similar and
the small human ﬁgures, even if separated by registers, could be part of the same artistic program on the
northern wall. A similar facial type characterizes the
man with a pendant “shadow” moustache and small
tuft of beard beneath his lip (ﬁg. 23).
On another fragment, a person wears a blue dress,
much more modest than that of the arrow bearer but
also including an ornamental brassard (ﬁg. 24). The

treatment of the folds of the dress, rendered by gradation of blue color, is remarkable. Judging from the
preserved bottom of the face, the ﬁgure’s head was
turned to his right (the spectator’s left), in the direction opposite his arms, which are bent at the elbow
with forearms horizontal and hands turned in a manner that evokes a dancing position. The ﬁgure’s movement seems to be accentuated by his ﬂuttering plaits.
On the same fragment can be seen a section of blue
sleeve, ornamented by red dots and a brassard indicated in simple parallel lines—part of another dancer
situated lower than the ﬁrst.
Another painting fragment suggests how the lower
part of such dancers looked (ﬁg. 25). The background
is painted in yellow. The dresses of two people, blue
and bright yellow, cover their bodies to the knees,
and voluminous white trousers with many folds appear
beneath the dresses. Both dancers are shown barefoot. They are turned in opposite directions, each with
one leg raised. One dancer’s left foot is even turned
so that the sole faces the spectator, leaving no doubt
about the interpretation of the scene as a dance.
Between the dancers is drawn a highly stylized, tuliplike ﬂower. Although no complete ﬁgure has been
found preserved, one can calculate that the height
of the dancers would not have exceeded 30 cm. Like
that of the arrow bearer, the bodies of all the small
ﬁgures are outlined in red.
Small ﬁgures of horses with armed horsemen, very
badly damaged, belong to another register, which
was apparently painted on the edge of the cornice
or the doorway, as were the inscriptions on the yellow background. We cannot at the moment deﬁne
the original position of this architectural element on
the northern wall.
The Southern Wall
Only three meters of the space along the southern
wall were excavated. In comparison with other parts
of the pavilion, few fragments were found. Only one,
which we will mention below, seems to be from this
wall, the pictorial program of which remains to be
clariﬁed by further excavations.
INSCRIPTIONS
A number of fragments bearing inscriptions, a fundamental source of information, have been found. The
inscriptions are in both small and large sizes with a
few legible letters in Arabic script, and they belong
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Fig. 22. Fragment with a female face, probably represented in the span of a stylized trefoil arch.

Fig. 23. Male face with moustache.
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Fig. 24. Dancing figures.

Fig. 25. Lower part of dancing figures.
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to different epigraphic bands that apparently were
present on all the walls. They are in the process of
being classiﬁed and studied; the main problem in
this endeavor comes from the above-noted fact that,
during the destruction of the pavilion, pieces of wall
sometimes landed very far from their initial position
and became mixed up with other wall fragments.
The fragmentary nature of the inscriptions makes
it difﬁcult to propose an interpretation of them, with
two possible exceptions. One of the large fragments
(about 60 × 80 cm), found near to the southern wall,
carries an inscription in monumental naskh script
on a background representing spiraling plant motifs
with small red ﬂowers, in which two facing birds are
nearly hidden (ﬁg. 26). A number of letters can be
made out, but the phrase is too short to decipher
fully; tentatively it is part of a poetic text in Persian,
probably including the phrase […(?)]¢r-i k¸m-i dil bar
¸[yad (?)].15 Surprisingly, the two words k¸m-i dil, or
“heart’s desire,” are enough to allow us to understand
the character of our building.
Another epigraphic fragment, found in 2003 in
the northwestern sector, belongs to a similar register
with birds, but the phrase it contains seems to be in
Arabic (ﬁg. 27). Two last words could be read as wa
’l-baq¸} li-ª¸¥ibihi, “long life to its master,”16 a familiar well-wishing formula that usually appears on small
objects rather than buildings.
In the eastern wall zone, many fragments of another
inscription band composed of blue letters were discovered (ﬁg. 28). We would suggest that the original
position of this register on the eastern wall was either
around the niche-iwan or within the iwan itself. Until
other inscribed fragments are cleaned, we will not be
able to verify our proposal.
The fragment on which the peri-like ﬁgure (see
ﬁg. 21) is represented is particularly important. The
ﬂying peri is touching an inscription band of which
three letters can be read with certainty: {ayn, w¸w,
and d¸l, the {ayn being preceded by one tooth, and
the beginning of the curve of another, of the previous letter—very likely a sºn. This combination of letters has a limited number of corresponding words in
Arabic and Persian; one of the most likely seems to
be the name Mas{ud ([Ma]s{¢d).17 If this is the case,
it probably provides a clue to the patron of the paintings, which we will discuss below.
The presence of Persian inscriptions on the architecture is not surprising, since Persian was the language
of a signiﬁcant part of the population of Transoxi-
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ana and of the literature and poetry of the Qarakhanid court. Since the eleventh century, the language
had been used frequently in Qarakhanid foundation
inscriptions on monumental architecture; it appears,
for example, on the 1079 portal of the Rabat-i Malik
near Karmina, between Samarqand and Bukhara;18
in the long Kuﬁc inscription (datable to 1020–60,
accordingly to V. Nastich and B. Kochnev)19 on the
Saﬁd Buland Mausoleum in the Farghana Valley in
modern Kyrgyzstan, and on the northern mausoleum
of 1152 in Uzgen (Uzkand), where the expression
is in Tadjik dialect: agh¸z karda ¸mad ban¸-i dawlat
kh¸na r¢z-i….20
As skillfully wrought as the ﬁgurative paintings, the
inscriptions were made by an experienced master of
calligraphy. The naskh script was the only one chosen for the artistic program. The script style corresponds well to that of ceramics and coins found in the
pavilion, which are not earlier than the second half
of the twelfth century. There are close parallels with
the naskh inscriptions on both dated Uzgen mausoleums, the northern one of 1152 and the southern one
of 1186–87, but the clearest stylistic resemblance is to
ﬁve fragments of curved terracotta plaques discovered
in the mosque area near the citadel of the Afrasiab
site. Mikhail Masson, who has published the inscription on the terracottas, interpreted it as belonging to
the mausoleum of the penultimate Qarakhanid sovereign of Samarqand, Ibrahim b. Husayn,21 who ruled
until 599 (1202–3).22
DATING
The dating of the wall paintings relies on ceramics
and on numismatic data—Qarakhanid coins from
the second half of the twelfth century (among them
a dirham of Mas{ud b. Hasan of a type minted in
558–59 [1162–64] or 566 [1170–71] in Samarqand,
Bukhara, or Binkat).23 Small shards of monochrome
vessels glazed in turquoise blue and some rare fragments in artiﬁcial paste with the same type of glaze,
which was very fashionable until the thirteenth century,
as well as others with a semi-transparent bright green
glaze, were found in the layer of the pavilion ﬁll.
(Stratigraphically, these specimens did not come from
the occupation layers of the pavilion, where the brick
pavement was cleaned regularly and had almost no
accumulated layers of ﬁll). There are no inscriptions
or ﬁgural designs on these ceramics. There were also
no ﬁnds in the pavilion of so-called mºn¸}º ceramics,
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Fig. 26. First inscription.

Fig. 27. Second inscription.
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Fig. 28. Fragment of inscription in blue letters.

usually very rare in Samarqand, a fact that leads to
the conclusion that this type of ware was imported.
Luster ceramics were imitated in Samarqand but also
imported: one whole luster pitcher was also found in
a tashnäu built after the destruction of the pavilion.
This description of the paintings is, of course, preliminary in character, and many fragments discovered
cannot be interpreted easily. The situation becomes
even more complicated given that there are at least
three layers of paintings, the ﬁrst of which can be characterized as obviously less elegant (ﬁg. 29, a small fragment with the hand of an archer grasping a bow and
shooting an arrow). The fragments of the ﬁrst paintings, accidentally uncovered from the second layer,
are not numerous but will represent an interesting
subject of future study.
As mentioned, a signiﬁcant number of fragments
still await cleaning, and the whole southwestern part
of the pavilion remains intact. But even now we can
state that, taking into consideration the space of walls
that could have been decorated (roughly 150 sq. m),
most of the paintings are completely lost.24 Once
again, the continuous occupation of the zone played
an essential role in the destruction of the pavilion,

whatever were the concrete historical reasons for it.
Only by chance was about one meter of layer formed
after the destruction of the pavilion preserved. Some
very modest structures from the beginning of the
thirteenth century were built on the top of the leveled space.
MEANING AND STYLE
There is evidence that Qarakhanid painting, despite its
particularities of style, was not foreign to the general
evolution of pictorial art in the Islamic world, particularly in the eastern parts. The forms of geometric and
ﬂoral decoration, whether in the frames around the
great ﬁgures or the backgrounds of the animals and
inscriptions, have parallels in stucco, paintings, and
ceramics from many sites and monuments from Kashan
to Balasaghun. Monumental naskh script, so highly
developed under the Qarakhanids, also experienced
a period of efﬂorescence under the Seljuks in Iran,
and there is no reason to separate them completely.
The widespread fashion for caftans with brassards,
a distinct type of robe of honor, did not bypass the
Qarakhanid court. Judging from the manner of rep-
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Fig. 29. Hand grasping a bow and shooting an arrow. Probable
first layer of paintings.

resenting human faces and plaited hairstyles and the
evident predilection for burly and portly forms rather
than the slender ones so popular in Sogdian art, one
can surmise that the artists of the Qarakhanid court
actively participated in the creation of a new image
of beauty that became common in Iran and Central
Asia after the arrival of the Turkic dynasties from the
east in the eleventh century.
Despite the fragmentary character of the Samarqand
paintings and the diversity of images there are some
clear indications of how to interpret the main subject matter of the artistic program in the pavilion.
The arrow bearer is key for the understanding of
the paintings, as he is for the calculation of architectural modules and reconstruction of the eastern
wall.
Two connected but distinct issues are the iconographic source of this image and its meaning. As a
ﬁrst step in the interpretation, the question of mean-

ing is more important. Why is the warrior holding the
arrow thus? The delicacy of his grasp clearly indicates
that he is showing or presenting it. The fact that he is
represented alone, within an ornamental frame, clearly
indicates the importance of his ofﬁcial position.
Apart from a few important but meager indications
in the written sources, we have no detailed information about the Qarakhanid court, let alone images
of it. This forces us to seek analogies, although not
necessarily iconographic sources, elsewhere. A similar manner of representing ﬁgures can be seen in
miniatures, as well as on metalwork and ceramics, of
different historical periods in various parts of the Muslim world. Occurring especially but not exclusively in
throne scenes, these representations can be extremely
varied, ranging from scenes of ofﬁcial reception to
sporting competitions: they show a number of court
dignitaries, each carrying an individual emblem of the
sovereign power, be it a sword, a bow with or without
arrows, a pen box, or a cup.
The ﬁgure shown carrying the bow is represented
in various ways: extending only a bow towards the
sovereign,25 offering a bow and a quiver of arrows,26
holding a bow in one hand and an arrow in the
other,27 carrying a bow on the shoulder,28 holding
forth a bow and three arrows,29 and so on. Sometimes
the bow or arrow or both can be held by the sovereign himself, as in a miniature from Rashid ad-Din’s
J¸mi{ al-Taw¸rºkh, where the Iranian king Hushang,
seated on the throne, holds an arrow with his ﬁngers in exactly the same position as represented in
the pavilion (ﬁg. 32a; see also 32b).30 One could also
mention one of the famous frontispieces of the Kit¸b
al-Agh¸nº, depicting a seated Badr al-Din Lu}lu},31 or
the throne scene on a splendid Mamluk metalwork
basin in the Louvre.32
The famous Kutadgu bilig, the “Mirror for Princes”
written in Turkic for a Qarakhanid ruler in the eleventh century, although theoretical in genre, reﬂects
important elements of Turkic court hierarchy and
ceremony. The prince (beg), vizier, army commander
(sü ba±i), grand chamberlain (uluÚ ¥¸¯ib), gatekeeper
(qapuÚ ba±i), envoy (yalawaõ), royal secretary (bitigõi),
treasurer (a¯iõi), chief cook (a± ba±õi), cupbearer (i¤i±õi)
and servants (tapu¯õilar) all had their speciﬁc functions
and activities, described in the book. The duty of the
gatekeeper was “furthermore, to supervise the cupbearer, bedmaker, cook, and standard-bearer; also the
falconer, quiver-bearer, and archers: they must be kept
ready at the gate each day.”33 Concerning their sym-
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bols, the author mentions in one passage two ofﬁces
that are “equally important. Each has its emblem:
that of the vizier is the pen, that of the commander
the sword. These two are the bond and the tether of
the state.”34 Over the years this tradition evolved and
developed variations, particularly when the Turkic
princes came into contact with the populace in Transoxiana and Khurasan. The symbols and ceremonies
might change, becoming more sophisticated, but the
main framework remained the same.
There is a noteworthy passage in the chronicle of
Abu ’l-Fida} on an event that took place after the death
of Khwarazmshah Muhammad b. Tekish in 617 (1220–
21), when dignitaries were arriving at his funeral. The
description of emblems borne by the court attendants
corresponds exactly to the subject matter on the Eastern wall of the pavilion in Samarqand:
There also came his superintendent of stores («ishtd¸r),
stirrup holder (rik¸bd¸r), armor bearer (sil¸¥d¸r), master
of the robes (j¸md¸r) and others from them among the
masters of official functions (arb¸b al-wa¬¸}if), all of them
kings (mul¢k). Their distinguishing emblems were black.
And the emblem ({al¸ma) of the secretary (daw¸d¸r)
is the penbox, and of the armor bearer the bow, and
of the superintendent of stores the ewer, and of the
master of the robes the napkin, and the emblem of the
marshal (amºr akh¢r) is the horseshoe, and the emblem
of the herald’s office (j¸wºshiyya) the gold cupola (or
tent: qubba dhahab), etc.”35

If in some later miniatures the armor bearers seem to
be ghulams or ofﬁcial attendants but not high-ranking
dignitaries, the passage mentioned above leaves no
doubt about the importance of that function in the
Khwarazmshah court and very plausibly in all Turkic
courts of the pre-Mongol era. The masters charged
with displaying the symbols of supreme power in the
presence of the sovereign belonged to the rank of the
mul¢k, in other words to the members of submitting
royal families showing allegiance.
The event described in this passage took place at
most ﬁfty to sixty and possibly as little as ﬁfteen years
after the construction of the Samarqand pavilion. The
organization of the ceremonial of the Turkic dynasties of the Khwarazmshahs, Seljuks, and Qarakhanids
must have had similar characteristics and not have differed considerably. It is interesting to note the particular importance of the bow and arrow in Turkic
mythological tradition: it was one of the most important symbols of power—in some representations, as
mentioned, held by the ruler himself. We might also
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note representations of the bow and arrow, as well
as of other types of armor, on Qarakhanid coins36—
a tradition not alien to such other dynasties as the
Ghaznavids, Seljuks, and Khwarazmshahs.
In this context, the interpretation of the arrow
bearer from Samarqand as the sil¸¥d¸r (armor bearer)
of the Qarakhanid ruler seems both plausible and justiﬁed. It is not surprising that the main ﬁgures on the
Samarqand paintings should be associated with court
ceremony. In the preliminary reconstruction (ﬁg. 12),
the three empty rectangular frames to the right of the
Turkic warrior could contain the representations of
each of the other court dignitaries charged with speciﬁc symbolic objects as described in the passage from
Abu ’l-Fida}, or as represented in metalwork, ceramics, or miniatures. There are obvious variations, but
this seems to be the main principle.
It is interesting to note the differences between the
representations of the Turkic guard in the reception
hall of Lashkar-i Bazar and those in the pavilion in
Samarqand. Although both have to do with the manifestation of sovereign power, the different character of
the buildings—one an enormous palace and the other
a private reception pavilion—may have determined in
each case a particular artistic program. At Lashkar-i
Bazar a line of about sixty warriors (of which the traces
of forty-four are preserved) was painted on four sides
of the reception hall (ﬁgs. 30 and 31).37 They were
placed in the lower horizontal register, 1.5 m in height,
between the ﬂoor and the decorative brickwork with
inscriptions and stucco decoration. Apparently all the
ﬁgures were wearing richly decorated caftans and carrying maces. Their disposition in the ofﬁcial reception
hall evokes the alignment of the sovereign’s guard of
ghulams during ceremonies, and their large number
and position at the bottom of the composition highlight their status in the hierarchy. Representations of
dignitaries of the court bearing particular symbols of
sovereign power have not yet been found in Lashkari Bazar. As mentioned, in Samarqand the dignitaries,
and probably even the princes (mul¢k), were painted
as symbolic portraits whose role was enhanced by “personal” decorative frames.
The overall program of the Samarqand pavilion
should be directly or indirectly related to the manifestation of sovereign splendor. We can expect to
ﬁnd a set of common iconographic topics related to
court life, such as a throne scene or a depiction of the
sovereign on his mount, and scenes of banqueting,
hunting, and—much less probably—battle. All of these
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Fig. 30. Wall paintings depicting aligned guards, Lashkar-i Bazar. (After D. Schlumberger, Lashkari Bazar, fig. 122a)

Fig. 31. Two guards, Lashkar-i Bazar (After D. Schlumberger, Lashkari Bazar, fig. 122b)
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a

b

Fig. 32a. Hushang, second king of the legendary Pishdadian dynasty. Fig. 32b. Tahmuras, third king of the legendary Pishdadian dynasty. Two miniatures from Rashid al-Din’s J¸mi{ al-Taw¸rºkh. (After D. T. Rice, The Illustrations to the “World History”
of Rashºd al-Dºn, 44, fig. 3 and 46, fig. 4)

except the ﬁrst would not be of great size. We also cannot exclude some particular themes—mythological or
family-related—important only to the Qarakhanids.
The subject of the iconography of the arrow bearer
is more complicated than it ﬁrst appears. The majority of comparable examples known in Islamic miniatures and metalwork belong to the post-Mongol
period, although there is no doubt of the existence
of this iconographic ﬁgure not only before the Mongols but before the Arabs as well. An ossuary from

Yakkabag depicts the Sogdian god Tishtrya holding
an arrow,38 but the most surprising parallel is found
in Chinese representations of one of the guardians or
kings of the cardinal directions, a popular mythological ﬁgure in eastern Turkestan and China over the
centuries. Extant examples are numerous. The hand
position of a Tang-period lokap¸la holding and presenting an arrow is identical to that in our Qarakhanid example (ﬁg. 33).39 In at least two examples the
arrow has a double head.40 Since resemblance must
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Fig. 33. The Southern Lokap¸la, Dunhuang Yulin Grottos. (After Tang Changdong, Magnificent Frescos from the Great Tang
Dynasty, 116, fig. 109)
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be considered systematically and in the larger context, a simplistic conclusion in terms of “direct inﬂuence” and “borrowing” is inappropriate here. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Qarakhanids were
“Turkestanis” very close to the Chinese border, and
the possible consequences of this proximity should
be taken into account.
Judging from the fragments discovered, the character of painting in twelfth-century Samarqand had
undergone important changes vis-à-vis the pre-Islamic
tradition. After the arrival of Islam, the role of written texts, whether religious, poetic, or narrative in
content, became crucial. In contrast, Sogdian painting, although in rare instances bearing a few words
of explanation on the ﬁgures (sometimes added later
to explain an already-forgotten meaning), transmitted
the narration only by images. In other words, Sogdian wall painting was a book without text. Visual language sufﬁced: the manifestation of the might of gods,
heroes, and kings did not require parallel large-scale
written comments, for either semantics or aesthetics.
Hence scholars are now obliged to search for missing explanations in the traditions where the texts are
preserved, from the Mah¸bh¸rata to the Sh¸hn¸ma.41
In certain cases the paintings represented recent historical events—the Arab siege of a town (presumably
of Samarqand in 712), for example, or a coronation
(Penjikent Palace),42 or the whole story, still not completely deciphered, of the international relationships
of the Samarqand court (Afrasiab).43 Such paintings
thus played the role of an illustrated report.
Although books existed before Islam, the role of
oral transmission of myth and epic, one of the greatest sources of inspiration for painters, seems to have
been predominant. The passage from collective memory to picture and back, as from picture to picture,
could be accomplished without any written medium.
There was no need for the evolution of monumental
script as it was developed after the coming of Islam,
nor was there a place for such a phenomenon as poetry
written on the walls.
In the Samarqand pavilion, by contrast, the bands
of inscriptions had an important place in the overall
program of the paintings. Despite the damaged state
of the inscriptions discovered, two of the fragments
mentioned above give a clear indication of the character of the texts on the walls. The Persian poetry and
Arabic good wishes were related to court life, to the
living environment of the sovereign. There were two
distinguishable purposes for adding inscriptions: the
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ﬁrst was the meaning of what was written, and the second was the beauty per se of monumental naskh script,
which played an integral role in the set of visual elements especially elaborated for decorating architecture.
The starting point was directly related to the spread
of the Arabic language and script and to the value of
the written word in Islam. For the population of Transoxiana, long before the arrival of the Qarakhanids
by the end of the tenth century, inscriptions were an
entirely new way of visually transmitting an artistic program. The relationship between the text and the ﬁgurative image could also vary. Even if Mas{ud of Ghazna,
the son of Mahmud the Conqueror, could have had,
accordingly to Bayhaqi, “the whole book” of Alﬁyya
(The Persian version of K¸ma S¢tra), with images, stories, and words (jumla-i ¸n kit¸br¸ ª¢rat va ¥ik¸yat va
sukhan naqsh kardand),44 painted in his rest house near
Herat, or if verses from the Sh¸hn¸ma could accompany images on walls as on glazed tiles, in the case of
monumental script the text could not play a role of
direct description. Instead, the meaning of the message on the wall may have created an initial image in
the mind and thus contextualized the pictorial “support.” It is too early to afﬁrm this for the Samarqand
pavilion, but it may well have been the case.
The second question is that of pictorial symbolism.
Painting is always charged with symbolic connotations,
but their degree can differ. In Samarqand, the place—
namely, a royal residence—determined the program,
which does not have images related to religion. Were
there a religious component, the most plausible place
for it would be not in the ﬁgures but in inscriptions
that would invoke the name of the Creator and the
Prophet, but in the form of a blessing on the patron.
The pavilion also shows a clear difference from preIslamic houses and palaces, in which the world of gods
and their deeds is a predominant subject of the paintings (with the probable exception of the famous Afrasiab reception hall paintings).
Compared with the Sogdian tradition, Qarakhanid
paintings seem to have less place for narration as such,
either of concrete events or of epic scenes, although
some mythological themes were present in the pavilion. The narrative aspect is not entirely absent, however. The discovery of a single new fragment with such
“telling” scenes would be enough to change this preliminary appraisal, but the present impression is that
the signiﬁcance of the majority of drawings is symbolic or decorative, and that their primary aim is not
the vivid transmission of a factual or invented “story.”
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In connotation, Qarakhanid painting is markedly different from Sogdian. The Turkic warrior is above all
a bearer of function and not an acting ﬁgure in a
developed “story.” The ultimate evolution and simpliﬁcation of such representation can be seen in blazons on Mamluk metalwork, where the symbol of a
cup or an arrow transmits the whole idea of a dignitary’s ofﬁcial status and function.
The dancing ﬁgures, although very poorly preserved, probably belonged to a register whose function was not so different from that of the animals in
procession. Even the horsemen of uniform size could
have formed a similar row of decorative rather than
narrative meaning. Obviously, the small ﬁgures can
hold different symbolic objects, act differently from
one another, and perhaps have some speciﬁc story
as background (a bird ﬁght, a hunt, etc.), but their
place in the general partition of the painted wall
space would nevertheless be determined more by
the aesthetic needs of decoration than by a message
addressed to the spectator. In other words, they could
belong to the set of repeated ﬁgural motifs used by
medieval painters for different programs. Although
some of them, like the animals in procession, were
very ancient and not completely alien to Sogdian art,
the tendency towards abstraction in ﬁgural representations seems to be one of the lines of evolution of the
Islamic art of images. This tendency obviously does not
exclude the depiction of concrete events or epic episodes on various media, from wall paintings to ceramics and numerous miniatures (including the famous
mºn¸}º plate from the Freer Gallery depicting a siege
scene;45 mural Sh¸hn¸ma episodes known from textual references and from the example in the Metropolitan Museum of Art; or, from the later period, the
account of the Indian campaign of Timur depicted in
one of his palaces near Samarqand).46 In the case of
the Samarqand pavilion, some narrative scenes may
have coexisted with the ﬁgurative registers and the proclamative “portraits” of court dignitaries, but for
the moment we do not have clear evidence for
this.47
What is striking in this context is the realism of the
painting style, achieved by other means and expressed
differently than that of the Sogdian tradition, particularly the outstanding Afrasiab paintings of the seventh
century. The Qarakhanid painter, although paying
serious attention to detail, was not trying to transfer
onto the wall a meticulous reproduction of the real
object, cloth, or ﬂesh. He achieved delicacy of execu-

tion through the main contour lines and the sense of
proportion. Inside the contoured ﬁgure, he also gave
priority to deﬁning lines, whether of human facial
traits or dogs’ muzzles. There was no need to paint
each hair or the precise design of jewelry and fabric,
which had been so well documented in the pre-Islamic
Afrasiab paintings. In the pavilion, the space within
the contours of ﬁgures can also be densely decorated,
particularly in the case of the clothing of great personages, but the rich pattern of the brocaded material is
nevertheless rendered with a sense of abstraction and
generalization. In other words, there was a distance
between the painter and the drawn object that sometimes gives the impression of an almost loose manner
of treating the subject, but that is in reality the characteristic of a new style—in artistic terms a step from
documentation toward interpretation.
However many painters participated in the decoration of the pavilion, they all followed the same tradition. (It is too early to speak about individual “hands”
visible in the paintings.) The human ﬁgures, whether
small or large, are rendered by smooth lines that stress
elegance of movement. Their statures are never stiff
and rigid, as in the Nishapur and Lashkar-i Bazar
paintings. The visual effect of the ﬁgures’ delicacy
is accentuated by the manner of representing their
hands and particularly their ﬁngers, which are drawn
with precision in every position. The faces, as far as we
can judge by one medium-sized and several small ﬁgures, maintain an idealized image of beauty and apparently are not personalized, an approach common in
medieval art (but not the case in the pre-Islamic Afrasiab paintings). This m¸hr¢ (“moon-face”) representation was widespread in the Islamic East at the time.48
The serenity of the facial expression is perfectly rendered by a few simple and elegant lines—red for eyelids, nose, and mouth, and black for the elongated,
arched eyebrows, eyes, and pupils. Considering the
observations made above about the artistic program,
it would be surprising to ﬁnd a face expressing anger
or joy. The general impression gained from the fragments is one of purposeful equilibrium in the expression of mood, whether of humans or animals, with a
slight, almost intangible, touch of humor. There are
very probable traces of an eastern Turkistan tradition
particularly related to Buddhist art. We have already
mentioned in the description of the fragments some
of the singularities of technique, such as the gradation of color and the evident attention to the rendering of volume.
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It is difﬁcult to ﬁnd any direct analogies with the style
of the Samarqand paintings, which probably belong
to a previously unknown school of Transoxiana. Certainly this kind of art could not have appeared out of
nowhere, and the Sogdian heritage seems not to have
been completely forgotten. Once again, we do not
have any examples of Samanid painting on which to
ground our conclusions, but what the pre-Islamic and
Qarakhanid paintings seem to have in common, putting aside such evident features as pearl-surrounded
medallions, is a mastery of drawing as such, very different one from the other, but characterized in both
cases by perfect possession of a dynamic line and a
sense of delicacy and elegance: a graceful hand.
In light of the preliminary and brief appraisal of
the pavilion paintings presented above, one would
say that, in terms of artistic evolution, the Qarakhanid example can be seen as a product of the development of the previous pre-Islamic tradition over at
least three centuries (ninth to twelfth). Meanwhile,
there remains the question of what happened during
that very long period of time in terms of intercultural
relations in a new historical context that was in a constant process of change. The painter of twelfth-century Samarqand lived in a completely different social,
political, and cultural environment, the study of which
exceeds the limits of the present article. Some preliminary remarks are nevertheless called for.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The main problem for historians of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries in Central Asia is the scarcity of written sources; numismatic data therefore play an essential role in reconstructing the history of Transoxiana at
that time. Under the inﬂuence of the eminent Russian
orientalist V. V. Bartol’d, many scholars have held
that, after the fall of the local Samanid dynasty and
the ascent to power of the Turkic dynasty of the Qarakhanids by the end of the tenth century, Transoxiania
experienced a period of cultural decline.49 The latest
discoveries and new studies provide evidence that it is
time for a serious reconsideration of that view.50
There is no room here for a detailed historical
description, but one point should be stressed: social
and cultural life in major cities like Bukhara and
Samarqand was in full efﬂorescence, and the change
of dynasty did not immediately affect the life of the
local society. General “know-how” in many domains
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of art and craft did not disappear and was quickly
demanded by the new rulers.
At the same time these new rulers brought with
them an elaborated doctrine of princely power and
old nomadic cultural traditions, which had their roots
in the pre-Islamic period of splendor of the ﬁrst Turkic Khaqanate (sixth and seventh centuries), and of
which the aforementioned eleventh-century Kutadgu
bilig constitutes a famous compendium.
It is true that in the medieval period the patronage
of art and literature depended mainly on the sovereigns, but to the same extent, the taste of the ruler
changed in relation to the intellectual milieu in which
he lived: there was a process of mutual exchange
between the new conquerors and the local population. Many elements brought in after the migration
of the Turkic tribes were adapted and integrated into
the local culture. At the same time, if the ﬁrst rulers
preserved the nomadic mode of life and the customs
of the Great Steppe, their descendants adapted themselves to the style of city life. In terms of cultural background, there was an enormous difference between
Bughra Khan Harun, the ﬁrst conqueror of Transoxiana (d. 993–94) and the last Qarakhanid ruler, {Uthman b. Ibrahim (executed by the Khwarazmshah in
1212–13).
Despite the overall lack of information, particularly
for the second half of the twelfth century, the existing
sources relate that the Qarakhanids, from the mid-eleventh century onwards, patronized the construction of
religious, public, and palatial buildings: mosques in
Bukhara, the palaces of Shamsabad and Juybar near
the city,51 the palace of Tamghach Khan Ibrahim b.
Husayn in Samarqand,52 the Rabat-i Malik,53 and the
Uzgen (Uzkand) mausoleums, among many others.
According to the sources, some of these were ﬁnely
decorated with carved-and-painted wood and paintings
(ch¢bh¸-i naqq¸shº va dur¢dgarº),54 although this does
not mean that the others mentioned merely by name
did not have such decorations. The maqª¢ra, minbar,
and mihrab of the Bukhara mosque ordered by Khan
Shams al-Mulk (r. 1068–80) were “carved and decorated (tar¸shidand va munaqqash kardand) in Samarqand and brought to Bukhara,”55 a fact difﬁcult to
explain by anything other than the high artistic reputation of the craftsmen in Samarqand.
Qarakhanid ceremonial customs, which were relatively modest at the time of the famous meeting of
Mahmud of Ghazna and Qadir Khan in the early elev-
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enth century (about 416 [1025–26]),56 were transformed during the century into a magniﬁcent manifestation of sovereign splendor. Only about ﬁfty years
later, at the time of Khizr b. Ibrahim (r. 473–79 [1080–
87]), when “the power of the Khaqanis was at its most
ﬂourishing period,” one detail “of the splendor maintained” by the khan “… was this, that when he rode
out they [the attendants] carried before his horse,
besides other arms, seven hundred maces of gold
and silver.”57
The reign of the Qarakhanids, as in other royal
courts, was praised by many poets, who competed
in the presence of khan. The same Khizr, “a great
patron of poets,” would richly reward his favorites;
according to one account, “In Transoxiana it is the
custom and practice to place in the audience-chambers of kings and others gold and silver in trays….” In
one of Khizr’s audiences, “there were set for largesse
four trays of red gold, each containing two hundred
and ﬁfty dinars; and these he used to dispense by the
handful. One day he ordered [that a poet] Rashidi…
receive all four trays, so he obtained the highest honour, and became famous.”58
We know the names of at least ten poets of the
Qarakhanid court, but only one dºv¸n (poetry collection), that of Suzani, written in the third quarter of
the twelfth century, is preserved;59 it is dedicated to
Mas{ud b. Hasan (r. 1160/61–1170/71). Although the
literature produced under the Qarakhanids in Transoxiana is less abundant than that of the Ghaznavid or
Seljuk dynasties in Khurasan, this literature—in Arabic, Persian, and Turkic—was appreciated at the court.
Still-preserved works include the politico-historical
A{r¸d al-Siy¸sat (Examples of Diplomacy in the Aims of
Government), and the Sindb¸dn¸ma (Book of Sinbad),
both written by Muhammad b. {Ali Zahiri Samarqandi,
the ª¸¥ib al-insh¸} (head of the chancery) of Mas{ud b.
Hasan. Among works that have unfortunately perished
are Alma{i’s History of Kashghar (eleventh century) and
his Mu{jam al-Shuyukh (Compendium of Shaykhs) as
well as The History of Turkestan and The History of Khitay, written for the Qarakhanid Ibrahim b. Husayn (r.
1178–1202/3) by Taj al-Din Muhammad b. {Adnan.60
The Turkic language also found expression in literature, particularly in the Eastern Khaqanate.61 Yusuf of
Balasaghun composed the already-mentioned Kutadgu
bilig in Turkic, and Mahmud of Kashghar compiled
the ﬁrst extensive scientiﬁc treatise on the Turkic language, Dºw¸n lugh¸t al-Turk, in Arabic.
Samarqand and Bukhara were major centers of

Islamic learning during this period, and many treatises
of law (ﬁqh) and theology were composed there. In the
twelfth century, histories and dictionaries of learned
men of Samarqand and Bukhara were expanded and
rewritten, which shows the particular interest at this
time in local historiography.
We know almost nothing about the life of painters in Samarqand and Bukhara in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, but, as is shown by the new discovery at the Afrasiab site, the Qarakhanids were active
patrons of painting, a fact that is in perfect accord
with accounts of their love for poetry and beautiful
buildings and that implies that they ﬁnancially supported the painters and gave them new commissions,
creating a favorable situation for artistic activity and
evolution. The same situation must have obtained for
the architects and other craftsmen who depended on
the court’s patronage.
A remaining question is the identity of the patron
of this residential complex with its wall paintings.
It is unfortunately archeologically impossible at the
moment to give a date for the pavilion more precise
than the second half of the twelfth to the beginning
of the thirteenth century. The best hope for gaining
more precision lies in the paintings themselves. During this period, Samarqand was the capital of the Western Khaqanate of the Qarakhanids, and a number of
names can be proposed as the patron. The problem
is that, historically speaking, we do not have any information about these rulers that pertains to the paintings in Samarqand themselves, hence no adequate
criterion for identiﬁcation. It would be all too easy
to fall into the trap of associating the materials that
have been discovered with a historical personage about
whom the textual sources give certain information. For
example, among the eight Qarakhanid rulers in the
second half of the twelfth century, three individuals
are most remarkable: Qilij Tamghach Khan Mas{ud
b. Hasan (r. 556–66 [1160/61–1170/71]),62 Ibrahim
b. Husayn b. Hasan, the ﬁrst to bear the title ulugh
sul«¸n al-sal¸«ºn (r. 574–599 [1178/79–1202/3]), and
{Uthman b. Ibrahim, also sul«¸n al-sal¸«ºn (r. 599–609
[1202/3–1212/13]), after whom the dynasty ended.
The bits of information concerning the two ﬁrst rulers (for example, the literary works dedicated to them,
mentioned above) can be enumerated on the ﬁngers
of one hand: as V. V. Bartol’d put it, “…we know
nothing of the events which took place in Transoxiana at the end of the twelfth century.”63 However,
there is an extensive account about {Uthman, since
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his was a dramatic story of the political maneuvers
of a young sovereign playing off the weakening Qara
Khitays against the growing power of the Khwarazmshahs. The story turns into personal tragedy, a fact
particularly stressed by the sources, since {Uthman
paid dearly—in fact, with his life—for his preference
for one wife, the daughter of the Gurkhan, and his
spurning of the second, Kwarazmshah Muhammad b.
Tekish’s daughter, who had her father execute him
after he ﬁnally took Samarqand in 1212–13. There is
even mention of the Samarqand citadel (qal {a) where,
at the time of the revolt against the Khwarazmians,
Muhammad’s daughter shut herself up, as did {Uthman later on, when he was besieged by the Khwarazmian troops.
On the one hand, this information conﬁrms that
at that time the citadel was occupied and in use as
a protected area of the Qarakhanids and their families, which perfectly ﬁts the archeological data. On
the other, there no evidence—direct or indirect—for
addressing our problem of who ordered the paintings.
It is also true that {Uthman was—according to {Awﬁ,
who knew him personally—an extremely handsome,
reﬁned, and highly educated person, even a poet himself. But {Awﬁ also reports that Ibrahim b. Husayn,
{Uthman’s father, composed poems in his youth.64 Historically, this shows the high aesthetic standards and
reﬁnement of these rulers, which the pavilion paintings would have met. But again, any of them could
have commissioned the paintings. What we do know
from the archeological evidence is that the pavilion
had been occupied for a relatively long period before
its ﬁnal destruction.
From stratigraphical data, one can determine that
there were three main stages in the development of
the pavilion paintings: the ﬁrst stage of “rough” painting (which needs further conﬁrmation); the second, to
which the majority of paintings belong; and the third,
when these paintings, which show traces of long exposure to the open air, were partially covered by a layer
of plaster and partially repainted with new images,
apparently not ﬁgurative. It was probably at this time
that the faces of the large-scale ﬁgures were intentionally damaged. We cannot exclude the possibility that
the covering of the paintings with plaster was due to
the Khwarazmshah’s reaction to their “Qarakhanid”
content, and that the building was destroyed later, just
before 1220, when Muhammad b. Tekish, facing the
approaching Mongols, hurriedly launched the reinforcement of the citadel (diz and qal {a)65 and the city
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wall (¥iª¸r, corresponding to the site of Afrasiab), as
archeologically attested. Otherwise, we are told that,
after the execution of the last Qarakhanid in 1212–13,
Samarqand became the capital of the Khwarazmshah
and that he “built a Friday mosque there and began
the construction of other ﬁne buildings.”66 But there is
no mention of his precise activity in the castle before
he added the strengthening works of 1219–20.
The archeology too evidences the reconstruction of
the Friday mosque at that time, but we can afﬁrm that
no new “ﬁne buildings” ({im¸r¸t-i {¸liyya) were built on
the lower terrace of the citadel after the destruction
of the Qarakhanid residences. On the contrary, the
remains of the last constructions over the razed pavilions are very modest. This can be explained with sufﬁcient probability by the need for space in the castle for
the newly reinforced garrison. Evidently it was not the
time for embellishing palaces and even less for constructing them. The army gathered by the Khwarazmshah in the city attained a minimum of 40,000 men
and a maximum of 110,000, and a portion of them
would have been organized to protect the citadel.
Although we do not know precisely how many, at least
a thousand men fought in the Friday mosque, which
is situated, with the castle, in the northern enclosure
of the city. In addition to that, it seems very probable
that a portion of the 30,000 forces of Muhammad b.
Tekish executed with their twenty chief commanders
by the Mongols after they took the city (¥iª¸r)67 participated in the defense of the citadel itself, or at the
last moment took refuge there.
In any case, we have no indisputable proof for
the moment that the pavilion was reoccupied and
repainted by the Khwarazmians. It could have happened before 1213, but the ﬁnal destruction should
have taken place between 1213 and 1220, before the
arrival of the Mongols.
If the name “Mas{ud” was in fact written in the
inscription band (see above), perhaps this gives a ﬁrst
indication of the identity of the patron of the paintings. However, we do not know where “Mas{ud” occurs
in the name, that is, whether it is the given name or
the patronymic. (For example, Mas{ud b. Hasan’s son
Muhammad b. Mas{ud occupied the thone of Samarqand from 566 to 574 (1170/71–1178/79). As for the
building activity of Mas{ud b. Hasan, the patron of
the poet Suzani, we know that he ordered the construction of a new wall of the raba¤ (outskirts) of the
city of Bukhara.68 In Samarqand, where he resided,
he might have also built the pavilion with the paint-
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ings, but this hypothesis requires conﬁrmation. Identiﬁcation depends on the inscriptions and elements of
ofﬁcial titulature that we may expect to discover; ﬁnding the words sul«¸n al-sal¸«ºn, for example, would be
enough to limit the possibilities to two persons, Ibrahim and his son {Uthman.
CONCLUSION
Before our excavations at Afrasiab, Qarakhanid painting, apart from painted stucco and a few very small,
ornamental fragments found in Kyrgyzstan and on
the site of Afrasiab itself, was almost unknown. The
discovery of the mural paintings in Samarqand adds
to our knowledge an important element—visual art
as it existed at the court of the Qarakhanids. For the
ﬁrst time, we have images of men and women of different social levels, precious details about their dress
and weapons and the trappings of their horses; we also
have depictions of both wild and domestic animals and
the mythological beings that lived in the imagination
of people of that period. It would be interesting to
try to analyze the development of poetry and literature before the Mongol invasion of Transoxiana and
Khurasan or, in another vein, to assess the impact of
the general set of old and new images at that time on
the art of painting. Future research is needed before
we can determine to what extent the pavilion paintings
may illuminate the relationship between wall paintings
and later miniatures.
The great importance of this unexpected discovery
for the study of the history of Islamic art means that
we must pay special attention not only to the search
for more fragments but also to their preservation. It
will be particularly important to ﬁnd the best means
for removing, cleaning, restoring, interpreting, and
ﬁnally displaying these remarkable paintings.
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THE MUQARNAS PLATE FOUND AT TAKHT-I SULAYMAN:
A NEW INTERPRETATION

In 1968 the German excavation team at Takht-i Sulayman, Iran, found a 50 cm gypsum plate amid the
palace ruins. This thirteenth-century plate was spontaneously recognized to be a muqarnas design. Ulrich
Harb published the details of the plate and also suggested an interpretation of its design;1 Mohammad
Yaghan has more recently published other readings.2
In this paper we propose yet a different interpretation,
which is more in accordance with surviving buildings
of the period and the description of muqarnas by the
famous mathematician al-Kashi (ca. 1430).
WHAT IS MUQARNAS?
The roots of the word “muqarnas” are unknown,3 as is
the origin of the complex but ubiquitous architectural
structure to which the word refers, which apparently
developed around the tenth century in Iran and Iraq
and almost simultaneously in North Africa. The relation between these two developments is not known.
From the late eleventh century onwards, all Muslim
lands adopted and developed the muqarnas, which
became one of the most common features of Islamic
architecture. One of the main characteristics of the
muqarnas is its form as a three-dimensional unit that
can be rendered in a two-dimensional outline.4
The muqarnas was, and still is, used in domes,
niches, arches, and almost flat decorative friezes.5 In
each instance the module as well as the depth of the
composition is different and adapts to the size of the
area involved or to the required purpose. In ceilings
it serves a clear architectonic aim or at the very least
provides the structural illusion of ascending movement culminating in a small cupola. The muqarnas
is at the same time a linear system and an organization of masses. The earliest known example of a construction plan is the above-mentioned gypsum plate
found at Takht-i Sulayman, showing the plane projection of one quarter of a muqarnas vault.
The earliest extant definition6 of the term “muqar-

nas” is given by the Timurid astronomer and mathematician Ghiyath al-Din al-Kashi, who ranks among
the greatest mathematicians and astronomers in the
Islamic world. Al-Kashi, a native of Kashan, Iran, went
at some point in his life to Samarqand, now in Uzbekistan, where he became the founding director of the
Ulugh Beg observatory, and where he died in 1429. Two
years earlier he had finished one of his major works,
Key to Arithmetic (Mift¸¥ al-¥is¸b), which he intended for everyday use. As al-Kashi remarks: “I redacted this
book and collected in it everything that is needed for
him who calculates carefully, avoiding tedious length
and annoying brevity.” By far the most extensive part of
the work is Book IV, On Measurements, in the last chapter of which al-Kashi approximates the surface area of
a muqarnas and gives the following definition:7
The muqarnas is a roofed (musaqqaf) [vault] like a staircase
(madraj) with facets (¤il {) and a flat roof (sa«¥). Every
facet intersects the adjacent one at either a right angle,
or half a right angle, or their sum, or another combination of these two. The two facets can be thought of as
standing on a plane parallel to the horizon. Above them
is built either a flat surface not parallel to the horizon,
or two surfaces, either flat or curved, that constitute their
roof. Both facets together with their roof are called one
cell (bayt). Adjacent cells, which have their bases on one
and the same surface parallel to the horizon, are called
one tier («abaqa). The measure of the base of the largest
facet is called the module (miqy¸s) of the muqarnas.

Al-Kashi distinguishes four types of muqarnas. The
simple muqarnas and the clay-plastered muqarnas
both have plane facets and roofs; the clay-plastered
muqarnas is similar to the simple muqarnas, except
that the height of its tiers might differ and a few tiers
might have only a roof and no facets. The other two
types are the curved muqarnas (fig. 1) and the Shirazi
muqarnas. Al-Kashi explains:
The curved muqarnas is like a simple muqarnas in which
the roofs of its cells are curved. Between the roofs of
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Fig. 1. Cell of a curved muqarnas standing on a square, and
an intermediate element standing on a biped. (The square
and the biped are horizontal plane projections, hence empty
spaces.)
two adjacent cells a curved surface can be located in the
form of either a triangle or two triangles.

The Shirazi muqarnas is like a curved muqarnas but
has a greater variety of elements.
Hence the elements of a muqarnas consist of cells
and of intermediate elements connecting the roofs of
two adjacent cells. For a better understanding of the
construction of a cell, we see in ﬁg. 1:
–
–
–
–

–
–

–

An element, which can be a cell (left) or an intermediate element (right).
A cell, which consists of two facets (f) plus their
roof (r).
A facet (f) of a cell, which is its vertical side.
A roof (r) of a cell, which is a surface not parallel
to the horizon, or two joined surfaces either ﬂat
or curved.
The curve (c) on the sides of the elements, which is
the place where the elements are put together.
The module (m), which is deﬁned as the measure
of the base of the largest facet, that being the side
of the square. It is the unit of measurement of the
muqarnas.
An intermediate element, which is a surface, or
two joint surfaces, connecting the roofs of two
adjacent cells.

In his treatise al-Kashi shows the plane projection
(fig. 2) of common elements consisting of simple geometric forms. These are, from left to right, a rhombus
and a square and, underneath them, a barley kernel, a
biped, and an almond—the almond and biped being
complementary figures that together form a rhombus. Other elements like the half square (cut along

Fig. 2. Plane projections of the cells, as illustrated by al-Kashi
in his Key to Arithmetic, Malek Library, Tehran, ms. 3180/1.

the diagonal), the half rhombus (an isosceles triangle
with the shorter diagonal of the rhombus as its base),
the rectangle, and the jug with its complement to a
square, the large biped, are described by al-Kashi but
not illustrated by figures.
As al-Kashi explains, the plane (horizontal) projection of an element, or the view from underneath,
consists of simple geometric forms:
–
–

–
–

–
–
–
–

A square, with sides equal to the module.
A rhombus, which is a parallelogram with all sides
equal to the module and with the acute angles
equal to 45°.
A half rhombus, which is a rhombus cut along the
small diagonal.
An almond (deltoid), which is a quadrilateral with
two opposite right angles, an acute angle of 45°,
and the two sides adjoining at the acute angle
equal to the module.
A small biped, which is the complement of an
almond to a rhombus.
A jug, which is a quarter octagon with the radius
of the circumscribed circle equal to the module.
A large biped, which is the complement of a jug
to a square.
A barley kernel (ﬁg. 2, second row left), which is a
quadrilateral with two opposite equal obtuse angles,
and the two shorter sides equal to the module.
Barley-kernels do not occur except on the upper
tier where they can be used to ﬁll the last and
upper part of the vault.

A tier is a row of cells with their bases on the same
surface, parallel to the horizon. In fig. 3 we see a part
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Fig. 3. A row of elements, or part of one tier. (As in fig. 1,
the horizontal plane projections are drawn, but are in reality
empty spaces.)

of a tier consisting of (from left to right): a cell on
a square, a second cell on a square, an intermediate
element on a half rhombus, a cell on a square, an
intermediate element on a half rhombus, an intermediate element on a biped, a cell on a square, and
a cell on a rhombus.
In this paper we deal with the curved muqarnas, for
which only four possible measures for the bases of the
facets occur. In the Shirazi8 muqarnas, in contrast, the
possibilities are innumerable, as al-Kashi remarks—
besides the curved roofs of the cells with intermediary triangles and bipeds, one ﬁnds triangles, squares,
pentagons, hexagons, star polygons, etc. that are ﬂat as
well as curved. We emphasize that, with the exception
of the Shirazi muqarnas, the two-dimensional horizontal projection of a muqarnas vault consists of a small
number of simple geometrical elements.
In order to ﬁt together, the elements have to be
constructed according to the same unit of measure
(module) and the curve on the sides of each element
has to be the same. This curve (ﬁg. 4) is described by
al-Kashi as according with the “method of the masons,”
indicating that it is taken from practice. The curve
is carefully constructed in a rectangle (ﬁg. 4, inner
rectangle) whose height is twice its width, this relation being in agreement with the elements found at
Takht-i Sulayman. Likewise, the design of the curve
on the sides of the elements there follows approximately the same curve as al-Kashi describes. He constructs the curve with precise measurements: an angle
of 30° between the upper line and the oblique line
intersecting the opposite vertical. Then he divides the
oblique line into ﬁve equal parts and rotates two-ﬁfths
down to meet the vertical line. Al-Kashi calculates the
length of the vertical line between its base and the
beginning of the curve with these precise measurements. This length is called the “factor” and is used
in calculating the muqarnas surface.9

Fig. 4. Curve described by al-Kashi in his Key to Arithmetic,
Malek Library, Tehran, ms. 3180/1.

Fig. 5: Muqarnas in the Shrine of Bayazid at Bastam. (Left:
after Harb, Ilkhandische Stalaktitengewölbe; right: after Pope,
Survey of Persian Art, 1102, fig. 396)

Every cell consists of two walls, or facets, with a roof,
consisting of two elements, above them. Al-Kashi’s
observation that the two facets of a cell intersect in
most cases at 90°, 45°, or 135° is again in agreement
with the ﬁndings at Takht-i Sulayman.
The correlation between a muqarnas structure and
its horizontal plane projection is shown in ﬁg. 5. Here
we see a part of the entrance portal of the Shrine of
Bayazid at Bastam, Iran, from the front (at the right)
and from underneath (left). The lower tier on the
right side corresponds with the white row on the
left. Similarly, the upper tier on the right side corresponds with the grayish row on the left. We see on
the lower tier three cells standing on a jug, i.e., each
of their plane projections is a jug. The two intermediate elements between these three cells, as well as
the two intermediate elements connecting these cells
and their neighbors, are all small bipeds. In the plane
projection the side of the biped ﬁts the longer side of
the jug, which equals the module. Next to these elements a biped can partly be discerned—in this case
a large biped, the complement to a jug. On the tier
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above, four cells are constructed standing on almonds,
which means that their horizontal plane projections
are almonds. On the right and left of the outer cells
the sides are visible. As they are vertical, their horizontal plane projections are straight lines.
In the section above we have explained the correlation between the two-dimensional muqarnas design,
or ground plan, and the three-dimensional muqarnas
structure. Every muqarnas can be projected on the
horizontal plane in only one way. Is the reverse also
true?—is there only one way to interpret this ground
plan? To answer this question we have to take into
account the following:
In the ﬁrst place, if the height of the muqarnas elements remains the same throughout a whole structure,
the structure will be steeper, like the Seljuk muqarnas in Anatolia. Hence, when a muqarnas structure
has to be inserted into an existing vault, we have to
adapt the height of the facets of the elements. In
other words, when we want to construct a muqarnas
into a not-very-pointed vault, the height of the facets
of the elements has to decrease on the higher tiers
in such a way that they will ﬁt into the vault. When
the height of the facets approaches zero, the remaining part of the vault, i.e., the part above the last tier,
can then be ﬁnished in several ways. In some vaults
the original brickwork is left visible; in others the ceiling is plastered and ornamented by painting, or by
applying barley-kernels (ﬁg. 2, second row left), or by
using a combination of these two.
Second, some designs are sketchy and not worked
out in much detail. Gülru Necipoqlu describes a lateﬁfteenth- or early-sixteenth-century scroll now preserved at the Topkapı Museum, Istanbul. 10 This scroll,
a pattern book from the workshop of a master builder,
was probably compiled somewhere in western or central Iran, possibly in Tabriz. In the scroll we ﬁnd patterns for ornamentation and patterns to be used as
designs for muqarnas; it is a high-level design book
for architects, builders, and artisans,11 the best-preserved example of its kind, with far-reaching implications for the theory and praxis of geometric design in
Islamic architecture and ornament. The Topkapı scroll
includes several rough designs of which the artist has
shown a small part worked out in detail, probably to
avoid confusion.12 While the scroll ranks among the
oldest extant designs for muqarnas, even in modern
Moroccan muqarnas designs, still to be seen in Fez,
the artist tends to help the artisans by designating the
required elements.13

Based upon the evidence cited above, we think
that artists and artisans, even while using standard
designs from a pattern book, probably had some freedom, however small, during the construction process.
Such freedom is necessary when difﬁculties arise due
to irregularities in the building. The artisans repeated
endless variations based on old geometric formulas,
slightly modifying them by trial and error. For these
artists, muqarnas was, and remains, part of their daily
life and culture. For those of us who are outsiders,
muqarnas is beautiful geometric art to be admired
and studied. We can try to understand its composition and discover its intriguing details, but muqarnas
forms no part of our cultural identity.
THE PLATE FOUND AT TAKHT-I SULAYMAN
In this section we describe the earliest known example
of a muqarnas design, the 50 cm stucco plate found at
Takht-i Sulayman, Iran. The Ilkhanid seasonal palace
of Takht-i Sulayman was a walled enclosure of oval
shape, about a third of a mile long and a quarter
mile wide, which contained a small lake. It was built
over a Sasanian ﬁre temple that seems to have been
in use from the late ﬁfth to the early seventh century
and continued to serve as a Zoroastrian sanctuary for
two more centuries after Persia had been conquered
by Islam.14 The archeological site is in the Azerbaijan
region of Iran, two hundred miles south of Tabriz and
southeast of Lake Urmia. The Ilkhanid structures at
Takht-i Sulayman, especially the north iwan palace
hall complex and the west iwan complex, were lavishly
decorated with tiles and stucco. The most striking use
of stucco was for muqarnas. Construction of the palace
must date back at least to the reign of the Ilkhanid
ruler Abaqa (1265–82), because luster-painted tiles
excavated at the site carry dates of 670, 671, and 674
(1271–73 and 1275–76). The palace included several
polygonal structures, the north and south octagons
in the west iwan complex and the dodecagon in the
western arcade.
The German Archeological Institute excavated the
palace remains between 1959 and 1978. When investigating the remains of a farm on top of the second ﬁre
temple, excavators found a gypsum plate in a hollow
of a pantry ﬂoor. The plate had a geometric pattern
incised on it, which was spontaneously recognized by
the leader of that excavation, Dietrich Huff, as being
a muqarnas design.15 The plate is now kept in the
Islamic Department of the Iran Bastan Museum in
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The following may be noted concerning the excavated muqarnas elements, described in detail by Harb.
They have been found in three different sizes, namely,
with measure units of 21, 26, and 42 cm. Only one
element of 42 cm (twice 21) has been found, and its
height is undetermined, as it is an intermediate element. The height of the cells with a unit of measurement of 21 is 42, and the height of the cells with a
unit of measurement of 26 is 52: hence the height of
the cells is twice their unit of measurement. The elements with a unit of measurement of 21 might originate from the south octagon.
Fig. 6. Plan of a muqarnas quarter vault found at Takht-i
Sulayman, Iran. (Photo: courtesy of Ulrich Harb)

Tehran. It was studied by Ulrich Harb, and his results
are the point of departure for our research.
The plate (ﬁg. 6), 47 cm high, 50 cm wide, and
3.5 to 4 cm thick, contains a quadratic ﬁeld 42 cm in
length, covered with a geometric grid. A small part of
the bottom left corner is broken off and does not survive. The remaining plate is broken into seven parts,
which ﬁt together except near the middle, where there
is a small hole. The design consists mainly of squares
and rhombi, with isosceles right triangles along the
frame of the ﬁeld. The sides of the squares and rhombi,
as well as the legs of the triangles, are all 3.5 cm in
length. Their areas have been symmetrically arranged
around a diagonal axis. The construction is completed
in the upper right corner by an irregular quarter octagon. The angles of the various ﬁgures are all multiples of 45°, with the exception of some semi-regular
quadrangles and isosceles triangles along the diagonal. Under the clearly drawn grid are visible poorly
erased lines that at some points may have been auxiliary lines but at others seem to have no direct connection with the actual design. The artisan seems to
have reworked his design, and it is not clear whether
the present design was ever used, or whether it was
altogether abandoned.
At the excavation site many prefabricated muqarnas elements were found buried under the ruins of
the palace. These could have been used to construct
several different vaults within the palace, but where
such vaults might have been located can no longer be
determined. As it remains an open question whether
the design on the plate was ever executed, it is not
clear whether the prefabricated elements correspond
to the plate.

THE MUQARNAS DESIGN
The stucco plate found at Takht-i Sulayman, showing the projection of a quarter of a muqarnas-vault
ground plan, is the earliest known example of a muqarnas design. Despite occasional textual references to
plans, there are no known working drawings for Islamic
architecture from the pre-Mongol era. Rag paper was
introduced to Samarqand by Chinese prisoners of war
in 751, and because it was much cheaper than papyrus
and parchment, its use spread throughout the Islamic
world after the tenth century. Not until the Mongols
arrived in the 1220s, however, did an extensive paper
industry develop in Tabriz and other Iranian towns,
where the use of paper became essential due to the
increasing elaboration of geometric design.
Fourteenth-century sources frequently mention
architectural drawings produced either on clay tablets or on paper. Until Necipoqlu’s discovery of the
Topkapı scroll, the earliest known examples of such
architectural drawings were a collection of fragmentary post-Timurid design scrolls on sixteenth-century
Samarqand paper housed at the Uzbek Academy of
Sciences in Tashkent. These scrolls almost certainly
reﬂect the sophisticated Timurid drafting methods of
the ﬁfteenth century. The Timurid and post-Timurid
scrolls show a decisive switch to the far more complex
radial muqarnas with an increasing variety of polygons
and star polygons.
A continuous tradition from the thirteenth-century Takht-i Sulayman plate to muqarnas designs still
in use in the present-day Islamic world is evident: a
few years ago we visited a workshop in Fez, Morocco,
where the artisans used a construction plan for a
muqarnas on a 1:1 scale. The pieces cut out for constructing the muqarnas could actually be put on the
plan such that the cross-section of the element, in
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this case of a wooden beam, exactly matched the ﬁgure on the plan.16 As in the Ilkhanid period 700 years
earlier, the plane projection of the elements in the
Moroccan plan consists of simple geometric ﬁgures:
squares, half squares, rhombi, half rhombi, rectangles,
almonds, and bipeds. The standard patterns compiled
in modern Moroccan sketchbooks indicate that the
master who drew them repeated inherited formulas
rather than inventing new ones.
Wilber17 relates how in Isfahan he watched an
elderly workman who had been charged with repairing a badly damaged stalactite half dome of the Safavid period. On the ﬂoor below the damaged elements
the workman had prepared a bed of white plaster and
on this surface was engaged in incising a half-plan of
the original stalactite system.

Fig. 7. Design of the plate as read by Harb.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE PLATE
The starting point for our reconstruction will be the
design as given in ﬁg. 7, which consists of the lines
from the plate as recognized by Harb.18 We adopt
Harb’s suggestion that the quarter octagon at the
upper right corner of the plate corresponds to the
center of the muqarnas.
The design is based on squares and rhombi. It is
impossible to build a muqarnas corresponding to
the plate by using only elements whose plane projections are squares and rhombi, as Harb19 has already
remarked. This means that some ﬁgures must be split:
a square can also be interpreted as a jug combined
with a large biped, and a rhombus can be interpreted
as an almond with a small biped. On the diagonal are
found hexagons consisting of irregular ﬁgures: each
hexagon has two ﬁgures that are neither squares nor
jugs, but something in between, and two isosceles triangles. Because these ﬁgures are not described by alKashi, we have changed this division of the hexagon to
a combination of known elements—square, jug, and
two half rhombi—by changing the inner lines in the
hexagon (ﬁg. 8). It is clearly easier to draw the inner
lines like diagonals of a hexagon, as in the left ﬁgure.
It could be that there was no need for the designer to
draw very exactly, because the craftsmen knew from
experience how to interpret such a hexagon.
Another justiﬁcation for changing these lines is that
the suggested combination of elements in the right
ﬁgure also appears in other Ilkhanid structures, for
example in the basement vault of the north iwan of
the Friday Mosque in Natanz. We are aware that the

Fig. 8. Left: original design on the plate. Right: our interpretation after changing inner lines of irregular hexagons.

above two arguments are only speculative. The alternative would be to use elements not according to alKashi’s rules: elements with curved sides different in
length from the module.
NEW INTERPRETATION
When a craftsman has to build a muqarnas directly
from the design, he will do this by using his experience.
Some combinations of elements appear more often in
plans, and it will thus be clear to him how to handle
these. To imitate this experience, we compare element
combinations in the plan with the same combinations
in projection plans of muqarnas from the same period.
In ﬁg. 9 we show side-by-side the design of the plate
as read by Harb and our interpretation, in which the
different tiers are indicated by two alternating colors.
As said before, the ground plan on the plate only shows
a quarter of a vault. A three-dimensional computer
reconstruction of the whole vault according to our
interpretation is found in ﬁg. 10.
A muqarnas is built from the outside in, and hence
we have to read a muqarnas design in this direction.
We read the Takht-i Sulayman plate in this way, by
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Fig. 9. Left: design of the plate, as read by Harb. Right: our
interpretation.

Fig. 10. Three-dimensional computer reconstruction of our
interpretation (whole vault).

starting at the outer boundary. There we ﬁnd six half
eight-pointed stars (ﬁg. 9, left: A1, C1, E1, G3, G6,
G9), which also appear, for example, in the projection plan of the basement vault of the north iwan of
the Friday Mosque in Natanz. We interpret these half
eight-pointed stars in the same way as they appear in
this basement vault. This means that each rhombus
of the half eight-pointed stars consists of an almond
and a biped.
Another noteworthy part of the plate is the star
in the middle of it (ﬁg. 9, left: D5). Similar stars are
used in the famous muqarnas in the interior of the
tomb of Shaykh {Abd al-Samad al-Isfahani of Natanz,20
where they consist of intermediate rhombus elements
of which the long diagonal determines the direction
of the element. Such intermediate rhombus elements
are not found at the excavation site of Takht-i Sulayman, but it is not certain that this design was ever
built there. We feel that it is justiﬁed to use these
elements in our interpretation: we have a concrete
example from the same period that shows that such
elements exist.
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Between the ﬁrst two tiers (which principally consist of almond-biped combinations) and the star in the
middle of the muqarnas, we ﬁnd element combinations consisting of four squares. This structure appears
four times at equal distance from the boundary of the
plate (ﬁg. 9, left: A3, C3, E6, E9). The rhombus star
determines the direction of the two upper squares of
the square combinations at C3 and E6. If we use this
direction there is no way to ﬁt the lower two squares
to these upper two. We can solve this problem by interpreting each square as a jug combined with a large
biped. It seems reasonable to expect that these four
square combinations are situated in the same tiers and
consist of the same combination of elements.
If we use the rules described above, we can build
our muqarnas from the outside to the inside, keeping
in mind that each non-intermediate rhombus element
in the direction of the long diagonal has to be interpreted as a combination of an almond and a small
biped element. We also have to decide for each of
the remaining squares whether we want to interpret
it as a jug-biped combination or not.
The muqarnas of the vault over the east portal
in the shrine of Bastam has the same style: the ﬁrst
tiers consist mainly of almond-biped combinations.21
In this muqarnas the squares on the lower tiers are
split into jugs and large bipeds. The example of the
niche in Natanz also starts with almond-biped combinations, but here the squares are not split. So both
interpretations of the squares appear.
At Takht-i Sulayman intermediate elements standing on large bipeds only occur in pairs.22 However,
not many of these element combinations were found.
Thus we can argue that if the plate was conceived by
the same artist who designed the muqarnas actually
built in the palace of Takht-i Sulayman, this artist did
not use many cells standing on jugs and intermediate elements standing on large bipeds in his muqarnas vaults. For this reason, we decided in our interpretation to split squares into jugs and large bipeds
only when necessary, as is the case in the four square
combinations discussed above.
HARB’S INTERPRETATION
The main difference between the interpretation given
by Harb (ﬁg. 11) and our interpretation (ﬁgs. 9, right,
and 10) is the global geometric form of the muqarnas. In Harb’s interpretation the muqarnas starts in
the four corners. The ﬁrst tier consists only of two
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diagonal is used for direction, pointing to the front
of the element.
YAGHAN’S INTERPRETATION

Fig. 11. Left: projection plan of Harb’s interpretation (quarter
vault). Right: three-dimensional computer reconstruction of
this interpretation (whole vault).

elements in these corners. The number of elements
in subsequent tiers increases, which means that the
length of the subsequent tiers grows until the elements
span the whole circumference. This happens for the
ﬁrst time at the eighth tier.
In our interpretation, and also, as we shall see, in
that of Yaghan, the elements span the whole circumference in each tier. Comparing our interpretation
with extant muqarnas from the same period, we see
that in almost all muqarnas the elements of the ﬁrst
tier span the whole circumference. For example, the
only instance described by Harb in which this is not
the case is the muqarnas in the interior of the tomb
of Shaykh {Abd al-Samad al-Isfahani of Natanz. But
for this muqarnas the projection plan is not a rectangle: extra space is used for the corners.23
In his interpretation, Harb mainly uses elements
found at Takht-i Sulayman. Exceptions are the elements used for the hexagons on the diagonal of the
plate (ﬁg. 8), and the element used for the upper
triangle. For the hexagons he uses two cells standing
on something in between a jug and a square, and two
intermediate elements each standing on an isosceles
triangle. In this way, he uses elements that directly
correspond to the ﬁgures drawn on the plate. However, the elements he uses are not described by alKashi, nor are they found at Takht-i Sulayman. For
the upper triangle he uses a cell standing on a triangle, with the long side of the triangle corresponding
to the front of this cell.
Harb interprets every square of the plate as cells
standing on a square and doesn’t split any square
into a jug and a large biped, as we did. He interprets certain rhombi as combinations of almonds
and small bipeds—that is, those rhombi whose long

Mohammad Yaghan interprets the plate differently,24
albeit basing his alternatives on Harb’s reconstruction.
Yaghan splits the plate into two parts—central and
outer. The central part provides the transition from a
square to an irregular octagon at the top. The outer
part stretches from the boundary of the muqarnas to
the edges of the central part. When the plate is split
into these two parts, the star in the middle of the plan
(ﬁg. 7: D5) is situated on the dividing-line between
the two different parts, and therefore the rhombi are
also split. They are thus interpreted as almond-andbiped combinations, rather than as a combination
of intermediate elements standing on a rhombus.
Another difference between our interpretation and
Yaghan’s concerns the use of squares. In the alternatives he presents, Yaghan seems to avoid the use of
square cells and splits almost every square into a jug
and a large biped.
Yaghan gives two possible alternatives for the central part and two for the outer part of the plate. The
main difference between the two alternatives for the
outer part is in how the square combinations (ﬁg. 7:
A3, C3, E6, E9) are interpreted.
In the ﬁrst alternative for the outer part, the square
combinations (ﬁg. 7: A3, C3, E6, E9) are all interpreted as combinations of jugs and bipeds, as can
be seen in the left part of ﬁg. 12. The hexagon E–F,
2–3 on the diagonal is interpreted as a combination
of two intermediate elements standing on an irregular rhombus, and a cell standing on an irregular jug.
Yaghan uses elements that are not found as plane
projections in his design. In his interpretation, not
all the inner lines of the hexagon are used as sides
of elements; some of them instead are interpreted as
diagonals, even though all other lines drawn in the
design correspond to sides of elements.
As the second alternative (ﬁg. 12, right), Yaghan
tries interpreting the square combinations as niches.
For this reason he splits the squares into jugs and
bipeds, such that the jugs join each other. The four
cells standing on jugs then form the niche. In a threedimensional reconstruction it is not possible to connect the next tier, which contains the intermediate
elements standing on large bipeds, to these jug cells.
Yaghan solves this problem in his three-dimensional
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Fig. 12: Yaghan’s alternative interpretations for the outer part
of the plate.

Fig. 13: Yaghan’s alternative interpretations for the central
part of the plate.

reconstruction by interpreting the large bipeds as
cells instead of intermediate elements. By doing this
he creates a situation that conﬂicts with the historical
context: he needs to connect the backs of his newly
created muqarnas elements to the jug cells on the
same tier—a situation not found in existing buildings. Moreover, examples of cells standing on large
bipeds are not known.
In both of his proposed alternatives for the central part of the plate, as in his ﬁrst alternative for
the outer part, Yaghan uses lines in the design as
diagonals, rather than sides, of elements. He interprets the irregular hexagon (ﬁg. 7: D6) adjacent to
the central star as two intermediate elements standing on an irregular rhombus and a cell standing on
an irregular jug in the manner described before. This
makes it possible to ﬁt the split rhombus in the center to the central part. The main difference between
his two alternatives for the central part is the way
he interprets the two squares above the star (ﬁg. 13,
right: black). In his ﬁrst alternative (ﬁg. 13, left) the
squares are split, which makes it possible to spread
them over three tiers. This inﬂuences the form of the
next tiers. The ﬁrst interpretation ends in the same
way as does ours. The difference between the two
interpretations—Yaghan’s and ours—depends on the
choice of squares to be split.
In the second alternative for the central part (ﬁg.
13, right), Yaghan does not split the squares (ﬁg. 13,
right: black) and spreads them over only two tiers. This
makes it possible to end this part in the same way as
did Harb in his interpretation. Here the difference
between Yaghan’s interpretation and Harb’s is again
the choice of which squares have to be split.

CONCLUSIONS
The design incised on the plate found at Takht-i Sulayman is an important document for our understanding
of the ubiquitous architectural ornament, muqarnas.
Although the plate was ﬁrst described and interpreted
by Ulrich Harb,25 the global geometric form of the
muqarnas corresponding with Harb’s interpretation
is not in accordance with the historical context: the
corners run out in a point while the design is a square.
In his subsequent reading,26 Mohammad Yaghan interprets some of the lines in the design as diagonals of
elements instead of their sides, which is against the
usual rules. Furthermore, for one of his interpretations he uses elements that do not appear in actual
muqarnas of the same period.
In this paper we have presented a new interpretation of this muqarnas design by reconsidering Harb’s
understanding of it. Our interpretation ﬁts well in
the historical context since, ﬁrst, we only use combinations of elements that appear in muqarnas of surviving buildings of the same period and, second, it is
consistent with the description of al-Kashi.
Interdisciplinary Center for Scientiﬁc Computing (IWR)
University of Heidelberg
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A 1498–99 KHUSRAW VA SHµRµN: TURNING THE PAGES OF AN
OTTOMAN ILLUSTRATED MANUSCRIPT

This paper focuses on an Ottoman illustrated manuscript copied in 1498–99, which is now in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (MMA),
New York. The MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn of Hatiﬁ1 is
signiﬁcant for several reasons. Its dated colophon provides a rare opportunity to study a manuscript securely
placed in the reign of Bayezid II (1481–1512). During
this period illustrated manuscript production in the
Ottoman realm increases signiﬁcantly for the ﬁrst time
and can be studied in the light of approximately ﬁfteen examples.2 Among these, however, only a few are
securely dated, and thus the MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn
of Hatiﬁ has held an important place in studies of
early Ottoman miniature painting.3 Scholarship on
the manuscript has focused primarily on one of its
miniatures (ﬁg. 9), which has frequently been referred
to as an example of “early Ottoman style”4 and has
played an important role in deﬁning the characteristics
of this style. No attempts have been made to examine
the manuscript in any depth or in its entirety.
Important new insights into early Ottoman luxury
book production, for which little documentation survives beyond the manuscripts themselves, can be gained
by studying this manuscript as a whole, that is, as a
book. My reexamination of it using this comprehensive approach presents codicological information; a
new fuller reading of its colophon, which reveals the
role of the artist in the production of the manuscript;
analysis of its little-known frontispiece and illumination; a close examination of its miniatures in relation
to the text, which is translated in summary for the ﬁrst
time; and consideration of the signiﬁcance of this Persian text and its author in the Ottoman realm. This
method permits discussion of the manuscript to move
beyond questions of style to address a much wider
range of issues, such as iconography, patronage, and
book production, that enable us to appreciate the manuscript as an artifact of the “international” culture of
the Ottoman court during this period.
The MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn 5 of Hatiﬁ is a medium-

sized manuscript, measuring 240 (height) × 164 (width)
mm.6 The present binding is not original and is stylistically close to late-sixteenth-century Safavid bindings (ﬁgs. 1–2).7 When and where this lavish binding
was attached to the manuscript are unclear, but it is
possible that the manuscript never traveled to Iran,
and that it was added at the Ottoman court, where
the manuscript was presumably produced and where
Safavid manuscripts were preserved in numbers. This
scenario is also supported by a note and seal on folio
1r (ﬁg. 3) of the manuscript, which indicates that it
was previously owned by Seyyid Osman Ataullah, the
müderris of Nuh Efendi Medrese.8 According to a note
on the ﬁrst ﬂyleaf recto, Sir Thomas Phillips (1792–
1872) bought the manuscript at the 1823 sale in England of Sir Gregory Osborne Page-Turner of Battlesden (1785–1843). The Phillips Collection, including
this manuscript, was auctioned in London at Sotheby
and Co. in 1968.9
The manuscript consists of seventy-eight folios copied in two columns, each containing thirteen lines of
ﬁne nastaclºq script in a text block of 159 × 79 mm
with gold rules. It has six miniatures. It opens with a
double-page frontispiece illustration (fols. 1v–2r, ﬁgs.
4–5) followed by a text page with the ﬁrst three lines
of text (in couplets) in an illuminated frame (fol. 2v,
ﬁg. 6). The next folio begins with the seventh line of
the text, indicating that the missing three lines (4–6)
must have been copied on a now-lost folio that was
originally between the present folios 2 and 3. This
missing folio10 most likely had the three lines of illuminated text on its recto, facing the present illuminated text page 2v, and perhaps a full-page illustration or illumination on its verso. A few other folios
are missing throughout the text as well. There are no
other illuminations except for the gilded background
of the colophon at the end of the manuscript (ﬁg. 7).
The text itself is illustrated with ﬁve miniatures. The
paper is well polished, although there are some water
stains in the lower margins.
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Fig. 1. Cover of Khusraw va Shºrºn of Hatifi. Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, 1969
(69.27).

COLOPHON
The colophon of the manuscript (ﬁg. 7) provides the
date as a chronogram in Persian copied in white letters
in the left column of the last line of folio 78r, after
the word t¸rºkh. The arithmetical value of the letters in
the chronogram adds up to 904 (1498–99).11 Except
for the date, the colophon has never before been
fully read. In addition to the date, it records that the
artist, who refers to himself by the pseudonym S¢zº,
was responsible not only for the copying of the text
but also for the illumination, gilding, and illustrations
in the manuscript:
Shud tam¸m ºn kit¸b-i farkhunda / dil-kush¸yº konad bi-gham
khw¸ra
Fara¥ qalb ¥aªilºst ¢ r¸ / har ki ºn ¸varad bi-na¬¸ra
Kha«« u tazhºb u tabr u taªvºrash / shud zi dast-i man dil-i
¸v¸ra

Fig. 2. Doublure of Khusraw va Shºrºn of Hatifi. Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 69.27.

Bºshtar zºn ch¢n tav¸nam kard / ki mar¸ yak dilºst ªad
p¸ra
Shud tam¸mº-i ºnr¸ t¸rºkh / {amal-i S¢zºst bºch¸ra
This pleasant book has been brought to completion,
may it bring happiness to the sorrowful,
And may those who inspect it be joyful.
The calligraphy, illumination, gilding, and illustrations
have been executed by me, the destitute one.
How can I do more, since my heart is broken into a
hundred pieces?
It has been completed on this date, the work of Suzi,
the helpless one.

In light of this information we can now say that only
one person, with the penname Suzi,12 was responsible
for the production of the entire manuscript, except
for its binding.
On closer examination, the gilded colophon appears
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to have been written over a previous text, of which
the edges of some letters in black ink are still visible;
it is, however, impossible to read this text even with
the aid of an infrared camera.13 I do not doubt the
authenticity of the colophon, since its calligraphy is
similar in style to the inscriptions around the frontispiece (ﬁgs. 4–5) and those in the illuminated frame
on 2v (ﬁg. 6). It is possible that the artist ﬁrst wrote
the colophon in plain black ink and later decided to
embellish it with gilding in order to emphasize his
accomplishments.
CALLIGRAPHY
Fig. 3. Inscriptions and seal on fol. 1r of Khusraw va Shºrºn of
Hatifi. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27.

The quality of the nastaclºq calligraphy in the MMA
Khusraw va Shºrºn shows that the artist was well trained
in this style. In the Ottoman realm Turkish and Arabic
texts were generally copied in naskh and Persian texts

Figs. 4 and 5. Double frontispiece (fols. 1v–2r) of Khusraw va Shºrºn of Hatifi. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27.
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Fig. 6. Illuminated title page (fol. 2v) of Khusraw va Shºrºn of
Hatifi. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27.

Fig. 7. Colophon (fol. 78r) of Khusraw va Shºrºn of Hatifi.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27.

in nastaclºq; an interesting example of this is an Ottoman Qur}an in which the text is in naskh but the
Persian F¸ln¸ma included at the end is in nastaclºq.14
The use of nastaclºq for Persian texts being customary
in contemporary Iran, in the Ottoman realm scribes
who came from Iran or were trained in this style may
have worked especially on Persian texts.

orated with large gilded medallions ﬁlled with small
decorative ﬂoral branches and inscriptions. The top
medallion provides the name of the book (“Book of
Khusraw, Shirin, Farhad”); the bottom conveys good
wishes. The dark blue background of the frame is decorated with a ﬂoral arabesque, which in the vertical
panels is larger in scale and has an undulating character. Decorative spikes extending into the margins
frame the illuminated area on three sides.
That this folio was designed as half of a double-page
illumination at the beginning of the manuscript makes
it similar to the opening pages in luxury Qur}ans produced in the 1490s, during the reign of Bayezid II.16
It is comparable in its general design and motifs to
the double-page illumination of an Ottoman Qur}an
(now in the Khalili Collection) dated to 1493,17 and
also to another Ottoman Qur}an of 1494.18 Although
illumination in the Qur}ans is more elaborate and
gold predominates, the individual motifs and layout
are similar to those in the Khusraw va Shºrºn, especially in the undulating dark blue area of the vertical side panels.

ILLUMINATION
The illumination of the frontispiece and the text page
on folio 2v proves that the artist was skilled in this
art as well as in the writing of nastaclºq script. He has
made extensive use of dark blue and gold, adding red,
white, blue, and green for details. The narrow illuminated band in the illustrated double frontispiece (ﬁgs.
4–5) is interrupted by eight gilded medallions, which
are inscribed with verses. The miniscule cloud bands
between the medallions are characteristic of Ottoman
illumination during the reign of Bayezid II.15
The written surface of folio 2v (ﬁg. 6) is surrounded
by a frame consisting of two narrow vertical rectangular
panels and two wider horizontal panels that are dec-
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AUTHOR AND TEXT
Although it is not unusual to ﬁnd illustrated copies of
Persian texts, such as Katibi’s Dºv¸n19 or the Sh¸hn¸ma
of Malik-i Ummi,20 produced under Ottoman patronage during the ﬁfteenth and early sixteenth centuries,
it is for several reasons unusual, and perhaps revealing, that Hatiﬁ’s Khusraw va Shºrºn should have been
illustrated in the Ottoman realm as early as 1498–99.
In the ﬁrst place, Hatiﬁ must have written his poem
not long before the MMA manuscript was produced,
since the earliest copy of his text dates from 1490.21
In 1498–99 the poet was still active at the Timurid
court of Husayn Bayqara, in Herat. He was mainly
reputed as the nephew of the famous poet Jami.
Trying to emulate another great Persian poet, Nizami,
Hatiﬁ attempted to write a Khamsa (Quintet) but only
produced four works—Layl¸ va Majn¢n, Khusraw va
Shºrºn, Haft Manzar, and Tºm¢rn¸ma (also known as
Zafarn¸ma).22 Although many critics of his time considered him a minor poet, he was generously praised
by cAli Shir Nava}i, the sultan’s inﬂuential friend and
foster brother and an eminent Chagatay Turkish poet.
In fact, Hatiﬁ and Jami were both sponsored by cAli
Shir Nava}i, and, most important, Hatiﬁ’s Khusraw
va Shºrºn was dedicated to him.23 We also know that
Jami and cAli Shir Nava}i were well respected at the
Ottoman court: the Ottoman sultans Mehmed II (r.
1451–81) and Bayezid II (r. 1481–1512) sent sums of
money to Jami,24 and cAli Shir Nava}i sent his ghazals
to the Ottoman court during Bayezid’s reign.25 Due to
this increased interest and involvement of the Ottoman court in the literary culture of the late-Timurid
court of Husayn Bayqara, it is highly possible that
Hatiﬁ’s Khusraw va Shºrºn reached the Ottoman court
soon after its completion, perhaps as a gift of Hatiﬁ’s
patron cAli Shir Nava}i.
Among the surviving copies of Hatiﬁ’s Khusraw va
Shºrºn, the MMA manuscript constitutes the earliest
illustrated one with a secure date, even counting the
examples produced in Persia. There appears to have
been a strong interest in Hatiﬁ’s works at the Ottoman court during this time, since another copy of his
Khusraw va Shºrºn, in the Topkapı Palace collection,26
was also illustrated during the reign of Bayezid II.
Hatiﬁ’s other famous work, Tºm¢rn¸ma, was also copied and illustrated at the Ottoman court in 905 (1499–
1500),27 one year after the MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn.
This is all the more remarkable given that there are
no illustrated copies of the esteemed works of Jami or
Nava}i produced during the reign of Bayezid II. Ha-
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tiﬁ’s popularity appears to have continued unabated
at the Ottoman court, since there are sixteenth-century copies of his works, with or without illustrations,
in the Topkapı Palace Library.28
As a subject the story of Khusraw and Shirin seems
to have been in vogue during the reign of Bayezid II,
since there are also ﬁve illustrated copies of the Turkish Hüsrev ve Øirin by Øeyhi.29 One of these was copied
in Shawwal 903 (May–June 1498),30 a year before the
MMA copy. Thus the popularity in the Ottoman realm
of illustrated texts on this subject may have begun with
the Turkish work of Øeyhi, who wrote his poem circa
1420,31 much earlier than did Hatiﬁ. Øeyhi’s work had
become famous at the Ottoman court by the end of
the ﬁfteenth century, but no illustrated copies of his
text are known before the reign of Bayezid II. As a
standard part of Nizami’s Khamsa, Khusraw va Shºrºn
was also frequently illustrated in Timurid Persian manuscripts, in which certain episodes of the story were
favored for illustration. Thus, illustrated Persian copies of Nizami’s Khusraw va Shºrºn could readily have
provided visual models for the ﬁve illustrated Ottoman copies mentioned above, since Øeyhi’s text had
a story line similar to Nizami’s.32
Hatiﬁ’s Khusraw va Shºrºn does not share Nizami’s
story line, nor consequently Øeyhi’s. Hatiﬁ’s poem is
much shorter, omitting various episodes of Nizami’s
poem and introducing new ones. However, the episodes illustrated in the MMA miniatures follow those
that were well known from illustrated copies of Nizami’s Khusraw va Shºrºn; what is different in this manuscript is that literary details occurring only in Hatiﬁ’s
Khusraw va Shºrºn are illustrated in the miniatures. The
artist Suzi’s knowledge of both Nizami’s and Hatiﬁ’s
texts becomes clear in this respect.
Although I have not attempted to translate the poem
in its entirety, the sections related to the miniatures
in this manuscript are summarized below in order to
show the relationship between text and image. Five
miniatures illustrate the text. The illustrated double
frontispiece (ﬁgs. 4–5) that precedes the text is not
related to it and will be discussed subsequently.
TEXT AND IMAGE
Khusraw hunting (folio 15v, verse 291,33 ﬁg. 8)
The title of the episode reads: “The taking ﬂight of
that falcon of youth in preparation for hunting thousands of pheasants, and Khusraw riding on Shabdiz,
the beautiful horse.”34 Hurmuz, the powerful ruler of
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with his horse Shabdiz rides after it for a long time.
His maidens follow him.
In the miniature the depiction of a bird hunt is represented only in the background, where several falcons hunt pheasants. Khusraw is featured in the middle of the foreground, mounted on his rearing black
horse, Shabdiz, as described in the text. He shoots an
arrow at a lion that is attacking a gazelle. At the left
side of the composition appears a crowned ﬁgure with
sword in hand, ready to strike a lion attacking a person lying on the ground. Hunting dogs chase rabbits
and deer. Although in the narrative Khusraw, with
his beautiful maidens, hunts only birds, the miniature
presents a dramatic hunt scene with details that do
not relate to the text. The inclusion of Khusraw’s lion
hunt must have been modeled on conventions developed for illustrating the episode of Nizami’s Khusraw
va Shºrºn in which Khusraw hunts lions, but this episode comes later in Nizami’s text.35
Shirin looks at Khusraw’s image (fol. 22v, verse 459, ﬁg.
9)

Fig. 8. Khusraw hunting. Fol. 15v of Khusraw va Shºrºn of Hatifi.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27. (Photograph by Schecter
Lee)

Persia, learns from a dream that he is ﬁnally going to
have a son. After the birth of this beautiful son, named
Khusraw Parviz, Hurmuz raises him as a noble prince.
When Khusraw becomes a young man he spends his
time hunting and cavorting with his lovely maidens.
One spring morning Khusraw and the maidens, all clad
in splendid clothes, set out on horseback to hunt birds.
All the maidens are swift riders and shoot pheasants
with arrows. During the hunt the entire place becomes
ﬁlled with arrows. Several hunted pheasants cry out
in vain, and their screams can be heard everywhere.
One of the hunted pheasants springs up, and Khusraw

The title of the poem reads: “Shapur places the sapling
of love for Khusraw in Shirin’s heart and draws on
the page of a leaf of her memory an incomparable
portrait of beauty.”36 One night during a drinking party
Khusraw’s well-spoken and well-traveled attendant,
Shapur, who is a painter, informs Khusraw about the
beautiful princess of Arman. Khusraw is moved by
Shapur’s description of Shirin’s incomparable beauty
and sends him to Armenia to ﬁnd her. Instructed
by Khusraw, Shapur journeys disguised as a monk.
He learns that Shirin lives in seclusion with beautiful virgin maidens, and that no man is allowed to
see her or them. Shirin’s palace is located in a vast
garden and has a single window from which she might
look occasionally. Shapur secretly goes to the vicinity
of the palace and, as soon as he hears the voices of
the maidens, sits down. Without being noticed, he
places a mirror across from the window and when
Shirin’s reﬂection falls on the mirror, he draws her
beautiful image on a piece of paper. He also draws
Khusraw’s portrait on the other side of the paper.
Suddenly, a swift wind comes up, causing the paper
to slip from Shapur’s grasp and ﬂoat into Shirin’s
garden. Shapur then draws another portrait of Shirin
from his memory on another sheet of paper, as a gift
for Khusraw. In the meantime, the paper that landed
in the garden is discovered by a maiden in Shirin’s
residence. When Shirin looks at it and sees an image
on each of its sides she becomes deeply affected and
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Fig. 9. Shirin looks at Khusraw’s image. Fol. 22v of Khusraw va
Shºrºn of Hatifi. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27.

Fig. 10. Khusraw battles Bahram Chubin. Fol. 32r of Khusraw
va Shºrºn of Hatifi. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27.

immediately falls in love with Khusraw’s image. She
cries and asks the image who he is and where he can
be found. She tells the image that she is not able to
comfort herself since she does not know the answers
to these questions.
In the miniature Shapur sits in front of Shirin’s
residence. He is depicted as a white-bearded old man
in monk’s garb, as described in the text. Interestingly
his dark blue hat with a thin red band is identical to
the one worn by the ﬁgure being attacked by a lion
in the previous miniature. The mirror that Shapur
uses to look at the window is represented in front of
him. In it we see the reﬂection of the crowned Shirin, who gazes out of the window of her palace and
sees the portrait of Khusraw in her garden. Her maid-

ens are in attendance in a row behind her. The artist
convincingly depicts the incident, including the mirror that Shapur uses to look into Shirin’s palace. This
detail, which reﬂects the text, is not found in Nizami’s Khusraw va Shºrºn, where the event takes place in
a meadow and Shapur secretly places Khusraw’s image
on the tree himself.37 Although this episode is very
frequently illustrated in copies of Nizami’s Khusraw
va Shºrºn, it is clear that the artist of the MMA manuscript has speciﬁcally illustrated Hatiﬁ’s text.
Khusraw battles Bahram Chubin (folio 32r, verse 678,
ﬁg. 10)
The title of the episode reads: “The making radiant
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diers shoot arrows and use their swords against each
other. Only the horses in the left half of the scene
wear caparisons. In the middle of the composition,
a ﬁgure clad in yellow is struck off his mount by the
long spear of another ﬁgure, on the left; this may
represent Bahram Chubin killed by Khusraw, and the
army on the left may therefore be that of Khusraw.
Shirin visits Farhad at Mount Bisutun (folio 49v, verse
1090, ﬁg. 11)

Fig. 11. Shirin visits Farhad at Mount Bisutun. Fol. 49v of Khusraw va Shºrºn of Hatifi. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27.

of Khusraw with the ﬁre of enmity and the burning
of Bahram Chubin like ﬁrewood.”38 In the previous
episode of the text, Khusraw learns that his father has
been killed and his kingdom destroyed by Bahram
Chubin. Khusraw decides to gather a large army and
combat this enemy. The text describes in detail a long,
ﬁerce battle in which iron-clad men strike each other,
causing mountains to shake around them. In the end,
Khusraw’s army defeats Bahram’s, and the battleﬁeld
is ﬁlled with corpses, arrows, and swords.
In the miniature the artist successfully depicts the
ﬁerce combat between the two armies. Bloody corpses
are trampled under the horses’ hooves, and the sol-

The title of the episode reads: “Those clouds of excellent virtue renew the withered plant of Bisutun and
pour down drops of precious pearls at the place of
love.”39 After having fallen in love, Khusraw and Shirin
are separated for long periods of time, and several
obstacles arise, intensifying the tension between them.
The Farhad episode is one of them. The sculptor
Farhad falls in love with Shirin when he is given the
impossible task of opening a channel in the mountains to provide Shirin’s castle with milk. Hearing of
Farhad’s passion for Shirin, Khusraw orders Farhad
to be brought to him and tries to discourage him
from loving Shirin by explaining to Farhad that he is
not her equal. However, Farhad challenges Khusraw’s
reasoning with his own arguments. Unable to convince
Farhad otherwise, Khusraw imprisons him in a deep
well on top of a mountain. Farhad digs into this well
with a piece of steel and discovers a ruby mine while
cutting through the rocks. Every night he comes across
more rubies, on each of which he carves an image of
Shirin’s beautiful face. When these rubies reach the
hands of many, even beggars, Shirin asks Khusraw to
inquire about this. Shapur, who accompanies Khusraw,
realizes that such skilled carving can only be the work
of Farhad. Khusraw calls Farhad to him in order to
learn about the secret of the rubies. When Khusraw
and Farhad meet, Khusraw is once again humbled
by Farhad’s love for Shirin. Although he tries to convince Farhad that he is not suitable for Shirin, Farhad
again argues against his view. As a last resort, Khusraw
conjures up a task that he believes Farhad will never
be able to complete—opening a passage through
Mount Bisutun for Khusraw’s army—and agrees to
leave Shirin to Farhad if he successfully completes
this assignment. Farhad agrees to the arduous task.
He ﬁrst carves a relief of Shirin on the mountain and
then begins carving the passage. When Shirin learns of
this assignment she visits him on the mountain. Upon
seeing her, Farhad throws himself at her horse’s feet,
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kisses the ground, and praises his beloved’s trustworthiness. Shirin instructs her maid to offer Farhad wine
to quench his thirst. At the end of the story, Khusraw,
enraged with jealousy, plays yet another trick on Farhad
by sending false news of Shirin’s death. When Farhad
hears this, he sees no value in living any longer and
dies on the spot.
In the miniature, Shirin approaches the mountain on horseback, while two maidens hold a canopy
over her. She bends coyly forward to offer wine to
Farhad. (In the poem she orders her maiden to give
him the wine.) The red color of the wine is clearly
seen in Shirin’s ﬂask: this detail is important because,
in the text of Nizami’s Khusraw va Shºrºn and its illustrations, she offers him milk.40 The artist shows an
interest in illustrating the detail of the wine in Hatiﬁ’s text, but by depicting Shirin herself offering the
drink, he also demonstrates his familiarity with this
episode in Nizami’s text. In the painting Farhad, with
his arms extended, runs pleading toward Shirin. The
darkened rectangle behind him represents the relief
he has carved on Mount Bisutun. The depiction of a
dead tree in Farhad’s half of the composition in contrast to the blooming one in Shirin’s half is a conventional way of representing the ill fortune that awaits
him. The contrast is reinforced by the juxtaposition of
the steep, harsh mountains behind him and the lush
green landscape surrounding Shirin. The different
colored grounds of the composition visually enhance
the viewer’s perception of the separate fates of Farhad and Shirin.
Shirin and Khusraw’s marriage (fol. 67v, verse 1558, ﬁg.
12)
The title of the episode reads: “The conjunction of the
moon of the sky of felicity with the auspicious rising
Venus of the sky of grace.”41 According to the text,
after Farhad’s death Khusraw sends a condolence letter
to Shirin. Shirin also sends a letter back to him. One
day Khusraw decides to go hunting and visits Shirin
on his way, but she does not allow him to enter her
palace. Khusraw returns to his own palace and begins
a dalliance with a girl named Shakar from Isfahan. In
the meantime, Shirin regrets her behavior and laments
in despair about being forgotten, saying that she feels
like a doe trapped by a lion. When Khusraw hears from
Shapur about Shirin’s suffering, he decides to marry
her. For the wedding, the entire city of Mada}in and
Khusraw’s palace are splendidly decorated. Both Shirin
and Khusraw wear beautiful silk clothing. A woman

Fig. 12. Shirin and Khusraw’s marriage. Fol. 67v of Khusraw va
Shºrºn of Hatifi. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 69.27.

prepares Shirin for the wedding. Music is played and
Khusraw drinks wine and is united with Shirin while
in a drunken state.
In the miniature the two lovers enjoy their wedding
celebration. They sit on cushions on a large elevated
throne or platform, also described in the text. Both
Shirin’s and Khusraw’s courtiers are shown behind the
throne. The bearded Shapur, who is no longer disguised, wears a turban and stands at the left side of
the scene. In the foreground, a seated servant serves
drinks from gold and ceramic bottles. Female musicians play their instruments, and male servants carry
food in blue-and-white ceramics.
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THE FRONTISPIECE AND ITS OTTOMAN
ICONOGRAPHY

The frontispiece (folio 1v–2r, ﬁgs. 4–5), which precedes the miniatures described above, provides important clues about where this manuscript was produced
and who the patron may have been: it is in fact a very
accurate depiction of an Ottoman court scene. In this
double-page composition a sultan is shown enjoying
an outdoor ceremony in the company of his guests
and court staff. In the right half of the composition,
the sultan and his two guests, all of whom wear large,
bulbous turbans, are seated on a carpet and under
two canopies securely attached to the ground with
ropes. These ﬁgures also wear ceremonial long-sleeved
caftans; that of the sultan appears to be of fur with a
blue silk lining. The sultan holds a white napkin in
his left hand and a small gold cup in his right. The
two guests do not drink. Two pages stand behind the
sultan, and other court ofﬁcials stand at the outer
edge of the scene. A seated cupbearer, who wears
a crown, serves drinks to the sultan while a group
of three male musicians play instruments in the left
foreground.
The left half of the composition depicts more standing court ofﬁcials, some of whom wear turbans and
others red or white headgear. Most of these ﬁgures,
too, are clothed in long-sleeved ceremonial caftans.
They seem to occupy different positions in the court
hierarchy, and they carry distinctive attributes such
as maces or, in the case of the lieutenant doorkeepers, staffs.
A ﬁgure in a short garment dashes into the scene
from the left. He wears a tall hat and carries an ax in
his right hand. In the foreground other court servants
bring food in bowls. Two have knives attached to their
belts, which might indicate their role as members of
the kitchen staff. A ﬁgure standing behind them, only
half in view at the inner edge of the scene, looks at
them and gestures with his right hand as if to coordinate the service.
This miniature can easily be interpreted as an Ottoman court scene in which the sultan enjoys an outdoor reception with his retinue. The sultan and his
two guests wear bulbous turbans that differ from contemporary Turcoman and Safavid headgear and seem
to be worn only by the Ottoman sultan and perhaps
his viziers. Moreover, Ottoman household ofﬁcers and
janissaries are respectively distinguishable by their
red and white headgear decorated with gold bands.42

While two sword-bearing pages from the household
staff stand behind the sultan, other ofﬁcers and janissaries occupy different positions. Janissaries were the
elite infantry corps of the Ottoman army; by the midﬁfteenth century their ranks consisted of male children
taken exclusively from Christian families engaged in
agriculture in the Balkans, as an extraordinary tax levied on the Christian population. On the basis of their
talent, appearance, and intelligence, the most outstanding received academic education and military training at the palace school. Some were later selected to
become the sultan’s elite military guards.43 The janissary ﬁgures in the frontispiece must depict the ones
who were trained for service at the court; their existence in this miniature clearly places the context of
the scene in the Ottoman realm.
A ﬁgure who wears the same janissary headgear can
also be seen in the illustration of Khusraw hunting
(ﬁg. 8). Although the text for this miniature is clearly
about young Khusraw’s bird hunt, the artist, by including a janissary in the background of the hunt, might
also have been alluding to the hunting activities of
the Ottoman princes or sultans, who were joined by
their janissary pages. But the appearance of the janissary in this miniature may also have been a mistake
on the part of the painter, since similarly clad ﬁgures
do not appear in the rest of the miniatures.
In the frontispiece, janissaries, household ofﬁcers,
and a turbaned courtier carry food in blue-and-white
ceramic vessels. The largest of these, carried by two
janissaries at the far left of the scene, is deep and
round and features a prominent foot. Similar footed
basins, approximately 40 to 45 cm in diameter, have
been described by N. Atasoy and J. Raby as unique to
Ottoman Iznik production and are believed to date
to the ﬁrst half of the sixteenth century;44 the earliest
surviving examples of the type are dated to around
1500. Our miniature may provide the earliest depiction of such a vessel. In fact, no other Ottoman miniature is known to represent this type of vessel, whose
function has heretofore been ambiguous. Based on
this miniature we can suggest that these large vessels
were used to serve food such as soup or sherbet at
court festivities.
In addition, the ﬁgure dashing into the scene from
the left can readily be interpreted as a peyk. Peyks are
known to have served as the sultans’ personal couriers, whose original function was to deliver urgent
messages on foot. Eventually their services and the
details of their costumes changed as they assumed
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ceremonial roles.45 A peyk is usually depicted carrying
an ax in his right hand and wearing bells around his
knees to announce his arrival: the ﬁgure in our miniature not only wears these usual attributes but also
carries a strange blue object attached to a stick in
his left hand. This object is probably a napkin ﬁlled
with sweets and candies, known from written sources
to have been carried by peyks in their left hands to
provide energy while they ran long distances.46 Such
attributes tell a great deal about the duties of peyks
at the end of the ﬁfteenth century, before their roles
became largely ceremonial. The peyk in this frontispiece is most likely in the act of bringing urgent news,
since he dashes into an otherwise calm and ceremonious scene.
Although we cannot securely identify the event, the
frontispiece is closely related to Ottoman court ceremonies that took place outdoors, either in palace gardens or in close proximity to the palace. The event
may have just been disrupted by the arrival of the peyk.
Overall, the miniature is full of details that seemingly
originate from observation of actual court life. The
artist Suzi was most likely a participant in these ceremonies, or, at the very least, well enough informed
to create such a realistic scene. The miniature itself is
an important early source for the history of costume
and ceremonial at the Ottoman court.
Other miniatures of the manuscript also have certain
Ottoman iconographic details. In ﬁg. 9, the multi-layered, tower-like pavilion looking onto gardens and the
arched openings with iron grilles in the garden walls
can also be understood as realistic details from the artist’s immediate environment, the Ottoman court. G.
Necipoqlu suggests that these details might have been
inspired by the Topkapı Palace itself. She notes the
head tutor’s tower, part of the palace at the end of the
ﬁfteenth century, as an example of such pavilions.47
In ﬁgs. 11 and 12 the women wear tasseled scarves
that cover their shoulders and seem to be attached to
their heads with other rounded scarves or ring-shaped
caps. Based on the detailed depiction and accurate representation of other headgear throughout the manuscript, we may presume that these are realistic representations of womens’ costume at the Ottoman court.
Since depictions of women are quite rare in sixteenthcentury Ottoman manuscripts, the MMA Khusraw va
Shºrºn is all the more important for its documentary
and iconographic value.
In general, the artist Suzi clearly demonstrates his
awareness of ceremony, clothing, objects, architecture,
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and personnel of the Ottoman court. This represents
the beginnings of a documentary approach that will
become a signiﬁcant aspect of sixteenth-century Ottoman illustrations, especially in the depiction of military campaigns of the Ottoman sultans.48
STYLE OF ILLUSTRATIONS
The MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn miniatures are distinctive
and can be characterized as having a Mediterranean
ﬂavor that appealed to Ottoman taste. In general, the
artist has a delicate style with balanced and orderly
compositions. His colors are bright yellow, green,
red, and pink. In the double-page frontispiece the
green ground forming a hill in the middle of the
composition helps to visually unify the two halves of
the composition, which do not align perfectly. The
illusion of continuity between the two halves of the
scene is reinforced by the cutting-off of the ﬁgures
at the edges of the miniature, so that they appear
to inhabit a space that continues beyond the frame,
“underneath” the margins.
The miniatures share some stylistic features with
contemporary Persian paintings. Two features, in particular, are typical of a group of Aqqoyunlu Persian
manuscripts of the 1480s to 1490s generally attributed to Shiraz:49 namely, the green vegetation of the
ground (ﬁgs. 4–5, 11, and 12), which consists of large
bunches of leafy plants, and a speciﬁc form of male
headgear that has a small drooping piece at its edge
(ﬁgs. 11 and 12). While these stylistic features may
indicate that the artist’s original training was in the
Persian realm, or, that the “Ottoman” style was then
still under the inﬂuence of contemporary Persian
painting, several other features of this style signal a
distinctly Mediterranean character.
An attempt to show depth in architectural forms is
evident in a few miniatures. In ﬁg. 9, Shirin’s threestoried pavilion and its garden walls (including window grilles) are drawn perspectivally: the edges of
the architectural forms in a single image are more
or less parallel to one another. In ﬁg. 12 the legs on
three sides of the low stand next to the cupbearer are
all visible and shown from the same viewpoint. The
shape of the elevated dais and even the pattern of
the cushions on which the two lovers are seated follow the same directional lines as those of the edges
of the small stand. This simple attempt to create the
illusion of depth in architecture and objects is also
employed in the rendering of nature: in ﬁgs. 8, 9,
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10, and 12 trees are aligned diagonally in the background to indicate vast space.
Although an attempt to show depth is also evident
in contemporary Persian miniatures, it is often not as
consistent as in the MMA miniatures. Above all, the
use of light to enhance the illusion of depth is distinctive and innovative in the MMA miniatures. For
example, in four of the miniatures, the artist uses tonal
rendering to create an atmospheric blue sky. This is
achieved with the application of a dark tone of blue
in the upper part of the sky and a mixture of lighter
blue and white in the lower part. The “perspectival”
blue sky is not a convention in contemporary Persian
paintings, where sky is depicted rather as a matte color
that creates a decorative, two-dimensional painting
surface. But the artist of the MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn
is not consistent in the application of this technique,
as is evident in the ﬂat golden skies in ﬁgs. 9 and 11,
and the stylized white clouds, similar to those in Persian miniatures, juxtaposed with the atmospheric sky
in ﬁgs. 8 and 12.
The use of tonal rendering to create a sense of directional light and shade can be seen in the depiction of
objects, nature, and architecture as well. In the frontispiece (ﬁgs. 4–5), the left edges of the white canopies above the sultan are painted with a grey tone as
if the light is coming from the far right. Tonal modeling is evident in the depiction of some costumes,
such as that worn by Shapur in ﬁg. 9; of plants in
almost all the miniatures; and of trees such as those
in ﬁgs. 8, 9, 10, and 12—modeling that creates the
effect of a distinct light source in the image. In ﬁg. 9
the artist paints the right side of Shirin’s palace with
a darker tone to indicate that it is in shadow since the
sunlight is reﬂected from the front side of the palace.
The same technique is used for the right wall of the
garden. A similar form of shading is also applied to
the rooftops of the palace in order to indicate depth
variations in their surfaces. However, as in the rendering of the skies, the artist is not consistent in applying the technique: in this miniature the trees suggest
a light source different from the one that illuminates
the palace.
The sources of this interest in creating the illusion
of depth in Ottoman miniatures are not well known.
Ottoman contacts with Europe and European painting seem to have been inﬂuential. Artists at the Ottoman court may have been exposed to ﬁfteenth-century European painting through artists or artifacts
arriving from Europe,50 and such contacts can be pro-

posed as the major source for the above-mentioned
stylistic innovations that characterize Ottoman miniature painting of this period. The artist Suzi must have
learned the new illusionistic techniques in the Ottoman realm even if he had been previously trained in
a Persianate tradition. While his ease with the Persian language and with nastaclºq script may reﬂect his
training in Persia, his careful depiction of an Ottoman court scene in the frontispiece of the MMA manuscript strongly suggests that he spent a considerable
period of time in the Ottoman realm––almost certainly at the court.
The other illustrated copy of Hatiﬁ’s Khusraw va
Shºrºn in the Topkapı collection is illustrated in a
Persianate style by an artist who can be documented
to have arrived in the Ottoman realm after serving
Aqqoyunlu Sultan Yacqub in Tabriz.51 In contrast to
the MMA Hatiﬁ, the illustrations of the Topkapı manuscript have no Mediterranean ﬂavor and the iconography of the illustrations is in no way speciﬁc to Hatiﬁ’s text. A comparison of the two artists suggests that
Suzi learned the arts of illustrating and illuminating
in an Ottoman context, whereas the already formed
style of the artist who came from Iran did not change
in his new locale.
CONCLUSION
Turning the pages of the MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn provides much useful information. The binding of the
manuscript and the stamps of ownership reveal clues
about its “afterlife.” The double-page frontispiece with
its depiction of an Ottoman court scene suggests that
its patron was the Ottoman sultan. The ﬁne nastaclºq
script draws attention to the Persian text. The surviving half of the double-page illumination that frames
the ﬁrst lines of text shows close similarities with the
illumination of other Ottoman manuscripts from the
period. Details of the illustrations are speciﬁc to Hatiﬁ’s version of Khusraw va Shºrºn. The iconography and
style of the miniatures give us a glimpse of what was
going on socially and artistically at this time at the
Ottoman court. Finally, the rereading of the colophon
shows us not only that the manuscript was produced
in 905 (1498–99) but that it was copied, illuminated,
and illustrated by a single artist, Suzi.
In order to better evaluate the MMA Khusraw va
Shºrºn and the new information gained by examining
the manuscript as a book, it is helpful to look generally at the production of illustrated and unillustrated
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luxury manuscripts in the Ottoman realm, especially
during the reign of Bayezid II.
After the Ottoman court was established in Istanbul in 1453, luxury manuscripts were produced in
numbers, and illustrated manuscripts began to constitute a small part of this production. Present evidence suggests that the production was mainly under
the patronage of Sultan Mehmed II (r. 1451–81), and
that court workshops were responsible for most if not
all of this production,52 which included at least four
illustrated manuscripts.
During the reign of Bayezid II, the court workshops
were organized for the ﬁrst time. The outcome of this
organization and of Bayezid’s direct patronage can be
seen in the many luxury Qur}ans that were produced
mainly after 1490, several of which were dedicated to
Bayezid himself.53 Bayezid’s special relationship with
the famous scribe of these Qur}ans, Øeyh Hamdullah, is worth noting in this context.54 Although Øeyh
Hamdullah was not a salaried artist of the court, he
was given special quarters in the palace and was well
compensated for his work. Bayezid is also known for his
patronage of other artists, poets, and historians.55
Compared to the luxury Qur}ans of the period, the
illustrated manuscripts seem relatively modest. Yet
almost twice as many were produced at this time as
during the reign of Mehmed II; organization of the
court workshops must have positively affected both
their quantity and their quality. In addition, the Ottoman defeat of the Aqqoyunlu in 1494 seems to have
resulted in the arrival of Persian artists at the Ottoman court workshops:56 the copy of Hatiﬁ’s Khusraw
va Shºrºn in the Topkapı collection57 was illustrated
by an artist from the Aqqoyunlu realm.58 Like Suzi,
he was also the scribe of the manuscript. The abovementioned Qur}an of 1493, whose style of illumination is similar to that of the MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn,
was likewise illuminated by its scribe.59 In the Ottoman
context the frequency of scribes who were also illustrators and/or illuminators might reﬂect the relative
modesty of luxury book production, especially of the
illustrated manuscripts, during this early period. Studies analyzing more manuscripts in depth may bring
out further examples of single individuals executing
various aspects of a book.
A register of imperial gifts60 from the reign of
Bayezid II provides an insight into artistic production
and patronage at the Ottoman court, especially giftgiving, which may also have been a factor in the pro-
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duction of the MMA manuscript. This register records
the names of artists, the works they presented to the
sultan on speciﬁc occasions (mostly religious festivals),
and the amount of money in cash or goods that they
received in reward. In general, the recompense that
artists received from the sultan was much greater than
the value of the gifts they presented. Through such
gifts, salaried artists could substantially increase their
income; in fact it is suggested that by using this system the court could pay small salaries and still encourage artists to produce important works.61 The valuable
materials needed for manuscript production, such as
paper, gold leaf, and lapis lazuli, were stored in the
inner treasury of the Topkapı Palace, and their distribution was carefully monitored.62 It has been proposed
that the head of the palace workshops was required
by the head of the treasury to distribute assignments
to artists.63 The court presumably provided materials
to artists of the book, who were also paid salaries to
execute commissioned manuscripts. However, we do
not know exactly how the artists acquired such materials when they were preparing gifts for the sultan; their
status may have affected their access to them.
The MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn may have been produced as a gift for the sultan by an artist attempting
to raise his status in this system. The depiction of an
Ottoman sultan with his entourage in the frontispiece
suggests that the manuscript was intended for the sultan himself. Suzi’s declaration in the colophon that
he is an accomplished artist of the book may indicate
his desire for recognition by the sultan and his hopes
for a reward appropriate to his skills. In the illuminated cartouches around the frontispiece he has in
fact added a few lines in Persian praising his patron
and directly beseeching his aid. The verses in the lower
left medallion (ﬁg. 4) read: dastgºrº kun y¸ ª¸¥ib, ayv¸ni mah (Oh my patron, the moon-like portal, be generous with your aid). This plea might indicate Suzi’s
expectations of reward when he presents his ﬁnished
work as a gift to the sultan, and perhaps his hope for
future employment. In this light, the fourth line of
the colophon, “How can I do more, since my heart
has been broken into a hundred pieces?” again suggests that the artist might be humbly beseeching his
patron, promising that he can do more good work if
he is given a lavish royal commission.
The fact that Hatiﬁ’s poem was ﬁrst illustrated in
the Ottoman realm attests not only to a taste for this
Persian work at the Ottoman court but also to the
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close contacts that existed between the late-Timurid
court at Herat, where the poem was written, and the
Ottoman court, where it was copied, illuminated, and
illustrated at the end of the ﬁfteenth century, only
a short time after its composition, by a skilled artist
whose origin was perhaps in Iran. Furthermore, the
illustrations of this artist represent a new style—one
that combines European and Persian features. It is
exactly this combining of traditions, which seems to
have appealed to the Ottoman court and to reﬂect its
distinctively “international” character, that is embodied in the MMA Khusraw va Shºrºn itself.
Ankara, Turkey
This essay is the 2004 Winner of the Margaret B. ³evõenko
Prize in Islamic Art and Culture
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THE POETICS OF CONCEALMENT: AL-NABULUSI’S ENCOUNTER
WITH THE DOME OF THE ROCK

VISITING THE HOLY
On Monday morning, March 27, 1690, the celebrated
Damascene scholar {Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi (1641–
1731) set out with a group of friends and followers
to travel from Damascus to Jerusalem1—a leisurely
journey to the House of Holiness (Bayt al-Maqdis),
tracing a trail marked by saints’ tombs, Suﬁ contacts,
and spring-enlivened landscapes. In a dream that
preceded the journey, al-Nabulusi had seen himself
riding a beautiful Arabian horse, with his feet resting
on the palms of two vigorous and beautifully dressed
young men. Four days later, as the convoy took off,
two young Suﬁs walked undistractedly in front of alNabulusi, “the walking of angels.”2 They accompanied
the convoy all the way to Jerusalem and back. Following the morning prayer, the journey began with
a visit to the prophet Yahya’s shrine in the Umayyad
Great Mosque (ﬁg. 1). After sixteen days of eventful
and joyful travel Jerusalem loomed on the horizon. A
sense of excitement besieged the group, and a shiver
of passion ran through their souls: they had reached
their destination and were in the proximity of the
sacred. Before entering the city, however, they proceeded to the Jarrahiyya School to visit the tomb of
Shaykh Husam al-Din al-Jarrahi (d. 1201).3 Waiting to
receive the visitors was an assembly of spiritual leaders
and dignitaries together with a crowd carrying ﬂags
and reciting prayers and religious invocations.4 The
Suﬁs of the Adhamiyya z¸wiya soon joined in the reception, and all proceeded to al-{Amud Gate (also known
as the Damascus Gate) (ﬁg. 2). The visit seemed to
have excited the city.
As al-Nabulusi entered, descended to the marketplace, and walked along the narrow streets of Jerusalem, he was moved by the beauty and blessedness of
the city. His memoirs reveal a sense of awe mixed with
delight and elation. Along with the marching crowd
and the chanting band, the visitors made their way to
the Noble Sanctuary (al-Haram al-Sharif), their ultimate

target. They entered the Haram from the Cotton Merchants’ Gate (Bab al-Qattanin) (ﬁg. 3). The moment
of entering was memorable, as it coincided with the
recitation of a poetic line celebrating the Prophet’s
night journey from Mecca to Jerusalem:
You journeyed by night from a sanctuary to a sanctuary
as the full moon journeys in the thick of darkness.5

Excited by the visit of the eminent religious leader,
a large crowd of locals followed al-Nabulusi to the
Mamluk Sultaniyya School (also known as al-Ashraﬁyya)
where the guests were to be hosted.6 They crowded
the adjacent spaces and surrounding terraces. As alNabulusi approached the school, he was struck by the
ﬁnely crafted stones and colorful inlays of the gate, and
as he made his way up the circular stair of the minaret
to the reception hall, he noted—and meticulously
recounts in his memoirs—his visual experiences, giving
extensive details of the school’s spatial and material
qualities. He seems to have been profoundly impressed
by the architecture of this Mamluk building (ﬁgs. 4,
5). “Overall and in detail,” he writes, “it is a great
school, of reverential status. There is no building like
it in the world, as is conﬁrmed by generation after
generation. And if there is, it is certainly not in these
praiseworthy, laudable, sacred lands.”7
From this peripheral position on the border of the
Haram, al-Nabulusi could see glimpses of the Dome
of the Rock, crowning the elevated open plateau. His
textual depiction of the layout of the Sultaniyya reveals
the Dome of the Rock as a visual reference while
attempting to position the reader in the wider spatiality of the Haram. The poetic imageries he constructs
to illustrate his spatial experiences capture the pictorial relationship between the main hall of the school
on the second ﬂoor (no longer extant) and the Dome
of the Rock. Describing the visual experience a viewer
would have from inside the hall, with its large windows
overlooking the Haram, al-Nabulusi writes:
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Fig. 1. The shrine of the prophet Yahya (St. John the Baptist) in the prayer hall of the Umayyad Great Mosque of Damascus.
(Author’s photo)

Fig. 2. The al-{Amud Gate. (Author’s photo)
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Fig. 3. The Cotton Merchants’ Gate (Bab al-Qattanin) as seen
from the Haram. (Author’s photo)
Within it the sacred sanctuary reveals itself
to its resident in a variety of presences.
From it the dome of God’s Rock
looms up loftily in the likeness of full moons.
And the dome of the Aqsa also appears, yet
many other domes are there alongside the wall.8

This distant yet seemingly joyous visual contact with
the Dome of the Rock from the remoteness of the
Sultaniyya hall promised a euphoric encounter with
the highly signiﬁcant monument. But the visitors were
held back by the excited crowd and the protocol of
hospitality; they were also tired after their long journey
and in need of some rest. Feeling tranquil and settled,
they announced their safe arrival by reciting al-F¸ti¥a
(the opening chapter of the Qur}an). Shortly after, the
crowd broke up. But no sooner were the visitors left to
rest than the call for prayer urged them to move on

Fig. 4. The entrance to the Sultaniyya School. (Author’s
photo)

again. Although they seem to have been enjoying the
enticing food generously donated by the chief (naqºb)
of the city and the shaykh of the Haram, {Abd al-Latif
Efendi (d. 1774),9 they had to leave hurriedly for the
Mosque of the Rock (Masjid al-Sakhra), as al-Nabulusi
refers to it, to perform the noon prayer. They prayed
at the Dome of the Rock, the place where the Hanaﬁs
normally prayed, third in order after the Malikis, who
prayed in the Maghariba Mosque, and the Shaﬁ{is, who
prayed in the Aqsa Mosque. The Hanbalis followed
the Hanaﬁs, praying in the mosque located under the
Sultaniyya School.10
Despite his eager and passionate encounter with
the Sultaniyya, and contrary to what his poetic imagery might have promised, al-Nabulusi’s much-anticipated encounter with the Dome of the Rock was
rather curious: he did not seem to have been imme-
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Fig. 5. The ground floor of the Sultaniyya School. The main hall al-Nabulusi describes was on the second floor, which no
longer exists. (Author’s photo)

diately as taken by its imposing presence and the
beauty of its architecture as he had been by the Sultaniyya, nor did he seem to be in a hurry to communicate his spatial experiences. His brief and rather
dispassionate architectural description of the monument appears after some thirty pages of commentaries on the virtues, mythology, and sacred history of
both the Haram and the Rock.11 While being preoccupied with the Rock, he was somewhat ambivalent
about the structure atop it. The presence of this widely
celebrated Umayyad building failed to impress him as
“one of the most remarkable architectural and artistic achievements of Islam.”12 Although he did express
some admiration for its architecture later on in the
text, describing the building as “an epitome of beauty
and perfection” (fº gh¸yat al-¥usn wa ’l-itq¸n), he certainly did not see in it the grandeur and uniqueness

of the Sultaniyya, nor did he recognize the characteristics for which it has come to be widely known and
celebrated today.13
He did not even recognize it as an Islamic building.
All the elaborate ornamentation and geometric pattens that cover its surfaces and, most remarkably, the
240-meter band of Qur}anic and other Arabic inscriptions were “invisible” to him; all the aesthetic qualities that are widely admired today were indiscernible.
He thought that the building had been erected by the
Franks (al-ifranj) during their ﬁrst capture of the city,
at the end of the eleventh century. His reasoning was
based not on form and style, of course, but on the
way in which the building related to the sacred Rock,
intentionally concealing its believed miraculous suspension in the air.
Clearly, al-Nabulusi was interested more in the miracu-
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lously suspended Rock than in the building that sheltered it. In his memoirs he cites numerous references
to the sacred history of the Rock, but he seems to
base his view on a particular eyewitness account by the
renowned Andalusian jurist Ibn al-{Arabi (d. 1148),
who reported seeing it hovering above the surface of
the earth.14 For al-Nabulusi the miraculous suspension is a conspicuous testimony to the Prophet’s miracle of ascension (believed according to some traditions to have taken place from the top of the Rock),
which never should have been concealed by this dubious “circular building.” Citing the Sºra of the seventeenth-century Cairene scholar {Ali al-Halabi (d. 1634),
al-Nabulusi writes:
In his Sºra, Shaykh {Ali al-Halabi mentioned that Ibn
al-{Arabi, in his commentary on Malik’s Muwa««¸}, said,
“The Rock of Bayt al-Maqdis is one of God’s wonders.
It is a dishevelled Rock located in the middle of al-Masjid al-Aqsa, separated as it is from the earth in every
direction. Nothing is holding it save Him Who holds
up heaven to prevent it from collapsing upon the earth
except by His permission. On the top in the southern
direction there is the foot[print] of the Prophet, may
God’s prayer and salutation be upon him, and in the
other direction there are the finger[print]s of the angels
who held up the Rock when it leaned. Underneath, there
is a cave that is separated in every direction, so that it
remains suspended between heaven and earth. Before
its reverential presence I (i.e., Ibn al-{Arabi) refrained
from going underneath, fearing that it would fall on me
because of my sins. After a period of time, however, I
went underneath and saw the most wondrous scene: you
walk along its sides in every direction and see it disconnected from the earth. Nothing, not even a part, of the
earth is connected to it, and the disconnection is greater
in some parts than in others.” I (i.e., al-Nabulusi) say:
It seems, and God knows best, that this building, which
now stands around the Rock, was built by the Franks
(al-ifranj) when they captured Bayt al-Maqdis, in order
to remove this great wonder whereby the significance
of Islam is clearly manifested. In his history, al-Hanbali
says, “It is commonly known among the people that the
Rock is hanging between heaven and earth. It is said
that it remained like that until a pregnant woman went
underneath it, and as she stood up in the middle she
was overcome by fear and lost her baby. This circular
building was consequently built around the Rock in order
to conceal its wonder from the public eyes. And it was
mentioned earlier in the biography of Ibn al-{Arabi that
he reached the East in the year 485 (1092), and it seems
that his visit [to Bayt al-Maqdis] was at that time. Accordingly, the circular building that stands around the Rock

was built after that date, and God knows best.” As the
first capture of Bayt al-Maqdis by the Franks was in the
year 492 (1099), seven years after Ibn al-{Arabi’s visit, it
is possible that they were the ones who built this building
around the Rock and concealed this conspicuous wonder
that testifies to the distinction of Islam and the dazzling
power of God most high. Especially since what was widely
known among people had reached them—that when our
Prophet Muhammad, may God’s prayer and salutation
be upon him, ascended to heaven from the Rock on the
night of ascension, the Rock ascended behind him, but
it was held back by the angels so it remained hanging
between heaven and earth.15

Ibn al-{Arabi’s eyewitness statement, which al-Nabulusi
cites from al-Halabi’s Sºra, appears in Ibn al-{Arabi’s
major book of Hadith, al-Qabas fº shar¥ Muwa««¸}
Ibn Anas.16 It is a marginal reference that appears
towards the end of the fourth volume in the context
of his commentary on the Qur}anic verse: “We sent
down water from heaven in due measure and lodged
it into the earth” (24:18). In his brief commentary,
Ibn al-{Arabi refers to four different interpretations
of the verse, the fourth of which mentions the Rock,
prompting him to recount his fearful encounter with its
miraculous hovering during his long visit to Jerusalem
at the age of seventeen.17 Considering the marginality
of the statement and the immaturity of Ibn al-{Arabi
at the time of his experience, it is rather curious to
see its wide circulation. Before al-Nabulusi and alHalabi, Ibn Surur al-Maqdisi (d. 1363) cited it in his
widely read fa¤¸}il text, Muthºr al-ghar¸m, which alHanbali (d. 1522) quoted in his famous history, al-Uns
al-jalºl.18 Al-Maqdisi’s and al-Hanbali’s citations are
closer to the wording of the original text than that
of al-Nabulusi; however, all these citations change an
intriguing sentence that describes the Rock as not only
hovering but also restlessly moving in the middle of
the Haram. Ibn al-{Arabi writes:
It is said that all the waters of the earth are [stored] in a
pocket under the Rock of Bayt al-Maqdis, which is one of
God’s wonders on His earth. It is a Rock in the middle of
al-Masjid al-Aqsa moving as one in a state of restlessness,
detached in every direction.19 Nothing is holding it save
Him Who holds up heaven to prevent it from collapsing
upon the earth except by His permission. On the top in
the direction of the hollow side there is the foot[print]
of the Prophet when he mounted al-Buraq. It leaned in
that direction in reverence to him. In the other direction,
there is the trace of the angels’ fingers that held up the
Rock when it leaned. Underneath the Rock there is a
cave, wherefrom it is detached in every direction. Above
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the cave there is a door that is usually open for people
to enter for prayers, seclusion, and supplication. For a
while I was overwhelmed by the reverential presence of
the Rock and hesitated to go beneath it, fearing that
it would fall on me because of my sins. Then I saw the
unjust and obvious wrongdoers entering and coming
out safely. So I decided to enter, but then I said, they
might have been given more time but I might not have.
So I held back for a while longer. Then I felt obliged to
enter, so I entered and saw the most wondrous scene:
you walk along its sides in every direction and you see
that it is disconnected from the earth, no part of the
earth is attached to it, and in some directions it is more
detached than in others.20

RATIONALIZING THE HOLY
It is difﬁcult to explain Ibn al-{Arabi’s spatial experience in modern rational terms, and, let alone the
seriousness with which his account was taken up and
circulated by eminent premodern Muslim scholars, it
is equally hard to understand how so notable a cleric
could have ignored such a spectacular and imposing
building as the Dome of the Rock. By the time of alNabulusi’s visit, the history of this spectacular monument was well recorded, and the Rock, often referred
to as God’s Rock, was known to have occupied the
center of the domed building for nearly one thousand years. The story of the miraculous suspension
was also in circulation in the popular texts of fa¤¸}il.
Around the middle of the sixteenth century, Sayyid
{Ali al-Husayni, a Persian guide and scribe working in
Mecca, reported in his illustrated travelogue Shawqn¸ma that he had seen the suspended Rock in a domed
building. He even provided a graphic depiction of
his visual experience (ﬁg. 6).21 Reconciling the state
of suspension with the building and its structure did
not seem to have been an issue for al-Husayni and his
lay audience. A similar visual depiction can be traced
in an earlier Ottoman manuscript (ﬁg. 7). Rationalizing the notion of suspension with the encompassing
building, however, must have been a concern for some
scholars, as indicated by the deletion of Ibn al-{Arabi’s
reference to the Rock’s restless motion and later by alNabulusi’s radical interpretation. Although al-Hanbali
reported Ibn al-{Arabi’s statement without comment
of his own, he did not ignore al-Maqdisi’s remark on
it as being “very strange.”22
In elaborating his view of the architectural concealment of the Rock, al-Nabulusi makes an interesting

Fig. 6. The layout of the Haram as depicted in al-Husayni’s
Shawq-n¸ma. It shows the hovering Rock in the middle of a
domed building as well as a set of imaginary structures known
from eschatological literature. (From Rachel Milstein, “Kit¸b
Shawq-n¸ma—an Illustrated Tour,” JSAI 25 [2001]: 336)

reference to the sixteenth-century jurist Shihab al-Din
b. Hajar al-Haytami (d. 1565), who seems to share alNabulusi’s rational sentiment.23 Al-Haytami was once
asked to give a legal opinion based on the Shari{a to
settle a dispute between two men debating the reality
of the Rock’s suspension: one was conﬁrming it, the
other negating it, and both had sworn three times to
divorce their wives if proven wrong. Deciding who was
to be divorced must have put al-Haytami, as an eminent cleric, in a difﬁcult position. If he were to rule
in favor of the suspension he would belie his senses,
and if he were to rule in favor of his senses he would
belie his belief in the miracle of ascension. Making a
subtle distinction between the Rock’s being connected
to the structure of the building and supported by it,
al-Haytami aptly replied:
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Fig. 7. An Ottoman depiction of the layout of the Haram and
the suspended Rock. Hacc Vekâletnâmesi, dated 951 (1544–45),
Topkapı Saray Library. (From S. Auld and R. Hillenbrand,
Ottoman Jerusalem: The Living City, 1517–1917, [Jerusalem:
Altajir World of Islam Trust, 2000], vol. 1, 11)

If by “raised in the air” the first person meant that it was
disconnected from the structure that was constructed
underneath it, then he perjured himself because he lied.
But if he only presumed that it was likely to be so and
swore with this in mind, then he did not commit perjury.
As for the other, he did not perjure himself because the
connection with the building is evident. If both concurred
on the connection with the building, however, and one
swore that it was supported by it (not just touching it)
he would not perjure himself, because the support is
doubtful; it may or may not be so, and in such cases
neither can be accused of perjury.24

Al-Haytami’s shrewd yet indecisive ruling, allowing
both men the possibility of being right, could not have
settled the debate on this sensitive issue. The reality of
suspension and the contentious relationship between
the Rock and the spectacular building that shelters it

are too complicated to be settled by a legal verdict.
Al-Nabulusi’s citing of the case, however, draws our
attention to the rational tendencies among certain
clerics to resolve the paradox of suspension.
As for the Ottomans, the account of the seventeenthcentury traveler Evliya Çelebi shows the currency and
consistency of the idea of the Rock’s suspension, while
the several restoration projects they undertook in Jerusalem indicates their awareness of the religious significance of both the city and the Haram.25 Al-Nabulusi would have seen the Dome of the Rock as it was
restored (or appropriated) by Sultan Süleyman in the
sixteenth century. In fact, al-Nabulusi refers to Süleyman’s rebuilding of the city’s massive wall, whereas
al-Husayni refers to his refurbishment of the Dome
of the Rock. In 1720–21, about thirty years after alNabulusi’s visit and a decade before his death, Sultan Ahmed III undertook a major restoration of the
Dome of the Rock and some other buildings in Jerusalem, showing no slippage in the collective Muslim
memory with regard to the meanings and religious signiﬁcance of the Haram complex. In the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, through the agency of modern art history writings, the identity of the Dome of
the Rock has crystallized to become the expression par
excellence of the Muslims’ aspirations, at the dawn
of their imperial expansion, for a unique artistic and
architectural identity. Today no serious study of the
formative period of Islamic art and architecture can
overlook the Dome of the Rock. Its rich religious history as well as its political signiﬁcance, especially in
the last ﬁfty years, has inscribed this building in the
consciousness of contemporary Muslims in a way that
makes al-Nabulusi’s comments not just illegitimate and
invalid but also outrageous and contemptible.
Against such historical continuity and wide recognition, al-Nabulusi’s commentary appears bizarre, for it
seems to naively contradict the commonly known history of the building. It is quite puzzling that whereas
al-Nabulusi’s historical references to other buildings
and structures, inside and outside the Haram, fall more
or less squarely within the recognized Islamic map,
the most celebrated of all buildings is completely off
that map. How is such a thing possible at this rather
late period? And how can we make sense of al-Nabulusi’s selective historical amnesia? Before addressing
these questions, however, it is important to shed some
light on the seemingly eccentric and provocative ﬁgure of al-Nabulisi himself.
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AL-NABULUSI
As the introductory notes to his journey illustrate, alNabulusi was by no means an ordinary person who
happened to give a passing, ignorant comment on a
signiﬁcant building, but indeed one with eminence,
fame, and authority. His biographical accounts show
that he was the leading religious and literary ﬁgure
of Syria in his time, commanding an exceptional
spiritual, intellectual, and scholarly presence.26 Of all
those about whom he writes, the eighteenth-century
biographer al-Muradi considers al-Nabulusi to be the
greatest in knowledge, sanctity, asceticism, renown, and
understanding, and he counts himself privileged to
include in his book the biography of such an eminent
and unique im¸m.27 Al-Nabulusi was born in Damascus
on March 17, 1641 and was brought up in a family
steeped in religious learning. His father, Isma{il, was
an eminent jurist and poet, teaching in various Damascene schools and writing many books and commentaries, the most famous of which was the unﬁnished
twelve-volume al-I¥k¸m. He died young at the age of
forty-ﬁve, when {Abd al-Ghani was only twelve. But the
bright young boy grew up to surpass not only his father
but also all of his ancestors in knowledge, fame, and
literary output. He began teaching at the Umayyad
Great Mosque of Damascus at the age of twenty, having
learned the Qur}an by heart at the age of ﬁve. At the
age of twenty-ﬁve he composed al-Badº{iyya, a remarkable poem in praise of the Prophet that caused a
number of eminent Damascene scholars to doubt its
authorship. Al-Nabulusi had to vindicate himself by
writing, within three weeks, another work in the form
of a commentary.28 Through his large and diverse
literary output, al-Nabulusi established his authority
among his contemporaries as a poet, a theologian, a
traveler, a Hadith scholar, and, above all, a Suﬁ master
who was, as the Egyptian historian al-Jabarti puts it,
“in possession of mysteries and illuminations.”29
Al-Nabulusi’s interest in Suﬁsm developed at a young
age, when he showed extraordinary spiritual aptitude.
He joined the Qadiri and Naqshbandi orders and studied the works of many great Suﬁ masters, such as Ibn
Sab{in, al-Jili, Ibn al-Farid, and al-Tilimsani. He was particularly inﬂuenced, however, by the great Andalusian
Suﬁ master Ibn {Arabi, on whose works he wrote some
illuminating commentaries. According to al-Ghazzi, alNabulusi’s main biographer, his inﬂuence extended to
a wide circle of followers and disciples that included
such eminent ﬁgures as al-Muhibbi, al-Dakdakji, and
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al-Siddiqi.30 His residence in Damascus was developed
into a center for religious learning and, under the
patronage of his posterity, has continued to function
as such until the present day (ﬁgs. 8, 9).
Al-Nabulusi was a proliﬁc author, with over 300
titles to his credit. His rich legacy matches those of
the most eminent ﬁgures of Islam, such as Ibn Tulun,
Ibn {Arabi and al-Suyuti.31 Al-Nabulusi categorizes his
own work according to its subject matter into seven
disciplines: mystical knowledge, prophetic sayings, theology, divine law, Qur}an chanting, literature, and history. He considers himself a historian, and his writings
reveal a thorough familiarity with premodern Islamic
chronicles. He also shows familiarity with an extensive
list of literary works, with subjects ranging from prophetic sayings, theology, and jurisprudence to poetry,
dream interpretation, and animals.
Al-Nabulusi’s authority and broad circle of connection and inﬂuence can be sensed from the itinerary of
his stay in Jerusalem and his interactions with government ofﬁcials, religious authorities, and leading scholars. This raises the question of how widely shared his
views were at that time, making his observations all
the more challenging. He reports a visit, two days after
his arrival, to {Abd al-Rahim Efendi’s place, where a
large number of students are gathered, and where he
discusses with the host the Rock and its miraculous
suspension.32 No discussion of the identity or origin
of the Dome of the Rock is mentioned, indicating that
al-Nabulusi’s views were not contentious.
Further on in the memoirs, al-Nabulusi makes yet
another puzzling comment, indicating that he was
aware of the original construction of the building
at the time of the Umayyads. He refers to Ýay¸t al¥ayaw¸n al-kubr¸, by the fourteenth-century Cairene
scholar Kamal al-Din al-Damiri (d. 1405), who—in
the chapter on geese—gives an extended biographical
history of the Umayyad and Abbasid caliphs to prove,
as he puts it, a “strange” coincidence that every sixth
caliph was forcibly removed (makhl¢{). In al-Walid’s
biography, al-Damiri doubts Ibn {Asakir’s proposition
that the Dome of the Rock was built by him, conﬁrming its attribution to his father, {Abd al-Malik.33 The
inclusion of this reference, from a book on animals, is
curious considering that al-Hanbali, whom al-Nabulusi
quotes throughout the memoirs, presents a detailed
account of the building and its Umayyad history.34 It
further complicates the challenge, by making it difﬁcult to dismiss al-Nabulusi on the basis of ignorance
while raising questions about his selective readings of
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Fig. 8. The complex of Shaykh {Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi in the suburb of al-Salihiyya at the foot of Mount Qasiyun, Damascus.
The complex also houses his tomb. (Author’s photo)

al-Hanbali and other sources. Why did he ignore the
historical references to the Umayyads? How is it possible for such an erudite scholar to change the historical settings without concern for the facts? Was he
politically motivated or simply projecting a common
view? Political motivation seems a remote possibility:
being a Damascene Sunni with Jerusalemite ancestry,
he had every reason to celebrate the achievements of
the Umayyads in this building, just as he did in the
Sultaniyya; and being a Hanaﬁ, he might be expected
to feel privileged for having this spectacular building
designated to his school.
Before moving to al-Salihiyya at the foothill of Qasiyun, al-Nabulusi resided for sixty-six years in Suq al{Anbariyyin, near the Umayyad Great Mosque of Damascus, where he grew up, played, studied, and later taught.
The mosque was effectively his home, and it is from
there that his journeys always commenced. Considering the stylistic similarity of the mosaic revetments of
the Umayyad mosque and the Dome of the Rock, one
may wonder whether his views were inﬂuenced by the

perceived Christian-Byzantine character of the early
Umayyad style, especially when one remembers the
criticism of the Umayyad renovation of the Prophet’s
Mosque in Medina for making it look like a Christian
church. This is a difﬁcult point to ponder, however,
since al-Nabulusi is not explicit on the rationale of
his aesthetic preferences, nor does he reﬂect on the
architectural character of the Umayyad mosque. His
argument in al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya is clearly not based
on style, form, and aesthetics, nor is he dismissive,
as we will see, of the aesthetic and architectural merits of the Dome of the Rock, nor are his preferences
framed in terms of the Mamluk versus the Umayyad
style. In fact, al-Nabulusi’s spatio-architectural experience and appreciation do not lend themselves easily to analyses driven by such modern concerns. His
views seem to have been constructed within the thenprevailing fa¤¸}il sentiment and aesthetics, in which
form and style play a marginal role. So how can we
make sense of his views and experience?
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Fig. 9. The room of Shaykh {Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi on the
second floor, above the iwan. (Author’s photo)

APPROACHES
There are different ways of dealing with al-Nabulusi’s
views and experience. From a conventional art-historical perspective, armed with irrefutable textual
and archeological evidence, we can easily dismiss his
views on the basis of historical inaccuracy, or disregard them because of their apparent idiosyncratic and
mystical nature, or legitimately ignore them on the
grounds of their eccentricity or marginality. We can
also acknowledge them and attempt to, as it were,
explain them away or iron out the historical irregularity
they present, by locating them in their socio-cultural
context and construing them as a peculiar moment in
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an otherwise consistent history of the monument. In
doing so, we would be viewing al-Nabulusi’s experience
from the detached standpoint of the well-established
“ofﬁcial history” of the monument, which tends to
be uninterested in any effective engagement with the
bizarreness of such projection. The story would end
there, and al-Nabulusi’s views and experience would
be effectively marginalized.35
From a psychoanalytical viewpoint, however, Ibn
al-{Arabi’s eyewitness account presents an interesting case. A second approach can thus focus on the
notion of “witnessing,” since al-Nabulusi’s rationalization hinges on Ibn al-{Arabi’s reported personal experience. Marking a borderline between the psyche and
the external world, the notion of witnessing lends itself
to both psychoanalysis and historical interpretation.
In al-Qabas, the text in which he reports his witnessing the suspended Rock, Ibn al-{Arabi deﬁnes visual
perception as “a meaning that God creates in the eye
according to what the viewer wants to see from visible
things.”36 This non-Cartesian view shows how the soul
was seen to be capable of effectively shaping external reality according to its inner desires. In the intertwined space of history and psychoanalysis, al-Nabulusi’s narrative presents a potent case that enables us
to explore the tension that characterizes our coming
to terms with the un-familiar, the im-possible—that is,
the tension between recognizing the familiar that conﬁrms and stabilizes what we already know (the realm
of history) and confronting the un-familiar, the im-possible that challenges and destabilizes what we already
know (the realm of psychoanalysis).37 This approach
would draw on insights from the ﬁelds of psychoanalysis, theories of perception and recognition, and theories of vision and visuality.
From the perspective of phenomenology and hermeneutical philosophy, al-Nabulusi’s experience reveals
an exciting case, highlighting a signiﬁcant moment
of crisis in our understanding. Through his experience we are confronted with views that challenge the
assumptions and norms of what we know. From this
perspective, we will be invited to take on the challenge this case presents by momentarily suspending
our disbelief and engaging in a genuine dialogue with
it, thus allowing it to question our normative views
that ﬁrst project it as a bizarre case. The aim of such
a dialogue will not be to negotiate historical facts, of
course, but rather to come to terms with the bizarreness of the experience, to search for a vantage point
that allows us to appreciate its legitimacy and valid-
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ity. In The Hermeneutics of Sacred Architecture, the historian of religion Lindsay Jones has articulated a methodological framework for this approach, illustrating
the ways in which hermeneutical philosophy enables
us to understand architecture through events and
experiences rather than objective readings—that is,
through the occasionality rather than the history of
architecture.38 This approach tends to restore a sense
of legitimacy to various moments of reception that
are often marginalized and ignored in the search for
“the” meaning of an artifact at the historical moment
of conception. The following analyses are constructed
within Jones’s theoretical framework.
ORIGIN AND HISTORY
In the modern discourse on Islamic architecture,
the Dome of the Rock is probably the single most
researched and written-about building. For most historians of Islamic art and architecture, from Ferguson
to Grabar, the Dome of the Rock has represented
a curious moment in an emerging civilization. It is
Grabar who can be said to have ﬁrmly established the
ofﬁcial narrative of the building over his long, proliﬁc,
and authoritative career.39 According to this narrative,
the Dome of the Rock, built by the Umayyad {Abd alMalik b. Marwan in 691–92, marks a decisively signiﬁcant moment in the history of Islamic architecture:
the moment of emergence. Understanding both its
intended meaning(s) and the socio-political context
of its production has, therefore, been associated with
a two-part archeology of origin, one concerned with
its architectural style, the other with the architectural
category it has come to signify.40 Preoccupation with
the notion of “origin” derives from the sense of chronological linearity that underpins historical interpretations. This imposes a temporal order on a world seen
as extending from deﬁnable points of departure to
the present, thus privileging almost by default those
moments of beginning. In this perspective, the meaning and identity of an artifact are aspects that are
constructed at the moment of genesis. Accordingly,
in understanding the purpose and the meaning of the
Dome of the Rock, the ofﬁcial narrative lays much
emphasis on the original intent as deciphered through
two interrelated elements: the design and spectacular visual qualities of the building and the Qur}anic
inscriptions that cover its internal surfaces. According
to Grabar, the building was meant to present to the
Byzantine Christians, in terms both religious and aes-

thetic, a political “statement” of Islamic triumph. The
Qur}anic verses clearly declare the Islamic view of the
nature of Christ, while the “embarrassing beauty of its
features,” as Grabar puts it, are meant to counter the
aesthetic allurement of churches in Jerusalem.41 The
building itself is essentially functionless. There are
many variations on the theme of purpose, of course,
but the historical point of departure it marks and the
ethno-religious association it deﬁnes are consistent and
stable. There are also many variations on the theme of
original intent, yet again most of these do not deviate
from or question the foundational, non-negotiable,
historical facts concerning its point of departure and
ethno-religious association. The ofﬁcial narrative and its
variations also intersect at another foundational point:
the anthropological view that considers the conception
and production of architecture to be primarily an act
of revealing and making a presence. Credible, productive,
and convincing though it may be, the ofﬁcial narrative
is unable to account for or accommodate al-Nabulusi’s
views and experience within its normative perspective.
For al-Nabulusi appears not only indifferent to the
aesthetics and religious statement that the building
presents but also untroubled by the radical changes
he makes to the historical settings. On the conceptual
level, he presents yet another challenge by projecting
the conception and production of architecture as an
act of concealing and negating a presence.
Al-Nabulusi’s reasoning might have been quite simple. He might have thought that the Umayyads did
construct a building, which had perished by the time
of Ibn al-{Arabi’s visit and the subsequent invasion by
the Franks. In fact, reﬂecting on why the Muslims did
not demolish the building after recapturing the city,
he explains, “…they thought that was how the situation originally was, so they kept the building in place
and did not change it.”42 But this raises many questions regarding his understanding of the relationship
between the perished Umayyad building and the suspended Rock, and how the Umayyads might have
thought of and dealt with the notion of concealment.
Whatever his personal reasoning, al-Nabulusi’s ability
to change the historical settings of the Dome of the
Rock (wittingly or unwittingly) by changing the point
of departure and ethno-religious association from the
Arab-Muslims, seen as legitimate conquerors (f¸ti¥ºn),
to the European-Christians, seen as illegitimate invaders, raises questions concerning modern historiography. The most important perhaps are those about the
notions of “beginning” and “origin.” No doubt these
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notions have always enjoyed a special appeal among
chroniclers and historians, but in modern institutionalized practices such preoccupation has led, more by
default than by convention or collective desire, to
establishing a particular hierarchy of signiﬁcance. Preoccupation with the “original” and “true” meaning of
a building or work of art tends to inscribe an implicit
hierarchy of signiﬁcance on its hermeneutics. In this
hierarchy the meaning of an artifact refers primarily
to the historical moment of conception, rather than
to any other moments in the history of its reception.
The primacy of the original intention confers special
privileges on the moment of conception, making it
somewhat superior to the meanings that unfold during subsequent moments of experience. Since the
original intent predicts rather than depicts an actual
experience, since it founds rather than describes a
building, it entertains the special privileges of immediacy, ﬁrst-ness and truthfulness. It tends to privilege
the ideal over the mundane, the intelligible over the
sensible, being over becoming, and conception over
experience.
The ofﬁcial narrative of the Dome of the Rock strives
to capture the most signiﬁcant moment in its history:
the moment of conception. Elusive though it may be,
the capturing of the moment of origin seems necessary to understand how the emerging Muslim civilization employed architecture for its religio-political
purposes to assert its presence in the newly acquired
territories. The meaning of the building might have
been perceived to be inherently unstable; however,
the sense of primacy that was given to the original
meaning and traced through the notion of intent
has effectively marginalized other meanings. It is the
“original,” the “true,” that seems to matter most and
to confer a sense of legitimacy and consistency on
its history. All subsequent meanings have to be measured against the original; they are legitimized only
by their proximity to it. This is a perfectly legitimate
approach, of course, the scope of which has enabled
historians to trace some fascinating associations with
ideas and meanings that extend from the pre-Islamic
era to the present.43 But the non-negotiable historicity of the building, together with the cultural way of
seeing architecture—as essentially an act of expression
and assertion—remains irreconcilable with al-Nabulusi’s conceptions that are, in a sense, ahistorical and
acultural.44 It is this irreconcilable difference that alienates and marginalizes his views and experience.
To grant al-Nabulusi’s views and experience a sense
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of legitimacy and validity requires some difﬁcult conceptual and methodological rethinking of why the
notion of origin should entertain special privileges,
and to what extent the sense of primacy it entertains
is itself a construct of modern historiography. Jones
has already provided some valuable insights into these
issues from the viewpoint of hermeneutical philosophy presented through the writings of Heidegger and
Gadamer.45 From this perspective, the question of origin and linearity of history relate, in some ways, to the
question of detachment and objectivity in modern historiography. One of the main concerns of hermeneutical philosophers has been the Cartesian subject-object
binary that views the processes of understanding as
an autonomous subject, confronting and coming to
terms with the outside world seen as a set of autonomous objects. According to their critique, this model
is ﬂawed; implicated are conventional art-historical
approaches that view the task of historians as primarily concerned with uncovering objective facts and projecting certainties outside their personal prejudices
and subjective interpretations, in order to reach a
“certitude of vision” based on objective, disinterested
analyses arrived at through pure acts of thought and
self-conscious reﬂection.46 Outmoded though it may
be, the Cartesian model and its positivistic propositions have continued, as Jones observes, “to exercise
inordinate control both over the ways in which scholars imagine that various individuals and communities
apprehended their respective built environment and
over the way that scholars imagine their own interpretive engagements of speciﬁc architectures.”47
Al-Nabulusi’s experience highlights the relevance of
this critique to the ofﬁcial narrative of the Dome of the
Rock, while reminding us of some interesting historical
events that seem to support the hermeneutists’ views.
First is the conscious attempt by the Abbasid Caliph alMa}mun to change the point of origin of this building
by ascribing it to himself.48 Second is the Franks’ choice
to ignore—or their inability, just like al-Nabulusi’s,
to recognize—the evidence of its Islamic origin, and
their genuine belief that this indeed was the Temple
of the Lord (Templum Domini) that had always existed
on the site. Interestingly, the Christian Crusaders,
who occupied the site for nearly a century, reclaimed
the building. They covered the Rock with marble,
placed an altar in the center, raised a large golden
cross on the dome, clad the interior with frescos, and
called upon the Pope to consecrate it.49 According
to Boas: “It was ofﬁcially consecrated on the third
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day after Easter 1141 by the papal legate, Albric,
cardinal of Ostia, aided by the Patriarch, Aimery of
Limoges, and some of the bishops.”50 Such events
prompt us to ask: what drives us today to privilege
those moments of origin when trying to understand
the meanings of a monument? What motivates our
tacit desire to lay hold of the true, once-and-for-all
signiﬁcance of any work of art and architecture? How
relevant to the locals are these authoritative, academic
interpretations constructed by objective, disinterested
interpreters through pure acts of thought and selfconscious reﬂections, and how expressive of their
modes of engagement and understanding? Assuming
that we are able to convincingly negotiate these difﬁcult
methodological and conceptual hurdles, then the
question concerning the signiﬁcance of al-Nabulusi’s
radical view comes to the fore.
THE POLITICS AND POETICS OF
CONCEALMENT
Al-Nabulusi had no doubts about the Franks’ intentions in building the Dome of the Rock: it was to
humiliate the Muslims and their sacred Rock. Nor
was he unsure about the politics of concealment: they
wanted to remove an eloquent sign that bears witness to the truthfulness, superiority, and presence of
Islam.51 But at the same time he was able to appreciate the beauty—and even the necessity—of their act.
Disclosing his passion for the building while speaking
of the Rock, al-Nabulusi writes:
How beautiful was its frequented mosque
wherein I attended the five daily prayers.
My eyes were dazzled by the subtlety of its pleasure
and my heart to its doors used to race.
One feels the reverence of the prophets and saints in
it
and whoever reaches it loses his way out.52

For al-Nabulusi the Franks wanted to conceal, but
what they built to conceal with was still meaningful
and unpretentiously beautiful. They might have used
architecture in an insidious way as an offensive tool,
but what they produced had its own legitimacy and
poetics that were appreciable outside the politics of
the situation. Al-Nabulusi seems to have been able to
appreciate the beauty of the building through both
the sensuous and the spiritual qualities of architecture,
without concern about the identity or intentions of
the maker. In his experience, the Dome of the Rock

could be “the epitome of beauty and perfection” without this being seen as an expression of the Franks’
collective subjectivity. The signiﬁcance of al-Nabulusi’s
views and experience lies in his ability to construct an
interpretative space on the border of conﬂict between
the politics and the poetics of concealment, a space
that enables him to appreciate the beauty and signiﬁcance of the Franks’ act outside their perceived
political intentions.
Building to conceal rather than to reveal imposes
new demands on our understanding of architecture,
beginning with the need to dissociate the act of making from the intention. While the intention relates
to the politics of concealment as seen in the explicit
meanings of the Franks’ act, the act itself relates to
the poetics of concealment as seen in the implicit signiﬁcance or true meaning that lies beyond any individual or collective will. In this respect, al-Nabulusi’s
interpretive scope and tactics differ from those of the
ofﬁcial narrative, wherein the politics and the poetics
of production are often conﬂated in the service of the
main purpose. This subtle differentiation identiﬁes a
domain of experience that is absent in the ofﬁcial narrative and its variations, which are conditioned by the
modern “cultural” way of seeing that ties the makers’
identity to their artifacts.53 Al-Nabulusi’s experience
draws our attention to a mode of aesthetic appreciation in premodern Islam, when the notion of “culture” was not yet available as a theoretical tool with
which to reason about identity and difference. It is
this absence, I would argue, that allows the poetics
of concealment not to be obliterated by or conﬂated
with the politics of concealment. Once it comes into
being, the building assumes a sense of autonomy, and
its being there has both poetics and usefulness of its
own. Al-Nabulusi might have lamented the fact that
the Crusaders had covered the Rock, but he still could
see the building as a meaningful and useful element
in the Haram ensemble. In this case, the poetics of
concealment seems to override even the politics of
concealment in order to restore a sense of normality
and inevitability in this sacred context.
Al-Nabulusi’s poetics of concealment and aesthetics
of closure stand in stark contrast to the ofﬁcial narrative’s poetics of revealment and aesthetics of disclosure.
As passionately argued by Grabar in The Shape of the
Holy, the main reason for constructing this spectacular
building was the triumphant Muslims’ desire to consciously disclose their difference and announce their
dominant presence. This act of disclosure resulted in
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a “visually arresting” architecture, a compelling aesthetic presence, an eloquent architectural statement
the alluring poetics of which lie in “the almost embarrassing beauty of its features.”54 Grabar’s projections
hinge on a statement by the late-tenth-century geographer al-Muqaddasi, which suggests an awareness
of the visual role architecture plays in the politics of
seeing.55 Plausible though it may be, Grabar’s interpretations tend to be anchored in modern rationality and a concomitant sense of visuality. Not so long
ago, as we have seen, al-Nabulusi’s “rationality” (or
“irrationality”) and sense of visuality framed the politics of seeing completely differently by inﬂicting a
signiﬁcant inversion on both the visual function and
the purpose of architecture. What discloses difference
and marks a presence in that particular context is a
signiﬁcant element of the landscape, the Rock, and
not architecture. The revealing of “the distinction of
Islam” or the announcement of the Islamic difference
seems, in this particular context, to be the prerogative
of divinity and not humanity. It lies in the divine act
of suspending, and not in the human act of building,
the prime visual function of which becomes one of
concealing an identity and negating a presence. Thus
the political message of the building becomes one of
suppression rather than of expression, of visual disguise rather than of emphasis, and of an allurement
of distraction rather than attraction. Architecture,
as a human intervention, seems too contingent and
ephemeral to mark a presence, especially on this holy
site, but through the opacity of its materiality it has
the power to conceal.
“In the ﬁnal analysis,” al-Nabulusi further explains,
“it was God most high Who concealed the miracle of
the Rock by the building that surrounds it, an act of
wisdom on His part, although its reality can never be
concealed from those who have insights and are in
possession of pure hearts and clean consciences.”56
Here al-Nabulusi makes an interesting turn: he presents the Franks simply as agents of the divine will and
facilitators of the divine wisdom, thereby shifting the
point of departure outside history altogether. With this
tactful move, the Franks are deprived of their ownership of the building, while the building is effectively
freed from the burden of historicity. For al-Nabulusi,
and probably for a wider community that shared his
view, the “circular” Dome of the Rock was a beautiful,
well-crafted shell that God caused to exist through the
agency of the Franks in order to shield the Rock from
the eyes of its enviers. Al-Nabulusi writes:
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O God’s Rock, O noble one,
who is raised in the air to a lofty position.
You concealed yourself with a building as an attire,
fearing the eyes of the enviers.57

In this sense, the building itself becomes an integral
part of the mystery and sacred history of the Rock,
in contrast to the current conceptions that construct
the narratives of the Rock as a part of the history
of the building. It was the Rock that acquired the
building—tasattarat bi ’l-bin¸}, “concealed itself by the
building,” as al-Nabulusi puts it—and not the building
that acquired the Rock. The passivity of architecture in
al-Nabulusi’s interpretation introduces different theoretical parameters that tend to displace architecture
from the central role it currently plays in understanding the complex history of the monument. At this
point, it no longer matters what the original intent
was, or who the author was, for the Rock seems to have
its own ulterior motives that are independent of the
consciousness of human agents. This inversion gives
primacy to the sacred and its hierophantic acts and
objects over human intentionality and architectural
intervention. Al-Nabulusi writes:
O God’s Rock, the highly revered,
whose love the heart of your passionate lover never
gives up.
A spirit taking form in the depths of my thoughts,
a light being embodied in what is visible to my eyes.
A mole on the cheek of the sublime mosque,
a point from which all lines are determined.58

THE SPATIALITY OF SUSPENSION
According to a popular, though less credible, version of
the ofﬁcial narrative, the Dome of the Rock was built
to commemorate the Prophet’s miracle of ascension.
At ﬁrst glance the proposition might make sense, but
upon investigation one ﬁnds that it lacks adequate
textual support.59 Al-Nabulusi obviously does not see
architecture playing a commemorative role in this
context, and in his complex, multilayered poetics of
concealment the theory of commemoration indeed loses
its theoretical foundation. The proposition is difﬁcult
to reconcile with his reasoning, for Muslims could not
be seen from his perspective to be commemorating
by concealing the very sign of the event they were
supposed to be disclosing. But with yet another radical
interpretation, al-Nabulusi offers a new way to view the
association of the building with the Prophet’s miracle
of ascension (al-isr¸} wa ’l-mi{r¸j).
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Commenting on the Qur}anic verse that describes
the events of the night journey—“Glory be to Him Who
carried His servant by night from the Holy Mosque
to the Farther Mosque, whose surroundings We have
blessed, so that We would show him some of Our
wonders.”(17:1)—al-Nabulusi explains that the ascension occurred from Jerusalem (the Farther Mosque)
rather than Mecca (the Holy Mosque) for a speciﬁc
reason. For it would have been easier and less tiring
for the Prophet to have ascended directly from Mecca
rather than journeying all the way to Jerusalem to do
so. God wanted to show him the suspended Rock, alNabulusi says, as the verse conﬁrms: “so that We would
show him some of Our wonders.” God wanted to reassure Muhammad that He could hold him up in the
air just as He could the massive Rock. He also wanted
to familiarize him with an unusual spatiality—the spatiality of suspension—in preparation for what he was
about to experience during the events of the heavenly
journey. Hanging in the air without visible supports,
the Rock shows how things could defy natural tendencies while being “held up by divine power” (mams¢k bi
’l-qudra). The Rock shares with the inhabited heavenly
terrains the unfamiliar spatiality of suspension: both
are held up by divine power without visible support.
So that the Prophet would not be bewildered upon his
ascension and his experience of the wondrous spatiality of the heavens, he was ﬁrst shown the Rock and
made to experience the spatiality of suspension. AlNabulusi explains that Muhammad “ascended from
a place held up by divine power (i.e., the Rock) to a
place held up by divine power (i.e., the heavens), so
he was not bewildered in his ascension.”60 This being
so, the spatial resonance between the heavenly world
and the Rock meant that both should also share in
the sense of concealment: both are known to be suspended, but their suspension remains invisible. So, alNabulusi concludes, the concealment of the Rock by
architecture now is due to the absence of what necessitates otherwise, that is, the revealment of its suspension to human vision.61 Put differently, the current
state of concealment imposes no ﬁnality on the situation, as future events may bring about circumstances
that necessitate revealment and, consequently, new
interpretations.

TRUTH AND VEIL
The act of concealment thus viewed imposes new dialectics on the relationship between the Rock and its
necessary architectural “veil.” And with al-Nabulusi’s
dehistoricizing of architecture, rich poetics can unfold
within the multifaceted Suﬁ metaphor of truth and
veil. Truth, in mystical terms, can only be revealed
through a multiplicity of veils and concealments that
ﬁlter its otherwise dazzling presence. Likewise, the
ultimate reality that the Rock represents can only be
seen through the necessary act of architectural veiling.
Here al-Nabulusi invites us to go beyond the materiality of both the Rock and architecture, to strive for an
understanding of the higher realities they have come
to signify. He writes:
Whoever sees a Rock, his heart has hardened,
because to the rock-ness he has not ceased to be
attached.62

He elaborates,
Its dense materiality appears to the eyes because
it has become known among the people as the Rock.
But for the knowers it looms in subtlety,
like the subtlety of the One Who was at the very
beginning.63

Al-Nabulusi’s poetics of concealment are clearly not
conﬁned to explaining the complicated relationship
between the Rock and the building, but extend to a
wide range of metaphorical imageries that are conjured
up with reference to both the architectural and the
wider geographic contexts and framed within the dialectics of truth and veil. The spatial resonance between
the two sanctuaries in Mecca and Jerusalem and the
geographic correspondence between Jerusalem and the
Hijaz, for example, inspire some of al-Nabulusi’s poetical reﬂections.64 Speaking of the Rock, he writes:
It is the Ka{ba of the spirits, around which
our secrets walked before the pilgrimage to the Ka{ba.
Like the soul in the body of being, whose spirit
is in the folds of the Ka{ba that is in Mecca.65

The ultimate challenge of al-Nabulusi’s poetics of
concealment, however, seems to lie in one’s ability
to see beyond the materiality of both the Rock and its
beautiful architectural veil, to comprehend the enduring secrets that lie deep beneath the transience and
ephemerality of both architecture and history.
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The truth has appeared through her concealments,
with an intimacy after long estrangement.
And she smiled in the face of her passionate lover,
who was enraptured with the intensity of her revealment.
Concealed, yet not concealed, revealed, yet not
revealed,
a concealment inherent in her revealment.
A veiling without veiling, and an unveiling without
unveiling,
of her among those preoccupied with her engagements.
Whoever says: who is she? I say: who is she? just like
him,
a saying that makes me realize the imminence of her
announcement.
With her the One with the veils glitters with beauty,
in transcendence residing in her lofty palaces.
She restricts her beauties for the eyes of her passionate
lovers,
so her spectator always longs for her own spectacle.66
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 ﻗﺎل أﺑﻮ ﺑﻜﺮ ﺑﻦ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ،وذﻛﺮ اﻟﺸﻴﺦ ﻋﻠﻲ اﳊﻠﺒﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺳﻴﺮﺗﻪ ﻗﺎل
، ﺻﺨﺮة ﺑﻴﺖ اﳌﻘﺪس ﻣﻦ ﻋﺠﺎﻳﺐ اﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ:ﻓﻲ ﺷﺮﺣﻪ ﳌﻮﻃﺄ ﻣﺎﻟﻚ
 ﻗﺪ اﻧﻘﻄﻌﺖ،ﻓﺈﻧﻬﺎ ﺻﺨﺮة ﺷﻌﺜﺎء ﻓﻲ وﺳﻂ اﳌﺴﺠﺪ اﻷﻗﺼﻰ
 ﻻ ﳝﺴﻜﻬﺎ إﻻ اﻟﺬي ﳝﺴﻚ اﻟﺴﻤﺎء أن ﺗﻘﻊ ﻋﻠﻰ،ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ ﺟﻬﺔ
 ﻓﻲ أﻋﻼﻫﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺟﻬﺔ اﳉﻨﻮب ﻗﺪم اﻟﻨﺒﻲ ﺻﻠﻰ اﷲ،اﻷرض إﻻ ﺑﺈذﻧﻪ
 وﻓﻲ اﳉﻬﺔ اﻷﺧﺮى أﺻﺎﺑﻊ اﳌﻼﺋﻜﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ أﻣﺴﻜﺘﻬﺎ،ﻋﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﻠﻢ
 ﻓﻬﻲ، وﻣﻦ ﲢﺘﻬﺎ اﳌﻐﺎرة اﻟﺘﻲ اﻧﻔﺼﻠﺖ ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ ﺟﻬﺔ،ﳌﺎ ﻣﺎﻟﺖ
 واﻣﺘﻨﻌﺖ ﻟﻬﻴﺒﺘﻬﺎ أن أدﺧﻞ ﻣﻦ ﲢﺘﻬﺎ،ﻣﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﲔ اﻟﺴﻤﺎء واﻷرض
 ﺛﻢ ﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﺪة دﺧﻠﺘﻬﺎ،ﻷﻧﻲ ﻛﻨﺖ أﺧﺎف أن ﺗﺴﻘﻂ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﺬﻧﻮب
 ﻓﺘﺮاﻫﺎ، ﲤﺸﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻮاﻧﺒﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ ﺟﻬﺔ،ﻓﺮأﻳﺖ اﻟﻌﺠﺐ اﻟﻌﺠﺎب
، ﻻﻳﺘﺼﻞ ﺑﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻷرض ﺷﺊ وﻻﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﺸﺊ،ﻣﻨﻔﺼﻠﺔ ﻋﻦ اﻷرض
، ﻗﻠﺖ واﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮ. اﻧﺘﻬﻰ،وﺑﻌﺾ اﳉﻬﺎت أﺷﺪ اﻧﻔﺼﺎﻻ ً ﻣﻦ ﺑﻌﺾ
 أن ﻫﺬا اﻟﺒﻨﺎء اﳌﺒﻨﻲ ﺣﻮل اﻟﺼﺨﺮة إﳕﺎ ﺑﻨﺎه اﻹﻓﺮﱋ ﳌﺎ،واﷲ أﻋﻠﻢ
 ﻟﺌﻼ ﻳﺒﻘﻰ ﻫﺬا اﻷﻣﺮ اﻟﻌﻈﻴﻢ اﻟﺬي ﻓﻴﻪ،اﺳﺘﻮﻟﻮا ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻴﺖ اﳌﻘﺪس
 واﳌﺸﻬﻮر ﻋﻨﺪ اﻟﻨﺎس: ﻗﺎل اﳊﻨﺒﻠﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺎرﻳﺦ.ﻇﻬﻮر ﺷﺄن اﻹﺳﻼم
 ﺣﻜﻲ أﻧﻬﺎ اﺳﺘﻤﺮت ﻋﻠﻰ،أن اﻟﺼﺨﺮة ﻣﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﲔ اﻟﺴﻤﺎء واﻷرض
 ﻓﻠﻤﺎ ﺗﻮﺳﻄﺖ ﲢﺘﻬﺎ ﺧﺎﻓﺖ،ذﻟﻚ ﺣﺘﻰ دﺧﻠﺖ ﲢﺘﻬﺎ اﻣﺮأة ﺣﺎﻣﻞ
 ﻓﺒﻨﻲ ﺣﻮﻟﻬﺎ ﻫﺬا اﻟﺒﻨﺎء اﳌﺴﺘﺪﻳﺮ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ﺣﺘﻰ،ﻓﺄﺳﻘﻄﺖ ﺣﻤﻠﻬﺎ
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 وﻗﺪ ﺗﻘﺪم ﻓﻲ ﺗﺮﺟﻤﺔ اﺑﻦ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ.اﺳﺘﺘﺮ أﻣﺮﻫﺎ ﻋﻦ أﻋﲔ اﻟﻨﺎس
 واﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮ أن،أﻧﻪ دﺧﻞ اﳌﺸﺮق ﻓﻲ ﺳﻨﺔ ﺧﻤﺲ وﺛﻤﺎﻧﲔ وأرﺑﻌﻤﺎﺋﺔ
 اﻟﺒﻨﺎء اﳌﺴﺘﺪﻳﺮ ﺣﻮل، ﻓﻌﻠﻰ ﻫﺬا،ﻗﺪوﻣﻪ ﻛﺎن ﻓﻲ ذﻟﻚ اﻟﻌﺼﺮ
 وأﺧﺬ اﻟﻔﺮﱋ ﻟﺒﻴﺖ. اﻧﺘﻬﻰ،اﻟﺼﺨﺮة ﺑﻌﺪ ﻫﺬا اﻟﺘﺎرﻳﺦ واﷲ أﻋﻠﻢ
اﳌﻘﺪس اﻷﺧﺬ اﻷول ﻛﺎن ﺳﻨﺔ اﺛﻨﲔ وﺗﺴﻌﲔ وأرﺑﻌﻤﺎﺋﺔ ﺑﻌﺪ دﺧﻮل
 ﻓﻴﺤﺘﻤﻞ أن ﻳﻜﻮﻧﻮا ﻫﻢ اﻟﺬﻳﻦ،اﺑﻦ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻘﺪس ﺑﺴﺒﻊ ﺳﻨﲔ
 وأﺧﻔﻮا ﻫﺬه اﻵﻳﺔ اﻟﻮاﺿﺤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ،ﺑﻨﻮا ﻫﺬا اﻟﺒﻨﻴﺎن ﺣﻮل اﻟﺼﺨﺮة
،ﺷﺮف اﻹﺳﻼم ﺑﺒﺎﻫﺮ ﻗﺪرة اﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ ﺣﲔ اﺳﺘﻮﻟﻮا ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺒﻼد
 أن ﻧﺒﻴﻨﺎ ﻣﺤﻤﺪا ً ﺻﻠﻰ،ﺧﺼﻮﺻﺎ ً وﻗﺪ ﺑﻠﻐﻬﻢ ﻣﺎاﺷﺘﻬﺮ ﺑﲔ اﻟﻨﺎس
،اﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﻠﻢ ﳌﺎ ﺻﻌﺪ إﻟﻰ اﻟﺴﻤﺎء ﻣﻦ اﻟﺼﺨﺮة ﻟﻴﻠﺔ اﳌﻌﺮاج
 ﻓﻮﻗﻔﺖ ﺑﲔ اﻟﺴﻤﺎء، ﻓﺄﻣﺴﻜﺘﻬﺎ اﳌﻼﺋﻜﺔ،ﺻﻌﺪت اﻟﺼﺨﺮة ﺧﻠﻔﻪ
، ﻓﻴﻜﻮن ذﻟﻚ أﺑﻠﻎ ﻣﻌﺠﺰة ﻟﻨﺒﻴﻨﺎ ﺻﻠﻰ اﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﻠﻢ،واﻷرض
 وﻫﻢ ﻣﻜﺬﺑﻮن،داﻟﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺻﺪق ﻧﺒﻮﺗﻪ ورﺳﺎﻟﺘﻪ إﻟﻰ ﻳﻮم اﻟﻘﻴﺎﻣﺔ
 وﻫﻲ ﻣﻜﺬﺑﺔ ﻟﻬﻢ ﻓﺴﺘﺮوﻫﺎ ﻋﻦ أﻋﲔ اﻟﻨﺎس ﺑﻬﺬا اﻟﺒﻨﻴﺎن،ﺑﺬﻟﻚ
 ﻓﺈﻧﻪ ﻛﺎن ﻗﺼﺪﻫﻢ إﺧﻔﺎء اﻟﺼﺨﺮة وإﻫﺎﻧﺘﻬﺎ، واﷲ أﻋﻠﻢ،اﻟﺬي ﺑﻨﻮه
.ﻋﻠﻰ ﻛﻞ ﺣﺎل
16. Ibn al-{Arabº, al-Qabas fº shar¥ Muwa««¸{ Ibn Anas, 4 vols., ed.
Ayman al-Azharº and {Al¸} al-Azharº (Beirut: D¸r al-Kutub al{Ilmiyya, 1998).
17. Ibid., vol. 4, 216–17.
18. al-Ýanbalº, al-Uns al-jalºl, vol. 2, 54–55.
19. Subsequent citations of this sentence change ªakhra tas{¸
(a “moving rock,” from sa{¸, “to move quickly,” “to strive”)
to ªakhra sha{th¸} (a “dishevelled rock,” from sha{itha, “to
dishevel,” “to rufﬂe”), and omit the following simile that
illustrates it (mithl al-¤arb). See Arabic texts in n. 15, above,
and n. 20, below.
20. Ibn al-{Arabº, al-Qabas, vol. 4, 217.

 وﻫﻲ،ﻗﻴﻞ أن ﻣﻴﺎه اﻷرض ﻛﻠﻬﺎ ﺛﻘﺐ ﻣﻦ ﲢﺖ ﺻﺨﺮة ﺑﻴﺖ اﳌﻘﺪس
ﻣﻦ ﻋﺠﺎﺋﺐ اﷲ ﻓﻲ أرﺿﻪ؛ ﻓﺈﻧﻬﺎ ﺻﺨﺮة ﺗﺴﻌﻰ ﻓﻲ وﺳﻂ اﳌﺴﺠﺪ
 ﻗﺪ اﻧﻘﻄﻌﺖ ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ ﺟﻬﺔ ﻻﳝﺴﻜﻬﺎ إﻻ،اﻷﻗﺼﻰ ﻣﺜﻞ اﻟﻀﺮب
 ﻓﻲ أﻋﻼﻫﺎ ﻣﻦ،اﻟﺬي ﳝﺴﻚ اﻟﺴﻤﺎء أن ﺗﻘﻊ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷرض إﻻ ﺑﺈذﻧﻪ
 وﻗﺪ ﻣﺎﻟﺖ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻠﻚ اﳉﻬﺔ،ﺟﻬﺔ اﳉﻮف ﻗﺪم اﻟﻨﺒﻲ ﺣﲔ رﻛﺐ اﻟﺒﺮاق
 وﻣﻦ اﳉﻬﺔ اﻷﺧﺮى أﺛﺮ أﺻﺎﺑﻊ اﳌﻼﺋﻜﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ أﻣﺴﻜﺘﻬﺎ إذ،ﺑﻬﻴﺒﺘﻪ
 ﻋﻠﻴﻪ، وﻣﻦ ﲢﺘﻬﺎ اﻟﻐﺎر اﻟﺬي اﻧﻔﺼﻠﺖ ﺑﻪ ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ ﺟﻬﺔ،ﻣﺎﻟﺖ ﺑﻪ
 ﺗﻬﻴﺒﺘﻬﺎ ﻣﺪة أن،ﺑﺎب ﻳﻔﺘﺢ ﻟﻠﻨﺎس ﻟﻠﺼﻼة وﻟﻼﻋﺘﻜﺎف واﻟﺪﻋﺎء
 ﺛﻢ،أدﺧﻞ ﲢﺘﻬﺎ؛ ﻷﻧﻲ ﻛﻨﺖ أﻗﻮل أﺧﺎف أن ﺗﺴﻘﻂ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﺬﻧﻮب
،رأﻳﺖ اﻟﻈﻠﻤﺔ واﺠﻤﻟﺎﻫﺮﻳﻦ ﺑﺎﳌﻌﺎﺻﻲ ﻳﺪﺧﻠﻮﻧﻬﺎ ﺛﻢ ﻳﺨﺮﺟﻮن ﺳﺎﳌﲔ
 ﻓﺘﻮﻗﻔﺖ، وﻟﻌﻠﻬﻢ اﻣﻬﻠﻮا وأﻋﺎﺟﻞ: ﺛﻢ ﻗﻠﺖ،ﻓﻬﻤﻤﺖ ﺑﺪﺧﻮﻟﻬﺎ
 ﲤﺸﻲ ﻓﻲ،ﻣﺪة ﺛﻢ ﻋﺰم ﻋﻠﻲ ﻓﺪﺧﻠﺖ ﻓﺮأﻳﺖ اﻟﻌﺠﺐ اﻟﻌﺠﺎب
ﺣﻮاﺷﻴﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ ﺟﻬﺔ ﻓﺘﺮاﻫﺎ ﻣﻨﻔﺼﻠﺔ ﻋﻦ اﻷرض ﻻﻳﺘﺼﻞ ﺑﻬﺎ
. وﺑﻌﺾ اﳉﻬﺎت أﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻌﺾ،ﻣﻦ اﻷرض ﺷﺊ
21. See Rachel Milstein, “Kit¸b Shawq-n¸ma—An Illustrated Tour,”
Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 25 (2001): 275–345.
22. al-Ýanbalº, al-Uns al-jalºl, vol. 2, 55.
23. Also known as al-Haytham: see al-Ghazzº, al-Kaw¸kib al-s¸}ira bia{y¸n al-mi}a al-{¸shira, 3 vols. (Beirut: D¸r al-Kutub al-{Ilmiyya,
1997), vol. 3, 101–2. According to al-Ýanbalº in Shadhar¸t
al-dhahab, al-Haytami died in 971 H., a date disputed by alGhazzi.
24. Cited by al-Nabulusi in al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 120.

وﻓﻲ ﻓﺘﺎوى اﻟﻌﻼﻣﺔ اﻟﺸﻴﺦ ﺷﻬﺎب اﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﺑﻦ ﺣﺠﺮ اﻟﻬﻴﺘﻤﻲ

 ﺳﺌﻞ ﻋﻤﻦ ﺣﻠﻒ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﻼق اﻟﺜﻼث أن ﺻﺨﺮة،رﺣﻤﻪ اﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ
 وﺣﻠﻒ آﺧﺮ،ﺑﻴﺖ اﳌﻘﺪس ﻣﺮﺗﻔﻌﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻬﻮاء ﺑﲔ اﻟﺴﻤﺎء واﻷرض
:أﻧﻬﺎ ﻣﺘﺼﻠﺔ ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻋﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺒﻨﺎء اﻟﺬي ﲢﺘﻬﺎ ﻣﺎاﳊﻜﻢ؟ ﻓﺄﺟﺎب
إن أراد اﻷول ﺑﺎرﺗﻔﺎﻋﻬﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻬﻮاء أﻧﻬﺎ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺘﺼﻠﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺒﻨﺎء اﻟﺬي
 ﻧﻌﻢ إن ﻏﻠﺐ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻇﻨﻪ ذﻟﻚ،ﺑﻨﻲ ﲢﺘﻬﺎ ﺣﻨﺚ ﻟﻜﺬﺑﻪ ﻓﻲ ذﻟﻚ
 وأﻣﺎ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻓﻼ ﻳﺤﻨﺚ، ﻟﻢ ﻳﺤﻨﺚ،ﻓﺤﻠﻒ اﻋﺘﻤﺎدا ً ﻋﻠﻰ ﻏﻠﺒﺔ ﻇﻨﻪ
 ﻓﺈن اﺗﻔﻘﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ اﺗﺼﺎﻟﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺒﻨﺎء وﺣﻠﻒ،ﻷن اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﺎﻟﺒﻨﺎء ﻣﻮﺟﻮد
واﺣﺪ أﻧﻬﺎ ﻣﻌﺘﻤﺪة ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻟﻢ ﻳﺤﻨﺚ ﻷن اﻻﻋﺘﻤﺎد أﻣﺮ ﻣﺸﻜﻮك
 وﻣﺜﻞ ﻫﺬا ﻻﳝﻜﻦ أن ﻳﺤﻨﺚ، ﻳﺤﺘﻤﻞ وﺟﻮده وﻳﺤﺘﻤﻞ ﻋﺪﻣﻪ،ﻓﻴﻪ
،ﻓﻴﻪ أﺣﺪﻫﻤﺎ
25. See Beatrice St. Laurent and András Riedlmayer, “Restorations
of Jerusalem and the Dome of the Rock and Their Political
Signiﬁcance, 1537–1928,” Muqarnas 10 (1993): 76–84.
26. The main biographical account of al-Nabulusi is Kam¸l alDºn al-Ghazzº’s al-Wird al-unsº wa ’l-warºd al-Qudsº fº tarjamat alShaykh {Abd al-Ghanº al-N¸bulusº (unpublished, AUB MS 752).
For brief published accounts, see al-Mur¸dº, Silk al-durar, vol.
3, 31–38; Õal¸¥ al-Dºn al-Munajjid and S. Wild, eds., Ri¥lat¸n
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1985).
27. al-Mur¸dº, Silk al-durar, vol. 3, 38.
28. al-Ghazzº, al-Wird al-unsº, 32–33. The two poems form the
contents of his book on rhetoric ({ilm al-badº{), Nafa¥¸t alaz¥¸r {al¸ nasam¸t al-as¥{¸r fº mad¥ al-nabº al-mukht¸r, 3rd ed.
(Beirut: {@lam al-Fikr, 1984).
29. al-Jabartº, {Aj¸}ib al-¸th¸r fi ’l-tar¸jim wa ’l-akhb¸r, 4 vols., ed.
A. {Abd al-Ra¥ºm (Cairo: D¸r al-Kutub al-Miªriyya, 1998), vol.
1, 263–67.
30. For a detailed account of al-Nabulusi’s disciples and wide circle
of inﬂuence, see al-Ghazzº’s al-Wird al-unsº. For a published
list of names from al-Ghazzi’s biography, see al-Munajjid,
Ri¥lat¸n, 7–27.
31. al-Munajjid, Ri¥lat¸n, 25. For a detailed and critically reviewed
list of his work, see Bakrº {Al¸} al-Dºn, “al-Masrad al-naqdº bi
asm¸} mu}allaf¸t al-Shaykh {Abd al-Ghanº al-N¸bulusº,” Majallat
Majma{ al-Lugha al-{Arabiyya bi-Dimashq 59, 1–2 (1984): 97–
115, 334–88.
32. See al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 163.
33. Ibid., 42. See al-Damºrº, Ýay¸t al-¥ayaw¸n al-kubr¸, 2nd ed.,
2 vols. (Beirut: D¸r I¥y¸} al-Tur¸th al-{Arabº, 1999), vol. 1,
66.
34. See al-Uns al-jalºl, vol. 1, 397–417.
35. Such has been the prevailing approach among historians of
Islamic art and architecture in dealing with this and other
bizarre cases. Most of the published art-historical studies on
the Dome of the Rock are conducted within certain theoretical
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University of Minnesota Press, 2001).
38. Lindsay Jones, The Hermeneutics of Sacred Architecture: Experience,
Interpretation, Comparison, 2 vols. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2000).
39. Grabar’s extensive work on the Dome of the Rock and the
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 ﻇﻨﻮا أن اﻷﻣﺮ ﻛﺎن،ﺛﻢ ﳌﺎ ﻓﺘﺢ اﳌﺴﻠﻤﻮن ﺑﻴﺖ اﳌﻘﺪس ﻓﻲ ﺛﺎﻧﻲ ﻣﺮة
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43. See, for example, Nasser Rabbat, “The Meaning of the
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44. It is ahistorical in the sense that it does not ﬁt within the
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propositions and assumptions.
45. See vol. 1 of Jones’s, The Hermeneutics of Sacred Architecture,
subtitled Monumental Occasions: Reﬂections on the Eventfulness
of Religious Architecture.
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47. Ibid., 40.
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Landscape and Art in the Holy City under Frankish Rule (London:
Routledge, 2001), 89–93, 109–10.
50. Ibid., 110.
51. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 115–16. See Arabic text in n. 15, above.
52. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 122. The following and subsequent lines
are extracts from longer poems.

ﻳﺎﺣﺴﻦ ﻣﺴﺠﺪﻫﺎ اﳌﻌﻤﻮر ﺣﻴﺚ ﺑﻪ ﺣﻀﺮت اﻟﺼﻠﻮات اﳋﻤﺲ ﺣﻴﺚ
ﻟﻘﺎ
واﻟﻘﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻲ إﻟﻰ أﺑﻮاﺑﻪ اﺳﺘﺒﻘﺎ
وﻣﻘﻠﺘﻲ ﺑﻬﺘﺖ ﻓﻲ ﻟﻄﻒ ﺑﻬﺠﺘﻪ
ﻳﻜﺎد ﻣﻦ ﺟﺎءه ﻻﻳﻌﺮف اﻟﻄﺮﻗﺎ
وﻫﻴﺒﺔ اﻷﻧﺒﻴﺎ واﻷوﻟﻴﺎء ﺑﻪ
53. On this point, see my “Useful Obsessions: Architecture as
Cultural Critique,” in A. Salama et al., eds., Architectural
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Education Today: Cross-Cultural Perspectives (Lausanne:
Comportments, 2002), 31–41.
54. Grabar, The Shape of the Holy, 116. Grabar goes so far as to
say that “In this sense it is a remarkably contemporary work
of art, which imposes itself by its forms more than by its
meaning.”
55. al-Muqaddasº, A¥san al-taq¸sºm fº ma{rifat al-aq¸lºm (Beirut:
D¸r I¥y¸} al-Tur¸th al-{Arabº, 1987), 139. This statement is
widely quoted by historians of Islamic art and architecture
and is central to their reconstructions of the meanings of the
Dome of the Rock.
56. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 120.

 ﺑﻬﺬا اﻟﺒﻨﻴﺎن اﻟﺬي،واﳊﺎﺻﻞ أن اﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ أﺧﻔﻰ آﻳﺔ اﻟﺼﺨﺮة
 وإن ﻛﺎن أﻣﺮﻫﺎ ﻻﻳﺨﻔﻰ ﻋﻠﻰ أﻫﻞ، ﺣﻜﻤﺔ ﻣﻨﻪ ﺳﺒﺤﺎﻧﻪ،ﺣﻮﻟﻬﺎ
.اﻟﺒﺼﺎﺋﺮ وأﺻﺤﺎب اﻟﻘﻠﻮب اﻟﻄﺎﻫﺮة واﻟﺴﺮاﺋﺮ

57. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 121.

ﻣﺮﻓﻮﻋﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻬﻮى ﻣﻨﻴﻔﺔ
ﻣﻦ أﻋﲔ اﳊﺎﺳﺪﻳﻦ ﺧﻴﻔﺔ

58. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 121.

ﻗﻠﺐ اﳌﺘﻴﻢ ﻋﻦ ﻫﻮاﻫﺎ ﻣﺎﻓﺘﻲ
ﻧﻮر ﲡﺴﺪ ﻓﻲ ﻇﻮاﻫﺮ ﻣﻘﻠﺘﻲ
ﻣﻨﻪ ﺗﻌﻴﻨﺖ اﳋﻄﻮط ﻛﻨﻘﻄﺔ

ﻳﺎﺻﺨﺮة اﷲ ﻳﺎﺷﺮﻳﻔﺔ
ﺗﺴﺘﺮت ﺑﺎﻟﺒﻨﺎء ﻟﺒﺴﺎ

ﻳﺎﺻﺨﺮة اﷲ ﻳﺎﻣﻌﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ
روح ﺗﺼﻮر ﻓﻲ ﺑﻮاﻃﻦ ﺧﺎﻃﺮي
ﺧﺎل ﺑﺨﺪ اﳌﺴﺠﺪ اﻟﺴﺎﻣﻲ اﻟﺬرا

59. See Rabbat, “The Meaning of the Dome of the Rock.”
60. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya., 120.

 ﻓﻠﻢ ﻳﺴﺘﻮﺣﺶ، إﻟﻰ ﳑﺴﻮك ﺑﺎﻟﻘﺪرة،ﻓﻘﺪ ﻋﺮج ﻣﻦ ﳑﺴﻮك ﺑﺎﻟﻘﺪرة
.ﺻﻠﻰ اﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﻠﻢ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﺮاﺟﻪ ذﻟﻚ

61. Ibid., 121. This statement is rather obscure in the Arabic
text.

وﺑﺎﳉﻤﻠﺔ ﻓﺎﺳﺘﺘﺎرﻫﺎ اﻵن ﺑﺎﻟﺒﻨﻴﺎن ﻟﺬﻫﺎب ﻣﻘﺘﻀﻰ ذﻟﻚ ﻓﻲ
.اﻟﻌﻴﺎن

62. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 122.

ﻷﻧﻪ ﻟﻢ ﻳﺰل ﺑﺎﻟﺼﺨﺮ ﻣﻠﺘﺤﻘﺎ

63. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 121.

أﺿﺤﺖ ﺗﺴﻤﻰ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮري
ﺑﺎﻟﺼﺨﺮة
ﻣﺜﻞ اﻟﺬي ﻗﺪ ﻛﺎن أول ﻣﺮة

وﻣﻦ رأى ﺻﺨﺮة ﻓﺎﻟﻘﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻪ ﻗﺴﺎ
ﻓﻬﻲ اﻟﻜﺜﻴﻔﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻴﻮن ﻷﻧﻬﺎ
واﻟﻌﺎرﻓﻮن ﻟﻬﻢ ﺗﻠﻮح ﻟﻄﻴﻔﺔ

64. On al-Nabulusi’s conceptualization of the geographic correspondence between Jerusalem and the Hijaz, see my “Mapping
Difference: On the Islamic Concept of fa¤¸}il,” in S. Akkach,
ed., De-Placing Difference: Architecture, Culture, and Imaginative
Geography, proceedings of the third international symposium
of the Centre for Asian and Middle Eastern Architecture
(Adelaide: CAMEA, 2002), 9–21.
65. al-Ýa¤ra al-unsiyya, 121.

أﺳﺮارﻧﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺣﺞ اﻟﻜﻌﺒﺔ
ﻫﻲ ﻛﻌﺒﺔ اﻷرواح ﻃﺎﻓﺖ ﺣﻮﻟﻬﺎ
ﻛﺎﻟﻨﻔﺲ ﻓﻲ ﺟﺴﺪ اﻟﻮﺟﻮد وروﺣﻪ ﻓﻲ ﻃﻲ ﻛﻌﺒﺘﻨﺎ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻜﺔ

66. al-N¸bulusº, Dºw¸n al-¥aq¸}iq wa majm¢{ al-raq¸}iq (Beirut: D¸r
al-Jºl, 1986), 254–55. The translated lines are selected from
a longer poem.

واﺳﺘﺄﻧﺴﺖ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻌﺪ ﻃﻮل
ﺑﺪت اﳊﻘﻴﻘﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﺳﺘﻮرﻫﺎ
ﻧﻔﻮرﻫﺎ
وﺗﺒﺴﻤﺖ ﻓﻲ وﺟﻪ ﻋﺎﺷﻘﻬﺎ اﻟﺬي ﻗﺪ ﻫﺎم ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺑﻴﺎض ﺛﻐﻮرﻫﺎ
ﺧﻔﻴﺖ وﻣﺎﺧﻔﻴﺖ وﻗﺪ ﻇﻬﺮت وﻣﺎ ﻇﻬﺮت وﻗﺎم ﺧﻔﺎؤﻫﺎ ﺑﻈﻬﻮرﻫﺎ
إﻓﺸﺎء ﻓﻴﻬﺎ ﻋﻨﺪ أﻫﻞ أﻣﻮرﻫﺎ
ﻛﺘﻢ وﻻﻛﺘﻢ وإﻓﺸﺎء وﻻ
ﻣﻦ ﻗﺎل ﻣﻦ ﻫﻲ ﻗﻠﺖ ﻣﻦ ﻫﻲ ﻣﺜﻠﻪ ﻗﻮﻻ ً ﻳﺤﻘﻘﻨﻲ ﺑﻮرد ﺻﺪورﻫﺎ
وﺗﻨﺰﻫﺖ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎﻟﻴﺎت ﻗﺼﻮرﻫﺎ
وﺑﻬﺎ زﻫﺖ ذات اﻟﺴﺘﻮر ﻣﻼﺣﺔ
ﻓﺎﺷﺘﺎق ﻧﺎﻇﺮﻫﺎ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻨﻈﻮرﻫﺎ
ﻗﺼﺮت ﻣﺤﺎﺳﻨﻬﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺸﺎﻗﻬﺎ
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THE TAJ MAHAL: ARCHITECTURE, SYMBOLISM,
AND URBAN SIGNIFICANCE

Much has been written on the Taj Mahal, but little
has been said about its architecture. There has been
only one interpretation of the symbolism of the
mausoleum,1 and the urban situation of the monument
in the city of Agra has been almost entirely neglected.
In brief form, this essay presents the main results of
a recently completed monograph in which I address
these issues.2
The Taj Mahal is the Mughals’ great contribution to
world architecture, and, as the contemporary sources
reveal, it was conceived as such from the very beginning
(ﬁg. 1). In the words of Shah Jahan’s early historian
Muhammad Amin Qazwini, writing in the 1630s:
And a dome of high foundation and a building of great
magniﬁcence was founded—a similar and equal to it the
eye of the Age has not seen under these nine vaults of
the enamel-blue sky, and of anything resembling it the
ear of Time has not heard in any of the past ages…it will
be the masterpiece of the days to come, and that which
adds to the astonishment of humanity at large.3

Not only was the monument to be a magniﬁcent burial
place for Mumtaz Mahal, Shah Jahan’s beloved wife
(d. 1631), but also—and this is explicitly pointed
out by the emperor’s main historian {Abd al-Hamid
Lahawri—it was to testify to the power and glory of
Shah Jahan (r. 1628–58) and Mughal rule:
They laid the plan for a magniﬁcent building and a dome
of high foundation which for its loftiness will until the Day
of Resurrection remain a memorial to the sky-reaching
ambition of His Majesty, the Sahib Qiran-Thani (Second
Lord of the Auspicious Conjunction of the Planets Jupiter
and Venus), and its strength will represent the ﬁrmness
of the intentions of its builder.4

In other words, the Taj Mahal was built with posterity
in mind, and we the viewers are part of its concept.
I came to study the Taj Mahal in the context of a
survey of the palaces and gardens of Shah Jahan that
I have been conducting since 1976 as part of a larger
survey of Mughal architecture. With the assistance of

Dr. Yunus Jaffery from Dr. Zakir Hussain College in
Delhi,5 I have established from the Persian sources a
corpus of thirty-ﬁve Shahjahani palaces (sing. dawlatkh¸na) and garden residences (sing. b¸gh), of which
twenty-four proved upon ﬁeld investigation to exist in
varying sizes and states of preservation. In the whole
of Islamic architecture, this is the largest extant body
of palaces built by a single patron.
Entirely new measured drawings of seventeen palaces were prepared by the Indian architect Richard
A. Barraud, who drew them on the basis of measurements he and I made during extensive ﬁeldwork,6
which I undertook because many of these complexes
are hardly or not at all recorded. Altogether, Mughal
architecture, like the Islamic architecture of India in
general, is not well documented. The art historian
cannot rely on measured drawings to the same extent
possible for the better-documented areas of Islamic
architecture or for Western historical architecture in
general. The pioneering surveys of the Archaeological
Survey of India from the end of the nineteenth and
the ﬁrst half of the twentieth centuries included several Mughal sites, but only a few—such as the monographs of Edmund W. Smith on Fatehpur Sikri and
on Akbar’s Tomb at Sikandra—were published.7 More
often than not, when one wants to have an exact plan
of a building one has to go and measure it. On the
other hand, while establishing this basic documentation, the art historian is confronted by all the questions the discipline has developed in the span of
its existence, during which the approach has moved
from formal assessment and analysis towards contextual studies.
I began my survey of the palaces at Agra and, during the 1980s, spent months in the Red Fort, measuring and photographing its buildings. From here
the Taj Mahal was always before my eyes at a distance
across the river Yamuna, popularly called Jamna (ﬁg.
2), and one of these views eventually became the cover
image of my book Mughal Architecture (1991), in which
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Fig. 1. Agra, Taj Mahal (1632–43), mausoleum and flanking buildings seen from the upper level of the gate. (Photo: Ebba
Koch, 1996)

I dealt with the Taj Mahal for the ﬁrst time, albeit
only brieﬂy.8 I felt overwhelmed by its perfection,
splendor, and sheer size. Eventually I realized that
as a scholar I was not alone in my awe of the famous
building. The vast literature on the Taj Mahal comprises surprisingly few serious scholarly studies and,
as I pointed out at the beginning, there is as yet no
monograph or modern analytical treatise dedicated
to its architecture.9
At the same time I came to realize that many answers
to my questions about Shah Jahan’s palaces and gardens lay in the Taj Mahal as the ultimate project of
his architectural patronage. The ﬁnal incentive to
study it in detail came in 1994, when the editors of
the second edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam asked
me to write the article on the building.10 This started
my project of newly documenting and analyzing the
entire mausoleum complex; I am the ﬁrst Western
scholar since India gained independence in 1947 to
have received permission for such an undertaking,
through the generosity of the Archaeological Sur-

vey of India. With Richard Barraud I have been measuring and photographing the buildings of the complex in intermittent expeditions during the last ten
years.11 The survey has brought me into the remotest corners of the Taj Mahal, and this close encounter with the architecture has revealed the contribution of the anonymous workmen who inscribed their
mason marks on the stones.12
I began my analysis by looking at the entire complex of the Taj Mahal and at its urban situation. I
could not help noticing that the Taj Mahal invites
an approach that coincides with what since the 1970s
might be termed a “deconstructive reading.” According to Jaques Derrida, the main propagator of this
method of disassembling and questioning established
notions, all Western thought is based on the idea
of centers—Origin, Truth, Ideal Form, Fixed Point,
Immovable Mover, Essence, God, and Presence—that
guarantee all meaning. The problem with these centers is that they attempt to exclude. In doing so they
ignore, repress, or marginalize others.13 Even those
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Fig. 2. Taj Mahal, mausoleum flanked by mosque (right) and Mihman Khana (left), seen across the river Jamna. (Photo:
Ebba Koch, 1985)

who are tiring of deconstruction will see that the idea
of center-and-margin illustrates the perception of the
Taj too tellingly not to be included in this discussion.
Traditionally, the white building of the mausoleum
takes the position of the center in the conception
of the beholder, who hardly notices the large complex at the end of which it stands. Due to the prominence of the tomb, its surrounding architecture has
received very little attention—in other words, it has
been marginalized.
It thus seems important ﬁrst to consider the entire
complex, especially its subsidiary courtyards, which
emerge as integral components of its design. In addition, I have extended the investigation of the surroundings of the Taj to its larger environment, to its
relationship to the city of Agra.
ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLEX
The mausoleum is set at the northern end of the
main axis of a vast oblong walled-in complex that mea-

sures 896.10 x 300.84 m (ﬁg. 3), which works out to
1112.5 x 374 Shahjahani gaz. Of this complex, the
tomb garden and its forecourt are fully preserved;
we measured it as 561.20 x 300.84 (300) m, that is,
696 x 374 (373) gaz (ﬁg. 4).14 The Shahjahani linear
yard, called gaz or zir¸{, corresponds to about 81–82
cm, or 32 inches; our ﬁeld studies have shown that
it was not an exact unit but a relative, proportionally
used one, the length of which could vary slightly, even
within one and the same building complex. For the
overall length of the Taj complex, the average gaz
ﬁgure comes to 80.55 cm.
The tomb garden consists of two main components: a cross-axial, four-fold garden—in the form
of a classical ch¸rb¸gh (ﬁg. 3: B)—and, towards the
river, a raised terrace on which are placed the mausoleum and its ﬂanking buildings (ﬁg. 3: A). In this,
the Taj Mahal garden follows the form of the typical
garden of Mughal Agra, the waterfront garden. As I
have shown elsewhere, this is a speciﬁc form of the
ch¸rb¸gh developed by the Mughals in response to the
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geographic conditions of the Indo-Gangetic plain,
and more speciﬁcally for the riverfront situation at
Agra. Here the water source was not a lively spring
on a mountain slope, as in the Mughals’ native Central Asia, but a large, slow-ﬂowing river, from which
the desired running water had to be brought into
the garden by means of water lifts. Accordingly, the
Mughals conceived a garden type to take advantage
of this waterfront situation; the main building was
not placed in the center of the garden, as in the classical Mughal ch¸rb¸gh, but rather on an oblong terrace (kursº) running along the riverfront. The garden
component was on the landward side of the terrace.
This shift towards the riverfront provided the main
garden pavilions with the climatic advantages of running water and presented a carefully composed front
to viewers on a boat or across the river (ﬁg. 2). From
the garden itself, the buildings presented an equally
satisfying backdrop (ﬁg. 1).15
URBAN CONTEXT
Mughal Agra consisted of two bands of such riverfront gardens lining the Jamna, of which only a few
survive today. The key to my reconstruction of this
riverfront scheme, which formed the urban context
of the Taj, is a plan of Agra dating from the 1720s,
in the Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum in the
City Palace in Jaipur; to my knowledge it is the earliest
plan of the city (ﬁg. 5).16 It shows forty-four garden
complexes (including the Agra Fort) along the river
and gives their names, which are usually those of their
owners, in Devanagari script. 17 Information about
these gardens can also be pieced together from the
Mughal histories and eulogistic descriptions of Agra,
in which gardens of members of the imperial family
and of nobles are occasionally mentioned, especially
in the context of an imperial visit. Another source is
topographical descriptions of Agra written in Persian
by local informants for British administrators after
the British took Agra in 1803. In his Tafrºh al-{im¸r¸t
(1825–26), Sil Chand describes the gardens of Agra by
the same names as feature on the Jaipur plan.18 The
main owners of the riverfront gardens of Agra were
the emperors Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb, members
of their imperial family, and their nobility the amirs
and manªabd¸rs. Even Mumtaz Mahal had a garden at
Agra, which she bequeathed to her daughter Jahanara;
what is left of this Bagh-i Jahanara is now known by
the corrupted name Zahara Bagh and lies south of the
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Ram Bagh, originally Nur Jahan’s Bagh-i Nur Afshan
(ﬁg. 5: 3 and 4; ﬁg. 6).19 The evidence indicates that
most of these gardens followed the riverfront design,
with the main building on a terrace overlooking the
river and a ch¸rb¸gh on the landward side.20
ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLEX RESUMED
The design of the Taj garden thus introduces an
established Mughal residential garden type into the
context of a monumental imperial mausoleum. The
waterfront scheme not only determines the shape of
the funerary garden of the Taj, it is also a key element
in the planning of the entire Taj complex. At the part
of it to the south of the garden is a large rectangle
(ﬁg. 3: C) whose central square forms the Taj forecourt, called jilawkh¸na by Shah Jahan’s chroniclers,
the ofﬁcially appointed court historian {Abd al-Hamid
Lahawri and Muhammad Salih Kanbu, who wrote on
his own account. Both provide us with almost identical
detailed descriptions of the entire Taj Mahal complex,
on the occasion of its ofﬁcial completion on 17 Dhu
’l-Qa{da 1052 (February 6, 1643).21 Both historians
are remarkably consistent in their use of architectural
terms; I follow their terminology.
The jilawkh¸na square (ﬁg. 3: 11) is framed on
both of its shorter sides by two smaller courtyard
enclosures. An open bazaar street (ﬁg. 3: 12a, 12b)
divides these courtyards and provides the main access
to the jilawkh¸na and, beyond that, through a monumental gateway (ﬁg. 3: 9), to the tomb garden. The
northern pair of courtyards contained the residential
quarters for the tomb attendants, the khaw¸ªªp¢ras
(ﬁg. 3: 10a, 10b). The southern pair contained subsidiary tomb gardens of lesser wives of Shah Jahan,
whose identity is still under debate (ﬁg. 3: 13a, 13b).
These tomb enclosures echoed the design of the main
tomb garden on a smaller scale because they followed
the characteristic waterfront scheme of a cross-axial
ch¸rb¸gh combined with an oblong terrace on which
stood the tomb structure and its ﬂanking buildings.
(These buildings, with one exception, are no longer
preserved.) On the outside of the Taj complex are
three buildings, two to the west (ﬁg. 3: 20, 21) and
one to the east; the latter represents another subsidiary tomb complex of this type (ﬁg. 3: 13c).
The waterfront scheme is thus transferred to a landlocked situation in these miniature replicas of the main
garden. Not only that, but the waterfront garden is
also used as the ordering scheme for the entire sub-
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Fig. 3. Site plan of the Taj Mahal with terms derived from the Persian descriptions by Lahawri and Kanbu of 1643: A. riverfront terrace (kursº), B. tomb garden (b¸gh), C. complex of the forecourt (jilawkh¸na), D. complex with cross-shaped (ch¸r
s¢) bazaar and four caravanserais (sar¸}º), 1. mausoleum (raw¬a), 2. mosque (masjid), 3. assembly hall (mihm¸n kh¸na), 4a–f.
wall towers (burj), 5. pool (haw¬), 6. first temporary burial site of Mumtaz Mahal, 7a, b. garden wall pavilions ({im¸rat) popularly called Naubat Khana (Drum House), 8. double arcaded galleries to the south of the garden (ºw¸n dar ºw¸n), 9. gate
(darw¸za), 10a, b. quarters for tomb attendants (khaw¸ªªp¢ra), 11. forecourt (jilawkh¸na), 12a–f. bazaar streets (b¸z¸r), 13a–c.
subsidiary tombs (maqbara) all popularly called Saheli Burj (Tower of the Female Friend), 14. gates (darw¸za): 14a. popularly
called Fatehpuri Gate, 14b. popularly called Fatehabad Gate, 15. gate (darw¸za) popularly called Sirhi Darwaza, 16. caravan→
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Fig. 4. Plan of the preserved complex. (Drawing: Richard A. Barraud and Ebba Koch)

serai (sar¸}º) known since the eighteenth century as: 16a Katra (Market) Omar Khan, 16b. Katra Fulel (Market of Perfumes),
16c. Katra Resham (Silk Market), 16d. Katra Jogidas, 17. central square (chawk), 18a, b. west and east gates of the bazaar and
caravanserai complex, 19. south gate of the bazaar and caravanserai complex popularly called Dakhnay Darwaza, 20. outer
western tomb, 21. mosque popularly called Fatehpuri Masjid. (Drawing: Richard A. Barraud and Ebba Koch)
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Fig. 5. Plan of Agra, drawn with added numbering after a plan painted on cloth datable to the 1720s, 294 x 272 cm, in the
Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum, City Palace, Jaipur (cat. no. 126): 3. Ram Bagh (Bagh-i Nur Afshan), 4. Zahara Bagh
(Bagh-i Jahanara), 9. Tomb of I{timad al-Dawla, 17. Mahtab Bagh, 20. Taj Mahal, 28. Agra Fort. (Drawing: Richard A. Barraud and Ebba Koch)

sidiary complex of the Taj. In order to understand
the complete design, we must turn to contemporary
description and look at eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury plans (compare ﬁgs. 3 and 7).22 From these it
becomes apparent that south of the jilawkh¸na there was
another courtyard complex with a cross-axial arrangement (ﬁg. 3: D). It was formed by open, intersecting
bazaar streets (ﬁg. 3: 12c, 12d, 12e, 12f), which corresponded to the walkways of the garden, and four
squarish sar¸}ºs, that is, caravanserais or inns (ﬁg. 3:
16a, 16b, 16c, 16d), taking the place of the four gar-

den plots. We meet here with a unique and highly
creative transfer of a ch¸rb¸gh design onto a complex
of utilitarian civic architecture. Hence the conﬁguration of the rectangular unit containing the jilawkh¸na
and the cross-axial unit to its south echoed the waterfront scheme of the Taj garden. The entire complex
of the Taj Mahal thus consisted formally of two units
following the waterfront design—that of the Taj garden, a true waterfront garden, and that of the landlocked variant of the subsidiary units.
The tomb garden and the subsidiary complex were
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Fig. 6. Plan of preserved and reconstructible building substance of the so-called Zahara Bagh, identified as Bagh-i Jahanara
(late 1620s to 1630s), Agra. (Drawing: Richard A. Barraud and Ebba Koch)

connected not only formally but also functionally.
The utilitarian unit serviced the funerary unit of the
tomb garden. By imperial command the upkeep of
the tomb was ﬁnanced by the income generated from
the bazaars and caravanserais, in addition to that of
thirty villages from the district of Agra.23 The service
unit was the counterpart (qarºna)24 of the tomb complex, linked to it by design and function.
The two zones, the funerary and the “wordly,” relate

also to the dialectics of the Islamic concept of dºn waduny¸}, the domains of the spiritual and the material
life.25 Furthermore, the addition to the mausoleum
complex of quarters for merchants and foreign travelers ensured “that the whole world should see and
admire its magniﬁcence,” in the words of the French
jeweler and traveler Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, who was
in Agra in 1640–41, and again in 1665.26 Its reception
through world travelers—jah¸n-naward¸n or rawandah¸-
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Fig. 7. Plan of the entire Taj Mahal complex with designations of the main buildings in Persian, late eighteenth or
early nineteenth century, Museum für Indische Kunst, Berlin,
MIK 10060.

yi {¸lam, as the Mughals called them27—thus forms an
integral part of the concept of the Taj Mahal.
Of this two-part service unit, the southern cross-axial
component is the great mystery of the Taj Mahal: we
do not really know how much of it survives. Hardly
anybody who walks through the southern gate of the
jilawkh¸na (ﬁg. 3: 15) and enters the narrow street
with the marble inlay workshops realizes that this area,
known as the Taj Ganj, was originally part of the Taj
complex. Here a densely built city quarter has grown
up in which the architecture of Shah Jahan has been
buried almost entirely; today one can make out only
fragments of the wings of the original bazaars and
caravanserais. The four gates of the central square
or chawk are preserved (although two only in part)
and protected by the Archaeological Survey of India
(ﬁg. 8).
The Taj Ganj is, however, an integral part of the
Taj Mahal, an indispensable component of its planning. It has been lost, but there is no doubt that it
should be given back to the Taj by some means. I
am planning to do this in the form of an architectural model that will reconstruct the entire complex
of the Taj Mahal, the River Jamna, and the imperial
garden called Mahtab Bagh on the opposite side of
the river. The model will enable visitors to understand
that the Taj is unique not only because of the grandness of the tomb building but also because of the carefully planned creative design, the scale, and the multifunctional complexity of the entire compound. It will
also draw attention to the Taj Mahal as a constituent
part of the urban scheme of Agra. I envisage placing the model in the new Visitors’ Center at the Taj
Mahal, in the eastern and western courtyards of the
khaw¸ªªp¢ras (ﬁg. 9), today called, respectively, Fatehabad Gate Court and Fatehpuri Gate Court. The Taj
Mahal Visitors’ Center is part of a new initiative for
“the conservation and restoration…of the Taj Mahal
and surrounding areas and a new site visitor management,” realized since 2001 in a partnership between
the Indian government, represented by the Archaeological Survey of India, and the private sector—the
Indian Hotels Company Ltd., that is, the Tata Group
of Hotels. The project is monitored by the Taj Mahal
Conservation Collaborative, directed by the conservation architect Rahul Mehrotra and by Amita Baig,
and advised by a body of global experts of which I am
part.28
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Fig. 8. Taj Mahal, bazaar and caravanserai complex (fig. 3: D), gate of the central chawk (square) leading to the northeastern caravanserai today called Katra Fulel (fig. 3: 16b). The area is now built in and over by the city quarter Taj Ganj; in the
background can be seen the gate of the Taj Mahal garden, behind it part of the mausoleum, and to the right the Mihman
Khana. (Photo: Ebba Koch, 1999)

THE TAJ AS BUILT ARCHITECTURAL THEORY
The reconstruction of the original complex of the
Taj establishes the determinant role of the waterfront
garden in its planning. The complex of the Taj Mahal
not only explores the potential of the waterfront
garden as an ideal funerary and a utilitarian worldly
form, it also expresses canonically the architectural
principles of the period.
We have no texts to turn to because the Mughals
had no written architectural theory, and one wonders to what extent they were affected by the ancient
Shastric tradition of building theory. The Sanskrit
texts translated in an extensive program under Akbar
did not include the outstanding Indian genre of art
and architectural theory, the shilpa sh¸stras and v¸st¢
sh¸stras, respectively; theorizing about art was not a

Mughal literary preoccupation. True, it was hardly a
major theme elsewhere in the Islamic world, but one
would have expected the Mughals to become interested in the ancient Indian textual tradition of art theory, all the more since, like the Muslim dynasties in
India before them, they continued to absorb Indian
artistic conventions into their art and architecture,
and even newly revived them. However, the fact that
no texts exist does not mean that architectural theory was absent from Mughal thinking, especially in
the time of Shah Jahan. My investigations have shown
that theory was laid down in the architecture itself.
As in painting—and I have tried to establish this for
the historical images illustrating Shah Jahan’s history,
the P¸dsh¸hn¸ma29—the ruler’s buildings and formal
gardens express these concepts so systematically that
we can derive them from their form itself. The Taj is
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Fig. 9. Taj Mahal, view from the roof level of the gate towards southeast onto the khaw¸ªªp¢ra (quarter of attendants) now
called Fatehabad Gate Courtyard (fig. 3: 10b) and the subsidiary tomb to the east of the jilawkh¸na (fig. 3: 13b). (Photo:
Ebba Koch, 1995)

“built architectural theory,” which can be read almost
like a literary text once we have mastered the grammar and vocabulary of the architectural language. The
buildings speak to us “with mute eloquence” (bazab¸n
bºzab¸nº), as Lahawri puts it.30 We note here the purest expression of a consistent formal systematization
characteristic of the entire art of Shah Jahan; it represents a distinctive and outstanding contribution speciﬁc to this period.
The principles of Shahjahani architecture, which
interact closely with one another, can be identiﬁed
as follows:

3.
4.
5.

1. Geometrical planning.
2. Symmetry. Favored in particular is bilateral symmetry, for which we even have a term in contemporary descriptions of buildings, namely, qarºna,31

6.
7.
8.

an Arabic word that expresses the notion of pairing and counterparts but also of integration, thus
ﬁtting conceptually into the ideas of universal
harmony that played a great role in the imperial
ideology of Shah Jahan. In a typical Shahjahani
qarºna scheme, two symmetrical features, one mirroring the other, are arranged on both sides of a
central, dominant feature.
Hierarchy. This is the overriding principle, which
governs all the others.
Proportional formulas expressed in triadic divisions.
Uniformity of shapes, ordered by hierarchical
accents.
Sensuous attention to detail.
Selective use of naturalism.
Symbolism.
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Fig. 10. Agra Fort, courtyard now called Machchhi Bhawan, originally the “Ground Floor Courtyard of the Hall of Private
Audiences” (Dawlat Khana-i Khass), south wing with marble baldachin for Shah Jahan’s throne, 1630s (Photo: Ebba Koch,
1980)

A palace wing of the so-called Machchhi Bhawan
(1630s) in the Agra fort illustrates these principles very
clearly (ﬁg. 10). The wing consists of uniformly shaped
arcades with a hierarchical accent in the center, in the
form of the emperor’s marble baldachin. The central
feature and the identical arcades on both sides express
in a triadic division bilateral symmetry, or qarºna. The
baldachin attains its hierarchical accentuation by the
use of nobler material—namely, white marble—and
with selective naturalism: it is formed of organic baluster columns, decorated with naturalistically sculpted
acanthus leaves that also appear in stucco as decoration
of the interior cupola. These elements are shaped with
sensuous attention to detail and are in stark contrast
to the plainer arcades of the wings. The organic plant
forms of the baldachin symbolize the emperor, whose
throne stood below it, as the generator of blossoming
and wellbeing.32 This is underlined by the pot with

overﬂowing leaves out of which grows each of the four
columns—a p¢r¨a ghata or p¢r¨a kalasha, in Indian
architecture an ancient symbol of growth, fecundity,
and prosperity (ﬁg. 11).33
This example is meant to suggest that the same principles govern the entire architecture of Shah Jahan—
palaces, gardens, mosques, and mausoleums. They
are, however, expressed most grandly and most consistently in the Taj Mahal, whose architecture epitomizes the Shahjahani system.
THE PRINCIPLES OF SHAHJAHANI
ARCHITECTURE AS EXPRESSED IN
THE TAJ MAHAL
First, a rational and strict geometry is ensured by the
use of grid systems based on the Shahjahani gaz. Different modules are used for the garden and the subsidiary
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Fig. 11. Marble baluster column of the baldachin of Shah
Jahan’s throne, topped with an acanthus capital and growing
out of a pot with overflowing acanthus leaves, the Indian pur¨a
ghata. (Photo: Ebba Koch, 1979)

complexes, and even individual buildings have their
own grid. The unit of the garden and the riverfront
terrace is based on a grid with a 23-gaz module, and
the unit of the jilawkh¸na and bazaar and caravanserai
complex on a 17-gaz module. In the planning of the
mausoleum a 7-gaz module is used and in that of the
gate a 3-gaz module.34
Second, there is perfect symmetrical planning with
emphasis on bilateral symmetry (qarºna) along a central axis on which are placed the main features. The
main axis running north-south is represented by the
garden canal and the bazaar street in its extension.
On it are set the dominant features: the mausoleum
(raw¬a) (ﬁg. 3: 1), the pool (haw¬) (ﬁg. 3: 5), the

gate (darw¸za) to the garden (ﬁg. 3: 9), the forecourt
(jilawkh¸na) (ﬁg. 3: 11) and its southern gate (ﬁg.
3: 15), the square (chawk) (ﬁg. 3: 17), and the southern gate of the bazaar and caravanserai complex (ﬁg.
3: 19). These elements are ﬂanked on both sides by
pairs of identical buildings: the mosque (masjid) (ﬁg.
3: 2) and the assembly hall (mihm¸n kh¸na) (ﬁg. 3: 3),
two garden wall pavilions (cim¸rat), now called Naubat
Khana (ﬁg. 3: 7a, 7b), and, to accentuate the corners
of the enclosure wall and the terrace step, three pairs
of tower pavilions (burj) (ﬁg. 3: 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e, 4f).
The elements of the subsidiary unit (ﬁg. 3: C, D) are
arranged in the same mirror symmetry.
Integrated into the overall qarºna symmetry are
centrally planned elements, namely the four-part garden (b¸gh) (ﬁg. 3: B), the four-part bazaar-and-caravanserai complex (ﬁg. 3: D), the miniature ch¸rb¸ghs
of the subsidiary tombs (ﬁg. 3: 13a, 13b); the individual buildings of the mausoleum (ﬁg. 3: 1) and gate
(ﬁg. 3: 9) are raised over central plans (compare
ﬁgs. 3 and 4). Each element plays an indispensable
part in the composition; if just one part were missing, the balance of the entire composition would be
destroyed.
Bilateral symmetry dominated by a central accent
has generally been recognized as an ordering principle of the architecture of rulers aiming at absolute
power—a symbol of the ruling force that brings about
balance and harmony. For Earl E. Rosenthal, this is
expressed in the palace built into the Alhambra in
Granada by Charles V in 1526 as a statement of the
Christian Reconquista of Spain, “a striking symbol of
the stratiﬁcation of aristocratic society under centralized authority.”35
Third, triadic divisions bound together in proportional formulas determine the shape of plans, elevations, and architectural ornament of the Taj. A leitmotif is the tripartite composition consisting of a
dominant feature in the center ﬂanked by two identical elements; the conﬁguration relates in turn to hierarchy as well as to qarºna symmetry (ﬁgs. 1 and 12).
Fourth is the hierarchical grading of material, forms,
and color down to the minutest ornamental detail.
Particular striking is hierarchical use of color: the
only building in the whole complex faced entirely
with white marble is the mausoleum. All the subsidiary structures of the Taj complex are faced with red
sandstone; special features such as domes may be clad
in white marble (ﬁgs. 1, 2, 12). This hierarchic use
of white marble and red sandstone is typical of impe-
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Fig. 12. Taj Mahal, Mihman Khana (Photo: Ebba Koch, 1996)

rial Mughal architecture, but here it is explored with
unparalleled sophistication. It represents the clearest link to pre-Islamic Indian Shastric concepts and
expresses social stratiﬁcation. The Mughals elaborated
here an architectural praxis that already had been
adopted by the early sultans of Delhi and that conforms to older Indian concepts laid down in the Shastric literature. The Vishnudharmottara, an authoritative
compilation composed in Kashmir in about the eighth
century, recommended white-colored stone for Brahmin buildings and red for those of the Kshatriyas, the
warrior caste:36 “White, it would seem, is opposed to
red as the purity of the Brahmin is opposed to the
ruling power of the Kshatriya.” The synthesis of the
two colors had an auspicious connotation.37 By using
white and red in their buildings, the Mughals represented themselves in the terms of the two highest levels of the Indian social system: architecturally
speaking, they were the new Brahmins and the new
Kshatryas of the age. Until Aurangzeb, the Mughal

emperors were concerned to deﬁne themselves as rulers in Indian as well as Muslim terms; the historian
{Abd al-Qadir Bada}uni (d. 1004/1595–96), who was
an orthodox Muslim and wrote a history of Akbar on
his own account, criticized the emperor for letting
himself be addressed as an incarnation “like Rama,
Krishna, and other inﬁdel kings.”38
Fifth is the uniformity of shapes, ordered by hierarchical accents: for instance, only one type of columnar support—the Shahjahani column—is used in the
entire complex. It has a multifaceted shaft, a muqarnas capital, and a base formed of multicusped-arched
panels39 and is always combined with a multicusped
arch. The proportions and details of the columns
may vary according to their position in the complex.
In the galleries on both sides of the gate (ﬁg. 3: 8a,
8b) they form monumental arcades (ﬁg. 13, and cf.
ﬁg. 10); on the roof level of the mausoleum similar
arcades on a smaller scale are set in the back sides
of the pºsht¸qs (portals), and Shahjahani half-columns
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Fig. 13. Taj Mahal, galleries south of garden on both sides of
the gate (fig. 3: 18), Shahjahani column with faceted shaft,
muqarnas capital, and base formed of four multicusped panels,
each enriched with a flowering plant in relief. (Photo: Ebba
Koch, 1995)

Fig. 14. Taj Mahal, roof level, pillar with paired Shahjahani
half-columns of roof chhatrº (kiosk), behind the back side of
the pºsht¸q (porch) with gallery formed of Shahjahani columns
and multicusped arches. (Photo: Ebba Koch, 1996)

ﬂank the pillars of the four marble chhatrºs (kiosks)
surrounding the main dome (ﬁg. 14).
This uniformity is true of the entire architectural
vocabulary and its decoration; it applies to the paneling of the walls with shallow multicusped niches and
cartouches, and to the treatment of vaults. One type
of decorative facing is used for the main vaults and
the half vaults of the mausoleum and gate (ﬁgs. 15,
16)—a network developed from points arranged in concentric circles, which Shah Jahan’s authors described
as q¸lib k¸rº, or mold work, because in the original
plaster form of the vault the pattern was applied by
means of molds (ﬁg. 15). The design was transferred

into marble in the central dome and half vaults of the
pºsht¸qs of the mausoleum (ﬁg. 16).
Sixth, the principle of sensuous attention to detail
is expressed most exemplarily in the ﬂowers of the
mausoleum dado and in the exquisite pietra dura (literally, “hard stone”: gemstone inlay) decoration of the
cenotaphs of Mumtaz Mahal and Shah Jahan and the
screen that surrounds them (ﬁgs. 17, 18, 20, 21).
Seventh, in the Taj the selective use of naturalism
emphasizes hierarchy. The most naturalistic decor
appears in the chief building of the entire complex,
the mausoleum (ﬁgs. 17, 18, 20, 21).
Eighth, the sophisticated symbolism in the architec-
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Fig. 15. Taj Mahal, garden gate, half vault of the southern pºsht¸q showing plaster facing with q¸lib k¸rº, that is, a network
forming kite-shaped compartments developed from stars arranged in concentric tiers. (Photo: Ebba Koch, 1996)

Fig. 16. Taj Mahal, mausoleum, central dome with q¸lib k¸rº in marble relief. (Photo: Ebba Koch, 1996)
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tural program expresses, as I have suggested, the concept of the mausoleum as earthly realization of the
mansion of Mumtaz in the garden of Paradise. This
is clearly formulated by Lahawri in the ofﬁcial history
of the emperor’s reign:
…the exalted mausoleum, which imitates the gardens of
Rizwan [the guardian of Paradise], and which gives an
impression of Paradise (literally, the holy enclosures)
(raw¬a-i mu}all¸ ki az riy¸¬-i Ri¬w¸n hik¸yat kard wa az
ha¾¸}ir[rat al-] quds nish¸n dahad).40

Mughal eulogistical references have a complexity of
their own; while they may represent a purely literary
convention, they can also have a direct bearing on the
work of architecture or art that they praise. In order
to arrive at their meaning, the metaphors used in such
eulogies thus have to be carefully evaluated against
the evidence brought forth by formal analysis.41
In the Taj Mahal, every aspect of the architecture
supports the concept of the paradisiacal mansion.
It is expressed in the overall planning of the entire
complex. The waterfront garden, a typical residential
garden form of Agra, was realized in ideal forms and

brought to its ultimate monumentalized design; thus
it was raised to a level above the sphere of mortals.
The concept of the eschatological house also governs
the elaborate program of the inscriptions, designed
by Amanat Khan Shirazi. Z. A. Desai and Wayne Begley have shown that passages of the Qur}an selected
for the inscriptions focus on themes of the Last Judgment, divine mercy, the reward of the faithful, and
Paradise (ﬁg. 19).42 Such themes are entirely ﬁtting
for the mausoleum in their evocation of the abode
prepared for Mumtaz in Paradise. Begley, however,
uses the evidence for another, less close-at-hand reading and sees in the Taj Mahal an architectural realization of an Islamic cosmological scheme—namely, the
concept of the Throne of God on the Day of Judgment, as envisaged and recorded in a diagram by the
thirteenth-century Spanish mystic Ibn al-{Arabi in his
Fut¢¥¸t al-Makkiyya (1238).43 Why then, as Maria Eva
Subtelny has pointed out, 44 is the famous Throne verse
(Qur}an 2:255) extolling God’s majesty45 absent from
the inscriptional program of the Taj Mahal? Begley’s
interpretation ignores not only that, but also the use
of an established Agra garden plan for the layout of

Fig. 17. Taj Mahal, pºsht¸q of mausoleum, marble dados with rows of naturalistic flowers representing heavenly flowerbeds.
(Photo: Ebba Koch, 1978)
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Fig. 18. Taj Mahal, pºsht¸q of the mausoleum, dado flowers of mixed botanical species, detail. (Photo: Ebba Koch, 1978)

the mausoleum.46 He also disregards another highly
relevant aspect, that is, the ﬂoral decoration that forms
an integral part of the building.
In a direct appeal to our senses, the concept of the
paradisiacal garden house is expressed in the delicate
ﬂowers that appear on the dados, at the eye level of
the beholder. They are carved in sensuous detail and
represent naturalistic but not necessarily identiﬁable
botanical species47 that transform the lower walls of
the mausoleum into ever-blooming paradisiacal ﬂowerbeds (ﬁgs. 17, 18).
The naturalistic decoration culminates in the interior, in the central ensemble of the cenotaphs of Mumtaz and Shah Jahan and the screen that surrounds
them. These are covered with spectacular ﬂowers
and plants inlaid with semi-precious stones, in commesso (composition) di pietre dure; the Mughals called
the technique parchºn k¸rº (literally: “driven-in work”)
(ﬁg. 20). The poet Abu Talib Kalim tells us that the
painterly effects that could be obtained with parchºn
k¸rº made it possible to create the desired naturalistic
ﬂowers, permanent and thus superior images of their
counterparts in nature:
On each stone a hundred colors, paintings, and ornaments
Have become apparent through the chisel’s blade.

Fig. 19. Taj Mahal, interior of the central hall, south arch.
End of the inscription of Qur}an 39:53–54, with the colophon
of the calligrapher, reading “Finished with His [God’s] help;
written by the humble faqir Amanat Khan al-Shirazi, in the
year one thousand and forty-eight Hijri [1638–39], and the
twelfth of His Majesty’s auspicious accession.” (Photo: Ebba
Koch, 2001)
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Fig. 20. Cenotaphs of Mumtaz Mahal (1632) and Shah Jahan (1666) in the main tomb hall. (Photo: Ebba Koch, 1981)

Fig. 21. Cenotaph of Shah Jahan in the lower tomb chamber (“crypt”). Detail of poppies and yellow flowers set in cartouches,
inlaid with semi-precious stones in pietra dura/parchºn k¸rº technique. (Photo: Ebba Koch, 2002)
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The chisel has become the pen of Mani48
Painting so many pictures upon the translucent marble
(¸b-i marmar).
....
Pictures become manifest from every stone;
In its mirror behold the image of a flower garden.
They have inlaid flowers of stone in the marble:
What they lack in smell they make up with color.
Those red and yellow flowers that dispel the heart’s
grief,
are completely out of carnelian and amber.
….
When of such stones the surface of a tomb is made,
The deceased will [want to] clasp the flower pictures
to her heart.49

On both cenotaphs of Shah Jahan, which were placed
next to those of Mumtaz after his death in 1666, the
decoration with paradisiacal ﬂowers was given preference even over inscriptions. Inscriptions had decorated the sarcophagus-like element of both cenotaphs
of Mumtaz, the one in the lower and the other in
the upper tomb chamber, and full ﬂowering plants
appear only on the platform of her upper cenotaph.
But both of Shah Jahan’s cenotaphs are covered all
over with ﬂowers (ﬁgs. 20, 21); the only epigraphy
appears in the form of a brief historical epitaph at
the south end of each cenotaph. The weight given to
ﬂoral decoration is in tune, on the one hand, with
the overall concept of the mausoleum as paradisiacal
garden house, but the exclusively ﬂoral decoration of
the emperor’s cenotaphs makes a more speciﬁc statement, relating, even after his death, to the use of ﬂora
in his court settings to express imperial propaganda.
The court poets and writers tell us that Shah Jahan
was “the spring of the ﬂower garden of justice and
generosity,”50 the renewer (mujaddid) under whose rule
“Hindustan has become the rose garden of the earth,
and his reign…has become the spring season of the
age in which the days and nights are young.”51
CONCLUSION
From our investigations, the reign of Shah Jahan
emerges as a time when the visual arts were most
consistently and systematically explored as a means
of promulgating imperial ideology. The written texts
and the arts were seen as equally necessary means to
represent the ruler and his state for a wider public
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and to provide a lasting memorial to his fame. Strict
formal principles served to express within each work of
art and each building the hierarchy and timeless order
of Shahjahani rule. With their successful appeal to our
senses, the seductive aesthetics make the message the
more persuasive. It is the fusion of the intellectual
and the sensuous that has made the Taj Mahal such
a successful monument up to the present day.
Lastly, the close connection between form and meaning in Shahjahani art makes it a methodological exemplar of general art-historical relevance; it reminds us
that formal analysis should not be in opposition to a
contextual approach but rather a starting point for
art as history.
Institute für Kunstgeschichte
University of Vienna
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OUTPOST OF EMPIRE: AN APPRAISAL OF OTTOMAN BUILDING
REGISTERS AS SOURCES FOR THE ARCHEOLOGY AND
CONSTRUCTION HISTORY OF THE BLACK SEA FORTRESS OF ÖZ~
DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF NEJAT GÖYÜNÇ

In this study we aim to explore the utility as sources for
the building history and archeology of the Özi fortress
complex of a little-used corpus of Ottoman archival
materials from the late seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, which we provisionally refer to as “new-style
building registers.” We sample the earliest period for
which such registers are extant for Özi as a test case
for their wider applicability and as a starting point
for a more thorough building history of this complex.
In addition, we begin to assess the potential of these
materials for the study of Ottoman building technology and terminology.
HISTORICAL SETTING
Before embarking on our evaluation of the “newstyle building registers,” we offer an overview of
the historical context in which successive stages of
the fortiﬁcation of the site of Özi took place. The
once-formidable complex of castles and, eventually,
fortresses1 at Özi (Ukrainian: Ochakiv; also Polish:
Oczaków; Russian: Ochakov) in present-day Ukraine
was for two centuries of its three-century-long existence a massive and vital link in a chain of strongholds
guarding the Ottoman frontier against the incursions
of hostile neighbors around the northern rim of the
Black Sea and beyond—from the Danube to the Sea
of Azov and into the Caucasus (ﬁg. 1). From west
to east the most signiﬁcant castles/fortresses in this
chain were: ~bra}il (Brýila), ~saqcı (Isaccea), ~sma{il
(Izmajil), Tulça (Tulçea), and Kili (Kilija) in or near
the Danube delta; Bender (Bendery) on the Dniester
and Aqkerman (Bilhorod-Dnistrovs'kyj) at the river
mouth; Özi on the Dnieper; Or (Perekop) at the isthmus of the Crimean peninsula and Kefe (Feodosija) on
the south Crimean coast; Ker× (Kerch) at the mouth
of the Sea of Azov, Yeniqal{e (Jenikale, today within
the northeastern city limits of Kerch) on the eastern
salient of the Crimean peninsula, and Taman across

the straits through which the Sea of Azov debouches
into the Black Sea; and, ﬁnally, Azaq (Azov) where
the Don River debouches into the Sea of Azov. Aside
from acting to maintain local order and safety on
the northern steppe frontier, in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries the strongholds defended the
Ottoman Black Sea and its shores from the depredations of the Cossacks and potential attack from their
then generally less aggressive suzerains—Poland-Lithuania to the northwest and Muscovy to the northeast;
ﬁnally, in the eighteenth century, they stood against
the ever more southward-expanding Russian Empire.
The Danubian castles/fortresses to the west of the
river delta, such as Vidin and Belgrade, constituted
the defense line against the Habsburg Empire, while
important sites far up the great rivers of the Black
Sea basin, such as Hotin (Khotyn) on the Dniester
and Ya×i (Ia×i) on a tributary of the Prut, and others
such as Anapa on the Black Sea coast to the southwest
of Taman, also at times played a crucial part in the
defense of the Ottoman realm. From the sixteenth
century until their ﬁnal loss to the armies of Catherine
the Great after the war of 1787–92 and the Treaty of
Ya×i that concluded it, these fortiﬁcations were the
man-made expression of a frontier on which the Ottoman heartland was already protected in some degree
by sea and steppe.
Fortiﬁcations are one of the most enduring signs
of empire. The northern Black Sea strongholds are
today in various states of preservation, but of the fortress complex at Özi little remains. Looking out from
the shore, the visitor is overwhelmed by the watery
expanses of the wide Dnieper estuary and the Black
Sea (ﬁg. 2); behind and high above, the vast steppe
that extends to the north towers on sandstone bluffs.
Hot in summer, the climate in winter could be so frigid
that the locals described it, according to the Ottoman
traveler Evliya Çelebi, who visited the area in 1657, as
“a hellish cold” (soÚuq-i cehennem). Evliya claimed that
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Fig. 1. The Black Sea Region in the early eighteenth century.
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Fig. 2a. The Dnieper River estuary. (Fragment from Ukrajina.
Ohljadova mapa. 1:1,000,000 [Kiev: Mapa, 1998])

Fig. 2b. The Dnieper River mouth. (Satellite image taken by
EarthSat, printed courtesy of TerraServer.com)

the cold prevented vegetables and any fruit apart from
melons from growing there and added that “no tree
stands upright in these desert lands”; this last gave rise
to a saying among the people, “I will destroy you in
the Özi steppe” (Seni Özü qırında yitireyim).2
In the ﬁrst half-century after their capture of Constantinople in 1453, the Ottomans were swift in moving to gain control of the Black Sea and its Anatolian and Rumelian shores. On the northern frontier,
from the Danube to the Caucasus, the key castles they
captured or built at the junction of sea, steppe, and
often river, along with their control of polities subject to their suzerainty—Moldavia, and especially the
Tatar and Muslim Crimean Khanate—allowed them to
maintain a high degree of security in the immediate
Black Sea region, what could then be properly referred
to as an “Ottoman Lake.” The chain of fortiﬁcations
rimming the Black Sea, in combination with control
of the steppe provided by the Crimean Tatars, meant
that until modern times there was little threat of either
power to the north mounting a serious challenge to
Ottoman dominion over the area. The rich natural
resources and commercial potential of the Black Sea
region—both land and water—provided Istanbul with
a hinterland that played a major role in the strength
and prosperity of the entire empire and fostered Ottoman ability to expand on other fronts.3
The ﬁrst fortiﬁcation at Özi was constructed in
the 1490s by the Crimean Khan, Mengli Gerey, and
its main purpose appears to have been to permit the
Tatars to establish a foothold on the right (west)
bank of the Dnieper River, land that had been subject to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, in the early ﬁfteenth century still holder of a large swath of territory
between the Baltic and Black seas. Then known to the
Tatars and Ottomans as Cankerman, it gained additional strategic importance by its usefulness for guarding and controlling the long and deep crossing of the
mouth of the Dnieper, used by merchants and diplomats alike, and especially by Tatar armies and raiding
parties on the way to the steppes of Aqkerman and to
Moldavia, Podolia, and beyond. The building history
of Özi during the ﬁrst two centuries of its existence
(especially the late ﬁfteenth and sixteenth centuries)
is still murky and will be addressed by us on another
occasion. It seems that through most of the sixteenth
century, however, it was a lone isolated castle atop the
bluff overlooking the right bank of the Dnieper just
upriver from its conﬂuence with the sea. In 1528 the
Ottomans took Cankerman over from the Crimean
Khanate, eventually making it the seat of an epony-
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mous province (sancaq) also referred to as Özi. It was
then that Ukrainian Cossacks and other subjects of the
Commonwealth increased raiding activity both by land
and water in the vicinity. Interlopers were nevertheless a nuisance of only local importance until the second half of the century, when the Cossacks gradually
extended their range, developing a formidable naval
capability thanks to their maneuverable but seaworthy
longboats known as chajkas (Ott. ×ayqa). With these the
Ukrainian (mostly the Zaporozhian)4 Cossacks raided
with greater and greater regularity and ferocity, ﬁrst
the northern shores of the Black Sea, then Rumelia,
and eventually, from the 1610s onward, Anatolia and
even the Bosphorus. From the direction of the Sea of
Azov came Russian Don Cossacks who often cooperated with the Zaporozhians. No Ottoman cities, towns,
or villages on or near the Black Sea were immune to
sudden Cossack strikes and devastation. Özi became
second to none as the most strategic node of Ottoman
defense against the Ukrainian Cossacks and needed
to be expanded and strengthened, not only to help
guard the mouth of the Dnieper and interdict Cossack passage through the wide “Özi Mouth” or even
the “Özi Straits” (Özi BoÚazı, as Ottoman sources call
it), but to protect itself from sudden sack.
By the end of the 1620s, with the construction of two
castles added onto the original castle (which, it seems,
had itself been upgraded since it was ﬁrst built), all
adjoining one another in a line, the fortiﬁcations of
Özi reached all the way down to the Dnieper shore.
Added ﬁrst was a castle at the riverside, intended to
withstand Cossack naval assault and to ﬁre cannons at
passing chajkas; this was called the New Castle (Qal{ei Cedºd), while the original bluff-top castle became
known as the Old Castle (Qal {e-i {Atºq). In 1627–28,
Hasan Pasha, Grand Admiral of the Ottoman ﬂeet,
built a small palanka5 connecting the Old and the
New castles, named the New Palanka or New Palanka
of Hasan Pasha (Palanqa-i Cedºd, Palanqa-i Ýasan Pa×a).
We will refer to the Old Castle as the Upper Castle,
the New Palanka as the Middle Castle, and the New
Castle as the Lower Castle; these three connected castles amounted to one large structure, which we will
refer to as the Main Castle of the Özi complex (shown
in the innermost part of the plan in ﬁg. 3). In the
same decade Hasan Pasha built a small satellite castle known as the Fort of Hasan Pasha (Qal{e-i Ýasan
Pa×a) downriver from the Main Castle, closer still to
the point where the Dnieper enters the Black Sea but,
more important, at a site closest to Qılburun (“Hair
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Fig. 3. Outline of the Özi Main Fortress showing the walls of the
(a)Upper, (b) Middle, and (c) Lower castles completed by the
mid-seventeenth century, and the ramparts built around them
in the 1710s. (Based on BOA, Plan ve Proje, 857 [fig. 6])

Spit,” today Kinburns'ka Kosa, directly across the rivermouth—see ﬁgs. 1 and 2) where, with another existing fort—which Hasan Pasha was at least involved in
repairing or upgrading—the Ottomans hoped to hinder Cossack passage by cannon shot.6
Within the modern town of Ochakiv, there is virtually nothing of these fortiﬁcations today other than a
few remnants of earth-covered ramparts (the rampart
is the main body of a fortress, comprising bastions
and the walls, or curtains, connecting them; see ﬁgs.
4 and 5) that may be seen here and there. The bestpreserved section lies in the vicinity of the Ochakiv
Military-Historical Museum, originally an eighteenthcentury Ottoman mosque; even closer to the museum
a section of a ditch is also evident.7 Another discernible feature is a network of cavities within the town and
under both built and unbuilt areas: these have been
revealed in many places where the ground has collapsed, at times even swallowing buildings into them.
The exact function of these cavities is not clear without further investigation, but they may have been mining tunnels or galleries for communication.
Owing to a number of factors, such as vagaries of
archival access, lack of funding, and predisposition
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on the part of historians or archeologists to study
the antiquity of this region rather than the TurcoTatar period, the fortresses of the northern Black Sea
have not yet been the object of study as an integrated
defense system in the context of their own time; moreover, to our knowledge none has been surveyed using
modern techniques.
For most of its existence the northern Black Sea
frontier was a defensive line par excellence. It provided a contrast with the Ottoman frontier with the
Habsburgs: in the Balkans and Hungary, it was the
Habsburgs who were thrown on the defensive for the
century and a half from the 1520s; on the northern
Black Sea, from the late sixteenth century, it was the
Ottomans. The character of military activity was rather
different in the two regions: in the Balkans and Hungary, the Ottomans were matched by armies employing broadly similar weapons and tactics—as they were
in the northern Black Sea region during their struggle with the armies of the Russian Empire in the eighteenth century—but before this, the asymmetric, and
formidable, character of the forces of their Cossack
foe was disconcerting in the extreme and, what was
worse, often proved difﬁcult to answer. Although, as
in the Balkans, many of what subsequently became
highly fortiﬁed Ottoman strongholds rested on foundations that predated the confrontation between them
and their neighbors to west and north, the Ottomans
were aware that the Black Sea steppe was not a region
they either needed or wanted to occupy. Accordingly,
they established their defensive line on this frontier
with circumspection, enhancing existing castles and
raising new ones where they deemed them essential,
and responding to signs of trouble from the north
rather than actively seeking military adventure in the
sparsely peopled and alien zones where they reckoned
establishing a permanent presence to be beyond their
capacity or not worth the effort.8
THE NEW-STYLE OTTOMAN BUILDING
REGISTERS
The Ottoman archives in Istanbul9 preserve a corpus
of materials relating to the building and repair of
infrastructure such as roads, bridges, and fortresses.
The documentation that must be relied upon to piece
together the early construction and reconstruction of
these structures is far from consistent. Following a
period of bureaucratic reorganization from the late
seventeenth century, the progress of such works from

inception to completion was recorded in dedicated
registers of the Central Financial Department (M¸liyye).
Prior to the appearance of these registers, explicit
information on construction was haphazardly distributed in the documentation, in single-sheet documents
such as reports and orders, whose main purpose was
organizational, as well as in registers aimed primarily
at controlling ﬁnances, speciﬁcally designation and
disbursement of monies. Financial oversight was often
exercised by means of expenditure books (maªraf defterleri) and account books (mu¥¸sebe defterleri). While
their itemization of costs (construction materials
and/or labor types) makes these valuable sources on
construction, they typically give little or no explicit,
descriptive information about circumstances relating
to the activity that was being ﬁnanced.10 In contrast
to the “static” lists of data in these sources, the newstyle registers are replete with descriptive information relating to construction activity. They are given
various qualiﬁers in the archival catalogues—in×¸}¸t
(“construction”), ta{mºr¸t (“repairs”), ke×f (“appraisal”),
ke×f ve ta{mºr¸t (“appraisal and repairs”)—but there is
no evidence of any well-deﬁned criteria having determined cataloguers’ preference for one designation
over another. (Only some of the registers contain a
formal title page; in such cases the above appellations
are the most common.)
Lack of rigor is not the only or even the main reason for the variety of labels assigned by archivists to
these sources. As these voluminous and complicated
defters vary in content and structure, and tend to defy
rigorous classiﬁcation, their origin, function, and diplomatics remain in need of systematic investigation.11
Nonetheless, it is possible to propose the following
working deﬁnition (or perhaps working description)
of the new-style registers: while their contents may
include sections that differ little from the quantitative lists of the prior era, predominant in them is a
composition involving, in any given section, (1) headings; (2) copies or summaries of petitions, reports,
memoranda, and orders; and often (3) quantitative
entries indicating, with various degrees of speciﬁcity,
the amounts and costs of the material and human
aggregates of a construction project. Almost invariably
these three elements are arranged in a broad column
occupying the main body of the page, with an additional narrow column of text on the outside margin
of the page and often with patches of text above and
below the main column. Element 2 typically comprises
the major part of these compositions, while element
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3 is found in the margins less frequently than in the
main body.12 The new-style registers provide in intricate detail information on such matters as the location and dimensions of works to be undertaken and
damage to be repaired; the stages and forms of construction or reconstruction works; the amount, sources,
and costs of the materials to be used in the works;
the sources and costs of transportation of these materials; the sources and costs of labor needed to carry
out the works in question; and a step-by-step record
of the administrative procedures involved in undertaking the works. At this stage, we eschew wrangling
with the question of the degree to which the designations in×¸}¸t, ta{mºr¸t, and ke×f applied to different categories of defters, and refer to the new-style defters as
characterized herein simply as “building registers.”13
We note that after the bureaucratic reorganization
that led to the production of these building registers,
defters with predominantly quantitative data, of ﬁnancial or inventory nature,14 continued to be produced
in signiﬁcant numbers.
Trying to understand the documents that were the
everyday working medium of the Ottoman bureaucracy some hundreds of years after they were written is challenging. We must assume that the individuals involved—in the case of Özi, the fortress warden
(mu¥¸fı¬) and his ofﬁcials and experts on the ground,
and the supervisors and bureaucrats in Istanbul, of
whom few can ever have been to the site—were able
to understand one another, but what they wrote can
be confusing to the modern reader. Although the
descriptions of construction works deemed necessary
or actually in progress at Özi are detailed, they often
defy easy interpretation and frequently seem contradictory. This is in part due to our uncertainty about
the terminology of military architecture used by Ottoman military engineers and bureaucrats, which did not
necessarily correspond directly with that employed by
their European counterparts—or even, perhaps, with
the terminology employed elsewhere in the empire.
A characteristic of the building registers, as of many
types of Ottoman bureaucratic register, is that they
are geographically undifferentiated: thus, within a few
consecutive pages or even on one page the researcher
may ﬁnd reference to building works at fortresses—or
indeed other structures—situated at opposite ends of
the empire; the frequently rough chronology according
to which the material is arranged also militates against
easy comprehension of their contents and makes it
hard to follow in the correct order the steps taken
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in organizing and executing any particular phase of
construction. Owing to the seemingly chaotic order in
which the registers were bound and to the often—to
the modern scholar—elliptical fashion in which speciﬁc locations of repairs are referred to, it is sometimes impossible to be certain that works were in fact
carried out soon after they were recommended, or
indeed carried out at all, except where internal evidence supplies us with clues as to what was done. Other
classes of Ottoman registers and documents enhance
and illuminate the information found in the building registers, however, and we are thereby afforded
a more comprehensive record of the tenacious Ottoman response to intense Russian attack on the northern Black Sea frontier, and a unique opportunity to
study its fortresses through the various stages of their
development. Until Özi became the focus of Russian
attention during the early eighteenth century, there
is little documentation in languages other than Ottoman concerning this remote site. For the rest of the
eighteenth century, however, our preliminary investigations indicate that pictorial sources (plans and
drawings of the fortresses) and both documentary and
narrative sources (including descriptions such as an
enemy power would have been at pains to procure)
in Russian, French, and German (the last two the languages of the Russian ofﬁcer class in the eighteenth
century) will yield further essential data.
An early attempt to describe archival sources pertaining to the history of Ottoman architecture was made
in 1951–52 by Muzaffer Erdoqan, who gave brief summaries of the contents of a number of the building
and other construction-related registers.15 This documentation has since provoked rather little interest,
and considerations of its possible worth in telling the
story of the Ottoman Black Sea rim—or of any other
system of Ottoman frontier fortresses—has barely
been acknowledged in the literature. An exception
to the general neglect of this material for the history
of the fortresses of the northern Black Sea is Nejat
Göyünç’s brief study of the recruitment of labor and
the procurement of materials for the construction
of the stronghold of Acu (Achuevo), on the eastern
shore of the Sea of Azov, north of the mouth of the
Kuban River, in 1697, following the capture of Azaq
by Peter the Great the previous year.16
The new-style building registers are an important
raison d’être for this study. To expand on the objectives stated in the preamble, in addition to furthering
our knowledge of Ottoman military construction, and
for that matter of architecture and frontier defense
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infrastructure,17 we also hope to begin the process of
establishing a glossary of the terms employed in Ottoman military architecture in order to facilitate comparison of the development of Ottoman fortresses with
the better-studied fortresses of their foes to the west
and north.18, 19 This is more ambitious than it sounds
given the patchiness and often contradictory nature
of the materials relating to the history of Özi before
about 1700, the problems inherent in the building registers thereafter, and the paucity of attention given this
type of register thus far. We therefore limit ourselves
in this paper to an overview of the building history
of the fortress complex for a limited period and for
now leave aside questions of decision-making, organization of labor and materials, and their costs—topics on which, we stress, data in the building registers
are no less abundant.
OTTOMAN MILITARY ARCHITECTURE AND
OTTOMAN ARCHEOLOGY
As with any building, a good place to start research is
on site: perhaps the most fascinating and productive
implications of these archival materials lie in the realm
of archeology. When we embarked on this project
some years ago, we saw the wealth of archival information on Özi as a complement to the archeological
work under the direction of Dr. Svitlana Biliaieva of
the Institute of Archeology of the National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine, work then ongoing at various
sites within the Özi fortress complex in the modern
town of Ochakiv. When we visited in 1998 it became
clear in discussions with Dr. Biliaieva and her team
that the documentary material in Istanbul could help
them to localize the structures they unearthed, and
also suggest where they might dig in order to establish successive stages in the development of the Özi
fortiﬁcations. Conversely, the small ﬁnds from the
excavations would help us to better visualize life on
this inhospitable and dangerous frontier.20
Two projects within the borders of modern Turkey serve to illustrate the usefulness of documentary
evidence in reconstructing the material past when
invasive archeology is difﬁcult owing to bureaucratic
restrictions and ﬁnancial or temporal limitations, or is
unfeasible or undesirable for other reasons. The ﬁrst of
these projects concerns the mosque complex built in
1456 at Kırkkavak, near Üzünköprü in Thrace, by the
Ottoman conqueror of the Morea, the marcher-lord
Gazi Turhan Beg,21 who together with his son {Ömer

Beg and his grandson Hasan Beg left an extraordinary
legacy in stone—more than ﬁfty-ﬁve structures built
to serve the public weal, such as mosques, bathhouses
and bridges—further west, in Thessaly. The existence
of Gazi Turhan’s foundation at Kırkkavak was known
from its endowment deed (vaqﬁyye) as well as from the
land and population surveys (ta¥rºr defterleri) of the
area where it is located; only his tomb and mosque
still stand to any height, however, and the site of further buildings of the complex was only revealed by an
on-site electronic survey using a resistivity meter that
exposed the precise position of a medrese, a mekteb, and
an {im¸ret or Ò¸n. In addition, signiﬁcant amounts of
pottery fragments and other small ﬁnds were discovered by walking the survey area.
A second project is more ambitious. Survey of the
paired Ottoman fortresses of Seddülbahir and Kumkale, which stand in ruins on either side of the mouth
of the Dardanelles, was begun in 1997 and completed
in 2002.22 These fortiﬁcations were built in 1657 by
Turhan Sultan, mother of the ruling sultan Mehmed
IV, to enhance Ottoman defenses against Venetian
naval incursions during the Ottoman-Venetian war
for possession of the Mediterranean island of Crete
(1645–69). They continued to protect Istanbul from
foreign naval attack as late as the First World War,
when they were successfully used by the Ottoman military as part of the defense of their capital in the Gallipoli campaign of 1915. One of the purposes of the
survey was to establish the building and repair chronology of the fortresses through detailed study of the
existing remains in conjunction with documentary
evidence. Analysis of both these types of evidence is
enabling the research team to understand how the
structures evolved over time to meet contemporary
challenges such as improvements in military technology, and will also facilitate future preservation and
restoration efforts.
The case of Özi is similar in intent to that of Seddülbahir and Kumkale, but the balance of the available evidence is somewhat different. As noted, virtually
nothing remains above ground at Özi (though significant below-ground archeological ﬁnds are possible
even if access to them is somewhat hampered by buildings of the present-day town of Ochakiv); by contrast
with the Dardanelles fortresses, however, the archival
record for Özi is many times more extensive. One reason for this is that the period of maximum building
activity was later at Özi than at the Dardanelles—in
the eighteenth rather than the seventeenth century—
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which in itself allows for the survival of more documentation, not to mention the innovations in recordkeeping mentioned above. A second reason is that the
Ottoman struggle to defend the northern Black Sea
frontier against the Russian Empire at that time was
decidedly more intense than were efforts to defend
the Dardanelles once the threat from Venetian naval
activity—at its greatest during the Cretan war—had
been countered. Indeed, what repairs and improvements to Turhan Sultan’s fortresses did take place
thereafter have been attributed by the survey team
to the frequent earthquakes in the area rather than
to enemy threat. The ﬁrst appearance of the Russian
ﬂeet in the Aegean in 1770 apparently so surprised
the Ottomans that they had no chance to undertake
extensive upgrading of the fortresses, while subsequent French assistance seems to have brought little
change in the form of the fortresses before the British-instigated efforts of the later nineteenth century.
By contrast, that the Ottomans rebuilt Özi in anticipation of and after each Russian attack for almost
a century illustrates the sustained effort required to
protect their heartland from invasion from the north
and their determination to maintain their dominion
over the northern Black Sea region.
Lacking funding and opportunity, our potentially
fruitful interdisciplinary cooperation with Dr. Biliaieva
has so far not been realized. We came to understand,
however, that although collaboration with archeologists was certainly a desideratum, reassessment of the
documents demonstrated that these had the potential to reveal aspects of the building history of Özi
that archeology could not. Where traditional archeology can permit retrieval of the ground plan of a built
structure from which an elevation may be derived—or
successive ground plans and elevations as chronological snapshots of the changing form of a structure—
the Ottoman building registers can afford us a more
nuanced understanding of exactly which parts of any
structure were built or repaired at which precise date,
and of the reasons for any speciﬁc phase of building
activity and the problems encountered in carrying it
out. Unlike the case of the Dardanelles, then, Ottoman archival materials, rather than archeological survey, provide the major resource for our hypothetical
reconstruction of the layout and evolution of the Özi
fortress complex: we might refer to this approach to
recreating the past as “virtual archeology.”23 In this
connection, our sources provide data in the form
of references to speciﬁc building materials (types of
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stone, brick, wood, binding medium) as well as relative locations of constituent parts of the fortresses
and their dimensions.
THE CONCEPTUAL DEBATE
Looking beyond the Ottoman archeological projects
discussed above to the wider community of archeologists and historians—and, indeed, others such as
anthropologists and specialists in art and architecture
concerned with issues of material culture—we ﬁnd
vigorous argument in some quarters against the use
of documents as a tool in archeology. For instance,
some medieval archeologists fear that documentary
evidence may predispose them to tailor their ﬁndings
to a framework that is inappropriate and could result
in poor interpretation of the evidence they retrieve.
This, they argue, is particularly risky for the archeology of the medieval period when written evidence is
meager and “history” largely a matter of conjecture and
inference from the few available documents. Where
there exist documents contemporary with the site being
excavated or surveyed, the signiﬁcance of what archeologists uncover is typically interpreted according to
an agenda derived from “documentary” history rather
than according to the established criteria of the discipline of archeology employed by those working in
pre-documentary periods. This, some say, subverts their
analysis and may produce results that are misleading
and even erroneous. Practitioners of “document-based”
history, they insist, should not assert the primacy of
their evidence over that of archeologists—evidence
that, once properly analyzed, offers an equally valid
record of the past.24
A new generation of archeologists heaps further criticism on their profession at large for the traditional
emphasis on the lives of the rulers at the expense of
the ruled, which has typically been exempliﬁed in
concentration on the architecture of the palaces and
temples of past civilizations rather than on the less
glamorous artifacts that enable us to understand the
everyday life of “the people.” They propose that only
by giving priority to the latter can “the silent masses
speak”25 and reprimand those who would persist in
the old ways: this is the argument set out in a recent
monograph on Islamic archeology,26 a rubric that might
be deemed to include Ottoman archeology.
Or not? Even as the use of documentary evidence
together with, or as a substitute for, archeological evidence in understanding particular aspects of the Otto-
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man period is taking shape, there is ﬁerce controversy
about the terminology to be employed in describing
the endeavor itself, a debate that reﬂects varying perceptions of its legitimate concerns and purpose. In a
recent paper on historical archeology, Uzi Baram takes
issue with the view that Ottoman archeology is a particular instance of Islamic archeology, or indeed of Middle Eastern studies, arguing that Ottoman archeology
must be situated within the wider purview of global
historical archeology if the questions framed by the
researcher are not to be constricted by the concerns
of either Islamic or Middle Eastern studies, and are
to be comparable to those asked of other archeologies elsewhere.27 Baram wants to bring archeology up
to date: he is interested in the making of the modern
Middle East and the potential of Ottoman archeology
in recovering a past free of the ideological and political distortions of today, and he proposes that ﬁndings in the local context can provide answers to broad
questions of global signiﬁcance, such as those relating to the historical processes of colonialism, imperialism, and the transition to modernity.
There is merit in Baram’s position, but such is his
zeal for his cause that he seems uninterested in periods whose relevance to these processes is not immediately obvious. Baram is also prominent in another
conceptual debate—concerning what the term “historical archeology” should properly denote. The discipline known as historical archeology has a busy history, and the debate reﬂects differing attitudes towards
the use of written evidence as a complement to archeological material in illuminating the past. Following
North American practice, Baram takes issue with the
use of the term “historical archeology” to mean the
archeology of the long centuries of which documentary record exists, restricting it instead to a time closer
to our own, to the “archeology of the modern,” that
is, the archeology of the processes referred to above
that brought the modern world into being.28 The concept of historical archeology is discussed further in a
substantial new edited volume on the archeology of
Hungary in the Ottoman period.29 The authors of
one of its articles, József Laszlovszky and Judith Rasson, trace how the connotations of the term “historical archeology” have altered over time and in different contexts (especially in Europe as opposed to the
Americas) to produce what they describe as “terminological chaos.” However, although in European usage
there is great variety in chronological designation—
“medieval,” “post-medieval,” “early modern,” etc.—in

and of itself the term “does not imply a chronological framework, but is a branch of archeology in which
the archeological source material can and should be
compared with the written evidence.”30
The Ottoman period in Hungary ended when the
frontier was rolled back during the war of 1683–99,
with the capture by the Habsburgs of fortiﬁcations that
had been in Ottoman hands for some 150 years. Thirteen of the more than forty papers in the volume on
the archeology of Ottoman Hungary address concerns
similar to our own—the hypothetical reconstruction
of the form of military structures that have partially
or completely disappeared. Archeological investigation has been carried out at most of the sites studied,
and excavation ﬁndings are analyzed in conjunction
with documentary as well as narrative materials: the
Ottoman archival material utilized in the case of the
Hungarian fortiﬁcations is typically garrison pay registers and land and population surveys (ta¥rºr defterleri), with ubiquitous and usually uncritical reliance on
Evliya Çelebi’s descriptions of individual sites. Given
the present state of scholarship, the written and visual
record—both Ottoman and non-Ottoman—for these
fortiﬁcations in the seventeenth century appears to be
richer than that for the northern Black Sea frontier in
the same period. On the other hand, we must recall
that the building registers belong to a time after the
Ottomans had been forced out of Hungary, and while
we may lack such abundant material as our Hungarian colleagues possess for the seventeenth century,
this is made up for in the eighteenth.
The authors of the eleven papers in a volume on
the historical archeology of the Ottoman Empire, of
which Baram is coeditor with Lynda Carroll, seem
to have internalized both the concerns of medieval
archeologists that documentary evidence may vitiate
the traditions of their discipline and the strictures of
the new wave in Islamic archeology, for they write for
the most part of the material ﬁnds associated with the
ruled rather than the rulers, and only two resort to
Ottoman archival documents to assist in their hypothetical re-creation of the past.31 In their introduction to the volume Baram and Carroll are polemical; however, they criticize the notion that historical
archeology is typically nothing more than “archeological research of periods in which documents exist,”32
while at the same time asserting the complementarity
of the archeological and archival records.33 This collection is the ﬁrst one dedicated to Ottoman archeology, and it may be anticipated that it will set the
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agenda for future endeavor. It contains only two studies of major architectural remains, however—one on
dendrochronology34 and the other on lighting in
mosques35—and it must be hoped that this orientation will not detract from the efforts of those who
give primacy to fortresses, palaces, and other imposing material remains of the past.
In our ongoing study of the Özi fortress complex
we use the term “historical archeology” in the European sense as deﬁned by Laszlovszky and Rasson. Furthermore, we contend that the study of past civilizations or even lone frontier fortresses through archival
documents—of their major buildings as much as the
quotidian material associated with them—need not
be a naive or futile exercise. This is especially true
when the results to be expected from archeological
research are still modest, given the limited resources
currently available to pursue such activity and also the
fact that, in the present case, the Özi fortresses no
longer exist. This makes analysis of the documentary
evidence all the more important in the study of the
Özi fortiﬁcations: until more architectural evidence
is gathered, the study of whatever other archeological ﬁnds may come up, such as the clay pipes much
favored by Ottoman garrison soldiers,36 must, perforce, take second place, though not in terms of setting agendas or deciding the relative “importance”
of information or subject matters. After all, fruitful
research derives from successful conceptualization of
a research program rather than from reliance on one
sort of evidence at the expense of another, and those
dismissively referred to as persisting in “cataloguing,
classifying, collecting, and recording”37 should recognize as much as those currently claiming the intellectual high ground that the challenge of recovering the
past lies in analysis and interpretation of all evidence,
with all the means at our disposal. The study of Ottoman fortresses amply lends itself to this end, for alongside the elites, thousands of the “silent” masses were
connected with these huge structures—the engineers
and toilers who constructed them, the troops who garrisoned them, and the civilian populations who lived
in and around them; a study of the architecture in
which and in relation to which these men and women
lived is an essential step in understanding their lives.
As to our research program relating to Özi, until a
signiﬁcant and pertinent volume of archeological evidence comes to the fore, we rely on the written documents in a virtual archeological endeavor—without,
of course, ignoring or discounting the importance of
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whatever hard archeological data there may be. However, once more architectural ﬁnds are made (thanks
to the evidence of the documents, the acumen of the
archeologist, or some combination of these), a fuller
historical and archeological approach to our subject
matter will be imperative.
THE GEOPOLITICAL AND STRATEGIC
IMPORTANCE OF ÖZ~ IN THE FACE OF THE
EXPANDING RUSSIAN EMPIRE
There were two great ages in the history of Özi. The
ﬁrst was the era of Cossack ascendancy in the Black Sea
from the 1590s through the middle of the seventeenth
century, when a single castle—or even one on each
side of the mouth of the Dnieper—no longer sufﬁced, and a major complex comprising several castles
completed by the 1620s became the main bulwark in
Ottoman attempts to hinder the Ukrainian Cossacks
as they passed to and fro by their wide lower-Dnieper
highway during their sea campaigns. The second age
was the eighteenth century when, in response to the
ever-increasing threat from the newly constituted Russian Empire, the Ottomans strove to maintain their
Black Sea “preserve” by modernizing and building
anew the Özi complex and other northern Black Sea
castles—a period when the outcome of the struggle
between these powers was by no means decided. As
this article is concerned with introducing the possibilities offered by the new-style building registers, we
here limit our purview of the building history of the
complex to the beginning of the time span covered by
these registers, that is, the early part of Özi’s second
great age. We here provide a sample of the copious
material relating to construction works at the Özi fortress complex with the facsimile, transcription, and
translation of a memorandum on a major period of
upgrading of its fabric deemed essential in 1710 by
the warden of the time, ~sma{il Pasha, as well as with
facsimiles and summaries of two additional documents
from another building register covering 1706 and the
turn of 1709 and 1710. In addition, we summarize
an excerpt from an anonymous text in an Ottoman
manuscript that may have drawn on a building register
but is in any event more of a treatise on Ottoman
Black Sea fortresses than a memorandum. Hereafter
we intend to continue our study both by addressing
Özi’s origins and development into a formidable early
modern castle complex during its ﬁrst, great, “Cossack,” age, and also with detailed assessment of later
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phases in the construction and repair of the fortress
complex at Özi later in the eighteenth century.
In the second half of the seventeenth century, that
is, in the period between the two great ages of Özi,
the anti-Cossack complex at the mouth of the Dnieper
must have retained a signiﬁcant degree of its strategic
value. There is evidence that the Ottomans had reason to be wary of a resumption of the devastating Cossack raiding activity were the fortiﬁcation and naval
defenses of the sea to be eased.38 However, as in this
period the energies of the Ukrainian Cossacks were
diverted from the Black Sea to internal and international conﬂicts over the fate of Ukraine itself, inevitably the state of repair and readiness of the Özi complex declined; this is clear from the Ottoman building
registers of the 1690s. Nevertheless, in the next century, once the polity known as the Hetmanate (1648–
1782) fell under ﬁrmer control of the Russian Empire,
the Ukrainian Cossacks again constituted a serious
threat to Ottoman well-being in the region, though
now almost exclusively from land rather than sea. In
the many conﬂicts between the Russian and Ottoman
empires, the experience in steppe and siege warfare,
especially of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, would play an
important role in Russian successes.39
During the reign of Peter I (1682–1725), Russia for
the ﬁrst time acted in earnest to gain a foothold on
the Black Sea. Habsburgs, Venetians, and the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth joined together in a “Holy
Alliance” against the Ottomans in 1684, following the
failed siege of Vienna the previous year; in 1686 Russia also signed up, having demanded of Poland recognition of the 1667 annexation by Russia of left-bank
Ukraine and Kiev as the price of participation. Each of
the parties to the alliance attacked the Ottomans on a
different front—Venice campaigned in the fringes of
the western Balkans and in the Morea, the Habsburgs
in the Danube basin, and the Commonwealth in rightbank Ukraine; Russia’s task was to prevent the Tatars
from assisting the Ottoman imperial army, as was their
customary assignment, and after making the necessary preparations, the Russian commander, Prince
Vasilij Golitsyn, set off the following spring against
the Crimean Khanate. In June, while he and his army
were within some 150 km of the Crimean peninsula,
the Tatar Khan burned the steppe, denying him food
and fodder and forcing him to retire with huge losses.
Undaunted, Golitsyn mounted another campaign in
1689 but again met with overwhelming logistic problems in the unfamiliar terrain; despite being harassed

by Tatar detachments as they marched through the
steppe, he and his army managed to reach the isthmus of the Crimean peninsula at Or. This was the ﬁrst
occasion on which the Russian imperial army saw the
Black Sea, but Golitsyn could not advance further into
the peninsula and returned home defeated, again with
great loss in men and matériel. Memories of Golitsyn’s defeats in the steppe and wariness of the Tatars
soon caused Russian military men to look elsewhere
to satisfy their ambition. After the seizure in 1696 of
Azaq by Peter’s armies on his second attempt—he had
failed to capture it the previous year—they turned
their attention westward to prosecute what became
known as the Great Northern War.
Russia was not party to the Treaty of Karlowitz of
1699, which brought to an end sixteen years of war
between the Ottomans and Austria and her allies Venice and the Commonwealth, but agreed to peace terms
with the Ottomans in Istanbul the following year. Özi
came to prominence for the ﬁrst time in many years
following the defeat by Peter of his nemesis Charles
XII of Sweden and the Cossack Hetman Ivan Mazepa
at the battle of Poltava in 1709, after which they sought
refuge in the fortress; about this Peter could do little.
He was again at war with the sultan in 1710, and the
theater this time was the Prut River, where he suffered
a defeat at Ottoman hands the following year.
The Ottomans displayed an unbending determination to hold on to their Black Sea defense line
and mounted a formidable effort that delayed Russian naval access to the warm waters of the Black Sea
and beyond. Any dreams entertained in Moscow and
later St. Petersburg of gaining a permanent foothold
on the northern Black Sea shores, where there were
few natural deep harbors, gradually took shape in the
years after the Prut engagement. Already in the seventeenth century the Muscovite diplomat Afanasij OrdinNashchokin had proposed such a southward push as
a strategic goal, but it was well into the eighteenth
century before it became policy. In 1765 Peter Rumjantsev, one of Catherine the Great’s most successful
military commanders, wrote that the Black Sea coastline must be the Ottoman-Russian frontier and the
Crimea become part of the Russian Empire; he noted
that there was no other practical way of “defending”
Russia from the Ottomans.40
Following the Ottoman victory on the Prut against
Peter, the Ottoman and Russian Empires fought three
major wars during the eighteenth century—from 1735
to 1739, 1768 to 1774, and 1787 to 1792. After Prut
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both powers were engaged elsewhere, and the northern frontier was more or less peaceful. A clash threatened in the early 1720s in the Caucasus—considered
by the Ottomans within their sphere of inﬂuence—
when Russia assisted the rump Safavid state against its
Afghan attackers, but diplomacy prevailed. Following
the weakening of the Commonwealth as a result of
the War of Polish Succession of 1733–35, Russia felt
conﬁdent enough to declare war on the Ottomans in
May 1735; Austria, allied with Russia, reluctantly joined
the hostilities. In summer 1736 the Crimean capital
at BaÚçesaray (Bakhchysaraj) fell, and also the fort of
Qılburun, at the extreme western end of the Crimean
Khanate’s territory on the left bank of the Dnieper,
opposite Özi. In July 1737, the Russian army under
Burkhard Christof Münnich captured Özi itself, and
managed to hold it despite a tenacious counterattack
by an Ottoman and Tatar force in October of the same
year. Peace talks of 1737–38 came to nothing owing,
inter alia, to the Russian Empire’s extravagant claims
to the Crimea, the Kuban steppe, and the Black Sea
coast between the Danube and the Dnieper. In 1738
campaigning took place further west, and under the
terms of the 1739 Treaty of Belgrade, Özi and all other
strongholds and territories captured from the Ottomans during the war were returned. Russia refused,
however, to return Azaq—won again from the Ottomans in 1733—which, under the terms of the treaty,
was to be razed. Once a Russian army had shown that
it could break through the northern Black Sea defense
line, however, the Ottomans’ worst fears were realized:
they could no longer primarily depend on a physical
barrier—be it the chain of fortresses or expanses of
steppe—to protect Istanbul and the heartland; they
became, in effect, reliant on the benign neglect of this
frontier occasioned by the periodic struggles between
their imperial rivals to north and west.
The Ottoman northern frontier was again quiet
during the middle years of the eighteenth century,
but in 1768 Sultan Mustafa III declared war against
the empire of Catherine the Great, citing violation of
Ottoman interests and interference in the sovereignty
of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Fighting was
concentrated in the Danube theater, where the Russians bested the Ottoman forces. In 1771 a Russian
army invaded the Crimea and obtained the acquiescence of the Khan, Sahib Gerey (r. 1771–75), that
this Ottoman vassal state henceforth be regarded as
independent; an agreement to this effect was signed
in 1772. Peace talks between Russia and the Ottomans
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foundered on the Crimean question, but the increasingly parlous military situation of the latter forced
them back to the negotiating table, and the Treaty
of Küçük Kaynarca, signed in 1774, brought an end
to hostilities. Under its terms Russia made signiﬁcant
gains at Ottoman expense, comprising the fortress
of Ker× at the mouth of the Sea of Azov and land on
the Dnieper estuary including Qılburun—but not Özi
itself. In 1778, work began on a Russian naval base at
Kherson, up the Dnieper from Özi.
The ﬁnal act of the Ottoman-Russian struggle for
possession and control of the northern Black Sea seaboard and steppe-lands was not long delayed. In 1783,
following almost ten years during which the Khanate
had been nominally independent, the Russian Empire
annexed the Crimea, and in 1787 Sultan {Abdülhamid I declared war to regain the ﬁrst Muslim territory to be lost to his empire. Austria again took part.
In August of that year Ottoman naval bombardment
of Russian-held Qılburun failed, while in June 1788
General Grigorij Potemkin’s army laid bloody siege to
Özi; in December Potemkin was rewarded with victory.
Thus ended some two and a half centuries of Ottoman presence in this section of the northern defense
line. Thereafter ﬁghting shifted west. In 1790 the Russians occupied Ottoman fortresses on the lower Danube, and their armies also engaged the Ottomans to
the east, in the Kuban. Under the terms of the Treaty
of Jassy, which concluded the war in 1792, the Ottoman-Russian border was set at the Dniester in the west
and the Kuban River in the east; only the fortresses at
the mouth of the Danube now remained—for a few
years longer—to bear the burden of Ottoman defense
against a triumphant Russia.
THE SCIENCE OF FORTIFICATION AND THE
·
BUILDING HISTORY OF ÖZI:
THE YEARS 1695–1710
Fortiﬁcations such as those around the northern
Black Sea were extremely costly to build and maintain
because of their remoteness from materials and labor,
and there was accordingly little incentive to anticipate developments in the technology and creativity of
attackers before a potential threat became real.41 The
Italians had been the ﬁrst to respond to the challenge
presented by siege artillery capable of wrecking the
high, straight walls of the castles of medieval Europe
with constant bombardment, and by the early sixteenth
century they had invented the defensive fortress—a
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Fig. 4. Trace (ground plan) of a simple bastioned front. (From Duffy, Siege Warfare, vol. 1, 3; reprinted with permission)

low structure with thick, solid, earthen ramparts in
which cannon balls might become embedded, but
that they would be unlikely to breach. At the same
time, the round towers of the Middle Ages evolved
into bastions—projecting works with four sides set at
an angle to one another (ﬁg. 4), designed to work in
concert to allow cross ﬁre from the cannon housed
within to fully cover the ground across which besiegers
might make their assault. During the course of the
century, a single or double line of defense gave way
to “defense in depth,” by which the inner castle was
protected by a series of fortiﬁed works (ﬁg. 5), with
extra detached outworks added for further security
(ﬁg. 4 shows only one type, the ravelin); the besieged
thus gained the advantage over the besiegers, since
the designers of artillery could not keep pace with the
ingenuity of the designers of fortresses. The Dutch
did not catch up with the Italians until around 1600
but added some innovations of their own, while the
German and French styles were essentially imitative
in conception. It was not until the mid-seventeenth
century, and the France of Louis XIV, that the science
of fortress warfare advanced again.
To ensure that a fortiﬁcation had the greatest chance
of withstanding a siege, its rampart had to be “spacious

and low-lying enough to provide a stable platform for
artillery, and to evade or resist the blows of enemy
shot”; there had to be “a ditch and a wall that were
sufﬁciently formidable to deter escalade” (i.e., scaling
of the walls); and the trace (i.e., ground plan) could
leave no “dead ground” that might allow an enemy
to reach the rampart unscathed.42 The two men most
highly regarded for their contribution to the science
of fortiﬁcation in the second half of the seventeenth
century were the Dutch military engineer Menno van
Coehoorn (1641–1704) and the Frenchman Sébastien
Le Prestre de Vauban (1633–1707). Coehoorn’s contribution relied on powerful ﬁre from batteries concealed within low works; he allowed ample space for
the defenders to assemble and move to their positions; and, proﬁting from the high water table in the
Netherlands, he deepened the defense with a series
of alternately wet and dry ditches. Vauban established
principles that were put into effect in the many fortresses he built for Louis XIV; however, his immense
contribution to improving siege techniques, particularly his development of parallel and zigzag mining,
outweighed his defensive innovations, which amounted
to redesigning bastions to offer maximum protection
to the fortress and also to limit the risk to its defend-
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Fig. 5. Profile of fortification. (Duffy, Siege Warfare, vol. 1, 2; reprinted with permission)

ers by imposing obstacles between a breached bastion
and the rest of the fortress.
During the sixteenth century Ottoman castles on
the borders of the empire or along campaign routes
were represented in the stylized miniature paintings
illustrating texts recounting the glories of conquest;
by the seventeenth century this practice had ceased,
as the empire reached the limits of its expansion.43
There are therefore no such representations of Özi
because, until the second half of the sixteenth century when the Cossacks gradually extended their operations beyond the northern seaboard of the Black
Sea, this castle was a fortiﬁcation of only local importance, albeit one that controlled a key river crossing.
The earliest detailed pictorial representation of Özi
we have so far located is an annotated ground plan—
or trace—of the Main Fortress, dating from 1737.44
This appears to have been drawn around the time of
Münnich’s successful siege, and its printed version is
found in the memoirs of General Christof Hermann
von Manstein.45
There is also a version of the trace annotated in Ottoman (ﬁg. 6), which we assume to have been based on
the Manstein version.46 This is of considerable interest; it is headed “Özi fortress as it was when besieged
by Russian troops in 1150 [May 1737–April 1738], and
a drawing of this fortress with the repairs and additional fortiﬁcation considered necessary according
to current circumstances.” As indicated in the heading, this document in fact comprises two traces—one
the Ottoman version of the “Manstein trace,” and the
other a proposal for the upgrading of the fortiﬁca-

tions of the Main Fortress. The latter may perhaps be
dated to some time after the treaty of 1739 according to which Özi was returned to the Ottomans. The
existence in Ottoman archives of fortress traces is
known, but few examples have been published, and
where published, they have not been adequately valued as documentary evidence.47
We will return to fuller consideration of the Ottoman traces of the main Özi fortress at a future time;
at the present stage of our study this document serves
two main purposes. First, it elucidates the report of
Evliya Çelebi, who on his visit in 1657 described the
three separate, adjacent enclosures we have referred to
as the Upper, Middle, and Lower Castles—indicated in
the trace by the notations ا, ب, and ت, respectively.48
Secondly, the rampart shown surrounding the upgraded
complex is that whose construction in the early years
of the eighteenth century is described in the latter
two of the three memoranda of wardens of the fortress complex we present below.
Fortiﬁcation of the site of Özi was no simple undertaking, and the considerations mentioned above regarding a general disinclination to innovate were particularly relevant. The fortress complex was isolated,
the steppe was lacking in trees and timber and sufﬁcient quantities of good stone for building or dressing
works, and labor had to be brought from far away—
thus building works were all the more expensive.
Taking into account the trying physical geography,
the weak human base, and the dangers posed by the
steppe inhabitants and Cossack and other interlopers
from the north, the construction and maintenance at
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Fig. 6. Two Ottoman traces of the Özi Main Fortress: actual and proposed, 1737. (BOA, Plan ve Proje, 857)

this site of one of the largest Ottoman fortress complexes in the empire was an impressive achievement.
If Evliya Çelebi’s mid-seventeenth-century description of the walls of the Main Castle of Özi indicates
that they resembled the high stone walls of medieval
Europe—contemporary Europe having ceased building such walls, for the most part, over a century earlier—it was because there was no need for them to
be otherwise. As Cossack aggression against the Ottomans in the ﬁrst half of the seventeenth century was
mostly mounted by boats bearing only light ﬁeld guns—
mainly falconets—there was no risk that the old-style
high, straight walls of Özi would be rendered obsolete by modern siege artillery; at that time neither
Özi nor the other Black Sea fortresses required the
type of fortiﬁcations employed by the West European
states who were constantly besieging one another’s fortresses across the length and breadth of that continent.
Their lack of modern siege artillery in the ﬁrst half of
the seventeenth century did not mean that the Cossacks were not a threat to Ottoman Black Sea strongholds, however, for on the coasts of Rumeli and Anatolia numerous Ottoman fortresses were overcome by

their sea campaigns. Too little is known of the details
of how cities such as Varna and Trabzon were repeatedly sacked by the Cossacks, but in at least some cases
stealth and surprise along with adept scaling of walls
may have been decisive.49 In addition, as was shown
in their capture of Azaq in 1637, the Cossacks were
quite formidable in sapping and mining.50 Although
Özi was attacked by the Cossacks on at least several
occasions that can be documented, it seems never to
have fallen to them during this period. This may have
been due to its large garrison and formidable fortress
works—even if in the old style—or it may have been
that Ottoman settlements on the Rumelian and Anatolian coasts provided richer pickings than this steppe
frontier stronghold.
We have already pointed out that during the second half of the seventeenth century the threat from
the north to Ottoman trade and territory receded as
Ukrainian Cossack pressure eased. At that time the
Cossacks were swept up in the evolving political relations among the Ottomans, Poland-Lithuania, and a
more expansionist Muscovy, set in train by a massive
Ukrainian uprising that began in 1648 and was led by
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Bohdan Khmel'nyts'kyj, the Cossack Hetman who in
1654 brought his realm under the suzerainty of Muscovy. Eventually a new threat to Ottoman dominion
over the Black Sea would emerge with the metamorphosis of Muscovy into the Russian Empire. Although
Golitsyn’s campaigns across the steppe in 1687 and
1689 failed, that a Muscovite army could reach Or
impressed the Ottoman authorities. The seizure of
Azaq by Peter the Great in 1696, after he failed to take
it the previous year, showed that Russia was emerging
as a new and dangerous foe.
Golitsyn’s campaigns had been the ﬁrst intimation
that the Ottoman fortresses of the northern Black
Sea littoral, and Özi in particular, might come under
sustained attack by a well-equipped army: Peter’s ﬁrst
siege of Azaq made the danger all the more tangible.
Perhaps because the Porte was aware of Peter’s intentions against Azaq, in 1695 a survey was conducted at
Özi to ascertain needed repairs and construction to
the complex, and some minor repairs were carried
out.51 The Main Castle of Özi (comprising the Upper,
Middle, and Lower castles) was described at this time
as being 1,325 zir¸{ (993.8 m)52 in circumference,53
with ﬁfteen towers and six gates, and because earth
was used in its construction it was in poor condition
and considered inadequate to stand up to enemy
attack; the surveyor accordingly recommended construction of three bastions («¸bya) to protect both the
thin-walled castles and the varo×, or suburbs, outside
the walls. No detail is given of exactly where these bastions might be situated, but they would presumably
be placed where it was estimated they could provide
maximum ﬁre cover. The walls of the stone («a×) fort
of Qılburun, 230 zir¸{ (172.5 m) in circumference
and 12 zir¸{ (9.0 m) high, needed to be repointed
and raised in height by 2 ar×un (1.5 m).54
The fall of Azaq to Peter the Great in July 1696 suggested that Özi might be more vulnerable to Russian
attack than the Ottoman authorities had been aware,
or willing to admit. That autumn various construction
materials were ordered, including stone and lime (the
latter from Aqkerman), nails (from Wallachia), and
wooden stakes (from Moldavia), and work got under
way. Furthermore, four barrack blocks were to be built
in the barbican (¥iª¸r beçe) of the Upper Castle and
in the interior side of its palisade55 for troops both
local (yamaqs) and from the center (janissaries, cebecis, cannoneers, and serdengeçdis).56 There is no reference here to the building of the three bastions recommended the previous year, but we may assume that
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the materials referred to were to be used in their construction. In Ramadan 1110 (March 1699) it was considered necessary to fortify Qılburun further because
the Crimean Tatar Khan sent news that the wall of the
fort facing the open sea had collapsed, and a bastion
built there the previous year was destroyed and needed
rebuilding; in addition, a new bastion was needed on
the corner of the fort fronting the Dnieper. Knowledgeable people sent to survey the site thought one
new bastion insufﬁcient, and an imperial order was
accordingly given for the construction of the four—
one at each corner of the fort—that they deemed
necessary.57 In 1694–95, it seems, the Ottomans had
felt no need to fortify Qılburun with bastions, believing
the Main Fortress at Özi strong enough to withstand
attack from their northern neighbors, whether imperial Russian forces or their Cossack subjects. (From
this period on we refer to the Main Castle and its constituent parts as the Main Fortress,58 since it seems to
have been recently reinforced by three bastions; for
various parts of the fortress, our sources continue to
use the names of the three constituent castles for the
sake of orientation.) Reference to bastions at Qılburun
soon thereafter suggests, however, that the perceived
threat there had increased. The program of building
the four bastions at Qılburun began on 1 Muharram
1112 (June 18, 1700).59 The area (cirm)60 enclosed
by each of these bastions was to be 40 sq. zir¸{ (30.0
sq. m)61; only wooden material is mentioned—timber
(ker¸ste) and earth-ﬁlled wattled hurdles (çıt rºÒtım).
Parts of the fabric of Qılburun had deteriorated so
much that a 1702 appraisal of needed repairs to the
mosque within this fort indicates that it was in such
a bad state that the ﬁve daily prayers could no longer
be performed in it.62
In Zübde-i Vek¸yi{¸t, the contemporary chronicle
of the sometime imperial treasurer Defterdar Sarı
Mehmed Pasha, there is a report that one of the Özi
castles was struck by lightning in July 1702.63 Archival
records show that lightning strikes were fairly common
events that frequently necessitated rebuilding work
on Ottoman fortresses. Sarı Mehmed Pasha’s text is
remarkably close to that in the register detailing the
subsequent repairs, suggesting that the register may
have been his source. The lightning bolt hit the tower
near the “small gate of the Old [i.e., Upper] Castle at
Özi.” The gunpowder magazine was at this time built
into the wall of this tower, and the structure was so
damaged that a hole was left in the castle wall exposing the barrels of gunpowder inside. Seven houses in
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the vicinity were also destroyed.64 In medieval Europe,
gunpowder had typically been stored in towers of the
main structure of a castle, but this risky practice had
been abandoned in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in favor of freestanding magazines. The explosion at Özi nevertheless did not convince the authorities that a freestanding structure was required, for it
was ordered that the repairs restore the depot to its
former state (va¾{-i qadºm). A wall of the Fort of Hasan
Pasha was also found to be damaged by the lightning:
the wall fronting onto the Dnieper had collapsed from
end to end down to its foundation.65
The peace of 1700 had required Russia to raze its
strongholds on the lower Dnieper, between Özi and
the lands of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, but the Ottomans were doubtless alarmed when another was built
at Kam’janyj Zaton in the Zaporozhia,66 and in 1705–
10 a sustained program of repair and construction was
undertaken at Özi.67 Each structure of the Özi Fortress complex—the Main Fortress, the Fort of Hasan
Pasha, and Qılburun—was appraised and the go-ahead
given for the necessary works. One was the renewal of
the wattled screens (çit siperleri) at the ramparts outside the Upper and Middle castles—a double row in
front of the ditch to repel assault by besieging infantry, rows on top of the cannon bastions («op «¸byaları),
and rows for musketeers in unspeciﬁed places.68 These
screens were relatively fragile and deteriorated easily;
typically they were repaired—at least in Western practice—only when a threat was imminent. Although these
and some other repairs—such as the re-rooﬁng of the
ordnance depot at Qılburun and the reinforcing with
additional earth and new stakes of an earth-supported
palisade wall of Qılburun (dikme ×aranpav dºv¸rınuñ
«opraq dolması), which faced the water and had been
damaged by waves—may seem relatively minor, they
were essential to the security of the fortresses.69 In
the early eighteenth century, as a ﬁrst line of defense
and to keep the cannon of besiegers, as well as their
infantry, at a distance, at least some of the individual
fortiﬁcations at Özi were surrounded by palisades of
upright stakes supported by earth—or by double rows
of stakes with earthen inﬁlls. These latter must have
been sturdier than the wattled hurdles mentioned
above; it is interesting that wattled screens are no longer mentioned in our sources for subsequent years,
which suggests that their use may have been phased
out. On the other hand, the functions of these two
types of barrier may have differed, and our coverage
may not be complete enough to rule out the further
application of the çit siperleri.70

In 1706 the incumbent warden of the Özi fortresses,
~brahim Pasha, wrote a memorandum (q¸}ime)71 on
the works he considered necessary there (ﬁg. 7). His
communication, entered in the building register in
Istanbul in précis (Òul¸ªa) on 13 Dhu ’l-Hijja 1117
(March 28, 1706), has the following points, which
we paraphrase:72
~B.1 A stretch of soft rock (kesme «opraÚı) from the inner
face of the earthen ditch outside the barbican of the
Upper Castle—of dimensions 60 zir¸{ (45 m) long and
25 zir¸{ (18.8 m) high73—has slid into this ditch and
filled it. If it is necessary to provide this ditch with a
revetment («a× dºv¸r, “stone wall”), 200 barges («onbaz) of
stone will suffice; if it is necessary to use timber checkerboard frameworks (×a«rancº çatma), they should be of
dimensions 7.5 x 7.5 zir¸{ (5.6 x 5.6 m) and—since standard palisade-type stakes (×arampav [also ×aranpav]) are
each 5 zir¸{ (3.8 m) in length and unsuitable for this
purpose—1,500 palisade-type stakes, each 15 zir¸{ (11.2
m) in length and cut in half, as well as 30 qan«¸r (1,695
kg)74 of nails would be needed.75
~B.2 Though in the previous year the ditches were
cleaned out, the past winter has been harsh, and the
operation needs to be repeated; this is a difficult task
for the local people of this frontier (ser¥add fuqar¸sı)
to undertake, and it is necessary that boats be sent to
help them.76
~B.3 It is necessary to repair a stretch of wall—46 zir¸{
long, 2.5 zir¸{ wide, and 9 zir¸{ high—to the right of
the Qılburun Fortress gate and going as far as the supply tower (mühimm¸t qullesi), which has become ruined.
(This passage mentions necessary materials—lime, stone,
timber suitable for constructing scaffolding [iskelelik bir
miqd¸r ker¸ste]—and, interestingly, notes that the latter material will be purchased from Cossacks [qazaq
«¸}ifesi].)77
~B.4 The palisade of upright stakes (dikme ×aranpav) and
its filling (i.e., earth packed between parallel rows of
stakes) located outside the Lower Castle and the palisade of the bastion of Hüseyn Pasha (this bastion was
located on the east wall of the same castle)78 are on the
verge of collapse; 700 oak trees suitable for fashioning
palisades and 200 cer¸Òor (fortress repair and construction laborers) and 20 carpenters are needed to effect
their repair.
~B.5 For these castles, in the previous year (1116 [May
1704–April 1705]) a quantity of timber (ker¸ste) was
ordered from Moldavia; some of it reached Özi, but the
remainder was transported only as far as Aqkerman. The
voivode of Moldavia must be ordered to arrange for the
transport of the remainder so that repairs can begin the
current spring. (Among the various types of wood men-
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Fig. 7b. Continuation of memorandum (q¸}ime) of ~brahim
Pasha (verso of fig. 7a). (BOA, MAD 4355.278)
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Fig. 7a. Memorandum (q¸}ime) of ~brahim Pasha, registered in
the defter on 13 Dhu ’l-Hijja 1117 (March 28, 1706). (BOA,
MAD 4355.277)
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tioned are staves [×indere taÒtası], nails for joining staves
[×indere mism¸rı], rods of rectangular cross-section [çıbuq,
çubuq], 79 stakes [qazıq], oak boards [me×e taÒtası], large
beams [balvan-i kebºr], and stakes for planting upright
[dikme ×arampav].)
~B.6 The bath (¥amm¸m) built by the Grand Admiral
Hasan Pasha when he constructed the Middle Castle
(in the 1620s) was found to have been in a ruined state
for over fifty years, and since the castle has no other
bath, it needs to be repaired.80 (In the words of ~brahim
Pasha, the rebuilding of the bathhouse would revitalize the “well-protected frontier” [ser¥add-i manª¢re] and
“bring about the blessings of its population” for the sake
of the sovereign.)

As can be seen from ﬁg. 7, the summary of ~brahim
Pasha’s memorandum is surrounded by marginal notes
that record further comments contained in ferm¸ns
(written orders by the sultan or a high ofﬁcial in the
name of the sultan) issued in response to the points
he raised. In addition, following the memorandum
is an almost full-page section containing additional
information from local experts (ehl-i vuq¢f) and proposals for a course of action by an unnamed high
ofﬁcial at the Porte—possibly, we suggest, a ranking
ofﬁcer of the Bureau of Building Supervision (Bin¸
emºnliqi).81 Similar sections following such memoranda
are common in the building registers used in this study
and can be seen in the other two documents presented here (ﬁgs. 8, 9). Their contents vary, however,
and their diplomatics remain to be analyzed, but they
seem to be summary copies of telÒºªes (memoranda
by high ofﬁcials intended for the sultan or another
senior authority), or, more often, a combination of
extracts from telÒºªes, drafts or copies of ferm¸ns, and
even tezkeres (brief memoranda of the M¸liyye issued
to initiate or record a ﬁnancial transaction).
Clearly the most vexatious task confronting ~brahim
Pasha was the maintenance of the ditch. From the
additional texts that crowd the two pages where his
memorandum is registered we learn that the entire
ditch of the Main Fortress, which is estimated to be
2,500 zir¸{ (1,875.0 m) long, was unrevetted and had
to be cleared out every year; the previous winter had
been so harsh that the collapse of the ditch allowed
horsemen to pass across it. Experts on the scene (ehl-i
vuq¢f) gave testimony that revetting the inner face of
the ditch with one layer of stone (bir qat «a×) would
strengthen it so that it would require less maintenance. Moreover, a calculation was submitted by an
unnamed ofﬁcial who processed the experts’ estima-

tion of the money needed to ﬁnance the requisite
number of barge loads («onbaz), estimated at 1750, to
carry enough stone to revet both faces of the entire
ditch. The total surface area (termed cirm)82 to be
revetted, given that the ditch was approximately 2,500
zir¸{ long and 7 zir¸{ (5.2 m) deep, was estimated at
35,000 sq. zir¸{ (19,500 sq. m). We stress that the ﬁgure for depth is an estimated average;83 thus when
speciﬁc parts of the ditch are discussed, different ﬁgures are provided (25 zir¸{ in ~B.1; 12 zir¸{ in HA.1).
Given the low value of this ﬁgure, there is also a possibility that only 7 zir¸{ of the side of the ditch—presumably the bottom part—were revetted, and the true
average depth of the ditch was slighty greater.
The building and maintenance of ditches was a difﬁcult and wearisome task: leaving the earthen sides
packed down and exposed was the cheapest option
but, as we have seen, they tended to crumble into the
ditch, which then failed to perform its defensive function; earth faced with stone needed less attention but
was more expensive to build. Fifteen months later, the
revetment of the inner side of the ditch was incomplete and the outer face, which was still exposed earth,
was in such bad condition that the ditch needed digging out yet again;84 despite ~brahim Pasha’s hopes,
the revetment work had still not been completed in
Muharram 1121 (March 13–April 11, 1709), when it
was recommended that a palisade (×arampav) be built
outside the ditch.85 We have not yet located evidence
of precisely when this ditch was re-dug. (Its original
construction is not referred to in the records of the
upgrading of the Özi Main Castle in 1695, discussed
above, but it was clearly in existence by 1705 and must
therefore have been built between these two dates.)
The documents copied or summarized in the margins to ~brahim Pasha’s memorandum are full of further complementary detail. For example, we learn of
the ﬁttings required for the restored bathhouse—a
hot water cauldron (kazÚan) weighing 80 vuqiyye (102
kg)86 and three basins (q¢rna) with taps (l¢le). However, only a few years later, in 1123 (February 1711–
January 1712), it is recorded in another register that
the rebuilt bathhouse was damaged by ﬁre and rendered unusable and is to be repaired anew; again
three new basins are mentioned, but now the number of taps needed—ﬁfty—are speciﬁed.87
~brahim Pasha was succeeded as warden at Özi by
{Abdürrahman Pasha, followed in turn by Hasan Pasha,
who wrote a memorandum on the continuing works
there, and what remained to be done to ensure the
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defense of Özi and the well-being of its garrison.88
Although the completion of the works had been scheduled for 1120 (March 1708–March 1709,89 a number
of repairs to the Main Fortress were still outstanding
at the end of December 1709 and the beginning of
January 1710.90 Here we provide a facsimile of the text
(ﬁg. 8) and a paraphrase of the relevant points.
HA.1 A 50 zir¸{ (37.5 m) stretch of the new stone
masonry revetment of the ditch (k¸rgºr91 Òandaq dºv¸rı)—
of dimensions 600 zir¸{ (450.0 m) long and 12 zir¸{ (9.0
m) deep including its foundation (temel)—that is under
construction has cracked and is leaning;
HA.2 Seven bastions upon the ditch of the fortress are
incomplete and not high enough; stone masonry or timber framework (çatma balvan)92 needs to be added to
increase their height by 3 or 4 zir¸{ (2.2–3.0 m);
HA.3 The below-ground portion of a 200 zir¸{ (150.0
m) stretch of the stone masonry revetment of the ditch
built by former warden ~brahim Pasha is deficient in
height and needs 4 or 5 more zir¸{ (3.0–3.8 m) of stone
masonry;
HA.4 A palisade (×aranpav) of length 1,980 zir¸{ (1,485.0
m) has been newly placed outside of the ditch from
“river to river” (i.e., around the three landward sides of
the Main Fortress), and beyond [the outer side of] the
palisade a sun-dried brick (kerpiç)93 wall of 1 zir¸{ (0.75
m)94 has also been built; however, earth has not yet been
dumped onto the wall and the gap remains empty;
HA.5 The width of the ditch varies between 8, 10, 12,
and 13 zir¸{ (6.0–9.8 m) and needs re-digging to make it
equal; it also needs cleaning out. Besides this, a stretch
of the stone and mud revetment of dimensions 1,480
zir¸{ (1,110.0 m) long and 12 zir¸{ (9.0 m) high in some
places and 8 zir¸{ (6.0 m) in others, ordered this year
to be built from “river to river” (i.e., around the three
landward sides of the Main Fortress), has not yet been
built;
HA.6 There are no embrasures (mazÚal) for the musketeers within the castle and these are needed; and since
a new palisade is also being erected, up to 4,000 more
palisade stakes (×aranpavlıq; ×aranpavlıq aÚacı) are needed
for these places in addition to the 1,500 left over from
this year’s building works, and also for increasing the
height of the bastions;95
HA.7 After an appraisal (ke×f) of places for building a
new armory (cebeÒ¸ne) within the fortress, it is instead
considered appropriate to repair two towers so as to
make them suitable for storage of ordnance;
HA.8 Water for the people of the fortress comes from
wells situated a quarter or a half or a whole hour away;
it would be impossible to protect the water supply in an
emergency, and a cistern that would fill up with winter
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rain is urgently needed; this should be built inside the
ditch (der¢n-i Òandaq) at its two ends (i.e., where the
ditch meets the river) and be 20 x 20 zir¸{ (15.0 x 15.0
m) and as deep as it is possible to dig;96
HA.9 8 rooms of dimensions 50 x 7 zir¸{ each (37.5 m
x 5.2 m) have been built within the fortress as barracks
for the two battalions (orta) of janissaries, totaling 1,000
men, who are newly assigned to protect the Özi fortresses; the existing barracks are inadequate;97
HA.10 The mud needed for the 200 zir¸{ (150.0 m)
stretch of the ditch wall and the stone masonry needed
for the desired cisterns is not to be found in the fortress
and needs to be brought here; the lime produced by the
existing 11 lime pits in the fortress is insufficient, and
more is needed.

Hasan Pasha was soon replaced as warden by ~sma{il
Pasha, whose recommendations concerning the Main
Fortress were recorded at the central ofﬁces in Istanbul on 25 Dhu ’l-Hijja 1121 (Feb. 26, 1710) (ﬁg. 9).98
~sma{il Pasha’s memorandum is more detailed than
Hasan Pasha’s, but since it was made only a few weeks
later, it reveals a number of common concerns and,
most signiﬁcantly, that construction of seven bastions
was underway at this time (~S.2, ~S.6) and that, like
designers of ramparts everywhere, those at Özi faced
the tendency of the ditch revetments to collapse as
earth was removed from the ditch and placed atop
the rampart (~S.1). The physical characteristics of any
site where ramparts were built affected their conﬁguration, as did an informed assessment of the risks to
which the fortress might be exposed; the preferences
of individual military architects also inﬂuenced the
decision. Just as the ground plans of bastions could vary
according to differing opinions concerning the angles
of the bastion walls that were most advantageous, ramparts also varied in proﬁle; they might have single or
double ditches, wet or dry; their earthen bulk could
be revetted or half-revetted in either stone or stone
masonry, or unrevetted altogether. Reading ~sma{il
Pasha’s recommendations as well as other building
registers relating to Özi, one is struck by the degree of
difﬁculty presented by building and maintaining revetted ditches. It seems that nature was most unforgiving
of errors in design or construction; soil conditions
and climate were such that, for example, a defectively
built revetment could, within a season, require partial
or total reconstruction (~S.1, ~S.3, ~S.5). Furthermore,
achieving the perfect relationship between ditch and
rampart was a highly skilled task, and, since it was
hardly feasible to bring extra earth for the rampart
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Fig. 8b. Continuation of memorandum (q¸}ime) of Hasan Pasha.
(BOA, MAD 4355.307)

Fig. 8a. Memorandum (q¸}ime) of Hasan Pasha, registered
in the defter on 15 Dhu ’l-Qa{da 1121 (January 16, 1710).
(BOA, MAD 4355.306)
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Fig. 9b. Continuation of memorandum (q¸}ime) of ~sma{il
Pasha. (BOA, MAD 3822.137)
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Fig. 9a. Memorandum (q¸}ime) of ~sma{il Pasha, registered
in the defter on 25 Dhu ’l-Hijja 1121 (February 25, 1710).
(BOA, MAD 3822.136)
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from elsewhere, or to remove the extra earth from the
ditch to another site, an important feature governing
this relationship was that the earth dug out of the
ditch was used to build up the rampart. Problems in
constructing the one invariably brought problems with
the other: put simply, the more earth that was excavated from the ditch to form the rampart, the heavier
the rampart, hence the less able the ditch to support
the added weight and the more likely its earthen sides
to collapse or its revetments to crack. Ensuring that
the ditch was of constant depth and designing the
rampart in such a way that it was kept clear of debris
also demanded considerable expertise.
Both Hasan Pasha and ~sma{il Pasha were concerned
that the seven new bastions being built were not high
enough; ~sma{il also worried that their foundations
would be insufﬁcient to support the extra height
needed and inadequate to carry the three or four cannons to be placed atop each bastion; he accordingly
recommended that they be widened (~S.2). Another
improvement at this time was the construction around
the three landward sides of the Main Fortress, outside
the ditch, of a palisade of stakes supported in front
by earth from the ditch, and of a sun-dried brick
wall (~S.4). ~sma{il Pasha recommended that earth
remaining from the ditch once the palisades had been
adequately supported be used for constructing the
musketeers’ embrasures that Hasan Pasha had noted
were lacking at Özi, and also for making staircases or
ramps; the remainder, he suggested, might be used
to increase the height of the bastions. He also noted
that wooden frameworks should be put in place as
foundations where “baskets” (sepet)—probably gabions, or woven branches ﬁlled with earth, used to provide extra cover to the defenders—were to be erected
(~S.6).
Hasan Pasha reported that an appraisal showed
that two towers of the fortress could be repaired and
used for storing ordnance, and that there was no need
to build a dedicated depot; however, ~sma{il did not
agree and recommended that a new depot be built
(~S.7). He agreed, though, with Hasan’s proposal that
two cisterns were needed for the storage of water for
the garrison and the people of the fortress, since the
wells from which they then drew their supply were
far away and could not be reached in an emergency
(~S.8). Moreover, he ignored Hasan’s curious recommendation that cisterns be built within the ditch, and
proposed instead that they be built in “a suitable location.” ~sma{il referred to Hasan’s desire for new bar-

racks only indirectly, if at all (~S.13), for he nuanced
it in terms of competition between the garrison and
the inhabitants of the fortress for living space and
insisted that the garrison be provided with purposebuilt quarters so that the local people could return to
their homes. Nevertheless, it does seem curious that
there had hitherto been no provision for a garrison
numbering at least 1,000 men (HA.9); and we suggest
that the growing sense of insecurity at Özi had led to
a sudden and unanticipated increase in the size of the
garrison. ~sma{il also failed to acknowledge Hasan’s
concerns about a shortage of essential building materials; instead he wanted built a new mosque sufﬁcient
for the garrison to gather in on Fridays and during
major holidays (~S.11), and a granary (~S.12). Until
that time prayers had been said, and grain stored, in
the towers of the early-seventeenth-century Main Castle (~S.11).
In particular, ~sma{il Pasha had further advice on
the modernization of the fabric of the fortress—which
provides us with important details on its evolution. Previously, he wrote, the fortress had neither ditch nor
bastions, and its wall was of single thickness. When a
ditch became necessary one was built, together with
some small bastions.99 The ditch and (seven) bastions
currently under construction rendered the old ditch
and bastions obsolete, and he recommended that the
old ditch be ﬁlled in and the stone from its revetment
and bastions reused in the present building works; the
remainder could be used for houses for the defenders
(~S.9). He also recommended that the thirteen stone
towers of the Main Castle be demolished down to the
level of the walls, and that the resulting cut-off towers, which would then resemble bastions, be used as
platforms for light cannons (~S.10).
Additional pieces of information relating to, but not
an integral part of, ~sma{il’s memorandum indicate the
participation of the Crimean Khan in the upkeep of
the Özi fortress complex: on this occasion he had sent
a surveyor to Qılburun, which was, “legally,” on territory subject to the Crimean Khanate, i.e., on the left
bank of the Dnieper (~S.B). Materials for the building works, laborers to undertake them, and money to
ﬁnance them were then to be mobilized so that the
work recommended by the Khan and by ~sma{il Pasha
could begin in spring 1710 (~S.B, ~S.C, ~S.II).
Some of the matters referred to by Hasan Pasha
and ~sma{il Pasha are echoed in an anonymous treatise hitherto dated on internal evidence to between
1707–8 and 1711;100 since the author’s concerns closely
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mirrored those of Hasan Pasha and ~sma{il Pasha,
we may now date it more precisely to 1709–10. The
anonymous author is more radical than either Hasan
or ~sma{il, for in a long discussion of how best to fortify not only Özi but also Temrük, a fortress just east
of the Strait of Kerch and the Taman Peninsula, he
recommends the demolition and complete rebuilding
of whole sections of Özi. Among his observations are
the following, which we give in paraphrase:
AN.1 The walls of the Main Castle have fallen into ruin
over time;
AN.2 The revetments of the ditch have undergone repairs
over the last years and are in relatively good shape, but
the depth of the ditch itself varies from 7–8 to 9–12 zir¸{
(5.1–5.8 to 6.6–8.8 m) and is thus uneven: the irregular
sections need to be excavated to make it level;
AN.3 The Middle and Lower Castles are overlooked by
a place known as Degirmenlik (“a place with mills” or
“a millstone quarry”). People within these castles are
visible from this place, hence it poses a potential threat
that must be neutralized. The author ruminates over
two solutions—either to turn the area into an additional
fortress or to level somewhat this high ground. He questions the feasibility of both solutions, however, with a
stoical reference to the frequently undesirable fate of
best laid plans;
AN.4 There is no water in the Main Fortress, and the
well water is brackish and undrinkable. Nor are there
cisterns, but they can be built and in winter will fill up
with rainwater. At present the fortress-dwellers bring
drinking water from wells one to two hours away, but
these cannot be reached in time of siege. There are two
wells in the vicinity of the isolated Fort of Hasan Pasha,
but these are used for watering animals: it might be
possible to use them for humans, but they would also
be hard to reach during a siege;
AN.5 An underground stone masonry armory must be
built;
AN.6 A feasibility study has been carried out for the building of seven bastions: once the bottoms of the ditches
are made level and their palisades (×aranpav) erected,
the original walls of the Main Castle will be safe from
cannon shot because the bastions and ditches encircle
them. The fortress should thus be strengthened, because
these walls are old and breached and cannot stand up to
cannon shot. Presently there are seven bastion-like structures that were formerly known as “pigpens” («oñuz «amı).
They were built for musketeers to shoot from and later
made even more bastion-like. Because they are already
low, their height could easily be reduced further so that
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cannons could be set on top of them. However, no more
than two cannons could be set on any of them, while
usually bastions can take four or five cannons each so
that the bastions and the cannons guard one another
“scissor-wise,” extensively and strongly;
AN.7 Qılburun is built on sand; it has a palisade around
it, but the palanka or fortress (referred to here as both
palanqa and qal {e), is weak. Because the soil is sandy,
building a stone structure is undeniably difficult, but if
the walls are rebuilt with the aid of beams arranged in a
checkerboard framework (balvanlarıyla ×a«ranç)—known
as a “framework box” (çatma ªand¢q)—whose lower half
is filled with lime mortar and Òor¸s¸n101 and with stone,
and whose upper part is filled with sand—and if a palisade is erected around this wall, and the whole fortress
made larger, it will become strong.

Like Hasan Pasha and ~sma{il Pasha, the anonymous
author was concerned about the maintenance of the
ditch of the fortress, noting that the thin walls of the
Main Castle were by now ruined, that cisterns had to
be built, and that a dedicated armory was needed.
In addition, he listed a concern not expressed by
the two pashas, the problem of the elevated place
known as Degirmenlik, which was clearly a pressing
security concern. In connection with the seven bastions
being constructed, the anonymous author supplied
the additional information that they had previously
been gabions of brushwood ﬁlled with earth, used to
shield the musketeers from enemy ﬁre.
Neither Hasan Pasha’s nor ~sma{il Pasha’s memorandum mentions repairs to Qılburun, but a notice in
the register that contains ~sma{il’s refers to ﬁfty wagons
ordered from Moldavia to help transport stone and
lime for repairs to strengthen Qılburun,102 conﬁrming that in 1710 repairs under ~sma{il’s auspices were
indeed planned there at the same time as the aforementioned work at Özi was to be carried out.
The reference in the anonymous text to the bastions («¸bya) as being formerly known as «oñuz «amı is
misleading, since it is clear the latter were not standard bastions but raised structures, partly made of
gabions, for use by musketeers.103 On the other hand,
once it is understood that a «oñuz «amı is a defensive
structure built with gabions, rather than a bastion,
the nature of the early so-called bastions («¸bya) built
over the last decade of the seventeenth century and
ﬁrst decade of the eighteenth becomes clearer: they
seem to have been primitive platforms made of gabions, perhaps not only ﬁlled with, but also covered in,
earth; if they were suitable for defenders with light ﬁre-
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arms, they were certainly unsuitable to support cannons. This information helps explain why there was
so much difﬁculty turning these rudimentary protoor quasi-bastions into real bastions.
IN PLACE OF A CONCLUSION: RUMINATIONS
ON OTTOMAN FORTRESS BUILDING
The foregoing discussion of the Özi fortress complex shows how a dramatic change in the character
of the Ottomans’ northeastern neighbors called forth
a response in the thinking of Ottoman military planners, as the menace of the Ukrainian Cossacks and
a risk-averse Muscovy gave way, starting in the late
seventeenth century, to the ever-growing threat of
the expansive Russian Empire of Peter the Great. In
particular, the three memoranda and the treatise that
are the focus of our article amply illustrate the very
real concerns facing those manning and managing the
front line of Ottoman defense in the northern Black
Sea region. These four texts and the other documents
utilized here allow us to perceive how the form of the
Özi fortresses evolved to meet the new circumstances
of Russia’s southward push and also permit us to comment in some detail on the hitherto barely considered
subject of Ottoman fortiﬁcation techniques. Furthermore, these documents provide material that will eventually enable comparison of Ottoman techniques—at
least as practiced in one place and time—with those
of contemporary Western fortresses comparable in
size and strategic importance.
Working with the main source-type presented here,
the new-style Ottoman building register, requires meticulousness and patience as well as imagination and
ingenuity. Such work can be most exciting, although
exploring these defters means coming upon frequent
thorny patches and apparent or real impasses. Indeed,
mining and making sense of them provide an experience with “pleasures and pains” akin to those of archeology. We even venture to put forward that probing
these defters, “getting one’s hands dirty” in the texture of a bygone reality, is indeed, as suggested earlier, a kind of virtual archeology. One of the points
of this exercise is to demonstrate that such work can
help archeologists locate sites or speciﬁc parts of
them and better identify, analyze, and interpret remnants of infrastructure. On the other hand, no modern-minded historian can deny the intrinsic value of
what archeology can offer the historian working on
the same time and space. In the present day, “history

begins at Sumer” is no longer a truism, since archeology can no longer be regarded as a mere “ancillary
discipline” to text-based history; both are vital components of historical science. Furthermore, data pertinent to the “traditional” pursuits of historians, but
which written sources are hardly able to provide, can
be exhumed from the ground. We may cite the ancillary historical discipline of metrology, by way of illustration: at least in the Ottoman case this is still at a
most rudimentary stage, and we can never be quite
certain that we know the actual value of a weight or
measure cited in the sources. Yet a juxtaposition of,
for example, a measurement found in a defter for
a ditch, building, or fortress wall, coupled with a
measurement taken of the same unearthed structure
described in that defter, could prove crucial for establishing a reliable value of a given measurement at a
given place and time.
A close reading of our documents yields an unanticipated wealth of information on the evolving form
and constituent parts of the Özi fortress complex as
well as on the construction techniques and materials employed there by the Ottomans. In concluding,
we comment on some salient aspects of the information culled from our materials in the context of what
is known of Ottoman and Western fortiﬁcation concepts and praxes in the “Age of Vauban.”
The building registers and other sources relating
to construction and repair work at Özi concern a
broad variety of elements of this fortress complex:
the three main external features—the rampart, the
ditch, and the outer palisade—as well as various internal ones indirectly contributing to defense, such as
the barrack blocks, the armory, the granary, the cistern, and even the mosque. In order to understand
how fortresses became what they were, and to appreciate what they were like to live and work in, it is of
course necessary to pay attention to all the different
types of structures they encompassed. And we reiterate that the Ottoman building registers, with their rich
qualitative and quantitative data relating to materials,
labor, and costs, offer future researchers comparable
information about various fortresses.
As mentioned earlier, the usage of building terminology is a constant challenge in working with the
building registers, at least at this stage of our understanding. In Western fortiﬁcation terminology “rampart” denotes the main body of a fortress, or its continuous main wall perimeter—the so-called enceinte.
It has two components: the bastions and the curtains
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(walls) connecting them. Though the sample of data
for this article is perhaps too small to make quantitative generalizations about the degree to which various
parts of the Özi complex required and received attention and resources, we note that our registers record
more information on the construction and repair of
the bastions than on the curtains.
Perhaps to the besieger on the outside, the bastion differed from the curtain only in its extruding
form and the perils it presented in the form of crosswise ﬁre directed at anyone who ventured too close.
Beyond form and function, however, how the bastions
and curtains at Özi differed from each other in materials and construction techniques is less obvious than
the features they had in common. The Özi curtains
and bastions were both built up with earth excavated
from the ditch, but we do not know whether the techniques of applying the earth or its proportions relative to other materials were signiﬁcantly different in
the two. Secondly, judging by the frequent reference
in the documents to the use of timber of various types
and in considerable quantity, wood—raw timber and
brush as well as dressed lumber—was clearly an important component of both the bastions and the curtains.
The sources suggest some differentiation in the application of wood, making reference to beams or other
lumber arranged in frames or checkerboard patterns
and placed in the foundations or lower portions of
both bastions and curtains, presumably for support and
to hold the earth together.104 The bastions, however,
seem to have had a more complex structure than the
curtains, for we ﬁnd mentioned in addition wooden latticeworks or basket-like structures—perhaps stout and
short gabions, perhaps long and narrow fascines,105 or
perhaps a hybrid of both—installed in them during
their construction. Again, our sampling here is clearly
too small to allow for generalization concerning differing construction techniques in bastions and curtains;
future instances should clarify whether these wooden
latticeworks were installed only to protect defenders
or also to strengthen the bastion by supporting and
keeping the earth together, much like the rebars of
the concrete structures of today.
In our overview of Western fortiﬁcations we observed
that bastions have four sides set at an angle to one
another (see ﬁg. 4). They were designed so cannons
or musketeers atop the two front sides, called faces,
could ﬁre in forwardly directions, while those atop
the two rear sides, called ﬂanks, could sweep the area
near the curtains and neighboring bastions. It is there-
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fore curious that when discussing the placement of
cannons on the seven new bastions planned in 1710,
~S.2 stipulates that there are to be at least three cannons on each of the bastions’ three sides. We cannot be certain whether this is an indication of inferior design (since a three-sided bastion would allow
for what was known as “dead ground” towards which
sweeping ﬁre could not be directed); a misstatement
(i.e., the two front-facing faces, regarded as facing in
the same direction, were therefore considered to constitute one side); or a case of design innovation. Further investigation is needed before more can be made
of such “three-sided” bastions.
In only one instance (HA.2) is worked stone or
masonry (k¸rgºr) mentioned in connection with construction or repairs of the ramparts on the Özi shore of
the Dnieper;106 as we have seen, unworked stone («a×)
was the main material used at Qılburun. As already
noted, an unrevetted earthen rampart was the most
resistant to cannon ﬁre, though less so to infantry
charge, and far from durable against the elements. Perhaps the ramparts of the Main Fortress and of the Fort
of Hasan Pasha were purely earthen, i.e., earthworks,
though again, a better sampling is needed before a
ﬁrm conclusion can be made to this effect. One possibility for the apparently greater use of stone on the
Qılburun shore than on the Özi during the Vaubanstyle modernization of the complex is that earthworks
were impractical on the sandy spit, either for lack of
sufﬁcient material or because of their lesser durability given the exposure of Qılburun to the waves and
spray of the sea and the Dnieper.107
Although the rampart was the most visible, impressive, and seemingly essential feature of a fortress, our
documentation on Özi indicates that as much if not
more attention was devoted to the outworks, in particular the ditch and the palisade; the sandy soil of
the Qılburun shore of the Dnieper mouth precluded
the digging of a ditch, and only the Main Fortress was
provided with one.108 The importance of the ditch was
certainly recognized in the contemporary fortress literature: Vauban, for instance, stated that “a good ditch
is always the best element in a work of fortiﬁcation.”109
Perhaps because of the nature of the soil and the climate, revetting both walls of the ditch of the Main
Fortress was apparently considered necessary and, in
contrast to the rampart, our sources make frequent
reference to stone (both unworked and worked) in
the context of the ditch. Wood seems to have been
less important here, as it is mentioned only once, in
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connection with the construction of a scarp revetment (see ﬁg. 5) at the Upper Castle near the barbican, where earth had ﬁlled the ditch (~B.1). As already
pointed out, it was the ditch that gave builders at Özi
the most trouble, thanks to the destructive effects
of harsh winter weather and the unforgiving consequences of poor design or construction or both—difﬁculty most frequently caused by unevenness of the
ditch in both width and depth and by fracture or collapse of the revetments.
Almost as much attention was devoted to the palisade built outside the ditch in order to hinder enemy
access to the ditch and consequently to the rampart.
Vauban stressed the importance of an outer palisade.
His comments on the palisade that was part of the line
of earthworks made by besiegers to encircle a fortress
(the so-called countervallation, which had its own ditch
with parapet in addition to the palisade) no doubt
apply also to the outer palisade of a fortress:
Whenever possible you should always strengthen the line
with rows of stakes in whatever kind of terrain, for the
stake is a wonderful device to impede the enemy. It is
the cheapest and most effective expedient for preventing
the attack of earthworks.… I will not argue the matter
of palisading the line, for I consider the palisade quite
as imperative as the ditch.110

Normally the palisade would be placed in front of the
ditch, as close as possible to the edge of the covered
way (a space between the edge of the ditch, or rim of
the counterscarp, and the glacis whence musketeers
could repel the enemy from approaching the ditch [see
ﬁg. 5]). Even at Qılburun, however, where a ditch was
impractical if not impossible, a palisade was installed,
essentially in place of the ditch, and maintained despite
its vulnerability to waves coming in from the sea or
the Dnieper; there was also a maintained palisade at
the Fort of Hasan Pasha, opposite Qılburun, for which
there is no reference to a ditch.
The memoranda of Hasan Pasha (HA.4) and ~sma{il
Pasha (~S.4) both mention a wall made of sun-dried
bricks (kerpiç) built outside the palisade of the Main
Fortress: there was to be a slight gap between this
wall and the palisade that would be ﬁlled with earth,
thereby making them a single, stronger structure. Gauging the optimal gap between these two was apparently
a delicate and often frustrating task: ~sma{il records
that because this was not done correctly the wall had
to be demolished and rebuilt closer to the palisade—

but not too close. As we have not encountered such
a combination of palisade and brick wall in the literature on Western fortresses, we may ask if such a
brick-and-earth-reinforced palisade was a peculiar feature with which the Ottomans were experimenting at
the time.111 Our sources do not reveal the height of
the wall, but its likely purpose was to protect the palisade from being smashed by cannon ﬁre: in the fortresses of the Vauban era the stakes of the palisades
were only allowed to project 23 to 30 cm above the
top edge of the glacis for this very reason. The stakes
at Özi seem to have been considerably higher (5 zir¸{
[3.8 m] according to ~B.1) than those of Vauban,
which were about 2.7 m (9 ft.) long.112 Perhaps the
Ottoman brick-wall-and-earth structure was placed in
front to protect excessively protruding stakes.
The already-noted distinction between stone («a×)
and stone masonry (k¸rgºr)113 is worthy of further
elaboration. Of course, the cost of unworked stone is
lower, both in terms of the procurement of the raw
material and its preparation for use; worked stone is
more expensive because not all stone is suitable for
working and scarce material tends to be more expensive, while it has the further characteristic that skilled
masons must be employed to fashion it for the particular purpose for which it is to be employed. The
data presented here concerning the building history
of Özi are limited, and it is not possible at this stage
to assert that unworked stone and stone masonry each
had an allotted place in the construction and repair
process, a place determined by the purpose to which
each was to be put. As noted, the ramparts of the Özi
fortresses appear to have been made of earth (aside
from those of Qılburun, whose different environmental conditions made for greater use of stone during
this period of reconstruction), and the sole reference
to stone in any form is to the use of stone masonry
in conjunction with timber framework to raise the
height of newly built bastions: perhaps surprisingly,
this masonry apparently is to be used within the bastions, not on the external face as might be expected
(HA.2).
Perhaps a clue to the respective use of stone and
stone masonry lies in the more mundane structures
at Ozi: a mosque (~S.11) and the houses of the garrison (~S.9) were to be of stone, while the cisterns
(HA.10; ~S.8) and the new armory (AN.5; ~S.7) were
to be of stone masonry. What differentiates the latter
structures from the former is the necessity that water
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not pass through their walls—in the case of the cisterns from the inside out, and for the armory from
the outside in. By contrast, it seems that the authorities felt no need to be so exacting when it came to
the mosque and the houses. Stone masonry allowed
for a more precise ﬁt of one stone beside another,
and the gaps between individual stones could be more
easily ﬁlled to provide a watertight seal than is the
case with unworked stone, which by nature is irregular in shape. As we have seen, the place where stone
or stone masonry was most liberally used at Ozi was
the ditch. Given the foregoing we might expect the
memoranda to recommend the use of stone masonry
rather than stone for lining the ditch, but this is not
the case: both stone and stone masonry are recorded
to have been used in the ditch, and we are reluctant
to suggest why this should be so on the basis of our
data at this stage.
To understand and appreciate the challenge of
modernizing the extensive Özi fortress complex during the period covered by this article, it is important
to be cognizant of the place and role in this project
of the original castle complex. Building on or around
an old, outdated site presented assets and liabilities:
of some of these the authors of our texts were well
aware. Aside from providing a base and initial protection during the start of reconstruction and expansion,
the old works supplied materials that were scarce in
the vicinity of Özi, particularly stone that was probably
well suited for recycling. Moreover, there is evidence
of a concern to ﬁnd practical uses for all materials, as
in ~sma{il Pasha’s recommendations that all earth excavated from the ditch be put to whatever use necessary,
including building up the palisades and erecting stairs
and embrasures (~S.6). On the other hand, building
atop or around an old structure must have entailed
a certain inertia, as in the attempt described in the
anonymous treatise (AN) to make larger modern bastions on top of small and primitive ones that seem to
have been little more than platforms for musketeers.
Another example is the barbican of the Upper Castle, which is mentioned in connection with construction of barracks in 1696, in 1706 (~B.1), and in building registers from years after those we are concerned
with here. Judging by the standard literature, the barbican does not ﬁgure in contemporary Western European fortiﬁcations. Was the Özi barbican, then, a mere
remnant, or was it adapted to continue its function of
protecting gates or for some other use? It would be
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interesting to learn to what extent the architects modernizing a site like Özi were inﬂuenced by the features
they found in the old complex; were they, for example, tempted to use some of what was already there,
and thereby to introduce palliatives rather than solutions, instead of reconstructing in the new style from
scratch and without compromise? What is certain from
the sources presented here is that there was a good
deal of improvisation—which could be either an indicator of a less-than-ideal command of fortress technology or else a sign of adaptability in the face of particular circumstances and material constraints.
The foregoing notwithstanding, the common perception from contemporary times until our own that
the Ottomans were ignorant of the science of fortiﬁcation until enlightened in the late eighteenth century by Westerners such as Baron de Tott114 is not
borne out by our analysis. Instead, we ﬁnd that while
the techniques utilized to maintain and improve the
fabric of the Özi fortress complex may have differed
from those employed in the West, they cannot be considered categorically less (or more) satisfactory in preserving the security of the garrison and townspeople—
and, indeed, that of the Ottoman heartland beyond.
At all levels those responsible for Özi took advantage
as best they could of the resources at their disposal,
and given the circumstances facing the Ottomans,
rather different from those confronting the defenders of European fortresses around 1700, it would be
unrealistic to expect all to adopt similar building practices at equivalent technological levels.
A picture of startling contrasts and ironies emerges
from our research into the building history of the
Özi fortress complex. Mindful of its distant, desolate,
and dangerous setting, in the title of our article we
dubbed it an “outpost of empire”; yet there, by reason of necessity, the Ottomans constructed and maintained, ﬁrst against the Cossacks and then against the
Russian Empire, a true “megacomplex.” Throughout
the pages of our building registers we learn of the
many different human and material costs and challenges that such a site entailed. The picture is far from
monolithic, since, alongside evidence of the striking
efforts and achievements of those both in Istanbul and
on this front line, we are frequently presented with
failings and inadequacies—a grand structure beset by
shoddiness, miscalculation, and an unforgiving environment. And Özi is but one example of the microand macro-historical possibilities that the building
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registers offer: the same level of depth and degree of
texture is available for practically every site to which
these sources apply.115
APPENDIX
Memorandum (q¸}ime) of ~sma{il Pasha, warden of
the Özi fortress complex, with proposals for repairs,
1710
Ba×bakanlık Osmanlı Ar×ivi [Istanbul], Maliye Defterleri 3882, pp. 136–37 (ﬁg. 9)
Introductory note: Of the three examples from Ottoman
building registers presented in this study, that of ~sma{il
Pasha is the most typical, thanks to addenda that follow the main text and continue in the marginalia.
In keeping with our aim to concentrate for the time
being on aspects relating to construction per se and
not its organization, we present only ~sma{il Pasha’s
memorandum (heading I and its subsections A and
1–13) in full transcription and translation. However,
in order to give the reader a ﬁrsthand notion of the
structure and contents of the building registers, we
also provide a summary of the remainder of these
two pages, related to materials, labor, ﬁnancing, and
other organizational matters (subsections B and C,
heading II and its subsections a-d, as well as the two
marginal notes, m1 and m2).
Text and translation of I, A, and 1–13
(p. 136)
~S.I
Text: ber¸y-i ta{mir¸t-i mev¸¾i{-i mezk¢re der qal{e-i Özi ve
Qılburun ki bin¸ ve ta{mºr ve termºme mu¥t¸c ve muqte¾º
b¢de <ve> {[an] ibtid¸}-i evvel-i bah¸r-i Òuceste-as¸r der sene-i
1122 müb¸×eret-i {Osm¸n AÚ¸ emºn-i bin¸ ve bi-ma{rifet-i
vezºr-i mükerrem ~sma{ºl Pa×a mu¥¸fı¬-i qal{e-i Özi bin¸ ve
ta{mºr ve tekmºl ×üde ferm¢de ber m¢ceb-i Òul¸ªa-i q¸}ime-i
i{l¸m-i vezºr-i mü×¸rün ileyh ve telÒºs ve ferm¸n-i {¸lº fº 25
z sene 1121 qayd ve ª¢ret d¸de ferm¢de.
Translation: For the repairs of the places mentioned
[below] in the fortress [complex] of Özi and Qılburun
that are in need and in requirement of [new] construction or repair, [starting] from the beginning of
spring, auspicious in signs, of the year 1122 (March
1709–March 1710) [through] the agency of {Osman
Aga, the building commissioner (emºn-i bin¸), and with
the [benign] intervention (ma{rifet) of the honored
vizier ~sma{il Pasha, warden of the fortress of Özi,
construction and repair and completion were ordered.

[This was done] in accordance with the summary of
the memorandum116 (q¸}ime-i i {l¸m) of the aforementioned vizier and the summary [of the memorandum
made for the grand vizier or sultan] (telÒºs) and the
[consequent] imperial order (ferm¸n-i {¸lº). On 25
Dhu ’l-Hijja 1121 (February 25, 1710) it was ordered
that [these] be registered [in the defter] and a copy
(ª¢ret) made.
~S.A
Text: Özi qal {esi mu¥¸fa¬asında olan vezºr-i mükerrem
~sma{ºl Pa×a «arafından gelen q¸}imesi m¢cebince qal{e-i
mezb¢ruñ ta{mºr olunacaq ma¥allerinüñ Òul¸ªasıdur.
Translation: In accordance with the memorandum that
came from the honored vizier ~sma{il Pasha, who is the
[holder] of the wardenship of the Özi fortress, [this
is] the summary of the places of the aforementioned
fortress that are to be repaired.
~S.1
Keywords: es¸s (foundation), Òandaq dºv¸rı (stone
masonry revetment of ditch), temel (foundation), beden
dºv¸rı (rampart, “main wall”).
Text: Þ¢len altı-yüz ve ma{a es¸s qadden on iki ar×un olmaq
üzere yüz yigirmi bir senesinde ~sma{ºl AÚa müb¸×eretiyle
müceddeden bin¸ olunan k¸rgºr Òandaq dºv¸rınuñ elli
ar×un temeli çatlamaq ile bozılub tekr¸r yapılmaÚa mu¥t¸c
olduÚından ma-{ad¸ dºv¸r-i mezb¢r yufqa ve doÚru bin¸
olunmaÚla ekser m¸halli Òandaq içine meyl eylemi× ve beden
üzerinde olan «opraÚuñ devrilinmesine müb¸×eret olunub
«opraÚı dºv¸r üzerine va¾{ olunmaÚla ba×landuÚı gibi ta¥ammül edemeyüb Òandaq içine meyl ve yıqılmaÚa yüz tutmaÚla
Òandaqdan çıqan «opraq beden dºv¸rları üzerine va¾{ ve
tesviye olunduqda müte¥ammil olmayub ¥¸liy¸ çatlayan
ma¥allinden Úayrº bir v¸ﬁr yeri daÒi yıqılub müceddeden
bin¸ olunmaÚa iqti¾¸ eylemek i¥tim¸li olmaÚla iqti¾¸yı üzere
ta{mºr u tekmºl olunmaq.
Translation: A ﬁfty-ar×un stretch of the foundation
of the revetment of the newly constructed stone
masonry-faced ditch six hundred ar×uns long and with
a height, including its base (es¸s), of twelve ar×uns
that through the agency of ~sma{il Aga was being
reconstructed in [1]121 (March 1709–March 1710)
has cracked and become ruined and needs to be built
again. Besides this, as the aforementioned revetment
(dºv¸r) was built thin and perpendicular,117 most of
its places have begun to lean over upon themselves,
and because earth [from the ditch] is being deposited
on top of the rampart (beden) it cannot bear weight
as it could when [this work] was started. Because it
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removed from the ditch was placed upon the rampart
(beden dºv¸rları) and made level, the rampart could not
carry [the weight], and now, aside from the cracking
places [of the revetment], a good number of places
have been demolished, and since there is a possibility of doing the required building work anew, [it is
proposed] to do the repairs and complete [the ditch]
as necessary.
~S.2
Keywords: Òandaq, «¸bya
Text: Ùandaq-i mezb¢ruñ üzerinde müceddeden bin¸ olunan
yedi {¸det «¸byalaruñ qaddı n¸-tam¸m olub dörder ve be×er
ar×un irtif¸{en qadda mu¥t¸ç olduÚından Úayrº zikr olunan
«¸byalaruñ es¸sları küçük va¾{ olunmaÚla {¸deta yuqarusı
daÒi dev×irimli olub itm¸m bulduqda üçer ve dörder pare
«opa müte¥ammil olmamaÚla üç «arafınuñ her c¸nibine aqall
mertebe üçer pare «op va¾{ olunacaq miqd¸r iqti¾¸sına göre
tevsº{ ile qaddları irtif¸{ olunmaq.
Translation: The height (qadd) of the seven bastions
(«¸bya) being newly built upon the aforementioned
ditch is not yet full: four or ﬁve ar×uns’ height are
needed for each. Besides this, because the foundations
of the bastions were laid too small, once their upper
parts are well built and completed, they will not [even]
be able to bear three or four cannons each. Because
of this [it is proposed] to increase their height and
widen them in accordance with the necessity that at
the very least three cannons [can] be positioned on
each of the [bastions’] three sides.
~S.3
Keywords: k¸rgºr Òandaq dºv¸rı, etekiyye (skirt)
Text: Özi qal {esi bir «arafı yüksege v¸qı{ olub mu¥¸fı¬-i s¸bıq
~br¸hºm Pa×anuñ bin¸ eyledügi k¸rgºr Òandaq dºv¸rınuñ
iki «arafından suya varınca etekiyye olan ma¥allinün «¢len
iki yüz ar×un miqd¸rı qaddı noqª¸n yapılmaÚla dörder ve
be×er ar×un daÒi qaddınuñ irtif¸{ olunmaq.
Translation: One side of the [Main] Özi Fortress is
high;118 because the height of a stretch of two hundred
ar×uns of the place that forms the skirt (etekiyye)119 for
the stone masonry revetments of the ditch that the
previous warden (mu¥¸fı¬) ~brahim Pasha built—both
ends of which approach the water120—is defectively
constructed, [it is proposed] to increase the height
[of the skirt] by four to ﬁve ar×uns.
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~S.4
Keywords: Òandaq, ar×un, ×aranpav, kerpiç, «opraq
Text: Zikr olunan Òandaquñ «a×radan e«r¸fına bin «oquz
yüz seksen ar×un yeri {¸det üzere qal {enüñ setr ve ¥ıf¬ı içün
naªb olunan ×aranpavuñ önüne bin¸ olunan kerpiç dºv¸ruñ
üzerine va¾{ olunacaq «opraq henüz va¾ { olunmaduÚından
ma-{ad¸ ×arampava mül¸ªıq bin¸ olunmaÚla ayaq eri×meyecek
qadar ×aranpavdan alarÚa bin¸ olunmaq mün¸sib olmaÚla
bu daÒi bozılub bir miqd¸r girüden bin¸ olunmaq iqti¾¸ ve
beraberligine va¾ {ı iqti¾¸ eden «opraq dolmaq.
Translation: The earth to be placed upon the sundried brick (kerpiç) wall built in front of the palisade
(×arampav) [of the Main Fortress] customarily erected
for screening and protecting a fortress, which is outside and around the mentioned ditch for a length of
one thousand nine hundred eighty ar×uns, has not yet
been put in place. Besides this, because [the wall]
was built adjoining the palisade—it is considered suitable to build it no more than a foot beyond (alarÚa)
the palisade—this [wall] has to be demolished and
[re]built [only] slightly behind [the palisade]121 and
[the gap] ﬁlled with earth, packing [the wall and palisade] together.
~S.5
Keywords: Òandaq, Òandaquñ {umqæ, tesviye, ta«hºr, qadd,
«a×, çamur, Òandaq dºvarº
Text: Zikr olunan cedºd Òandaquñ {umqı tesviye ve ta«hºr
olunduqdan ªoñra «a×ra «arafına da}iren m¸-d¸r «¢len bin
dört yüz seksen ar×un ve qadden on iki ar×un «a× ve çamur ile
müceddeden iqti¾¸ eden Òandaq dºv¸rı henüz yapılmamaÚla
bin¸ olunmaq.
Translation: The bottom of the mentioned new ditch
was made level and cleaned out. After [this], since
the [counterscarp] revetment (Òandaq dºv¸rı) that was
required to be made anew with stone and mud to a
length of one thousand four hundred eighty ar×uns
and at a height of twelve ar×uns around the outside
[of the ditch] has not yet been made, [it is proposed]
that it be built.
~S.6
Keywords: Òandaq, ×aranpav, metris basamaqları, tüfengçi
mazÚalları, «¸bya, sepet, çatmalar
Text: Ùandaqdan çıqan «opraq v¸ﬁr olup bir yere
yerle×memekle l¸zım gelen ma¥allere naql ve düzlenüb iç
«arafından ardına iqti¾¸ eden ×aranpavlar dizildüqden ªoñra
metris baªamaqları ve tüfengçi mazÚalları ve «¸byalaruñ
qaddları irtif¸{ı ve sepet yerine çatmalar yapdurulmaq.
Translation: Because the earth removed from the ditch
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is much, and because it is not being deposited anywhere else, after it is moved to necessary places and
made level, and the necessary palisades are placed
behind it from the inside [for support,122 it is proposed
that] trench stairs (metris baªamaqlar)123 and embrasures for the musketeers (tüfengçi mazÚalları) be made
and that the height of the bastions be increased and
[wooden] frameworks be placed where [there are to
be] gabions (sepet).124
~S.7
Keywords: cebeÒ¸ne mühimmatı, qulle, barut, k¸rgºr
cebeÒ¸nesi, cebeÒ¸ne
Text: Özi qal{esinde olan cebeÒ¸ne mühimmatı qullelerde ve
barutı daÒi qullelerün altında ¥ıf¬ olunub bir maÒfº yerde
k¸rgºr cebeÒ¸nesi olmamaÚla barut ¥ıf¬-içün bir mün¸sib ve
maÒfºce ma¥allde k¸rgºr cebeÒ¸ne bin¸ olunmaq.
Translation: The ordnance in the Özi fortress is protected in the towers,125 and as for the gunpowder, it is
stored under these towers. Because there is no stone
masonry armory in a concealed place [it is proposed]
to build a stone masonry armory for the protection of
the gunpowder in a suitable and concealed place.
~S.8
Keywords: k¸rgºr ªahrınç (ªarnıç)
Text: qal{e-i mezb¢ruñ suları bir ve bir buçuq s¸{at yerden
«a×radan gelüb ¥ºn-i iqti¾¸da bir vech-le alınmaq mümkün
olmadıÚı ¬¸hir olmaÚla mün¸sib olan ma¥allde bir iki k¸rgºr
ªahrænç bin¸ olunmaq.
Translation: Because the water of the aforementioned
fortress comes from outside, from a place one [to]
one and a half hours away, and it has become evident
that in time of need it would be impossible to have
it brought in any way, [it is proposed] to build two
stone masonry cisterns in a suitable place.
~S.9
Keywords: Òandaq, «¸bya, yalın qat dºv¸r, Òandaq dºv¸rı,
«a×, mu¥¸fı¬ci sukn¸ları
Text: Özi qal {esi qadºmden Òandaqsız ve «¸byasız yalın qat
dºv¸r olub muqaddem¸ iqti¾¸ ¥asbi-yle e«r¸fına bir küçük
Òandaq ¥afr ve bir qaç ªaÚºr «¸bya bin¸ olunub ¥al¸ ¥afr
olunan cedºd Òandaq ve bin¸ olunan «¸byalar daÒi ol {atºq
Òandaq ve «¸byalar e«r¸ﬁna ve önlerine v¸qi { olub bir vechle lüz¢mları olmayub ve ta¾yºq-i qal {eden Úayrº bir f¸}idesi
mel¥¢¬ olmamaÚla doldurılub Òandaq-i mezb¢r dºv¸rından
ve «¸byalarından ¥¸ªıl olunan «a×ı iqti¾¸ eden bin¸ya ªarf
ve bu taqrºb ile qal {eye vüs {at gelmekle yerine iqti¾¸ eden
mu¥¸fı¬cı sükn¸ları bin¸ olunmaq.

Translation: The Özi castle was formerly without ditch
or bastions and with a wall of single thickness. Previously, in accordance with requirements, around it a
small ditch was dug and some small bastions were built.
As for the new ditch that has now been dug and the
bastions that have now been constructed, because they
were built around and in front of the old ditch and
bastions, [these latter] have no use whatsoever. Apart
from [bringing] difﬁculty to the castle, they have no
anticipated use. They should be ﬁlled in and the stone
obtained from the [revetment] wall of the aforementioned [old] ditch and bastions be used in the needed
construction, and since according to this estimation
there will be more than enough, the surplus should
be used to build dwellings for the defenders.
~S.10
Keywords: taÒta örtülü «a× qulle, «¸bya
Text: zikr olınan {atºq qal {e dºv¸rı üzerlerinde üzerleri taÒta
örtülü on üç {¸det yüksek «a× qulle olub ¥ºn-i iqti¾¸da Òalqa
serpindisinden ve ma¾arratinden Úayrı menfa {ati mü×¸hede
olunmamaÚla qal {e dºv¸rı beraberligine degin yıqılub ve üzerleri düzlenüb «¸bya misillü üzerlerine birer qaç ×¸hº «op va¾ {
olunmaq.
Translation: There are thirteen high stone towers
topped with wooden roofs atop the wall of the mentioned old castle.126 Other than the scatter of debris
(serpindi) and [other] harm (i.e., harm to the residents
from falling debris), these now have no use and [it
is proposed] that they be demolished down to the
level of the castle walls and their tops ﬂattened and
on each of these [now] bastion-like structures some
light cannons (×¸hº «op)127 be placed.
~S.11
Keywords: c¸mi {-i ×erºf, qulle, «avan, örtü, ker¸ste
Text: Özide bir mu {ayyen c¸mi {-i ×erºf olmayub iki ma¥allde
qulleler içinde ed¸-yi ªalav¸t olunub otuz adamdan ziy¸de
sıÚmamaÚla {ºdeynde ve cum {alarda {azºm siqlet 128 ve
za¥metden Ò¸lº olmamaÚla vüs {atlice bir c¸mi {-i ×erºf ziy¸de
muqta¾¸ olmaÚla otuz ar×un «¢li ve yigirmi ar×un {ar¾ı
bin¸sı mün¸sib görilen ma¥allde c¸mi {-i ×erºfüñ iqti¾¸sına
göre dört dºv¸rı «a× ile irtif¸ { bulduqdan ªoñra «avanı ve
örtüsü ker¸steden olmaq üzere bin¸ olunmaq.
Translation: There is no specially designated mosque
at Özi, and [so] prayers are conducted within towers
in two [separate] places. However, as no more than
thirty men [altogether] can ﬁt inside [them], there
is no lack of hardship and difﬁculty on the two {ºds129
and on Fridays. Hence, because a spacious mosque
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is much needed, [it is proposed] that, in accordance
with the requirements, a mosque be raised in a suitable place, thirty ar×uns long and twenty ar×uns wide
(22.5 x 15 m), with four stone walls, and that a ceiling
and roof of timber then be built.

Summary of untranscribed and untranslated portions (see
facsimile)
~S.m1 (p. 136): A record of 150 silver piasters131 (Úuru×-i
esedº) being issued for the travel expenses of {Osman
Aga during period of Özi repair.

~S.12
Keywords: enb¸r, ke×f, qulle
Text: Özi qal {esinde seksen bin kºle miqd¸rı zaÒºre istº {¸b
eder enb¸r yapılmaq üzere ke×f olunmaq ferm¸n olunub l¸kin
¥¸l¸ qal {e-i mezb¢rede zaÒ¸yir va¾ { olunacaq bir qaç bo× qulle
olmaÚla ancaq yigirmi bin kºle zaÒ¸yir alur enb¸r kif¸yet
edecegi i {l¸m olunmaÚla vech-i me×r¢¥ üzere mün¸sib olan
ma¥allde müceddeden enb¸r bin¸ olunmaq.
Translation: It was ordered that an appraisal [for the
feasibility] of building a granary with a capacity of
eighty thousand kºles (2,048,000 kg)130 be undertaken.
However, currently there are several empty towers in
the castle where grain could be placed, but it has
been made known that they would be sufﬁcient to
serve in the capacity of a granary for [only] twenty
thousand kºle (512,000 kg) of grain. Hence, in the
aforementioned manner, a granary should be newly
built in an appropriate place.

~S.B (p. 137): Crimean Khan132 and Ebu Bekir Aga
arranged for an appraisal (ke×f) of repairs necessary
for the restoration and strengthening of Qılburun.

(p. 137)
~S.13
Keywords: Ò¸ne (house), ev (house), qonaq (residence)
Text: Özide mu¥¸fı¬ olanlar ve etb¸ {larınuñ s¸kin olacaq
bir mu {ayyen ma¥alli olmayub qal {e ah¸lºsi fuqar¸sınuñ
{iy¸lini iÒr¸c ve Ò¸nelerin taÒliyye ile s¸kin olub l¸kin ¾ayq
yer olmaÚla evleri az ve küçük olub yerle×mekde mu¥¸fı¬
olanlar ve hem qal {e sükk¸nı fuqar¸sı me×aqqat-i {a¬ºm çekmeleriyle fuqar¸yı qonaq za¥metinden taÒlºª içün fº-m¸-ba{d
mu¥¸fı¬ olanlar etb¸ {larıyla s¸kin olmaq içün mün¸sib olan
ma¥allde bir mu {ayyen qonaq yapdurılmaq.
Translation: There is no designated place for the
defenders (i.e., the garrison troops) of Özi and their
dependents to dwell in, [and so], with the expulsion
of the households of the wretched fortress inhabitants and the vacating of their homes, [the defenders]
are dwelling in [these houses]. [However,] because
[available] space is tight, and their houses are few and
small, both the defenders settling [in them] and the
wretched fortress inhabitants suffer great difﬁculties.
In order to release the wretches from their housing
difﬁculties hereafter [it is proposed] that residence[s]
be built in an appointed place [for] the defenders to
live with their dependents.

~S.C (p. 137): In accordance with the summary of
vizier ~sma{il Pasha’s memorandum (q¸}ime) and the
appraisal of Qılburun carried out through ofﬁces of
the Crimean Khan, workers ({amele, ırÚad), wagons
({araba), timber (ker¸ste), nails (mes¸mºr), pig iron
(¸hen-i Ò¸m),133 and other supplies should be carried
by oared ships (çekdürür sefºneleri), so that in this year
no defects remain at Özi and Qılburun and these
fortresses become strong; starting in the spring ~sma{il
Pasha is to act to bring about this work; {Osman Aga
has been appointed building commissioner (emºn-i
bin¸) so that as workers perform their service their
wages and other expenses will be seen to; he and
~sma{il Pasha are each to receive one copy of the relevant sections of this register of the “chief account”
(defter-i ba× mu¥¸sebe) and one copy of the orders issued
for the complete repair of the necessary places; orders
that such a procedure be followed were were given out
on 27 Dhu ’l-Hijja 1121 (February 27, 1710).
~S.II (p. 137): The number of carpenters (necc¸r¸n)
from the following districts (qa¾¸):
a. Baba Tagı: 20 carpenters
b. Øumni: 10 carpenters
c. Hırsova: 10 carpenters
d. Silistre: 20 carpenters
(Also given are details of their wages: number of days
paid for, rates, source of funds, totals).
~S.m2 (p. 137): The record of an order issued to
the q¸¤º of Baba Tagı and local cavalry commander
(ketÒüd¸ yeri), and to the local janissary commander
(yeñiçeri serd¸rı), to arrange for dispatch and salaries
of carpenters for the current year’s repairs at Özi, 18
Dhu ’l-Hijja 1121 (February 18, 1710).
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1. In this article we maintain a distinction between “medieval”style castles with high and thin walls, and the “modern” fortresses with low and thick ramparts that succeeded them. Further discussion of this distinction is provided below. In both
contexts, we use “fort” to denote smaller fortiﬁcations.
2. Evliya Çelebi, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, 8 vols. (Istanbul:
Yapı Kredi Yayınları, 1996– ), vol. 5: Topkapı Sarayı Baqdat
307 yazmasının transkripsiyonu–dizini, ed. Yücel Daqlı, Seyit
Ali Kahraman, and ~brahim Sezgin (2001), 94.
3. On the Black Sea as an Ottoman Mare nostrum, see Victor
Ostapchuk, “The Human Landscape of the Ottoman Black
Sea in the Face of the Cossack Naval Raids,” Oriente Moderno
20 n.s. (2001): 23–95, esp. 27–37.
4. I.e., of the Zaporozhia region—the area of the lower Dnieper
below a series of cataracts in the river south of the modern city of Dnipropetrovsk and north of the modern city of
Zaporizhia. (In 1932 this section of the river was completely
ﬂooded by the construction of a giant hydroelectric dam.)
The Ukrainian Cossacks in general are often referred to as
Zaporozhian Cossacks, but in fact the latter were a distinct
subgroup and, because they were the furthest out on the
frontier, the most prominent throughout most of the Cossack
era. There were, however, other signiﬁcant subgroups concentrated in towns throughout central, eastern, and southern
Ukraine who were also active in Ottoman and other wars as
well as in raiding activity.
5. In English, as in Turkish, “palanka” (Ottoman: palanqa) refers
to a fort consisting of palisades buttressed or reinforced with
earth (sometimes called a stockaded fort or simply a stockade).
In the eighteenth century, however, the word could apparently also refer to a more “modern” fort of stone (unworked
or worked) or brickwork that was perhaps built in place of
an original palanka. Thus we will see the eighteenth-century
fort of Qılburun referred to as both a palanqa and a qal {e,
though clearly by then it was no longer a purely palisaded
structure.
6. Evliya Çelebi provides the fullest known description of the Özi
fortress complex, as he does of very many places in the Ottoman Empire of the mid-seventeenth century. Even though
his report is invaluable—and we will fully analyze it in a separate study of Özi prior to the 1690s—we have determined
on the basis of documentary sources that several points of
his account, particularly with regard to the names he assigns
to the various castles of the complex, are quite problematic. On the construction work carried out at Özi by Hasan

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

Pasha in the late 1620s and problems of identifying its castles, see Victor Ostapchuk, Warfare and Diplomacy across Sea
and Steppe: The Ottoman Black Sea Frontier in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Middle Eastern Monographs,
forthcoming).
Located on the west side of the town, this remnant, known as
the “Turkish Rampart,” is 160 m long and 3–5 m high. The
team of Ukrainian and Turkish archeologists headed by Dr.
Svitlana Biliaieva detected four separate building phases; the
lower three strata are of unbaked brick and are considered
by the team possibly to belong to the Ottoman period: Svitlana Beliaeva [Biliaieva], “Ochakiv’deki Türk ×ehrinde arkeolojik ara×tırmalar,” Uluslararası Dördüncü Türk Kültürü Kongresi: Bildirileri, 4–7 Kasım 1997, Ankara, 1 (Ankara: Atatürk
Kültür Merkezi Ba×kanlıqı, 1999), 109–14; Valentyna Korpusova and Iryna Vitryk, “Doslidzhennja davn'oho valu Ochakova,” Novi doslidzhennja pam’ jatok kozats'koji doby v Ukrajini:
Zbirka naukovykh statej 6 (1996): 44–45.
On Ottoman attitudes and actions vis-à-vis the Black Sea
steppes, see Ostapchuk, “Human Landscape of the Ottoman
Black Sea,” 30–33.
Ba×bakanlık Osmanlı Ar×ivi (Prime Ministry Ottoman
Archive).
Several groundbreaking studies of Ottoman building history
have utilized these sources. Especially worth noting are Zeynep
Nayır, Osmanlı mimarlıqında Sultan Ahmet külliyesi ve sonrası
(1609–1690) (Istanbul: ~TÜ Mimarlık Fakültesi, 1975); Gülru
Necipoqlu, Architecture, Ceremonial, and Power: The Topkapı
Palace in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (Cambridge, MA
and London: MIT Press, 1991); and Pia Hochhut, Die Moschee Nûruosmâniye in Istanbul: Beiträge zur Baugeschichte nach
osmanischen Quellen (Berlin: Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 1986).
Here we can only conjecture that the aim of the reorganization was to allow the ﬁnance department to better control the
utilization of funds disbursed for infrastructure projects all
over the empire by providing its ofﬁcials with detailed information concerning assignment, transfer, and accounting of
funds and also including substantive documentation on construction and repair projects—the causes that necessitated
them, special or unusual circumstances, plans and problems
of execution, etc.—that would make misuse or embezzlement
of funds less likely. Hence there is frequent reference to the
ba× mu¥¸sebe, or the empire’s “chief account,” and, moreover, these registers were required to be checked, stamped,
and deposited in the ofﬁce of the chief account (e.g., MAD
3882.137, 141, 152, 336; MAD 4355.278, 281, 287, 290). In
working with these registers, one is constantly reminded of the
degree to which decision-making in the Ottoman Empire—
even in the eighteenth century, the so-called “age of decentralization”—was still centralized, at least in this sphere of
activity; even minor decisions and proposed expenditures
were routinely submitted to the M¸liyye for approval: see, for
example, the marginal note ~S.m1 in the Appendix, where
a seemingly insigniﬁcant travel expense is approved at the
center.
Element 2 predominates in the documents that we focus on
in this study (ﬁgs. 7, 8, 9), though element 3 can be seen at
the bottom of ﬁg. 9b (parts a, b, c, and d).
Nayır’s study of seventeenth-century royal mosque complexes (külliyes) uses, among other sources, registers from
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the Topkapı Palace Archive that the author also refers to as
“building registers” (in×a}at defterleri). It is clear that these defters
are primarily expenditure books (maªraf defterleri) concerned
with material and/or labor costs, but since they were written before the bureaucratic reorganization effected towards
the end of the seventeenth century they are not comparable with those we discuss here: Nayır, Sultan Ahmet külliyesi,
38, 88–112, 115–16. Though we have not had the opportunity to see these materials because of the difﬁculties of access
at the Topkapı Palace Archive, on the basis of Nayır’s use
of and comments about the maªraf defterleri we are relatively
conﬁdent of their non-descriptive content and incomparability with what we have here designated as “building registers”; a source analysis of these early construction-related
maªraf defterleri is overdue. Judging by its name, Topkapı D.
10146, which Nayır refers to as a ke×f defteri, is apparently an
exception that seems to be similar to the registers we are considering here, but since her study only lists it and does not
speciﬁcally refer to its contents, we cannot determine them:
ibid., 116. We suspect that the label ke×f defteri stems from
the archival ﬁche describing the defter, rather than being
the name of a speciﬁc early-seventeenth-century defter type
or even a phrase present in the text; among the large number of ﬁfteenth- through nineteenth-century defters utilized
by Necipoqlu, this label only applies to those written after
the seventeenth century (Necipoqlu, Topkapı Palace, 305–
7). The archival base of Hochhut’s study of the construction of the Nuruosmaniye mosque consists mainly of ﬁnancial documents from the Topkapı similar to those of Nayır;
even though this study relates to the eighteenth century, it
does not utilize or mention the types of building register
produced by the bureaucratic reorganization: Hochhut, Die
Moschee Nûruosmâniye.
14. Some defters listing materials, with or without cost ﬁgures,
were apparently drawn up for inventory purposes and in more
direct connection with the construction work at hand; any
possible distinctions between such defters and other ﬁnancial
registers remain to be worked out for all periods.
15. Muzaffer Erdoqan, “Osmanlı mimari tarihinin ar×iv kaynakları,”
Tarih Dergisi 3 (1951–52 [1953]): 95–122. Erdoqan has also
given a basic description of these defters and further examples in “Osmanlı mimarisi tarihinin otantik yazma kaynakları,”
Vakıﬂar Dergisi 6 (1965): 111–36, esp. 120–36. Paraphrases as
well as full texts of a number of excerpts from such defters for
various types of construction works, including some fortresses
of the Black Sea region, are to be found in his monograph
devoted to a chief imperial architect (Ò¸ªªa ba× mi{m¸rı) during the so-called “Tulip Age” of the early eighteenth century:
Muzaffer Erdoqan, Lâle Devri Ba× Mi {marı Kayserili’li Mehmed
Aqa (Istanbul: Istanbul Fetih Cemiyeti, 1962), 84–107.
16. Nejat Göyünç, “The Procurement of Labor and Materials
in the Ottoman Empire (16th and 18th Centuries),” Colloques internationaux du CNRS, Économie et Sociétés dans l’Empire
Ottoman (ﬁn du XVIIIe–début du XXe siècle): Actes du colloque de
Strasbourg, 1er–5 juillet 1980, Congrés d’Histoire Economique et
Sociale de la Turquie (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 1983), 327–33;
for the strategic importance of and the reasons for the construction of Acu, see Silahdar Fındıklılı Mehmed Aqa, Nusretnâme, ed. ~smet Parmaksızoqlu, 2 vols. (Istanbul: Milli Eqitim Bakanlıqı, 1962), vol. 1, 232, 251–52.
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17. Rhoads Murphey, Ottoman Warfare, 1500–1700 (London: UCL
Press, 1999), 115–21 is a rare discussion of this subject in the
context of Murad IV’s siege of Baghdad in 1638.
18. A recent dictionary of Ottoman construction works and building materials terminology compiled by Neslihan Sönmez,
while an important contribution, is of limited utility here,
since military architecture is beyond its purview. Although
the dictionary notes the existence and wealth of data in the
building registers, including those produced after the bureaucratic reorganization just prior to 1700, it does not draw on
them: Neslihan Sönmez, Osmanlı dönemi yapı ve malzeme terimleri sözlüqü (Istanbul: Yem Yayın, 1997).
19. Invaluable for more precisely ascertaining the meaning of
Ottoman technical terms relating to parts of fortresses and
construction tools and techniques are eighteenth-century
Ottoman translations of the works of Sébastien Le Prestre de
Vauban, Louis XIV’s master of the new-style fortresses; for
reference to his contribution to the science of fortiﬁcation,
see below. A comparison of the Ottoman versions with the
French originals provides insight into Ottoman terms that
are completely obscure or unreliably deﬁned in the Ottoman
dictionaries, but whose French equivalents are better understood. For a guide to the various Ottoman translations of Vauban’s works, see Ekmeleddin ~hsanoqlu, Ramazan Øe×en, M.
Serdar Bekar, and Gülcan Gündüz, eds., Osmanlı askerlik literatürü tarihi = History of Military Art and Science Literature during the Ottoman Period, 2 vols. (Istanbul: IRCICA, 2004), vol.
1, 44–47.
20. In addition to the excavation reports cited in n. 7, see Svitlana Beliaieva [Biliaieva], “Poperedni pidsumky rozkopok
Ochakova u 1995 r.,” Novi doslidzhennja 6 (1996): 40–42;
S. O. Biliaieva, L. I. Vynohrods'ka, O. B. Sukhobokov, and B.
Ersoy, “Arkheolohichni doslidzhennja v Ochakovi,” Arkheolohichni vidkryttja v Ukrajini 1997–1998 1 (1997–98): 55–57.
21. M. Kiel, S. Ghafour, and Th. Robinson, “Gazi Turhan Bey,”
CD-ROM. See also Machiel Kiel, “Das Türkische Thessalien,
Etabliertes Geschichtsbild versus Osmanische Quellen: Ein
Beitrag zur Entmythologisierung der Geschichte Griechenlandes,” Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse, Dritte folge, 212 (1996):
109–96.
22. Lucienne Thys-Øenocak, “The Architectural Survey of the
Ottoman Fortresses of Seddülbahir and Kumkale,” Bulletin
(Fondation Max Van Berchem) 15 (Dec. 2001): 4–7; idem, “The
Ottoman Fortresses of Seddülbahir and Kumkale” (appeared
in Turkish as “Kumkale ve Seddülbahir Osmanlı Kaleleri”),
Cogito 28 (2001): 274–82. Chap. 3 of Thys-Øenocak’s forthcoming monograph, Ottoman Women Builders: The Architectural
Patronage of Hadice Turhan Sultan (Aldershot, UK and Burlington, VT: Ashgate Press, 2006), is devoted to the building history of these fortresses. See also: www.seddulbahirkumkale.com.
23. A notable exponent of this approach has been Gülru Necipoqlu in her study of Topkapı Palace (see n. 10, above), where
her re-creation of the fabric of the complex is in part based
on a variety of archival and other documents.
24. E.g., David Austin and Leslie Alcock, eds., From the Baltic to
the Black Sea: Studies in Medieval Archaeology (London and Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1990), chaps. 1–3.
25. Timothy Insoll, The Archaeology of Islam (Oxford and Malden,
MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1999), 6.
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26. Insoll, Archaeology of Islam, 3–7.
27. Uzi Baram, “The Complexities of Modernity in the Middle
East: Historical Archaeology and Its Contributions,” unpublished paper delivered at World Archaeological Congress 5,
Washington, DC, June 21–26, 2003: p. 5 (cited with permission of the author).
28. Baram, “Complexities of Modernity,” 5.
29. Ibolya Gerelyes and Gyöngyi Kovács, eds., Archaeology of the
Ottoman Period in Hungary: Papers of the Conference Held at the
Hungarian National Museum, Budapest, 24–26 May 2000 (Budapest: Hungarian National Museum, 2003).
30. József Laszlovszky and Judith Rasson, “Post-medieval or Historical Archaeology: Terminology and Discourses in the Archaeology of Ottoman Period,” in Gerelyes and Kovács, Archaeology of the Ottoman Period in Hungary, 377–82, esp. 378.
31. Uzi Baram and Lynda Carroll, eds., A Historical Archaeology
of the Ottoman Empire: Breaking New Ground (New York, Boston, Dordrecht, London, and Moscow: Kluwer Academic,
Plenum Publishers, 2000); in the introduction, co-authored
with Lynda Carroll, Baram addresses themes similar to those
he takes up again in his “Complexities of Modernity” paper.
See the review by Scott Redford in Bulletin of the American
Schools of Oriental Research (May 2002): 101–103, which also
notes the scant attention paid to the physical remains of the
Ottoman period.
32. Baram and Carroll, Historical Archaeology of the Ottoman Empire,
16.
33. Ibid., viii, 20, 141, 163.
34. Peter Ian Kuniholm, “Dendrochronologically Dated Ottoman Monuments,” in Baram and Carroll, Historical Archaeology of the Ottoman Empire, 93–137.
35. Alison B. Snyder, “Transformations, Readings and Visions
of the Ottoman Mosque,” in Baram and Carroll, Historical
Archaeology of the Ottoman Empire, 219–43.
36. Uzi Baram, “Entangled Objects from the Palestinian Past:
Archaeological Perspectives for the Ottoman Period, 1500–
1900,” in Baram and Carroll, Historical Archaeology of the Ottoman Empire, 137–60. Incidentally, one of the richest collections of Ottoman pipes has been gathered in the various
digs at Özi: Biliaieva et al., “Arkheolohichni doslidzhennja v
Ochakovi”; idem, “Ochakiv’deki arkeolojik ara×tırmalar.”
37. Insoll, Archaeology of Islam, 5.
38. Namely, as late as 1676 the Venetian bailo in Istanbul,
Giacomo Quirini, discussed the potential danger that the
Cossacks represented to the Ottomans in the Black Sea: Dariusz Kołodziejczyk, The Ottoman Survey Register of Podolia (ca.
1681): Defter-i Mufassal-i Eyalet-i Kamaniçe (Cambridge: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute and Kiev: Institute of Oriental Studies, 2004), 4.
39. See D. I. Javornyts'kyj, Istorija zaporiz'kykh kozakiv, vol. 3 (Lviv:
Vydavnytstvo «Svit», 1992, orig. publ. in Russian in 1892–
1897); O. M. Apanovych, Zaporiz'ka Sich u borot'bi proty turets'kotatars'koji ahresiji (Kiev: Vydavnytstvo Akademiji nauk Ukr.
RSR, 1961).
40. William C. Fuller, Strategy and Power in Russia, 1600–1914
(New York and Toronto: Free Press, 1992), p. 137.
41. We have had such frequent recourse for our understanding
of European fortiﬁcations to Christopher Duffy’s useful and
authoritative volumes that we have not cited them on each
occasion. They are Fire and Stone: The Science of Fortress War-

42.
43.

44.

45.

46.
47.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

53.

fare, 1660–1860 (Newton Abbot: David and Charles, 1975),
and Siege Warfare, vol. 1: The Fortress in the Early Modern World,
1494–1660 and vol. 2: The Fortress in the Age of Vauban and
Frederick the Great, 1660–1789 (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1979–85).
Duffy, Siege Warfare, vol. 1, 2.
Kathryn M. Ebel, “City Views, Imperial Visions: Cartography and the Visual Culture of Urban Space in the Ottoman
Empire, 1453–1603” (Ph.D. diss., University of Texas, 2002),
6–7.
Prior to this, we only know of symbolic representations of
Özi that clearly bear little or no relation to the actual stronghold. E.g., see the old Ottoman maps of the Dnieper region
published in ~smail Hakkı Uzunçar×ılı, Osmanlı tarihi, 4 vols.
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 1947–59), vol. 4, pt. 1 (1956),
ﬁg. 7; and in Alexandre Bennigsen, Pertev Naili Boratav, Dilek
Desaive, and Chantal Lemercier-Quelquejay, eds., Le Khanat
de Crimée dans les Archives du Musée du Palais de Topkapı (Paris
and The Hague: Mouton, 1978), 70–80.
Baron Christoph Hermann von Manstein, Memoirs of Russia
Historical, Political and Military from the Year MDCCXXVII to
MDCCXLI...with a Supplement Containing a Summary Account
of the State of the Military, the Marine, the Commerce, &c. of that
Great Empire. Translated from the Original Manuscript, ed. D.
Hume (London, 1770). There were repeated editions of this
work, originally written in French, in English, French, German, and Russian. However, it should be pointed out that
although written shortly after the events described, it was
published only after war between the Ottoman and Russian
Empires broke out again in 1768, when there was great international interest in the course of previous military action on
this front.
Ba×bakanlık Osmanlı Ar×ivi (henceforth BOA), Plan ve Proje,
857.
Uzunçar×ılı, Osmanlı tarihi, vol. 4, pt. 1, contains illustrations
of a few fortresses as they were in the eighteenth century; ﬁg.
6 shows the Özi trace under discussion here.
Evliya Çelebi, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, vol. 5, 94–95.
E.g., the sack of Sinop in 1616: see Ostapchuk, “Human Landscape,” 44–46.
Duffy, Siege Warfare, vol. 1, 206–7.
BOA, Maliye Defterleri (henceforth MAD) 3992.131–34.
The zir¸{ (also ar×un) measure varied over time and place: it
has recently been shown to have been (at least in the Istanbul construction industry) 72.1 cm around 1520, 73.4 cm
in the third quarter of the sixteenth century, and 76.4 cm
in the third quarter of the eighteenth century; Evliya Çelebi’s ar×un (a measure identical with a zir¸{) was 72.9 cm: see
Alpay Özdural, “Sinan’s Ar×ın: A Survey of Ottoman Architectural Metrology,” Muqarnas 15 (1998): 101–15. Since we
cannot know the precise length of the zir¸{ used at Özi, we
use the round ﬁgure of 75.0 cm.
This document has “325” written out in words. However, it is
clear from references to the Main Fortress in later documents
that “one thousand” (biñ) was left out by mistake or by convention. For example, the ditch of the Main Fortress, or the
palisade around it, which of course has a greater circumference than the rampart, is variously given as being between
1,410 and 2,500 zir¸{ long (MAD 3882.136; MAD 4355.278,
299, 306).
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54. MAD 3992.131.
55. Sic: (der ×arampav-i qal {e-i mezb¢re). Normally, for reasons of
security, one would not expect to ﬁnd barracks within the
outworks of a fortress, be it the palisade or the barbican.
56. MAD 3992.160–62. A cebeci (lit. “armorer”) belonged to a
corps whose members originally served as auxiliaries assisting
the janissaries by maintaining weapons on and off the ﬁeld
of battle, though by the seventeenth century they were also
musket-bearing infantry; a serdengeçdi was a member of special shock troops prepared to carry out suicide missions.
57. MAD 3992.294–98.
58. In the sources, Özi Qal {esi or Qal {e-i Özi, or with the plural
for fortress Özi Qıl¸{ı or Qıl¸{-i Özi, which could refer either
to the tri-part Main Fortress or to the entire fortress complex, or at least that on the right, Özi bank of the Dnieper
mouth.
59. MAD 3992.297.
60. Cirmleri qırqar zir¸{ and be-her «¸bya 40 zir¸{; MAD 3992.297.
Although in the standard Ottoman dictionaries cirm denotes
the volume of a body, in our building registers it is used
to denote area. For example, the result of a calculation in
MAD 4355.287 for the surface area of proposed ditch revetment—7 zir¸{ x 5,000 zir¸{ = 35,000 zir¸{ (5,000, because both
sides of the ditch, each estimated at 2,500 zir¸{, were to be
revetted)—is there labeled as cirm, i.e., area; see main text at
n. 82.
61. In these sources sq. zir¸{ are referred to simply as zir¸{.
62. MAD 3992.438; this mosque was named for Sultan {Osman I
(r. 1618–22). Evliya Çelebi failed to mention a mosque within
Qılburun (Evliya Çelebi, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, vol. 5, 96–
97).
63. Defterdar Sarı Mehmed Pa×a, Zübde-i Vekayiât, ed. Abdülkadir Özcan (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 1995), 734.
64. MAD 3992.452.
65. MAD 4355.124.
66. John P. LeDonne, The Russian Empire and the World, 1700–
1917: The Geopolitics of Expansion and Containment (New York
and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 90–91.
67. MAD 4355.275–309.
68. Since rows of wattled screens to protect musketeers positioned
in front of the ditch and on the bastions are already speciﬁed in the text, those mentioned here as providing cover in
unspeciﬁed places were probably intended for men stationed
elsewhere, e.g., on the parapets atop the ramparts.
69. The materials needed to carry out these works had to be
brought from far away—various sorts of wood from Moldavia
and nails from Istanbul, for instance (MAD 4355.275–76).
70. There were different types of palisades—×arampav/×aranpav
in Ottoman (from Hungarian: sorompó)—and failure to distinguish between them has been a source of some confusion. While all involved ﬁxing wooden stakes into the ground
and if necessary lashing them together, the stakes could be
large posts, as in a stockade or palanka (see n. 5, above), or
smaller staves, as in a fence-type structure. While stockades
or palankas with large palisades were built both prior to and
during the period of Vauban-age fortresses, the type of palisade that was essentially a fence-type barrier approximately
the height of a man became an essential element of the modern fortiﬁcation system. This type of palisade was placed at
the front of the banquette of the covered way, where defend-
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ing musketeers were stationed in order to shoot at enemy
approaching the ditch, and where the glacis began (see ﬁg.
5). On palisades in modern-style fortresses, see the text for
n. 110; on palisades as an element of palankas, see Gerelyes and Kovács, Archaeology of the Ottoman Period in Hungary,
103, 112, 114, 121, 179, and 180. In the latter volume, palisaded forts are frequently called simply “palisades,” which
at least in English is incorrect—“palisade” can only mean
a length of wooden stakes ﬁxed in the ground, and not an
entire enclosure made of such stakes. Although the palisades
used to make forts and those used to make barriers were distinct, a common technique was at times used in both fortand barrier-palisades to make them more formidable: two
(or even three) parallel rows of stakes would be set up and
the space between them ﬁlled with earth (e.g., ×arampa[v]lar
çatub içlerün rºÒtım ile doldurub, in Evliya Çelebi, Evliya Çelebi
Seyahatnâmesi, vol. 6: Topkapı Sarayı Kütüphanesi Revan 1457
numaralı yazmanın transkripsiyonu,dizini, ed. Seyit Ali Kahraman and Yücel Daqlı (Istanbul: Yapı Kredi Yayınları, 2002),
133.
71. Lit. “paper of communication.” In eighteenth-century Ottoman diplomatics, the q¸}ime was typically a letter or memorandum between two ofﬁces, rather than a report ({ar¾) from
an inferior to a superior. It was written on a large sheet of
paper (similar to foolscap) that, prior to being inscribed,
was folded in half along the length to form two folios, giving them the appearance of sheets from a “tall and narrow”
ﬁnancial (m¸liyye) defter: see Mübahat Kütükoqlu, Osmanlı belgelerinin dili (diplomatik) (Istanbul: Kubbealtı Akademisi Kültür
ve San’at Vakfı, 1994), 275–76.
72. MAD 4355.277–78. In referring to points in this and two
other q¸}imes/memoranda of the same type, we abbreviate
the name of the author and couple this with the number
of the point: the second point of ~brahim Pasha’s memo
is ~B.2, the fourth in Hasan Pasha’s is HA.4, the third in
~sma{il’s ~S.3, etc.; for the anonymous treatise the abbreviation AN is used. We have rearranged the order of some of
the items listed in ~brahim Pasha’s and Hasan Pasha’s memoranda to make for easier comparison with those in ~sma{il
Pasha’s, and with each other. In the case of ~sma{il Pasha’s
memorandum, additional letters and numerals (Arabic and
Roman) are used to refer to marginal and other sections on
the same two pages, as labeled in the facsimile: see the introductory note in the Appendix. Because of limited space, we
give a full rendering only of the memorandum of ~sma{il
Pasha, while the memoranda of ~brahim Pasha and Hasan
Pasha are summarized. However, to provide further examples of the makeup of these registers and the possibility of
delving more fully into the texts in the relevant pages, we
also provide facsimiles of these two reports (ﬁgs. 7, 8). Also
because of limited space we do not attempt to cover all the
repairs performed at Özi as recorded in these building registers; instead we give only a representative sampling.
73. Or perhaps “deep,” if the dimensions of the ditch rather than
the mass of earth that ﬁlled it is being referred to. In either
case this large a ﬁgure seems problematic (or is an indication of our unfamiliarity with possible realities in such a fortress). Were the ditch at this point actually so deep, the ﬁgure then could refer to both its depth and the height of the
pile of inﬁll. One might expect the ditch to be deeper in
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the section of the fortress outside the Upper Castle than at
other points, as it was furthest from the Dnieper and highest
above it (see ﬁgs. 3 and 6). Were the ditch relatively level, it
would of necessity have been deeper here than in the downhill stretches closer to the Dnieper, and were this a wet ditch,
levelness would have been an imperative. Nonetheless, as will
become evident below, lesser depths for the ditch are listed
for other sections of the Main Fortress, with the apparent
average being 7 zir¸{ (5.2 m). More “soundings” in the building registers will reveal what ditch depths were possible and
typical. Western sources, according to Duffy, are not forthcoming on the depth of a good ditch. Judging by one vague
but typical source that says the ditch should be deeper than
a tall man and wider than a high tree (Duffy, Fire and Stone,
59), the ditch at Özi seems to have been considerably deeper
than its Western counterparts.
We use the Istanbul qan«¸r of about 56.5 kg: see ~nalcık,
“Introduction to Ottoman Metrology,” Turcica: Revue d’études
turques 15 (1983): 311–48, esp. 340.
Western fortress literature, and the examples that follow, show
that checkerboard frameworks were used to hold unstable
earth in place—for reinforcing the foundations of ramparts
as well as for building them up, for instance. For a contemporary (1746) illustration of a timber framework beneath a
rampart, including under the revetment, see Duffy, Fire and
Stone, 41.
These boats were clearly intended to bring laborers and the
tools they were likely to need to help clean the ditch.
The participation of the Cossacks—whom historians have construed as usually being the Ottomans’ enemy—in the improvement of their fortress defenses reminds us of the mutabilities and ambiguities of frontier existence. A letter from the
governor (vali) of the Özi province to a Cossack leader provides more evidence of such cooperation across this frontier: it asks him to help the vali’s men sent to the Zaporozhia to cut thickets for use in the repairs and construction
of bastions at Özi: Oleksander Halenko, “Was the Black Sea
‘Closed’ before Its ‘Opening’ by the Russians?,” unpublished
paper delivered at “The Ottomans and the Sea,” a conference held at the Skilliter Centre of Ottoman Studies, Cambridge University, March 29–30, 1996.
MAD 4355.287. In contrast to the palisade at the Lower Castle, which is speciﬁed as being on the outside, the location
of this palisade—only referred to as being of the Bastion of
Hüseyn Pasha—is not speciﬁed; it could either be in front
of the ditch or at the parapet on top of the rampart (cf. n.
68, above).
This term also referred to wrought iron rods of similar shape:
Sönmez, Yapı ve malzeme sözlüqü, 37.
Evliya Çelebi did not mention this bath when he visited in
1657, but perhaps it was already ruined and therefore unworthy of notice (Evliya Çelebi, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, vol.
5, 94–95).
On this and other Ottoman ofﬁcials involved in the management of construction projects, albeit in the context of
mosque building, see Hochhut, Nûruosmâniye, 18–23.
See n. 60, above.
Here and also in a marginal section on the previous page
it is expressly stated that both the depth and the length are
estimates (ber vech-i taÒmºn).

84. MAD 4355.287.
85. MAD 4355.299.
86. We use the rate 1 vuqiyye = 1.28 kg: ~nalcık, “Metrology,” 318–
20.
87. MAD 3882.336.
88. MAD 4355.306–7.
89. MAD 4355.292ff.
90. Entered in the building register in Istanbul as a copy (ª¢ret)
on 15 Dhu ’l-Qa{da 1121 (January 16, 1710).
91. In addition to the use of the term «a× to denote stone, we ﬁnd
also k¸rgºr, which differs from «a× in that it refers to masonry,
or worked stone. Although according to the modern dictionaries kâgir (< k¸rgºr) can denote brick masonry as well as
stone masonry, in earlier Ottoman usage it referred solely
to the latter; Fransicus à Franciszek Meni¼ski, Thesaurus linguarum orientalium Turcicae-Arabicae-Persicae = Lexicon TurcicoArabico-Persicum (Vienna, 1680–87); repr. with introduction by
Stanisław Stachowski and foreword by Mehmet Ölmez (Istanbul: Simurg, 2000), 3842. In what follows, we translate «a× as
“stone” and k¸rgºr as “stone masonry.” Sönmez’s dictionary
of architectural terms does not refer to k¸rgºr; although the
author notes many varieties of stone (under seng, the Persian
equivalent of Turkish «a×): Sönmez, Yapı ve malzeme sözlüqü,
98–99.
92.  ﺑﺎﻟﻮانbalvan (or balavan?) is not to be found in the standard
dictionaries (Meninski, Redhouse, Zenker, Tarama Sözlüqü).
However it has recently been deﬁned by Robert Dankoff as
“timber, beam” and Andreas Tietze as direk (“column, post,
mast”); Robert Dankoff, An Evliya Çelebi Glossary: Unusual,
Dialectal and Foreign Words in the Seyahat-name (Cambridge,
MA: Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations, Harvard University, 1991), 16; Andreas Tietze, Tarihi
ve etimolojik Türkiye Türkçesi lugatı = Sprachgeschichtliches und
etymologisches Wörterbuch des Türkei-Türkischen, vol. 1 (Istanbul:
Simurg, 2002), 274. While these authors derive the word from
Hungarian bálvány (“idol”) or Bulgarian balvan (“statue”), a
derivation from Serbo-Croatian balvan (“log, beam, block”) is
also possible and perhaps more plausible; Maks Fasmer [Max
Vasmer], Etimologicheskij slovar´ russkogo jazyka, 4 vols. (Moscow: Progress, 1964), vol. 1, 111, 186–87; Abdulah Škaljiœ,
Turcizmi u srpskohrvatskom jeziku (Sarajevo: Svjetlost, 1966),
119. Though this word is considered of Turkic origin, Slavic
languages in all likelihood preserved a meaning that fell
out of use in Ottoman, at least if the standard dictionaries are any indication. In one building register, in an entry
relating to materials needed for construction at Qılburun,
speciﬁcation of the size of oak balvans is given—20 zir¸{s x
1.5 qarı×es (span), or 15.0 x 0.30 m—which makes it a large
piece of lumber (the next largest recorded in this section of
the given register are tie-beams or posts [qu×aqlıq ve baÚlamaq
içün ×aranpavluq], which are speciﬁed as 14 zir¸{ x 1 qarı×, or
10.5 x 0.20 m): MAD 3992.294.
93. As opposed to kiln-dried or sun-and-kiln-dried bricks («uÚla).
For details of contents, manufacture, and types of Ottoman
kerpiçes and «uÚlas, see Sönmez, Yapı ve malzeme sözlüqü, 72–
73, 106–7.
94. The text has “behind it [i.e., the palisade]” (ardına), but it
is unclear whether the orientation is from inside or outside
the palisade. On the basis of ~S.4, which refers to the same
wall as being in front of (önünde) the palisade, and more
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signiﬁcantly, uses the nautical term alarÚa, i.e., as being “in
the ofﬁng” (albeit less than a foot [ayaq]), there is no doubt
that this wall is on the exterior (country) rather than interior (ditch) side of the palisade.
95. How stakes might be used to raise the height of the bastions
is not entirely clear: perhaps they were needed as scaffolding?
Also, as we saw in HA.2 above, timber was used in building
up bastions; for references to examples unearthed in Ottoman fortiﬁcations in Hungary, see n. 104, below.
96. Given the concern regarding access to drinking water during attack and besiegement, it seems odd to propose that cisterns be located in the ditch, which would be a prime target—and of relatively easy access—for the enemy.
97. I.e., ca. 1560 sq. m per thousand men, or ca. 1.6 sq. m per
capita, which would have meant cramped quarters. Without
even considering the possible use of bunk beds we note, however, that cramped quarters were the norm in pre-modern
barracks, with three men assigned to a bed under the assumption that two out of three would be on duty at a time. Nevertheless, 1.6 sq. m per capita is about half the ﬁgure provided by Duffy—12 men for a room of 22 x 18 ft (6.7 x 5.5
m)—which amounts to 36.8 sq. m or about 3 sq. m per capita; Duffy, Fire and Stone, 80. That such a difference in allotted sleeping space indicates a signiﬁcant difference in the living conditions of Ottoman and western European fortresses
cannot be asserted without more data.
98. MAD 3882.136–37—see the transcription and translation in
the Appendix.
99. This presumably refers to the three bastions whose construction was deemed necessary in 1695.
100. Zdenka Veselá, “Tureckij traktat ob osmanskikh krepostjakh
svernogo Prichernomorja v nachale XVIII v.,” in Vostochnye
istochniki po istorii narodov Jugo-Vostochnoj i Central'noj Evropy,
ed. A. S. Tveritinova, 3 vols. (Moscow: Nauka, 1964–74), vol.
2 (1969), 98–139, esp. 102–3, 105. In this publication the
report is given in printed Arabic transliteration and Russian
translation with a French summary. There are a number of
cruxes in the text that cannot be resolved without checking
the original (only the ﬁrst and last pages are given in facsimile). Therefore we provide only a partial rendition of the text
relevant here, leaving further analysis for when the original,
preserved in the National Library in Cairo, becomes available.
101. Ùor¸s¸n (or the adjectival form, Òor¸s¸nº) refers to rose-colored chalky soil, like that in Eastern Iran, from which brick
dust was extracted in place of sand and mixed with lime to
make an extremely strong mortar capable of withstanding
cannon ﬁre unless from close range: Murphey, Ottoman Warfare, 113–14; for further detail on Òor¸s¸n, see Sönmez, Yapı
ve malzeme sözlüqü, 49.
102. MAD 3882.140.
103. Indeed, according to the seventeenth-century dictionary of
Meninski, the term «oñuz «amı denoted gabions (German:
Schantzkorb; French: gabion), whose wickerwork perimeters were
reminiscent of pig pens (the reading «onoz «amı, “vaulted roof”
is unlikely because «onoz is normally written with a n¢n, whereas
in the document it is with a kef, indicating ñ): Meni¼ski, Thesaurus, 3149–50. Regardless of the correctness of the deﬁnition in the Redhouse dictionary for the more modern form,
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domuz damı—“gallery of a mine supported by wooden props;
archaic a covered gallery in a fortiﬁcation”—it does not ﬁt
our context: Redhouse yeni Türkçe-~ngilizce sözlük = New Redhouse Turkish-English Dictionary (Istanbul: Redhouse Yayınevi,
1968), 309.
104. On excavations of various sorts of timber foundations in Ottoman fortress works in Hungary, see Gábor Hatházi, “New Findings in the Research of Turkish Palisades in Fejér County,”
in Gerelyes and Kovács, Archaeology of the Ottoman Period in
Hungary, 113–36, esp. p. 131; Gábor Tomka, “Andrásvár: A
Guard-Tower in Royal Hungary’s Border-defence System,”
ibid., 151–53; Katalin Irás-Melis, “Pest during the Ottoman
Era,” ibid., 161–72, esp. 170–71.
105. Bundles of wood or sticks bound together and used for building ramparts, for topping gabions, or, by besiegers, for ﬁlling ditches or marshy ground.
106. And in this one instance the text states that the stone masonry
(or, alternatively, beams [balvan]) would be used to raise the
height, which implies internal rather than external application.
107. If the wording of our sources is to be trusted, the revetments
of the ditches of the Özi fortresses were faced with stone
(~B.1, HA.5, ~S.5, ~S.9) on some occasions and on others
with stone masonry (HA.1, ~S.1, ~S.3; as noted, the sole reference to stone or stone masonry being used for the ramparts is HA.2, which cites stone masonry to be used in building up bastions). However, our sample is too small to allow
us to discern whether the more costly stone masonry came to
be considered essential because it was more functional than
stone in preventing water seepage (or was favored for other
reasons) in successive building phases.
108. We have no evidence concerning a ditch for the Fort of Hasan
Pasha during this period.
109. Quoted in Duffy, Fire and Stone, 59.
110. Vauban, Manual of Siegecraft and Fortiﬁcation, 32–33. His comments on the palisade in his treatise on fortress defense,
though not as emphatic as these, also indicate its importance:
Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban, Traité de la défense des places.
Nouv. éd. Augmentée des Agenda du maréchal sur l’attaque et la
défense, et de ses notes critiques sur le discours de Deshoulières relatif a la défense. Publiée avec l’autorisation du Ministre de la guerre,
par M. le baron de Valazé (Anselin, 1829), 26, 195–96.
111. Though double or triple palisades ﬁlled with earth were common in Ottoman palankas: Ibolya Gerelyes, “Ottoman Architecture in the Town of Gyula,” in Gerelyes and Kovács, Archaeology of the Ottoman Period in Hungary, 173–80, esp. 179; also,
we mentioned above a palisade wall at Qılburun supported
only by earth (dikme ×aranpav dºv¸rınuñ «opraq dolması): see
main text at n. 69.
112. 7 or 8 ft. from the ﬂoor of the covered way (ignoring the
banquette) to the crest, plus up to one foot above the crest:
Duffy, Fire and Stone, 61.
113. See n. 91, above.
114. See the corrective by Virginia H. Aksan, “Breaking the Spell
of the Baron de Tott: Reframing the Question of Military
Reform in the Ottoman Empire, 1760–1830,” International
History Review 24 (2002): 253–77.
115. Presently we are commencing a historico-archeological project with Drs. Biliaieva, Ersoy, and others, which will include
an investigation of the building history of the Aqkerman fortress.
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116. Lit. “paper of communication.” On q¸}ime, see n. 71,
above.
117. Normally, for the sake of stability, revetments would be built
with a sloping outer face, wider at the bottom: this was known
as a batter.
118. I.e., the Upper (“Old”) Castle (Qal {e-i {Atºq).
119. While the Turkish word etek, “skirt” (derived from Greek)
also denotes the foot or skirt of a mountain (New Redhouse,
351) or the bottom part of a slope (Tietze, Tarihi ve etimolojik
lugat, 749), etekiyye is not in any of the standard Ottoman dictionaries. Though it is probably a pseudo-Arabic construction
(given the -iyye ending, perhaps aiming at a more abstract or
general meaning), here it seems to have the same meaning
as etek might in this context.
120. I.e., the Dnieper River.
121. I.e., further out from the palisade (see n. 94, above).
122. Presumably to prevent the earth placed outside the ditch
(which then formed part of the glacis) from collapsing back
into the ditch.
123. Possibly stairs or ramps built to allow defenders access to sections of the rampart at different levels (banquette, terre plain),
or a sallyport: Duffy, Fire and Stone, 75–76.
124. During this period there were two Ottoman terms for gabionlike baskets: sepet (lit. “basket”) and «oñuz «amı (see n. 103,
above). Whether they both denoted the same kind of gabi-

ons remains to be worked out.
125. I.e., in what remained of the old towers of the Main
Castle and not in the new bastions.
126. I.e., the Main Castle consisting of the Upper, Middle, and
Lower Castles.
127. On ×¸hº «op, see Gábor Ágoston, “Ottoman Artillery and European Military Technology in the Fifteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries,” Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae
47 (1994): 15–38, esp. 42–43.
128. The ﬁrst letter is mistakenly written with an initial sºn ()ﺳ
rather than an initial se ()ﺛ
129. I.e., the {idu ’l-ﬁ«r and {idu ’l-a¤¥¸.
130. Technically the kºle, a kind of bushel, was a measure of capacity, often used for grain. In common practice, however, it
was given as a weight equivalent. The size of the kºle varied
widely from province to province. Here we give equivalents
in Istanbul kºles: 1 kºle = 20 vuqiyyes (25.6 kg). On the Istanbul kºle, see ~nalcık, “Ottoman Metrology,” 333.
131. Or Dutch rixdale: see Halil ~nalcık, Suraiya Faroqhi, Bruce
McGowan, Donald Quataert, and Øevket Pamuk, An Economic
and Social History of the Ottoman Empire, 1600–1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 964.
132. Devlet Gerey II (1699–1702, 1708–13).
133. The original reads ﺧﺎﻣﻰ, which may be a pseudo-Arabic nisba
with the Persian Ò¸m (Ò¸mº).
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THE URBAN AND ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE
ISTANBUL D~VANYOLU: URBAN AESTHETICS AND IDEOLOGY IN
OTTOMAN TOWN BUILDING
WHAT’S IN A NAME? TOPONOMY VERSUS
MYTH AND IDENTITY
The Divan Yolu (in Turkish, “the road of the Divan”)
was both the main thoroughfare of Ottoman Istanbul and the most important ceremonial segment of
the Istanbul street system, the stage for the sultan’s
stately processions. Nevertheless, its representation
of power and magniﬁcence never assumed an overall architectural image; the thoroughfare acquired
monumental coherence only in some stretches and
perhaps only after the seventeenth century, thanks
to individual donations by pashas in which medreses
(theological schools) and türbe (mausoleums) were
focal elements.
Ofﬁcial toponomy in the past hundred years has
restricted the name “Divanyolu” to the fairly straight
avenue running from the Hippodrome to Beyazıt or
even to the sole tract up to Çemberlita×, corresponding to the ancient Mese Regia. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century chronicles and maps employ it much
more widely. To my knowledge, the ﬁrst text to use the
name applied it to a very long stretch of the axis from
Ayasofya to the city walls; this is the Vehbi Sûrnâme,
addressed to Sultan Ahmet, maintaining that the 1720
circumcision procession, which he watched from the
Nakka×hane near Ayasofya, had followed the Divanyolu, passing by the Lâleli Fountain, Darbhane-i Atik,
and Valide Hammam.1 A few decades earlier, Naima
had designated many important events as occurring
along the same route, but despite mentioning some
of its important buildings, he had not named it.2
By the end of the eighteenth century the extensive application of the place-name “Divanyolu” is well
established. Foreign observers or local non-Muslims
writing for a foreign public are quite explicit about
it: D’ Ohsson calls the whole thoroughfare up to the
city walls “Divan-yoli,”3 as does Carbognano.4 Some of
these authors implicitly qualify as the “street of the
Divan” both the thoroughfare up to Edirnekapı and

the southern branch that bifurcates after Beyazıt and
leads to Aksaray and Koca Mustafa Pasha, retracing
roughly the ancient southern Mese in the Porta Aurea–
Via Egnatia direction.5 So do at least two important
Ottoman documents of the same period. Serkâtibi
Ahmet Efendi, privy secretary to Selim III in 1799,
describes almost all the sultan’s Friday or ceremonial
trips in the Fatih–Edirnekapı and Lâleli–Koca Mustafa
directions as running through the Divanyolu.6 Seyyit
Hasan, a member of the imperial mühendishane (corps
of engineers), registers the name “Divanyolu” on at least
three different points of his so-called Beyazıt II aqueduct map, presumably drafted around 1810:7 west of
Çemberlita× (Divanyolu sebili), south of the Bozdo¯an
Aqueduct near Saraçhane, and in Karagümrük near
Zincirli Kapı. He calls “Edirnekapı Caddesi” only the
very last tract, after the Edirnekapı Atik Ali mosque.
This nomenclature must have been maintained until
the mid-eighteenth century, if not later: Baratta refers
to Divanyolu as the route that touches numerous
monumental buildings in the Edirnekapı direction.8
The 1836 von Moltke map goes as far as to call “Divanyolu” the street that connects Beyazıt to Koca Mustafa
Pasha;9 von Moltke was certainly using a rooted convention when deﬁning it so extensively.
It is a common view that the Divanyolu was so named
because of the processional trafﬁc of pashas and their
crowded retinues back and forth between the Divan
and their konaks (mansions). In actuality, the main
streets that channeled the sultans’ processions and military parades even where the transit to and from the
pashas’ konaks was rare have been called “Divanyolu.”
We can consequently assume that the word “Divan”
in that toponymic referred not so much to the weekly
meetings of the governing pashas under the sultan’s
supervision as to all that concerned state and power
in the Ottoman system. It was indeed the main space,
involving the whole town, in which was enacted the
public representation of the state. In such other loci
as the Hippodrome-Atmeydan—almost an outpost of

Fig. 1. Perspective view of the Divan axis westwards from Ayasofya: natural topography and main monumental ensembles.
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the Topkapı Palace—the population, mighty and poor
alike, would rush to see state events. Here the power
of the state touched and crossed the city in its daily
life: sultans and viziers inspected, punished, showed
themselves to be acclaimed, and brought terror or joy
to the doors of both the poor and the mighty.
The Divan axis was not a single street or avenue;
rather it was a fasciculus of streets running from Ayasofya–Topkapı to Edirnekapı and Yedikule (ﬁg. 1) that
bore, as far as we know, many names. Street-naming
being of little relevance and of much less concern than
mahalle (quarter) names in Ottoman towns, the designations had more to do with myths and urban collective memory than with speciﬁc urban identity.
Segments of the thoroughfare had different combinations of urban functions and were accorded different meanings in succeeding epochs. The segment
from Atmeydan to the Kemanke× complex just before
Beyazıt has always been called “Divanyolu” (ﬁg. 2).
Post-Ottoman Republican opinion has made of it a
portmanteau name into which Ottoman and early
Roman-Byzantine grandeur (since this segment coincides with the Mese Regia) have been anachronistically combined. From the mid-nineteenth century until
the First World War, this tract assumed an important
role in the rites and sites of the reformed Tanzimat
state organization, and—perhaps in consequence—
became a select residential quarter for the emergent upper middle class and bureaucracy. From the
last decades of the nineteenth century into the ﬁrst
decades of the twentieth, it became, with Beyazıt and
Øehzadeba×ı—practically the whole eastern part of the
axis—a cultural and entertainment center absorbing
most of the literary cafés, teahouses, folk spectacles,
and modern theaters of Muslim Istanbul (as opposed
to Levantine and European Pera). From Çar×ıkapı to
Fatih (ﬁg. 3) were concentrated the medreses, graveyards, and sebils (fountain kiosks) of the pashas’ foundations. From Fatih to Karagümrük, almost up to the
city walls (ﬁg. 3), this segment had—and, bypassed by
the twentieth-century avenues, still has—the characteristic mix of relatively modest houses, religious establishments, gardens, cemeteries, and “mahalle life” typical of the more conservative Muslim quarters of the
city. Locally it was called by the names of the quarters it ran through: Edirnekapı, Karagümrük, Zincirlikuyu, Ni×anca, etc.10
To avoid confusion with actual place-names, I shall
henceforth call “Divan axis” the whole thoroughfare
from Ayasofya to Edirnekapı, and “Divanyolu proper”
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the street that runs from Ayasofya to the bifurcation at
the eastern corner of the now-demolished Kemanke×
complex, an easily recognizable single space. I offer
no conclusion on whether the Beyazıt–Aksaray–Hasek–
Koca Mustafa Pasha axis, or at least part of it, can be
included in the Divan axis system (though apparently
for a few decades it was apparently so considered),
since no enduring evidence of this has been left in
ofﬁcial written records.
But despite its heterogeneous functions and toponomy, the overall urban identity of the whole axis as the
urban thoroughfare of Ottoman power, with its peculiar role in the symbols and ceremonials of Ottoman
society and the daily life and culture of Istanbul, can
be deduced from maps and descriptions and from
the concentration of vakıf endowments that I shall
discuss.
CONTINUITY AND CONTRAPOSITION FROM
THE BYZANTINE MESE TO THE OTTOMAN
DIVANYOLU
If we apply the name “Divan axis” or “Divanyolu”
extensively to the two groups of streets reaching out
from the commercial and governmental heart of the
city to its two most important Europe-bound outlets,
a certain resemblance to the main Byzantine Mese
system (ﬁg. 4) can be discerned. However, noteworthy
differences outweigh the similarities.
On the one hand, from the standpoint of general
urban geography (that is, in their gross geographical
layout and their starting and ending points), the thoroughfares remained unchanged for over ﬁfteen centuries. The shift of urban weight in the northwestern
Charsia–Edirne Gate–Blachernae and later Eyüp axis
(in pre-Roman Byzantium, after the tenth century,
and throughout the Ottoman epoch up to the nineteenth century) to the southwestern Porta Aurea–Silivri Kapı–Yedikule–Koca Mustafa Pasha axis (from the
time of Constantine to the late medieval era, with a
relative recovery in the late eighteenth century and
full integration in mid-nineteenth) is not the result
of the change from Byzantine Constantinople to Ottoman Istanbul but of urban functional and symbolic
mutations within each period of domination.11 Neither the Divan axis nor the Meses bore commercial
development along the entire course;12 concentration
of commerce in certain tracts of the Meses was mostly
maintained after the Ottoman conquest. The eastern
tract of the axis, especially around the Forum of Con-

Fig. 3. General axonometric view of the Divan axis from Beyazıt and Eski Saray to the Fatih complex. D. Beyazıt market precinct and gates. E. Gate by
Sabuncu Han and the Seyyit Hasan Pasha medrese. F. Beyazıt Hammam and the Simke×hane and Hasan Pasha Han. G. At Pazarı market. H. Kuyucu Murat
medrese. I. Direkler Arası arcade street and the janissary Old Barracks. L. Bifurcation of the route near the Dülgerzade Mosque. M. Main and secondary
routes by the Fatih Mosque and between the southern medreses of the Fatih complex.

Fig. 2. Axonometric view of the Divan axis from Topkapı Palace-Ayasofya to Beyazıt. A. Ayasofya and the sultanic türbes. B. The Hippodrome-Atmeydan.
C. Branching of the route by the Kemanke× Mustafa Pasha and Kara Mustafa Pasha medreses. D. Beyazıt market precinct and gates. E. Gate by Sabuncu Han
and the Seyyit Hasan Pasha medrese.
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stantine and the junction with the Makros Embolos
(later Uzunçar×ı), had been the busiest part of the
town, both before and after Ottoman domination.
The two streets north and south of the Bozdo¯an
Aqueduct, into which the route divides, quite probably existed in the Byzantine era.13 In a wider sense
then, there is a tangible and deeply rooted historical
continuity in the urban geography of the thoroughfare. However, it is doubtful that any alignments, even
along the Mese Regia, survived in detail.14 A few columns and substructures give a rough idea of places
and focal centers, but even the rethinking of archeological evidence, such as Berger’s drastic but plausible reconsideration of the extension of the Forum
Taurii, would suggest that analogies are tenuous and
condemned to remain unproven. In the stretch from
the Fatih complex (probably near or on the site of
the Holy Apostles) to the city wall, there is no proof,
tangible or hypothetical, of any coincidence. Nor does
it seem reasonable to call the tract from Haseki to
Koca Mustafa or Yedikule the Ottomanization of the
southern branch of the Mese to the Porta Aurea: the
points of potential superposition are too few, and in
the Ottoman period up to the last decades of the nineteenth century the relative importance of the streets
can be traced only up to Hekimo¯lu Ali Pasha and
Koca Mustafa Pasha.
Although the streets as recognizable urban spaces
were subject to continuous architectural metamorphosis, in the architectural and symbolic meanings of the
two street systems any attempt at analogy falls wide of
the mark. Whereas the informal traits of the city had
some common background in the two epochs, differences in the formal characterization of space were
enormous. Analogy to the Roman-Byzantine Meses continues to encourage much confusion and inhibits the
perception of the speciﬁc architectural values of the
Ottoman axis,15 especially since the usual reference is to
the early Meses, which were arcaded streets with clear
architectural junctions and hinges (the Imperial Palace, the Million, the Forum of Constantine, the Forum
Taurii, etc.), architecturally ﬁnite and correlated by
geometric ground plans and perspectives. The Ottoman axis rambled through the city informally: some
early foundations emerge visually and functionally but
do not conclude views and are not meant to articulate
the street system. However determinant their volume,
form, and urban role, the Fatih ensemble and markets, the Old Palace, the Grand Bazaar, the New Palace, Ayasofya, and the Beyazıt complex are episodes
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in a meandering sequence of urban channels. Appreciating the spatial aesthetic of the Divanyolu required
a narrative perception of juxtaposed elements rather
than of measure, proportion, and ratio in the Vitruvian sense. After Constantine, all formal open space—
fora, stoae, and other urban voids centered on monumental columns—were on the Mese branches; not
so in Ottoman Istanbul, where the outer courts of
the larger külliyes (complexes)—the Fatih being a
signiﬁcant exception—and informal meydans (public
squares) lay at a short distance from the Divan axis
(Vefa, Atmeydan, Karagümrük). In the later Byzantine period, even if some fragments of arcaded streets
survived, erosion of architectural unity had set in, as
the Buondelmonti view suggests (ﬁg. 15). In addition,
ephemeral timber structures and shops encumbered
the main streets of the late Byzantine city: even the
classical Mese had wooden arcades. The early eastern
Roman emperors’ ﬁnite arcaded streets, with their
clear architectural junctions and foci, had likely lost
all formal identity and been transmuted into a loose,
episodic, and sinuous riverbed-like route in a long
process occurring well before 1453.
If the Divan axis is, as I believe, an aggregation of
Byzantine spolia and new, fully Ottoman, spaces and
concepts, then the spolia should be understood as the
exploitation and revisitation of rough geographical
positions, path directions, and gravitational centers,
which count for much in urban history but are not
enough to deﬁne the architectural sense of a town.
The outcome of the city’s development had been a
continuous reinterpretation and negation, over the
ages, of the main streets of Greek Byzantium and of
the Roman-Byzantine Mese system through four cultural eras: Late Roman and Early Byzantine, Late Byzantine, sixteenth-to-early-nineteenth-century Ottoman,
and reformist Ottoman and Republican. The axis can
be imagined, then, not simply as an aggregation of
residual fragments of architecture of diverse origin
(almost all the pre-Ottoman architecture having disappeared), but as an immense museum of urban spolia with general alignments, urban nodes, focal places,
and even a certain persistence in the mentality of spatial use. Byzantine Constantinople had displayed and
squandered Roman spolia; modern Islamic-Ottoman
Istanbul absorbed, interpreted, but also deformed
Roman-Byzantine and early Ottoman elements and
viewpoints.
Some vague similarity might be found in the imperial
and ceremonial attributes of the axis: sultans, emper-

Fig. 4. Topographic details of the Mese and environs. Above: from the Charsia Gate (Edirnekapı) to the Holy Apostles (Fatih). Below: from the Forum Taurii
to the Hippodrome. (After August J. Mordtmann, “Constantinople au Moyen Âge: Relevé topographique,” Revue de l’art chrétien 34 [1891])
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ors, armies, and processions paraded through the thoroughfare. But the meanings, modes of use, and overall picture of ceremonial in space are worlds apart,
despite the common policy of imperial exposure to
public view. The Ottoman rulers, who felt they had to
vie in many areas with the more magniﬁcent of their
earliest Christian predecessors—a magniﬁcence lost
decades and perhaps centuries before the Ottoman
conquest—seemed uninterested, excepting their concern with the impact of the outstanding architectural
ensembles on the city proﬁle, in incorporating urban
space into their vision of rite and grandeur. It may be
that, after the conquest, the thoroughfare had quickly
reacquired the ancient density of its urban functions,
making it difﬁcult, even had the will existed, to model
its space into a unique and coherent architectural representation of state power. It may be that with the late
Byzantine emperors the Mese had already ceased to
be a crucial part of imperial ceremonial, and hence
architecturally representative.16 Was the sultans’ selfrepresentation through their movement in urban space
and their symbolic stopping at certain points (by the
türbe of an ancestor, or at the gate of the Eski Odalar janissary barracks) comparable to the taxis of the
Byzantine emperors?17 I believe not. Such stops during a procession were, and are, usual in almost all cultures. In Byzantine Constantinople, the ceremonial
stations (ﬁg. 5) had an exceptional aura and a symbolic intricacy of religious and loyalist meanings; in
the emperors’ processions through the town, numerous ceremonial stations were both religious and civic.18
Such interpenetration of religious and state ceremonial and culture in urban and architectural space, as
well as the intense musical and plastic theatricality of
Christian Orthodox rite, were unknown to the Ottoman town. Of course, some Ottoman imperial processions were directly religious and deeply touched
popular feelings—the visiting of the Prophet’s Mantle (Hırka-ı Øerif), the display of the banner of Islam
and the Prophet’s Beard, the visit to Eyüp for holy
feasts (the important Hajj procession did not involve
the axis, inasmuch as it went east across the Bosphorus)—but on the whole the intermingling of state and
religion in Istanbul was much different from that in
Byzantine Constantinople.
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THE DAILY STAGE: FORMAL ORDER AND
URBAN CHAOS
The scenery of the Divanyolu was not grandiose and
solemn. Processions and the frequent ceremonial passage of pashas and sultans took place amid the confusion of an ordinary urban setting. After the Divan
meeting, the members—pashas and viziers—greeted
each other formally, in hierarchical order, before
moving to their residences and ofﬁces via the main
palace gate, the Bab-ı Hümayun. According to the
ceremonial manual Te×rifat-ı kadime of Es’ad Efendi,
a late-eighteenth-century ofﬁcial, each pasha and his
retinue had an established position to the left or right
of the gate, in front of or around the sebil; some positions were by the bakkal (grocer) or other shops.19 The
slow, punctilious, and silently digniﬁed ceremonial
therefore admitted disorder and the loudly undigniﬁed
and mercantile bustle of the busy town (ﬁg. 6).
The rather narrow lanes of the thoroughfare20 had
shops, often of timber, at many points and were encumbered by ephemeral barracks. As in the Byzantine Mese,
commercial concentration was discontinuous;21 it was
well established in three main areas: on the southern
margin the great çar×ı (Grand Bazaar) and in Beyazıt
and Saraçhane-Atpazarı (ﬁgs. 7–8). But however signiﬁcant, these areas were not as vital as those situated
perpendicular to the axis.22 Nor did the thoroughfare
include the weekly markets so important for the population, except that of Çar×amba, a few hundred paces
north of the axis. The main concentrations of hans
(courtyard buildings with warehouses and workshops)
were not on the axis but around Mahmut Pasha, south
and east of the bazaar and on the long slope to the
port. Nevertheless, some important hans—Vezir Han,
Elçi Han, Simke×hane, Hasan Pasha Han, Sabuncu
Han, and Øekerci Han, as well as the chief land customs area, Karagümrük—were on the axis: the road
to Edirne was important, even though Balkan overland trade was not as extensive as maritime and eastern caravan trade. The thoroughfare was certainly a
generator of urbanization: important market areas,
activities, and monumental complexes had connections to it and through it were connected among themselves. Except for the Fatih Saraçhane market quarter founded by Mehmet II, it was not the axis itself
but the areas it crossed that had the highest commercial densities of the city.23 As Pitton writes of the “rue
d’Andrinople,” “…après avoir bien considéré cette rue
la plus longue & la plus large de la ville, ordinairement

Fig. 5. Processions and holy sites in the late Byzantine period. Black lines indicate main processional routes, crosses represent churches visited by
emperors in the late period and previously, and triangles stand for ceremonial stations noted in The Book of Ceremonies of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus. (Synthesis of data from Albrecht Berger, “Imperial and Ecclesiastical Processions in Constantinople,” in N. Necipoqlu, ed., Byzantine Constantinople: Monuments, Topography and Everyday Life [Leiden, 2001], 73–87, and Paul Magdalino, Constantinople médiévale: Études sur l’évolution des structures
urbaines [Paris, 1996]).
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Fig. 6. The Koca Sinan sebil in Divanyolu and street life at the end of the nineteenth century. (Historic photograph)

on va se promener aux Basars ou Bezestins…”;24 in
other words, it was part of the town core, no mere ceremonial space, and yet the liveliest aspects of urban
life (ﬁg. 9) were not so much on it as in the bazaar.25
The presence of still-important janissary troops in the
Eski Odalar (the Old Barracks built by Mehmet II),
on the southern side of the Øehzade Direklerarası,
left a strong imprint on the functions and life of the
Øehzade district; the abolition of the janissary corps
by Mahmut II in 1826 brought many changes in the
quarter and opened the way for the transformation of
this tract into a lively entertainment area after the midnineteenth century. Though in the seventeenth century there were no taverns, amusements, or music in
the central area,26 towards the end of the nineteenth
century the western part of the Divanyolu between
Çemberlita× and Beyazıt gained the biggest concen-

tration outside Galata-Pera of teahouses and coffee
shops and, later, theaters and cinemas.27
The axis and its immediate hinterland must have
had a substantial residential life despite the abundance of religious and public establishments. Some of
the mosques were associated with a quarter (mahalle);
others, being sultanic Friday mosques or connected
to some non-local institution, did not serve the local
residential community.28 Unfortunately our knowledge of the distribution of pashas’ konaks in almost
all periods, and of kapıs (palaces)29 before the eighteenth century, is defective.30 Much circumstantial evidence points to the presence in all periods of both
sarays and konaks. The latter were either large, freestanding buildings in gardens enclosed by high walls
on the street, or smaller structures featuring the typical Ottoman house architecture of wooden facades

Fig. 7. The main concentrations of commercial activities, indicated by cross-hatching: Saraçhane, southeast of the Fatih complex; Øehzadeba×ı and
Beyazıt; and from the Divanyolu up to the Golden Horn. The large dots represent important hans on the axis.
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Fig. 8. Surroundings of the Beyazıt Meydanı in the 1810 Seyyit Hasan map. Note the gates to the market precinct between
Eski Saray (top left) and the Beyazıt mosque (center), and to the Divan axis (below and left).

and bow windows. The smaller konaks, like middle-class
houses, were aligned with the street and with them
constituted a substantial element of the street scene,
particularly in the western tracts.31
On the whole, building density was low, in the
nature of the very loose Ottoman urban fabric; gardens and voids were woven into the built-up areas, and
buildings were not tall. This was even characteristic
of the monumental buildings of the axis: their typological categories differed in a certain measure from
those of other quarters of Istanbul. While the Divan
route led to the districts in which were sited some of
the most important sultanic complexes, its architectural space included only four royal mosques: Fatih,
Øehzade, Beyazıt, and Mihrimah Sultan, which was not
literally an imperial mosque. Ayasofya is not quite on
the axis. The impact of the sultanic mosques (excepting the Fatih, which was an effective center for the
radiation of Ottoman urbanization) was outweighed by
the more spectacular siting of the other sultanic foundations of Istanbul. Of the pashas’ mosques, only the
two early Atik Ali Pasha mosques, the classical Ni×ancı,
and Mesih Pasha (which is not on the main branch)
are conspicuous monumental buildings, whereas many
others are either minor elements of foundations or
mahalle mosques. Vakıf-built sibyan mektebi (primary
schools for boys), libraries, and fountains—important features of Istanbul streets—were not much more
frequent on the axis than on other thoroughfares.32

What very strongly marks the Divanyolu is the medresetürbe combination, a novel building type introduced
by the aged Sinan in Eyüp, in the form of the Sokullu
medrese.33 Sixty-three of the 166 medreses in Istanbul and
Üsküdar at the end of the nineteenth century faced
the thoroughfare or its immediate hinterland.34 Surprisingly, only ﬁve out of the 159 tekkes extant in 1869
were on the eastern Divan axis between Firuz A¯a
and Øehzade.35 A third of the over forty monumental
Istanbul sebils—architectural elements that spectacularly deﬁned the street scene in post-seventeenth-century Istanbul—are here, mostly combined with medresetürbe-type buildings.36 On the other hand, fountains are
no denser than in other parts of the town, although
the axis runs along the crest lines of the main Istanbul hills, as do most of the main underground aqueducts and the Byzantine Bozdo¯an Aqueduct, which
supplied many of the grander külliyes.37
THE RITUALS OF POWER AND THE CITY
As we have previously pointed out, it is commonly
held that the Divanyolu was so named because it was
the main public route that the pashas and their retinues used for travel back and forth between the Divan
meetings and their palaces. The association of the
axis with the symbols and ceremonials of Ottoman
society and with the daily life and culture of Istanbul
was, however, wider and more complex.
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Fig. 9. A seventeenth-century procession and popular feast among monuments and shops around the Column of Constantine
(Çemberlita×). (Vienna National Library, Codex 8626)
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Well into the mid-nineteenth century, the whole
thoroughfare and a considerable stretch of the Beyazıt–
Aksaray–Hekimo¯lu route were involved in the stately
royal processions: military parades, the sultan’s weekly
trip to one of the Friday mosques, his ritual pilgrimage to the main imperial türbe, and the wedding and
circumcision processions of princes and princesses.
Busbecq de Ghislaine refers to it as “[une] rue, qui
conduit au Sérail du grand Seigneur: c’est celle par
laquelle il passe tous les Vendredis, pour aller à la
prière au Temple de Saint-Sophie.”38 For Pietro della
Valle, it was “[la] strada…donde ill Rè & altri personaggi sogliono far le entrate più solenni….”39 Some of
the processions would fan out from the main thoroughfare into side streets to reach the various imperial tombs and Friday mosques, spread over a fairly
wide distance from the Divan axis, or to reach the
pashas’ konaks and sarays, which acted as ofﬁces, residences, and centers for their clans and stimulated
other activities and housing around them, but which
often changed tenure. All this involved a wide urban
area and explains why the Divanyolu might have been
perceived as—and often effectively was—a fasciculus of
routes running along parallel or convergent lanes, and
not simply a single route. Other ceremonies, such as
the parade of troops leaving on European campaigns
or a new sultan’s trip to and from the sword-girding
ceremony in Eyüp, ran directly through the city and
out of the Edirne gate,40 perhaps via the Fatih complex; the latter—a ﬁve- or six-hour cavalcade particularly signiﬁcant among the rites and events of the
city—certainly stopped at Fatih’s türbe.41
The sultanic mosques of Istanbul have also been
examined as part of an ideal itinerary binding the sultans’ türbes along the Divanyolu. 42 The funeral processions, with the sole exception of those of the sultans buried in the Eminönü-Bahçekapı district, had to
run in large part along the axis. The thoroughfare in
itself aligns with some sultans’ sepulchers but not the
majority (ﬁg. 10).43 Patterns that for decades dominated the dynastic modality of self-exposure to the
public, at least with regard to the cult of the dead, are
clearly evident. These had some effect on the symbolic
hold of the Divan axis, which until the ﬁrst decades
of the sixteenth century had been the dynasty’s axis
for showing unity and magniﬁcence. Decentralizing
his father’s tomb and his own, Süleyman I “the Magniﬁcent” had already inverted the tradition created by
Mehmet the Conqueror and Beyazıt II. For almost a
century and a half (from 1648 to 1789), partly coincid-
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ing with the predominance of the pasha-related sites
on the axis, the sultans chose for their burial places
central locations within important commercial areas,
all off the axis except for the Lâleli Mosque, which is
itself on the southern and minor branch.44 Although
the beginning of this long period includes the ﬁftyyear absence of the sultans from Istanbul while they
resided in Edirne, they were always buried in Istanbul. So was the much-earlier Selim II, who had built
his imperial mosque in Edirne. The implications are
clear: Istanbul had to hold the buried sultans of the
Ottoman dynasty, but their burial sites did not have
to be on the Divan axis. The reasons for this may lie
in Süleyman I’s richer, dual vision of urban splendor,
more sea-oriented despite maintaining the nodality of
the inner city.45
In the mid-nineteenth century Mahmut II (d. 1839)
reversed these trends away from the Divanyolu by choosing a burial site on the corner of the street leading to
Bâbıali, underlining thus the symbiosis between the
sultan and the Bâbıali state bureaucracy. This proved
to be the ﬁrst step for the recovery of the Divanyolu,
as the theater of the power of the new state and as its
memorial. This tract, considered within a wider extension with Atmeydan and the slope between Divanyolu
and Bâbıali, came to represent the reformed state
bureaucracy. Within a few decades, a number of public buildings in the Western manner were built on the
short tract from Firuz A¯a to Çar×ıkapı, though a complete functional transformation of the street never took
place. Perhaps Mustafa III’s selection of the site in the
mid-eighteenth century for his sultanic mosque—later
named Nuruosmaniye—had been anticipatory of the
public and imperial revalorization of the whole area
north of the Divanyolu in the Bâbıali direction.46
In the sultans’ trips to Friday prayers in the diverse
sultanic mosques, the Divan axis was not the sole route,
but it was the most frequent one, if we can judge from
the Rûznâme, the diary of Selim III’s scribe Ahmet
Efendi,47 which mentions all the mosques visited and
distinguishes horseback trips (alay-ı süvar) and boat
trips (sandal ile). The Beyazıt, Lâleli, and Fatih Mosques
were the main destinations and, in lesser measure,
Øehzade, Süleymaniye, and Eyüp. Selim III sought to
travel on different routes on the return trip from the
Friday rite. The sarık alayı (a procession of ofﬁcials
with two turbans of the Sultan, a day or a few hours
in advance of his passage, to announce the itinerary
he would follow) also proves that alternate routes
existed, and underlines an explicit strategy of expos-

Fig. 10. Funeral processions and mausoleums of the sultans. Each dot represents a mausoleum or a group of mausoleums.
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ing the monarch to maximum public view, deﬁning
the relationship of power to the population through
facts and events more transient than monuments.
There were many more occasions for the population to witness court life and intrigues: in the eighteenth century not only the passage of the sultan but
also that of his nearest relatives must have been frequent, albeit perhaps losing some solemnity with the
relaxation of court ceremonial.48 Courtly feasts, and
not always the most important ones, occasioned processions with nahıl (festival trees) between the New
and Old palaces and the illumination and decoration
(donanma) of houses and public buildings.
The sultan’s relation to the city and its rites and customs was a subtle and not always well-deﬁned mix of
aloofness and boisterous exposure. The limited visibility of the Topkapı Palace from anywhere but across the
sea 49 was in strong contrast to the enormous trafﬁc of
troops, goods, craftsmen, ofﬁcials, princesses, and court
women that the palace generated on or within reach
of the thoroughfare. This mix of contiguity and separateness offers us the key to understanding the interplay of the aristocracy and the plebeians, the rich and
the poor, that on certain days ﬁlled the Atmeydan;50
of attention and neglect, order and chaos, possession
and abandonment that formed and yet destructured
the axis as an architectural artifact. The thoroughfare
in all times had an enduring connection to the ideology and ambitions of the Ottoman ruling class, with
its changing balance of power, and to the more manifest expressions of the people of Istanbul, in enthusiastic concordance or more or less cryptic conﬂict
with their rulers. The axis—in both image and structure—had overlapping and sometimes diverging layers
of values, uses, and symbols: commerce, trafﬁc, exhibition of power, and—as we shall see—acts of piety
and memories of family pride.
Pietro della Valle had seen in that street a “corteo
pomposo dei veziri che vanno al Divano,” adding “…
quasi come i cardinali in Roma…ma questo di Costantinopoli è più maestoso assai…”51 The representation
of power and magniﬁcence that doubtlessly imbued the
sultanic processions was never translated into an overall architectural image. The axis remained apparently
informal, much like the medieval via papale of Rome,
organized only much later according to Renaissance
and Baroque architectural vision.52 The sultans’ efforts
at urban formation and signiﬁcance, which achieved
their highest level in imperial mosques and ceremonial, did not leave a corresponding imprint on the
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Divan axis. Nor did the axis exhibit the formal representation and harmony attributed to classical antiquity,
in which stately ﬁgures moved on a stately architectural stage, and architecturally magniﬁcent space was
ﬁttingly occupied by magniﬁcent ﬁgures and processions. It must be noted that the architectural space of
this street, stately in name rather than form, was sultanic to a much lesser measure than might be expected
and not a ceremonial route for the court alone. From
the last decades of the seventeenth century, a minor
level of state power, that of the pashas—especially the
pro tempore grand viziers—was active in modeling the
axis piecemeal. As far as we can perceive today, the
axis in some stretches acquired architectural coherence beyond single architectural units only thanks
to individual pashas’ donations in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Small and medium
vakıf complexes, whose accessory elements—türbes,
hazires (mosque-associated cemeteries) walls, sebils—
were inserted into the urban scene along with libraries and schools donated both by pashas and by court
ofﬁcials, contained elements that were the basis for
a coherent street architecture even though they were
all individually planned.53 Of course, the milieux of
the pashas and the court were not entirely separate
entities. Grand viziers—some in power for a markedly short period, others almost dynastic—had a dialectical relationship to the sultans. However involved
they might be in court intrigues, their ambitions and
building programs could be distinct in content and
expression from those of the sultans and valides (queen
mothers). For all its different social and political roles,
the court was centered on the city core (Topkapı, Eski
Saray, Bâbıali and, at a lower but not always weaker
level, Agha Kapısı, Fetva Kapısı, etc.), and around it
rotated all the pashas, each involved with one or more
of those centers of power. In terms of patronage, and
consequently of site selection—functional and dimensional aspects of the vakıf endowments—there were
noteworthy post-sixteenth-century differences between
the endowments of the pashas and those of the sultans. No important mosques were built on the axis after
the ﬁfteenth and early sixteenth centuries.54 The conspicuous mescits (small mosques) were mostly of the
earlier period and had been rebuilt or restored for
the mahalles.55 The late-sixteenth-to-mid-eighteenthcentury pashas were substantially medrese endowers,56
their külliyes being mainly centered on these institutions, but their mausoleums, surrounded by hazires
for their families and followers, were the main feature
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Fig. 11. The Divanyolu in the mid-nineteenth century. From left to right: the Çorlulu Ali Pasha Cemetery, the Koca Sinan
Pasha Mausoleum, the Column of Constantine, and the porch of the Köprülü medrese prayer hall. (Lithograph by Hercules
Catenacci, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Cabinet des Estampes, Vd. 7, Fol. T.8)

of street architecture. The sites most visible from the
street were allotted to prominent persons; of the 106
documented Sadrazam tombs, twenty-ﬁve were concentrated on the eastern tract of the Divan axis between
Firuz A¯a and Aksaray.57 The hazire walls show maximum transparency and the epitaphs maximum visibility from the street. The considerable number of
nineteenth-century tombstones replacing earlier ones
points to the continuing competition by a changing
patronage for best placement.58
The daily passage of powerful men was a paradigm of power—their own and that of the state they
served—and the streets, whatever their architectural
coherence or disorder, were a theater for an ephemeral manifestation of that power. In the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that manifestation
acquired formal articulation in its architecture: tombs
and hazires became a metaphor of power. The central
part of the axis, the Divanyolu proper, would not have

achieved its architectural and spatial identity without
the türbes and hazires of Köprülü, Çorlulu, Merzifonlu,
and Amcazade—important vizier families who would
maintain their status by architectural means, even
after demotion and conﬁscation, because their mausoleums and tombs would remain to mark the urban
scene (ﬁg. 11).
Paradigmatic of the distinction in type and patronage are the already-discussed differences in medrese and
tekke location. The seventeenth- and eighteenth-century pashas may also have been tekke patrons (some
select dervish orders were frequented and patronized
by the ruling elite), but they certainly chose the central tracts of the axis to emphasize their more orthodox piety with sepulchral architecture and medreses
(ﬁgs. 12–14).59 As far as we can judge from the scarce
(mostly nineteenth-century) documentation, by the
eighteenth century the konaks of the pashas, built of
timber and not as imposing as those of the classical

Fig. 13. Street elevation of the Çorlulu and Koca Sinan ensembles.

Fig. 12. Axonometric view of the Kara Mustafa, Çorlulu, and Koca Sinan medreses.
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period, imprinted the axis and its surrounding streets.
We have, however, no clear perception how the streets
looked before the post-Tanzimat period.
As far as can be observed in architecture and the
urban fabric, there is a distinction between the imperial court and the ruling elite external to it: court ofﬁcials and high religious personalities were also important, but their donations had a less continuous impact
on the axis, and their inﬂuence was less direct.60 Uniﬁcation, in terms of an enlarged, ruling bureaucracy,
came with Mahmut II and his successors.
CHANGE IN CHARACTER AND VARIATIONS OF
THE PATH

Fig. 14. The 1745 Seyyit Hasan medrese.

The chronological study of the axis, based on the
not always certain building dates of the known vakıf
works (from the ﬁfteenth century to the twentieth)
and on maps all no earlier than the eighteenth century, is unavoidably questionable and even equivocal.
Whereas monument lists from the sixteenth century
on may be precise, they do not always provide exact
siting, and the urban context can be studied seriously
only for periods later than the last decades of the
eighteenth century. Furthermore, so many mosques,

Fig. 15. The northern quarters of late Byzantine Constantinople in the early-fifteenth-century Buondelmonti view, showing
the area from St. Sophia (right) to the Blachernae Palace and the Charsia Gate (left). Note the meandering streets and the
absence of any representation of the Meses.
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Fig. 16. Detail of the 1520 Vavassore engraving, based on a view of Constantinople of around 1480. Note the winding but discernible route from Ayasofya (“S. Sophia”) and Topkapı Palace (“El Seraglio novo”), by the column of Constantine (“Colona
Serpentina”), Eski Saray (“Seraglio vechio”), up to the Fatih complex (“Almaratro”) and the city walls.
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Fig. 17. The Divan axis running through Istanbul in the 1764 Reben-Homann map.

Fig. 18. The Divan axis from Ayasofya to Øehzade (upper left) and Lâleli (lower left) in the 1836 Von Moltke map. Note how
the street is represented as apparently continuous in a southwestward direction.

fountains, and palaces have been rebuilt, converted,
or merely repaired and rededicated by new patrons
that the original foundation and construction dates of
all but the most important and well-studied examples
are hopelessly intermixed.
In various maps of Istanbul drawn over a period of
three centuries, the width and path of the route vary
enormously, due as much to the differing perception of surveyors or draftsmen as to effective changes
in the layout of the axis itself. Matrakçı’s ﬁguration
(almost a graphic shorthand) suggests a direct path.
The 1764 Reben-Homann map indicates a very marked

and linear, though curving, thoroughfare; two centuries earlier, Vavassore did not show the route in such
clear outline, although in his version it was much
less wandering than it appeared in Buondelmonti’s
image of the late Byzantine city (ﬁgs. 15–17). Almost
a century after Reben, the 1848 mühendishane survey
reﬂects a maze of streets, while Moltke in 1836 registers a direct linear street to the southwest and complicates the northwestern passage to Fatih (ﬁgs. 18–19).
Even Stolpe, with certain justiﬁcation considered the
author of the ﬁrst credible Istanbul map, foreshortens
the Fatih-Karagümrük tract by simply eliminating the
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Fig. 19. The Divan axis in the 1848 Dar-as-Saltanah map. Top: from Edirnekapı to Fatih. Center: from Fatih to Eski Saray.
Bottom: from Eski Saray and Beyazıt to Ayasofya.
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Fig. 20. Reconstruction of the street web from Beyazıt (right) to the Fatih-Sarçhane-Atpazarı markets (left) in the mid-nineteenth century, with Ottoman monuments. Note the two streets running north and south of the Bozdo¯an Aqueduct and
Øehzade complex. Monuments and religious buildings mentioned by Hadikat and other sources without identification of their
precise locations have not been inserted.

Fig. 21. Reconstruction of the street web from Fatih-Atpazarı (right) to Zincirlikuyu-Karagümrük (left) in the mid-nineteenth
century, with Ottoman monuments (where topographically identified). Note the secondary route by the Mesih Ali Pasha
Mosque south of the main trunk.

Kumrulu mescit and its surroundings.61 Would these
variations in cartographic interpretation mean that
the axis oscillated in the course of time, straightening
out, then curving, then developing other alignments?
Certainly not.62 Earlier drawings and maps may give us
some intuition into the hypothetical evolution before
the end of the eighteenth century, but it is only after
the mid-nineteenth century that the subjectivity of
reading and conﬁguring space is overcome, and we
can reconstruct with more precision factual changes
of form and function (ﬁgs. 20–21).

The pattern of historical change is nevertheless complex and at ﬁrst sight duplicitous. No general principle of growth and expansion can be perceived; many
factors had a determinant effect on the structure of
the Divan axis and its mutations: the loose, openspace typology of Ottoman architectural complexes
and housing, catastrophic ﬁres, the decay or abandonment of many vakıf buildings, the renovation of
others where patrons saw ﬁt, the existence and even
prevalence since late Byzantine times of semi-rural
voids in the city fabric, and the transient tenure of
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palaces and konaks, including the reduction of their
sizes. Above all, the complexity of the pattern is due to
early Ottoman urbanization that, from the very beginning, included the entire historic peninsula within the
walls of Theodosius, which at the time of the conquest
was only partly built up. It is true that Mehmet II’s
decisions had reinforced the once vibrant but subsequently emaciated northern Mese, but his pashas settled and urbanized, albeit sparsely, the whole urban
territory, siting with individual vakıf donations, and
hence individual decision-making, monumental buildings and collective functions at disparate and sometimes quite peripheral points along the entire axis.
Typical of this process are the two complexes founded
by Ali Pasha the Old (Atik) at either end of the axis,
with no attempt, by concentrating on an enclave or
single street, to imprint the endower’s will and vision
on the city in a grand design or to progress gradually
from the center to the periphery. The foundations of
the classical period (roughly 1520–1650) were also dispersed over the whole length of the thoroughfare and
furthermore had to compete for investments with the
grandly designed sea margin and external proﬁle of
the city. On the contrary, the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century foundations tended to concentrate,
with rare exceptions, in the tract between Fatih and
Çemberlita×.63 This explains why almost any part of even
this vital thoroughfare—central or marginal, minor or
monumental—could at different times be a sequence
of void and built-up spaces. It might also explain the
change in route lanes, not just in the architectural
scene. Because of multiple factors of change, certain
streets lost their relevance and were replaced by others
running in the same direction. In many parts of the
town the axis was formed by two or more parallel or
converging streets. Very probably ceremonial processions would proceed in one or the other of the streets,
to touch important events or artifacts—imperial türbes
on certain occasions, janissary oda entrances or market districts on others—or simply to channel crowds
through every possible space. One case is the street
running from the Hasan Pasha and Simke×hane hans
on the Beyazıt-Aksaray branch north to the Øehzade
arcades. It was lined with the Seyyit Hasan Pasha medrese,
the nineteenth-century Zeynep Hatun konak, some fountains and sebils, and Sabuncu Han, and it might have
developed as an alternative to the path through the
Beyazıt markets, which had gates and were presumably
closed in certain circumstances or at speciﬁc hours.64
The route beyond Beyazıt Square continued its direc-
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tion towards the Aksaray quarter and took a sharp turn
to the north towards Sabuncu Han, in whose vicinity
it joined other streets on two parallel lines north and
south of the so-called Valens Aqueduct. Deviations
were so frequent that sometimes side streets took on
the function of the main street. Thus, in a given sector, more than one street concurred simultaneously
in forming the main course, which was not a single
street or a line of streets in sequence (a “rue corridor” in the modernist town-planning sense). Nor, on
the other hand, could these duplications be the result
of a long process of encroachment on the space of
the ancient Mese, because the distance between the
alternative streets was too great.
It is very difﬁcult to perceive a well-deﬁned aspect
of the axis at any given period because of frequent
changes and the transience of many buildings. Of
course, “In cities only change endures…all cities are
caught in a balancing act between destruction and
preservation….”65 Street levels rose or dropped at
even greater rates than in Rome.66 The diffusion of
provisional booths and sheds must have added to the
feeling of continuous transformation.
CHANGE IN TIME AND PATRONAGE
Change in patronage was, of course, important in
setting new trends. Mehmet II and the pashas of the
conquest and the subsequent two generations, with
their new nahiye (district) pattern, had structured the
axis by centering mosques and mahalles along the route
and creating the fulcrums of the Fatih and Beyazıt
ensembles, the Old Saray, and the reinforced bazaar
district. The classical period brought the Øehzade complex, the Valide Mihrimah foundation in Edirnekapı,
some monumental pashas’ mosques, and the Valide
Hammam. From the end of the sixteenth century
to the mid-eighteenth, a new foundation type, the
türbe-medrese-sebil combination,67 and quite a few hans
deﬁned the architectural and functional aspect of the
axis in a period in which new sultanic foundations were
rare.68 The eighteenth century was also a period of
library and school endowments by pashas and court
ofﬁcials,69 and one in which the patronage of tekkes
was apparently dissociated from that of medreses.70
The hold of pashas’ patronage on the axis changed
in the course of the nineteenth century; konaks and
burial space passed into new hands. A new bureaucracy
emerged, and foundations and public buildings were
now a direct emanation of the reformed Tanzimat
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Fig. 22. The funerary complex of Mahmut II (1839), before street widening in the last decades of the nineteenth century.
(Historic photograph)

state, paralleled by the expansion of a high middle
class of lesser pashas, ofﬁcials, and an emergent bourgeoisie that took over a large proportion of housing
in the area. Perhaps the most important structural
and symbolic changes in the position of the various
tracts of the axis became manifest after 1860, with the
gradual shift of functional and political importance
from the Topkapı–Ayasofya–Çemberlita× axis to that
of Bâbıali–Çemberlita×.71 In every sense the funerary complex of Mahmut II (ﬁg. 22) was the urban
hinge on which both topographic and socio-political
change turned.
During the last decades of the nineteenth century
there emerged in the eastern tract of the axis, in the
Divanyolu proper, an upper-middle-class environment
of konaks and coffeehouses of various types. The tombs
nearest to the street in the Çorlulu, Köprülü, Atik Ali,
and Koca Sinan hazires date mostly from the nineteenth
century,72 as the result of the gradual appropriation

of the “aristocratic” or pasha-related burial sites by a
diffuse class of high ofﬁcials.73
After the Tanzimat reforms, the eastern half of the
axis was subjected to various attempts at modernization (or Westernization, as some prefer to call it) in
architecture and urban organization. This was the starting point for the formal and ideological conﬂicts in
“planning” and aesthetic attitudes in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. As an architectural and, to
a certain degree, urban project, such modernization
was not a wholly new factor. From the ﬁrst decades
of the eighteenth century, it had assumed the character of a creative and experimental process of trial
and error, initially a brilliant cultural success. Western Baroque and Rococo concepts ﬁltered into the
Ottoman architectural discourse without disrupting
it, enhancing the ornamental apparatus and the spatial and plastic continuity of connective elements.74
Such change had also brought certain typological inno-
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Fig. 23. The Divan axis in Ni×anca-Karagümrük in 2002. Left: the precinct wall of the Ni×ancı Ali Pasha Mosque. Right: a hazire
and typical Ottoman housing.

vations in housing and in the form of monumental
single-class school buildings. In the end, however, it
rigidly superimposed the Western concept of avenues
and norms of monumental composition on the existing situation, neutralizing the semantic values that had
crystallized from the mid-seventeenth century to the
ﬁrst decades of the nineteenth. Reformist Ottoman
technicians and intellectuals of the nineteenth century,
raised on a Western-oriented vision of urban values,
ignored traditional Ottoman structure and town planning, rejecting an urban order they considered chaotic
and disorderly, which to a certain extent it certainly
was.75 In some cases, the new vision produced interesting results on the axis, paradoxically not in the global
aspects of urban structure, which had been its aim,
but in such single architectural cases as the 1825 türbe
and hazire of Hattat Mustafa Rakim, the Mithat Pasha
Mausoleum in the Beyazıt complex, and the Mahmut
II külliye, or such individual functional solutions as the

tramway line. On the whole, however, reformist modernization did not resolve the fundamental organizational problems of the emerging city discharged along
the axis—problems too great for that fundamentally
brittle historical structure (ﬁg. 23)—and it was, in substance, a culturally and physically destructive process.
To enlarge the street, many monumental buildings
along the Divanyolu were submitted to coarse and ugly
reductions (ﬁgs. 24–25).76 I shall discuss further the
formal implications of this failure and its causes: the
incompatibility of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century “modern” Western idea of the town and its aesthetics with the ideas and techniques that gave form
and character to Ottoman urban space.77
THE URBAN FORM
My aim in the balance of this paper is to discuss urban
architectural form—that is, the acquisition by buildings
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Fig. 24. Street facade of the Köprülü complex (left) and the
corner of the Valide Hammam (right), prior to street widening after 1865. (After Thomas Allom, L’empire ottoman illustré:
Constantinople ancienne et moderne [Paris, ca. 1840])

and spaces of aesthetic signiﬁcance within a larger
context—and how the relationships and common
principles of buildings of different epochs and formal
logic are established as a common architectural and
urban koiné. I do not focus on single monuments but
rather on the overall urban architectural character
of the axis and the re-elaboration of typological and
semantic themes that shaped changes in the axis over

the long run, due both to autonomous factors and to
Western inﬂuences.
Town architecture is not the mere sum of single
architectural units. It is afﬁliated with, but distinct
from, architecture tout court and should be studied
as a system of architectural references and interconnections. In a given culture, the study of how ideology and myth are reﬂected in urban form can involve
issues quite different from those analyzed in architectural history. Such a study stands, in a way, where
classical history of architecture and urban history
intersect; it is neither one nor the other. It is methodologically uncomfortable, and yet there is no other
way of understanding fully the way members of a civilization looked at a town.78 It might help to explain
aspects of individual architectural events that philological research cannot reveal. Of course, urban architectural form stands ﬁrmly within what is considered
to be the history of architecture: the issues of the two
are strongly related. But this being so, why does historical analysis shy away from stringent explanation of
urban forms that cannot be reduced to simple, geometrically describable ground plans or spatial composition? The answer is that the needed tools and what
these tools uncover are different for towns not formally designed. Alternative conceptions and terms
have been sought, such as “organic” (for medieval
towns), “picturesque” (for Ottoman towns), or Gesamtkunstwerk (for a town constituted of many diverse
architectural elements—practically any town!), but
these are vague and of no use other than to hide the
embarrassing inapplicability of the rules for analyzing
the single work of architecture.

Fig. 25. The Divanyolu near Çemberlita× in 2002. Note the amputated facades of the Valide Hammam (right) and the Köprülü
medrese (left), with replacements designed by Barborini at the end of the nineteenth century; cf. fig. 24.
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Do we know the form of ﬁfteenth-century Istanbul?
The scholar of urban architecture cannot call “form
of a town” a plan represented by a map that at most
contains, say, a third of its monuments, the names of
its mahalles, no indication of its street web, one or two
of its main streets vaguely deﬁned, and none of its
houses or housing types. Certainly we have more information than that for sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Istanbul, but still not enough. The early maps and
most of the hand-drawn representations are too subjective to be trustworthy; housing and important accessory elements such as hazire walls may have changed
alignment and shape in the course of time. While it
is impossible to reconstruct an image of the full axis
or even large parts of it in a given period, we can partially construe eighteenth-century housing: we know
what some houses and quarters looked like, though we
do not know where each type stood and how all the
quarters were built up. We also know, even if incompletely, a larger number of monuments of that period
and how some of the earlier ones had changed, but
we do not know all the monuments. We still know very
little of the street web. After the third quarter of the
nineteenth century, much has changed, but the rich if
not exhaustive mapping and photographic campaigns
reveal much that can be read as unchanged and therefore as maintaining the typical relationships between
buildings and urban space of the previous period. This
renders it possible, for the period extending roughly
from 1750 to 1850, to construct a working hypothesis of the appreciable architectural sense (rather than
the exact conﬁguration) of whole parts of the townform around the Divan axis. That is a long period,
and a very dynamic one, for which Istanbul had no
Canaletto to depict a precise synchronic picture. We
may be looking here (in a certain place and period)
at the layout of streets, there at the housing, and still
elsewhere at the three-dimensional reality of certain
monuments and the mere ground plan or position of
others. In other words, we are working on an out-offocus image with voids and diachronic juxtapositions;
nonetheless it is a concrete image of the town-form
of a civilization at a given phase of its maturity, and
as in all civilizations, it is the result of the sedimentation of various epochs.
Rykwert’s exploration of the concepts, dreams, and
beliefs implicit in the basic geometric layouts and functional distribution of historical cities—as, for example, in the symbolism of center, fringe, and gate—
can be readily applied to outstanding Ottoman külliyes
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but would be at odds with the apparently formless,
unplanned, and inarticulate nature of the Ottoman
town.79 Doubtless, Ottoman society charged the Divanyolu with ideological and ritual meanings, but these
meanings did not lie in its general form, nor did they
determine its form in the way that the foundation myths
and rituals of many other societies determined the plans
or skylines of their urban components. Nevertheless,
we do ﬁnd elements of myth and ideology indirectly
reﬂected in the construction of the Divan axis. The
ﬁrst is the myth of foundation, perceivable in the subtle rhetoric of construction (and reconstruction)—in
the concept of the patron (the pasha or the man of
religion) as a founder of a mahalle or complex. Ottoman Istanbul is the sum of many foundations—mahalles,
tekkes, and külliyes, single eponymous foundations and
units only sometimes having recognizable boundaries
or form but always having widely recognized meaning.
If in the century of Fatih and Beyazıt II the impact of
the foundation concept is psychologically and historically that of the hero-foundation-tomb progression that
had Ottomanized the city (the foremost pashas having actually founded the mahalles and religious complexes), in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
the concept is also applied to refoundation through
rebuilding, and sometimes through mere renaming.
Additionally, in the eighteenth century the pietistic
attitude reported in vakıfnames (endowment deeds)80
brought increasing richness and variety to tombstone
and hazire wall design. The peculiar aesthetics of late
Ottoman urban space is well illustrated in the dialogue
of urban cemeteries (hazires) and tombs centered on
monumental türbes with the street through transparent precinct walls—a street scene in which the main
components of the religious building (mescit, medrese)
are understated despite their larger volume or simply
placed away from the street margin. The reverence
due to the founder-hero is extended collectively to
the outstanding dead, the tombs of family members
and clan sharing the protective locus of the türbe of
the prominent founder, thereby attracting reﬂected
devotion and identity. Foundation myth, individual
piety, and prestige-seeking are intermingled. I have
already mentioned the great number of substitutions
and replacements of tombstones near the transparent
precinct walls, whose symbolic and formal role must be
reexamined in view of such a competition for tombstone positioning. Piety certainly played a dominant
role not only in the attitude of patrons but also in the
ingrained feeling of the town populace for centrally
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placed hazires and the widespread practice of saying
short prayers for the dead whose tombs were visible
from the street. The collective presence of the dead,
or rather, the sum of so many individual sepulchers in
the Ottoman scene, has as much meaning (and poignancy) as that of the single emergent hero.
Ottoman power found its own signiﬁcant representation in fragmentary signals: in single monuments and
buildings (as ensconced in the proﬁle of the city as
were sultanic mosques and mausoleums, but not knitted into an overall, plastically controlled town architecture), or in those that had more to do with costume
and posture or nature and landscape. The non-architectural media of such signals were various: the appropriation of natural landscape (for example, by siting
new buildings on hilltops), epigraphy, the display of
costumes and turbans of symbolic form and color and
of symbolic tools such as tuqras (sultans’ monograms),
the stance of persons or groups in physical space, and
the juxtaposition of architectural elements in charged
symbolism extending far beyond their mere architectural relationships (such as fountains and sebils on
school facades and tombs clustered around türbes).
Processions assumed their own lofty symbolism by
incorporating such elements of costume and stance
or by contact with certain sites, and not because of a
backdrop of triumphal arches, majestic colonnades,
or deep perspectives. In Levni’s illustrations in the
1720 Sûrnâme, the procession itself is perceived and
depicted as being monumental, while its theater is
much less hieratic. This is a key to understanding the
Ottoman use and perception of urban space. Formal
monumentality in urban space as a symbol of power
and civitas—and hence total control of its formation—
was not part of the Ottoman mentality. Nor were
there architecturally signiﬁcant countersymbols, as in
the pluralistic use in the European medieval town of
structures (church and commune) as counterweights
to the representation of the sovreign lord. The overall architecture of urban space was not decanted into
a harmonious scene: the chaotic and rich magma of
urban facts was not perceived by Ottoman culture as
potential form that could be abstracted into a higher
level of symbolism. Because of its too heterogeneous
typological elements, the formal order into which
that magma theoretically might have been molded
was not that of Ottoman monumental ensembles; on
the other hand, its different cultural roots would not
have suggested anything resembling the post-Renais-

sance Western town’s concretion of harmony out of
complexity, as inspired by classical antiquity.
Another key to the comprehension of Ottoman
town-form is the position of monuments and their
reciprocal relationship to the street in the Divan axis.
Streets, Kostof remarks,81 were not a natural form but
an invention: every culture or epoch has its own positive and active way—not simply the passive assembly of
buildings—of conceiving and shaping them. What are
the premises of late Ottoman street formation?
The perception that the Divan street-and-thoroughfare system was formless, narrow, and deprived of
hierarchy is in part the result of objective functional
problems, such as narrowness and bottlenecks during parades. This perception had emerged relatively
early, in part from the ruling classes’ growing awareness during the ﬁnal century and a half of Ottoman
rule that the thoroughfares did not compare favorably
in ambitions of representation and order to those of
Western towns. Central, important sections of the axis
might have margins deﬁned by barracks and other
tracts be neat, pleasing sequences of gardens, cemeteries, small houses, and monuments (ﬁg. 23), but
this was not the form that had emerged in Europe.
The difference was deeper than that between medieval and Renaissance-and-post-Renaissance organization, or between aristocratic and popular quarters in
the West, which since the late Middle Ages had had a
common basis of street structure: ﬂow of space, continuity of facades, typological momentum of building entrances, and homogeneity of alignment and
orientation.82 Street form in the Divan axis, and in
Istanbul generally, had evolved out of a conception
in which street-ﬂow and serial composition were not
referential denominators: streets were not seen as
important elements in the identity of urban space.
Ottoman monuments of large or medium scale had
little reference to street alignments; landscaping and
orientation towards Mecca further complicated their
relation to public space, and accessory elements such
as walls (some fenestrated), fountains, and epigraphy
(on precinct walls or the ground ﬂoors of the main
buildings) mediated between private and public space.
The main facades of buildings, especially külliyes and
sometimes konaks, were independent of street alignment. The concept of street facade, so important in
Western town architecture, was practically absent,
except where a continuity of built volumes isolated
the building from the street. Understandably, descrip-
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tions of streets as speciﬁc architectural and environmental entities are rare in Ottoman culture. Streetﬂow is not indicated in Ottoman architectural and
urban representation, and, in the representations of
Istanbul in the Hünername by Matrakçi Nasuh, Piri
Reis, and Velican, serial form is merely suggested. In
Matrakçı’s drawing, for example, one can vaguely discern the route of the Divan axis because the buildings, however conventionally represented (they form
a sort of “shorthand” description of typological classes
that remains to be decrypted), do reﬂect a logical and
realistic disposition in their sequence and position,
left or right, along the route, but the street itself is
not represented (ﬁg. 26).83
Perspective and its logical nexus, the long view of
interrelated events, remained unexplored even in the
eighteenth century, when a discourse on continuity by
fragments and short interconnections within the elements of a külliye, or among diverse külliyes, opened
the way to a new aesthetic and ideological identity of
streets. Single episodes were more ﬂuently connected
in a sort of architectural “narrative,” but the Ottoman
vision of streets was not transformed totally. I cannot
date exactly the origin of this “narrative and formal
linkage”; it can be sought intuitively in such cases as
the Amcazade complex of 1699–1700 (ﬁg. 35)—an
almost experimental combination of previous typological elements not yet semantically ﬂuent and in which
juxtaposition is not yet linkage—but it could well have
been present in other ensembles or series of buildings
now lost.84 When did certain such innovations occur
for the ﬁrst time? The case of the extreme transparency and “narrative composition” of hazire wall fenestration is typical: if the example from the Øehzade
enclosure (ﬁgs. 27–29) is actually original and not a
later transformation, we might say that experimentation had begun as early as the age of Sinan, but no
other example has survived. So doubt remains whether
this is an original sixteenth-century form or was modiﬁed later, when a new vision and function of street
architecture emerged.
With changes in urban fabric and functions, the
reciprocal relation of monuments to the street changed
much in the course of time. The continuous trend—
probably starting early—to relatively higher densities,
smaller vakıf buildings, and new functional building
types such as single-class schools brought about facade
continuity on the street front, in combination with
the basically open and low-density Ottoman housing
and public-use archetypes. The unique street scenery of the post-seventeenth-century Divanyolu, com-
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Fig. 26. The Divan axis in the 1537 Matrakçı Nasuh representation of Istanbul. Along the axis can be seen: A. Ayasofya. B. Çemberlita×, Atik Ali Mosque, and, further left, the
Grand Bazaar. C. the Beyazıt Mosque. D. the Old Palace. E.
the Saraçhane and Atpazarı markets. F. the Fatih complex. G.
the Adrianople Gate (Edirnekapı).
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Fig. 27. A central section of the Øehzade hazire precinct wall on the Divan axis.

Fig. 29. Architectural representations of the hazire wall shown
in figs. 27 and 28.

Fig. 28. Detail of the wall seen in fig. 27, showing the split
jambs aimed at increasing the transparency from the street
into the burial area.
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posed of such different volumes and such a variety of
modes of aggregation—as in the case of monumental schools inserted in a continuum of street fronts of
houses and shops (ﬁgs. 36, 37) on the one hand, and
of freestanding buildings and gardens or garden-like
cemeteries on the other—was a consequence of given
institutional and social factors, but also of an architectural culture reacting and adapting to those factors.
Instrumental in this development were both an inventive revisitation of classical Ottoman architecture and
the example of the emergent middle- and upper-middle-class (or bourgeois, to use a not altogether appropriate term) housing fabric. Probably new, Western-inﬂuenced techniques of composition also contributed to
the development: certainly the combination of Baroque
layout and Rococo and Tulip Period ornamentation
rendered the insertion of single buildings more ﬂuent after the mid-eighteenth century.
Did the Divan axis as street architecture have common features distinguished by general formal principles? I cannot say if the main characteristics listed
below apply to the whole three-century period of
the post-classical Divan axis, but they certainly are
common to the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.85 They were partly the result of a random
juxtaposition of various architectural units, but also,
often, of compositional stratagems to reciprocally interrelate elements standing at short distances from one
another. These stratagems recall the process of narration rather than balanced Vitruvian harmony (symmetry, perspective, and overall geometric plan). Dominant characteristics were variety in size, form, type,
and volume of adjacent elements, independently built
but mutually sympathetic; autonomy of main facades
from street alignment; emphasis on corner situations;
and use of subtle detailing to resolve the conﬂict of
diverse forms.
To judge from single architectural ensembles, towards
the end of the seventeenth century and all through the
eighteenth many technical reﬁnements were invested
in the design and redesign of secondary or accessory
elements—the delicate and relatively small-scale architecture of semi-transparent hazire enclosures, so classically simple and regular in previous centuries (ﬁgs.
32–34); of sebils and fountains (ﬁg. 31); and even of
small houses and konaks—bringing a great inventiveness to the form and details of individual openings
on the street frontage.86 These became the carriers
of innovative architecture and dominated the street
front, while the main buildings of the külliye, funda-
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mentally simpler and more conservative, remained
in the background, as can be seen in the Nev×ehirli
Damat Ibrahim Pasha and the Çorlulu Ali Pasha complexes (ﬁg. 33). In many monuments or public-use
buildings, insertion of the rich ornamentation of fountains and epigraphy on ground-ﬂoor facades differentiated those areas from the more sober upper ﬂoors
(ﬁgs. 14 and 36); this reversed the rule in traditional
Ottoman housing of the ground ﬂoor being less fenestrated and plainer. Either way, ground-ﬂoor facades
formed a continuum of public frontage in counterpoint to the more private and often more serial (in
rhythm and window design) upper ﬂoors. The distinction and diversiﬁcation of outstanding elements, the
subtly varying common scale (ground ﬂoors ranged
from 4 to 5 meters, hardly any building surpassed
10–12 meters in height, and windows were mostly
of standard dimensions) referred to pedestrian eye
level, that is, to the main ﬁeld of the street scene perceived without depth of perspective and long-distance
design. It ensues that all other elements of different
scale or, more simply, not of immediate pertinence
to the street scene were kept at distance, the distance
being more psychological and perceptual than physical. The facade of the medrese building proper might
be only three or four meters behind the street-facing
enclosure (ﬁg. 33) and the upper ﬂoor front practically on a plane with the street frontage (ﬁg. 36), and
yet these would be pushed into a spatial sphere different from that of the street by their simpler, more
austere, or more repetitive composition and detailing.
Corners were used as architecturally enriched frontage or street dividers (ﬁg. 30) much more often than
in other urban cultures,87 or for that matter than in
other situations in Istanbul.88 They were enhanced by
ornamental elements or openings (almost always elaborate sebil gratings) to underline their roles as hinges
in nodal urban situations (ﬁgs. 30–32, 34).
All these characteristics resulted in an idea of form,
a common style and its varying leitmotifs, running
through what was visible from public urban space, as
distinct from the form or idea of a town organically
composed and ensembles comprehensible at a glance,
as külliyes and grand palaces were, or as ideal towns
could have been. Nevertheless, this style had a deﬁnite
grammar and syntax of urban form and of the insertion of architectural elements in urban space, based
on the reciprocal linkage of individual architectural
units and their connection to elements in the environs. The formal interrelations of neighboring groups,
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Fig. 30. Axonometric reconstruction of the Kuyucu Murat Pasha medrese (ca. 1610).

Fig. 31. The Kuyucu Murat Pasha sebil, once at the bifurcation of the two Divan axis lanes (cf. fig. 30). The sebil and the
southern lane (left) have now been enclosed within the grounds of Istanbul University.
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Fig. 32. Detail of the Koca Sinan hazire precinct wall.

Fig. 33. Conservative inner architectural elements contrasting
with novel eighteenth-century street architecture: the library
of the Damat ~brahim Pasha medrese (ca. 1720) fronted by
the hazire wall.

such as that of the Çorlulu Ali Pasha, the Kara Mustafa Pasha, and the Koca Sinan Pasha külliyes in facing
one another and in being mutually referential, were
not the chance result of casual combination. There
was, I believe, an awareness of urban aesthetics and
a deliberate aesthetic strategy meant to create a common background. The location on the Divanyolu of
those pasha complexes derived motivation and prestige from their being a collective endeavor, perhaps
independent from the court strategy of self-enclosure. I
call “short linkage” the formal composition stratagems
to reciprocally interrelate elements standing at short
distances from one another, whether within the same
architectural design or within neighboring designs.
This approach to architectural composition made
recourse to architecturally reﬁned accessory elements
as a means of introducing cross-references between

neighboring heterogeneous elements. To resolve the
conﬂict of diverse forms, it exploited devices such as
continuous but direction-changing molding and wall
coping, generously fenestrated walls deﬁning void margins, modulation of varying heights within a limited
scale, reiteration and variation of the rhythm of openings, diversiﬁcation of building materials, and accentuated complexity of the street frontage of ground ﬂoors
(ﬁgs. 35–37). Carefully designed enclosure walls along
the street margin ﬁlled in the hiatus between separate
buildings, and there was a balance in weight and size
of elements used as accents or for counterpoint (ﬁg.
30). All these had been classical devices used in sixteenth-century architecture to articulate ensembles;
they were now used in street architecture.
In the richly variegated typological context of the
Divan axis and its alternately void and built-up envi-
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Fig. 34. Detail of the Çorlulu Ali Pasha hazire precinct wall (1716–17).

Fig. 35. The Amcazade Hüseyin Pasha medrese-türbe-school complex (ca. 1700).
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Fig. 36. The Recai Efendi School (1775).

Fig. 37. The Cevri Kalfa School (1819).
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Fig. 38. The so-called Mahmut II sebil (built by Mahmut I in 1745 and restored at the beginning of the nineteenth century)
in front of the western main gate of the Fatih complex. The path of the street is unchanged but has been widened and features modern buildings.

Fig. 39. The Damat ~brahim medrese and arcade street complex (built ca. 1720) in the 1830s. (After Thomas Allom, L’empire
ottoman illustré: Constantinople ancienne et moderne [Paris, ca. 1840])
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ronment, the composition of connected, contiguous
elements amounts to a process of narration. It is a
modality of urban architectural form that, through
sequence building, derives fascination from spatial,
formal, and typological variation. The taste for natural landscape and natural elements—an established
fact in Ottoman town-building—allowed for a townscape in which single trees (enclosed or exposed as
individual elements), single gardens, or hazire voids
played panoramic overtures to the Golden Horn and
the Marmara Sea89 and, thanks to the dominant geography of the thoroughfare and the nature of its fabric, further articulated the overall composition. The
meaning of that particular form of urban creation was
not simply architectural. It was also a journey through
the myths and symbols familiar to the population—the
domes of the powerful, the sebils and fountains that
betokened generous donation, the memory of processions terrifying or joyful, and the tombs that individually suggested piety and prayer but collectively evoked,
via cemeteries architecturally enhanced yet with the
scale of daily life, both pride in common roots and a
fatalistic et in Arcadia ego spirit. This is one of the richest examples in all of urban culture of urban space
used as a path, a trip through events, and a narrative
composition—as opposed to the post-medieval Western concept of public monumentality imposing symmetry, centralized hierarchy, and serial reiteration
of elements and types.90 It was this latter concept,
adopted as the only alternative by the urban reformers of nineteenth-century Istanbul, that brought crisis.
The two concepts of urban form—on the one hand
the Ottoman system, which had gradually built and
adapted urban space and its grammar over three centuries, and on the other the tabula rasa propagated
by Western-referring reformism—were fundamentally
opposed: the concentration, introversion, and homogeneity of the bazaar-çar×ı structure and its pedestrian
lanes versus the chain-like, long commercial streets of
the West and their dependence on vehicular trafﬁc;
the open, low-density residential fabric of the Ottoman town as opposed to the more compact and dense
fabric of the western European model; the typical
Ottoman fragmentation in form, volume, and direction versus the serial regularity of the modern avenue
and its alignments.
Not reform but the incapability of reformers to
understand and transform—as it had always been
transformed—the ﬁnesse of Ottoman urban aesthetics brought crisis and the dissolution of urban
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meanings. Lack of historical vision or analysis was followed by lack of creativity: modernization was conceived as substitution. This meant not so much the
destruction of traditional buildings, which were too
numerous to simply disappear merely because of the
cutting of new streets, as it meant the loss of meaning
of their vital heterogeneity when connected in complex non-serial relationships, which were now annulled
by the insertion of long layouts and perspectives in
a new geometrical discipline (ﬁg. 38). It meant new
facades (not that many, but just enough to interrupt
previous linkages) and avenue-like rows of trees mufﬂing the perception of the splendid single trees that
had formerly been one of the glories of Ottoman Istanbul. The subtle rhythm of the hazire walls, the trees
here and there in nooks and gardens, and the small
ornamental elements of varying size and proﬁle of the
previous Ottoman scene (ﬁg. 39) lost all their formal
privilege, and hence their signiﬁcance. The road to
total destruction was opened.91
University of Genoa
NOTES
Author’s note: This paper developed out of an Aga Khan Program
conference held at Harvard University in May 2002. The initial
documentary research was made possible by the award of a Visiting Research Fellowship from the Aga Khan Program for Islamic
Architecture at Harvard University. Further research, field work,
and digital drawings were financed by a research grant by MIUR
(the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities, and Research) to
Genoa University. The full report and its appendices have been
published in Maurice Cerasi (with the collaboration of Emiliano
Bugatti and Sabrina D’Agostino), The Istanbul Divanyolu: A Case
Study in Ottoman Urbanity and Architecture (Würzburg, 2004).
1. See, in the facsimile volume Seyyit Vehbi, Sûrnâme: An Illustrated Account of Sultan Ahmed III’s Festival of 1720 (Bern,
2000), fols. 152b and 153a. Actually the translation of “Ve
alay-ı hümayunun ibtidası Miskçiler kapusundan Vezneciler
içinden Eski Odalar önünden Serrac-hane ba×ında Horhor
Çe×mesi’nden Ak Saray’a çıktıktan sonra Divanyolu ile Lâleli
Çe×me ve Darb-hane-ı ‘Atik ve Valide Hammamı önünden
mürur etmedin Azametli Padi×ah alay nahıllerın seyriyçün
Arslan-hane kurbunda Nakka×-hane’de ibda’ u in×a olunan
kasr-ı bi-kusur-ı dil-ke×-nak×-ı tema×ayı ×ayeste-saz-ı te×rif-ı
kudum-ı iclâl ve ×evket ve müterakkıb-ı alay-ı pür-ha×met
oldular,” reads, “And after the beginning of the imperial
procession had reached Ak Saray, [having emerged] from
the Gate of the Musk Dealers and [passed] through Paymasters [and proceeded] before Old Chambers of the Janissaries and past Horhor Fountain at the head of SaddlersHouse, [it followed] Divanyolu without passing before the
Lâleli Fountain, Old Mints, or Baths of the Queen Mother
and arrived, replete with magnificence and pomp, at the per-
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fectly designed and heart-fetchingly beautiful pavilion that
had been newly constructed at the Court Studios in the vicinity of the Lions’ Menagerie so that His Majesty the Sultan
might view the passage of the festival trees (nahıl).” I have
changed only the passage “…[it followed] Divanyolu without
passing before the Lâleli Fountain, Old Mints, or Baths of the
Queen Mother…” to “…[it followed] Divanyolu before passing by the Lâleli Fountain, Old Mints, or Baths of the Queen
Mother…,” interpreting “mürur etmedin” as “mürur etmeden,” since there would be no sense in listing buildings not
paraded by.
Mustafa Naima, Annals of the Turkish Empire from 1591 to 1659
of the Christian Era (London, 1832). See also Naîmâ târihi
(Istanbul, 1967–69). For example: the lynching of Mülakkab
Pasha in 1655, and the Kethüda Bey Murad Aqa’s revival of
the institutions of “double alkı×” in 1644.
Ignatius Mouradgea d’Ohsson, Tableau général de l’empire othoman, divisé en deux parties, dont l’une comprend la législation
mahométane; l’autre, l’histoire de l’empire othoman (Paris, 1787–
1820), vol. 2, 175: “Dans la Capitale il n’y a qu’une seule
rue remarquable par sa largeur et par son étendue; c’est
le Divan-yoli: elle s’étend depuis le Sérail jusqu’à la porte
Edirné-Capoussy….”
Cosimo Comidas da Carbognano, Descrizione topografica dello
stato presente di Constantinopoli (Bassano, 1794), 51: “riesce
bella ed agevole, quella dicesi Divan-Iolu, la quale dal Serraglio conduce alla porta di Adrianopoli.”
~nciciyan, XVIII. asırda ~stanbul (Istanbul, 1976; orig. pub.
1956), 76, calls both streets “Divanyolu.”
Sırkâtibi Ahmet Efendi, III. Selim’in Sırkâtibi Ahmed Efendi
tarafından tutulan Ruzname (Ankara, 1993).
Partial map of Istanbul drawn by military engineer Seyyit
Hasan around 1810, scale 1:2500, Türk ve Islam Eserleri
Müzesi, Istanbul, no. 3339.
Antonio Baratta, Constantinopoli effigiata e descritta (Turin,
1840; orig. pub. Genoa, 1830), 559: “una delle più belle e
spaziose vie di Costantinopoli, della quale occupa una cresta
centrale. Contansi in essa, tra molti altri ragguardevoli edifici, il mausoleo di Soliman Pascià, la moschea di Nisciangi
Pascià, di Chemli-Kammam e Carakumruk…”
Graf Helmuth von Moltke, Karte von Constantinopel, 1/25.000
(Berlin, 1842). Also printed as a Mekteb-i fünun-i harbiyye
edition in a scale of 1:2500. Von Moltke’s position is quite
different from that of other mapmakers of the first half of
the nineteenth century. I do not believe as did Ergin (Nuri
Osman Ergin, Mecelle-i umur-i belediyye [Istanbul, 1995; orig.
pub. 1330–38/1912–21], 1243–45) and Çelik (Zeynep Çelik,
The Remaking of Istanbul: Portrait of an Ottoman City in the Nineteenth Century [Berkeley, 1993, orig. pub. Seattle, 1986], 84)
that his map was meant as a proposal for the reform of the
street system. Admittedly, the map shows a very linear BeyazıtHekimoqlu connection, but so did the 1810 Seyyit Hasan
map. Was it a question of perception, this tract containing
many new (late-eighteenth-to-early-nineteenth-century) buildings? On the other hand, von Moltke indicates a much
straighter street south of the Hasan Pasha and Simke×hane
Hans and the Lâleli complex, which no other map reports,
whereas the street that ran by these monuments has a less
linear course. Could it have been a proposal for a new street
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(in which case Ergin and Çelik would be right)? I doubt it.
It is curious that von Moltke never mentions such a reform
project in his numerous letters to his family, whereas he expatiates on his survey work.
See caption text to pl. VIII in Cerasi et al., Istanbul Divanyolu:
A Case Study.
For the earlier period, see Cyril Mango, “The Triumphal Way
of Constantinople and the Golden Gate,” Dumbarton Oaks
Papers 54 (2000): 173–88, and Albrecht Berger, “Streets and
Public Spaces in Constantinople,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 54
(2000): 161–72; for the later period, see Paul Magdalino, Constantinople médiévale: Études sur l’évolution des structures urbaines (Paris, 1996).
Marlia Mundell Mango, “The Commercial Map of Constantinople,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 54 (2000): 189–208. Also Rodolphe Guilland, Études de topographie de Constantinople byzantine,
2 vols. (Berlin and Amsterdam, 1969), vol. 2, 69–79, mentions the prevailing commercial function of the main Mese
lined by mall shops.
Berger, “Streets and Public Spaces,” 169 and figs. 3, 4.
The few certain archeological findings show that the actual
Divanyolu has shifted some 10–15 meters south of the Mese.
See the detailed maps in Wolfgang Müller-Wiener, Bildlexikon
zur Topographie Istanbuls (Tübingen, 1977), based on pre-1965
maps. This seems to have been the case almost a century earlier, too: see the map by August J. Mordtmann, “Constantinople au Moyen Âge: Relevé topographique,” Revue d’art chrétien
34 (1891): inserted after 182.
Most maps drawn by Europeans in the nineteenth century
meticulously superimpose the ancient Byzantine-Roman sites
and place-names on the Ottoman town: see C. Stolpe, Text zum
Plan von Constantinopel mit seinen Vorstadten (Pera and Constantinople, 1863). The site-names of the Mese, the Artopoleon, and various fora, which would have merited their own
proper autonomous representation, have been added in this
totally extraneous context. Later, in Mordtmann, “Constantinople au Moyen-Âge,” the scant archeological data rightly
are used more parsimoniously. Far more incongruous were
(and still are) the ideological equation “Mese = Divanyolu,”
and the misplaced sentiments of popularizing historicism
that offered ideological support to the gross street clearing
of the 1950s and the resultant pretentious, miles-long perspectives. A naive although well-meaning precursor was Celal
Esad (Arseven) and his reconstruction drawing of the socalled Byzantine Mese (Djelal Essad, Constantinople de Byzance
à Stamboul [Paris, 1909]).
See Jean Ebersolt, Constantinople: Receuil d’études, d’archéologie
et d’histoire (Paris, 1951), 49, for Basil I’s Sunday procession
from St. Sophia to the Holy Apostles (actual site of the Fatih
külliye), which does suppose an imperial parade through the
main axis; most ceremonial texts mention tours of the walls
or short trips to given religious sites. A gradual reduction in
ceremonial use of the thoroughfare in Byzantine times seems
plausible, the Constantine Forum being visited by imperial
processions only once a year: see Albrecht Berger, “Imperial and Ecclesiastical Processions in Constantinople,” in N.
Necipoqlu, ed., Byzantine Constantinople: Monuments, Topography and Everyday Life (Leiden, 2001), 73–87. On the routes of the Byzantine imperial manifestations, and generally
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on the so-called Mese main streets, see Müller-Wiener, Bildlexikon, 269–70; see Guilland, Études, vol. 1, 217–49, for
“Itinéraires des Livres des Cérémonies,” and vol. 2, 69–76,
for “La Mése ou Regia.”
M.-Fr. Auzépy, “Les déplacements de l’empereur dans la ville
et ses environs (VIII–Xe siècles),” in Cyril Mango and Gilbert
Dagron, eds., Constantinople and Its Hinterland: Papers from the
Twenty-Seventh Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, Oxford,
April 1993 (London, 1995), 359–66. Though some processions did run through the town from palace to gates, Auzépy
reads a stronger symbolism in the circling processions that
took the palace cross to various sites in a spiral of stations,
or sailed around the town walls and gates.
The Book of Ceremonies of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus
attributes the title “holy” to many rooms of the imperial palace in which the ceremonies took place (Mango, “The Triumphal Way,” fig. 2).
Es’ad Efendi, Osmanlılarda töre ve törenler (Te×rifat-i kadime)
(Istanbul, 1979).
We have calculated a width of 6 to 8 meters at such important points as Direklerarası and between the Valide Hamam
and the porch of the Köprülü Medrese. Most sources mention widths varying from 3.6 to 6 meters at the beginning of
the nineteenth century. Della Valle writes that it could be
traveled through in a litter born by four mules: Viaggi di Pietro della Valle il Pellegrino, con minuto ragguaglio di tutte le cose
notabili osservate in essi, Descritti da lui medesimo in 54. Lettere
familiari, da diversi luoghi… (Rome, 1660; orig. pub. 1650),
304.
See Mundell Mango, “The Commercial Map,” 189–208.
Robert Mantran, Istanbul dans la seconde moitié du XVIIe siécle
(Paris, 1962), 38–39, 414–15, 452–67.
The 1810 Seyyit Hasan map indicates some sparse clusters
along the axis and many commercial appendices branching
off the route forming bazaar precincts in what is now Beyazıt
Square, some of which had gates. But the survey might have
been incomplete or have shown only the clusters connected
to the water supply system (the chief concern of the map).
Joseph Pitton de Tournefort, Relation d’un voyage du Levant,
fait par ordre du Roy, 3 vols. (Lyon, 1717), vol. 2, 183, 231.
Note that in the Byzantine epoch, too, the eastern tract of the
axis had been the busiest part of the town, especially around
the Forum of Constantine: Ebersolt, Constantinople: Receuil
d’études, 74 (also 304 for street- and market-flow). See Ogier
Ghislain de Busbecq, Lettres du Baron de Busbecq, Ambassadeur
de Ferdinand I…auprès de Soliman II… [Paris, 1748; trans. Itinera Constantinopolitanum et Amazianum, 1581]), 17, describing his lodging in Elçi Han, “dans l’endroit de C. le plus
habitué et le plus élevé.”
Mantran, Istanbul dans la seconde moitié, 279–81, quoting Evliya,
mentions the main concentration of entertainment activities (taverns, musical entertainment, kaymakçı) in quarters
all distant from the Divan axis.
See, for example, Helène Desmet-Grégoire and François
Georgeon, Cafés d’Orient revisités (Paris, 1997); Malik Aksel,
“Divanyolu konakları,” in Sanat ve Folklor (Istanbul, 1971),
295–302; Metin And, A History of Theatre and Popular Entertainment in Turkey (Ankara, 1964), and various headings in
Dünden bugüne ~stanbul ansiklopedisi (Istanbul, 1993–95).
For the mosques with mahalles, see Ayvansari’s Hadikat, as
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reported in Cerasi et al., Istanbul Divanyolu: A Case Study, 80,
n. 141.
The term kapı was used to designate the palaces in which
the highest officials of the city and the empire resided and
held office—the grand vizier at Pa×a Kapısı, the commander
of the janissary troops at A¯a Kapısı, and the Øeyhülislam at
Fetva Kapısı. From the end of the seventeenth century, the
Pa×a Kapısı was sited in Bâbıali.
Disparate and uneven information for certain periods can,
however, be gleaned from occasional remarks on important
mansions in the chronicles of Evliya Çelebi and others, from
the 1810 Seyyit Hasan map, and from detailed maps, dated
from 1904 to 1940, of some Istanbul quarters surveyed and
drawn for insurance companies by the surveyors Goad and
Pervititch. For the latter, see Jacques Pervititch sigorta haritalarinda ~stanbul = Istanbul in the Insurance Maps of Jacques Pervititch (Istanbul, 2000), which also contains extracts from Plan
d’Assurance de Constantinople: Vol. 1, Stamboul, Chas. E. Goad,
Scale 1:600 (London, 1904).
In the Pervititch maps of the 1920s, we find groups of wooden
houses even in the dense commercial quarters. These are
probably remnants of larger residential ensembles of previous periods, wedged into the masonry-dominated fabric.
Curiously, there are few photographs of the residential fabric,
but literary evidence and maps are quite clear. See Maurice
Cerasi, “The Perception of the Divanyolu through Ottoman
History,” in A. A¯ır, D. Mazlum, and G. Cephanecigil, eds.,
Afife Batur’a Arma¯an: Mimarlık ve Sanat Tarihi Yazıları (Istanbul, 2005), 111–24. The western part of the axis has maintained its mix of relatively modest housing and commercial
and public use up to the present day.
Özgönül Aksoy, Osmanlı devri ~stanbul sibyan mektepleri üzerine bir inceleme (Istanbul, 1968). Schools located on the axis
have contributed greatly to its architectural physiognomy:
from Amcazade Hüseyin Aqa at the end of the seventeenth
century through the 1776 Recai Efendi and the 1819 Cevri
Kalfa schools (figs. 35, 36, 37).
Aptullah Kuran, Sinan: The Grand Old Master of Ottoman Architecture (Washington, DC and Istanbul, 1987), 132.
See Mübahat S. Kütüko¯lu, “1869’da faal ~stanbul medreseleri,” Tarih Enstitüsü Dergisi (1977): 277–85. See also Çi¯dem
Kafesçio¯lu, “Vizieral Undertakings in the Making of Ottoman Istanbul,” in Art Turc/Turkish Art: Proceedings of the 10th
International Congress of Turkish Arts (Geneva, 1999), 409–
13.
Of course, the tendency of the dervish tekke to seek peripheral sites might be a partial explanation. It might also be due
to the standing contrast between the medrese-based ilmiyye class
and the tarikat (dervish orders), reminding us of the political proximity of the Divanyolu to official ideology as expressed by the ilmiyye class and hence of the favor it accorded
to the medrese milieu. At least officially, in public space and
public life the dedication of the ruling classes to the dervish
organizations, in particular the Mevlevi order, did not seem
to suffer from this hiatus. In all, the quarters around the
axis contain no more than thirty-eight tekkes, most of these
in the Fatih–Karagümrük–Edirnekapı area. See Zakir Øükrü
Efendi, Die Istanbuler Derwisch-Konvente und Ihre Scheiche (Mecmua-ı Tekaya) (Freiburg, 1980). The coexistence of tekke and
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medrese, not unusual in the classic period, was later rare. The
Çorlulu Ali Pasha medrese and tekke, with its layout of two adjacent courts, is an interesting eighteenth-century exception.
See ~brahim Hilmi Tanı×ık, ~stanbul çe×meleri (Istanbul, 1943–
45); Affan Egemen, ~stanbul’un çe×me ve sebilleri: Resimleri ve
kitabeleri ile 1165 çe×me ve sebil (Istanbul, n.d. [1993]); ~zzet
Kumbaracılar, ~stanbul sebilleri (Istanbul, 1938); Ömer Faruk
Øerifoqlu, Su güzeli: ~stanbul sebilleri (Istanbul, 1995).
See Kâzım Çeçen, ~stanbul’un vakıf sularından Halkalı suları
(Istanbul, 1991); Kâzım Çeçen, II. Bayezid suyolu haritaları
(Istanbul, 1997).
De Busbecq, Lettres, vol. 2, 17.
Della Valle, Viaggi, 56–57.
D’Ohsson, Tableau, vol. 3, 420–23. The week-long parade of
troops and pashas leaving for campaigns in the West developed along the five kilometers of the Edirnekapı–Topkapı
route, and the troubles that occurred during its duration
must have had a strong impact on the people of Istanbul.
Such events were at the very heart of the Ottoman political
system and its tensions in dealing with the population. In
1793 Abdül Hamit I abrogated the alay (troop parade) tradition and the campaign against Austria started without that
ceremonial.
See ~slam Ansiklopedisi (Istanbul, 1988–) s.v. “~stanbul,” 1214–
19. Also see ~smail Hakkı Uzunçar×ılı, Osmanlı devletinin Saray
te×kilatı (Ankara, 1988); Cemal Kafadar, “Eyüp’te kılıç ku×anma
Törenleri,” in Tülay Artan, ed., Eyüp: dün/bugun: Sempozyum,
11–12 Aralık 1993 (Istanbul, 1994). Until 1807 the Sultan was
taken by rowboat to Eyüp and, after being consecrated there,
rode back from Edirnekapı to the palace via the Divan axis,
where he was acclaimed by his subjects. In 1807 Mustafa IV
inverted the traditional direction of the cülus (accession)
parade, going to Eyüp by land and returning to the palace
by boat. Perhaps the parades would have involved the Øehzade Mehmet complex in a more spectacular way if the original project of a symmetrical outer court on the Eski Odalar grounds had been realized. Here I would ask if Sinan’s
genial innovation of lateral arcades for the sultanic mosques
might not have been thought of as a fitting backdrop for, or
architectural commentary on, the processions.
Gülru Necipoqlu, “Dynastic Imprint on the Cityscape: The
Collective Message of Imperial Funerary Mosque Complexes
in Istanbul,” in Cimetières et traditions funéraires dans le monde
islamique: Actes du colloque international du Centre Nationale de
la Recherche Scientiﬁque (proceedings of a conference held
in Istanbul, Sept. 28–30, 1991) (Ankara, 1996), 23–36; and
idem, Architecture, Ceremonial, and Power: The Topkapı Palace in
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (Cambridge, MA and London, 1991), 31–34. Dr. Çi¯dem Kafesçio¯lu kindly allowed
me to read her paper “Reckoning with an Imperial Legacy:
Ottomans and Byzantine Constantinople,” to be published
in 1453: The Fall of Constantinople and the Transition from the
Medieval to the Early Modern Period (Rethymnon, in press). I
read it after submitting a final draft of this paper, too late to
comment on her argument of the Divanyolu as the principal
connector of the urban icons of imperial Istanbul. There is
some general truth in this, considering the gross geographical lay of Istanbul, but not with speciﬁc regard to the street
architecture with which I am dealing (see n. 45, below).
On the axis are the sepulchers of Mehmet II (d. 1481) at Fatih;

Beyazıt II (d. 1512) at Beyazıt; Selim II (d. 1574); Murat III
(d. 1595); Mustafa I (d. 1623) and ~brahim (d. 1648), both
in Ayasofya; and Ahmet I (d. 1617), Osman II (d. 1622), and
Murad IV (d. 1640), in the Sultan Ahmet complex nearby.
Süleyman the Magnificent (d. 1566) chose a site on the axis
for his son (Øehzade) Mehmet, but his own külliye and türbe
and that of his father, Selim I (d. 1520), were built on isolated and impressive hilltop sites at a distance from the thoroughfare. Abdülmecid (d. 1861) is also buried in the Selim
I complex.
44. Mehmet IV, buried in the Eminönü Valide Camii; Süleyman II
and Ahmed II, both in the Süleymaniye complex; Mustafa II,
Ahmed III, and Osman III, also in the Valide Camii; Mustafa
III (d. 1774) and his son Selim III (d. 1808), in Mustafa’s
mosque in Lâleli; Abdül Hamit I (d. 1789), in his Bahçekapı
külliye.
45. The reader will note that in the research project maps analysis has been restricted to a generous 200 meters left and right
of the axis. Given the geographical and local morphology of
Istanbul and its perceptual impact on urban consciousness,
this seemed the maximum limit for effective architectural
and non-functional urban anchorage. If the Divan axis had
been a single, straight space, I would have further limited
the range. The Golden Horn and the Divan axis are not (or
are only in slight measure) part of one and the same psychological, semantic, and architectural structure, as the [overly]
large-scale maps of the narrow peninsular topography of the
city and the distant views from Galata (see the Lorich cityscape and the many nineteenth-century photographic surveys)
would suggest. Of course, as Necipoqlu (“Dynastic Imprint,”
34) asserts, “the intimate…constant dialogue between the cityscape and the sea” was an important fulcrum of the Ottoman
dynasty’s control of, and expression through, the architectural image of the city. But the Divanyolu was a distinct part in
that dialogue. The individuality of the parts has to be examined and understood. The sea and land routes were at the
same time alternative and complementary. The Selim I complex and the Süleymaniye, so important in the general landscape, are not on the Divanyolu. We can say that after the
first decade of the sixteenth century the dynasty seems to be
seeking something other than visibility within the city’s throbbing core (with the Øehzade complex as a great and important exception). Nuruosmaniye and its court on the Grand
Bazaar axis, though less than 200 meters from the Divanyolu,
appear to have been designed as an alternative to it. Even
Ayasofya and Sultan Ahmet are separated from the axis by
several city blocks, as can be seen in the detail of the redraft
of the Kauffer map by Melling and in all later maps. Effectively, the principal türbes were placed as near as possible
to the Divan route, “reflecting a desire for greater visibility
from and proximity to the processional route” (Necipoqlu,
“Dynastic Imprint,” 29). But, though the Divanyolu still was
the route to most sultans’ tombs, the initial imperial gambit
for public exposure based on a principal thoroughfare became
much richer and more complicated over time. The Divanyolu
gave way, during the course of the sixteenth to the nineteenth
century, to Eyüp, the Bosphorus, the Golden Horn, and the
main commercial quarters. It was left to the seventeenth-tomid-eighteenth-century pashas as their privileged hunting
ground for prestige and self-representation. Could that be
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seen in terms of consensus- and support-seeking among the
various categories of population—claques, shopkeepers, or
particular social groups? Or was it a simple show of muscle,
inter-pasha or of pasha vs. imperial court? But these are questions for the political and social historian.
The position of the gates of the Nuruosmaniye complex anticipates a shortcut from Bâbiali to the bazaar district that would
come about only a century later: see Maurice Cerasi, “The
Urban Perspective of Ottoman Monuments from Sinan to
Mehmet Tahir: Change and Continuity,” in Aptullah Kuran için
yazılar = Essays in Honor of Aptullah Kuran, ed. Ç. Kafesçio¯lu
and L. Thyss-Øenocak (Istanbul, 1999), 179–80 and fig. 8.
Sırkâtibi Ahmet Efendi, III. Selim’in Sırkâtibi Ahmed Efendi
tarafından tutulan Rûznâme, ed. V. Sema Arıkan (Ankara,
1993).
It is reported that on her son’s enthronement Osman II’s
mother transferred from the Old Palace to the Topkapı Palace
in the winter of 1754, riding in a closed litter and greeting
the crowds through “shamelessly opened grilles” (“Bila-hicab
kafesleri açub”: s.v. “Osman II,” in Dünden bugüne ~stanbul
ansiklopedisi, vol. 5, 154–57). See also Necipoqlu, Architecture,
Ceremonial, and Power, 258: “...the eighteenth century marked
an increased relaxation of the ceremonial code….”
“The palace was not only an architectural manifestation of
Ottoman absolutism; its architecture in turn actively informed
the discourse and conceptualization of empire for generations…standing isolated…majestically raised over the Byzantine acropolis….” (Necipoqlu, Architecture, Ceremonial, and
Power, 242).
As early as the sixteenth century, the poet Yahya Ta×lıcalı
described the crowds pouring into Atmeydan from its side
streets. See Asaf Halet Çelebi, ed., Divan ×iirinde ~stanbul (Istanbul, 1953).
Della Valle, Viaggio, 94.
See Richard Ingersoll, The Ritual Use of Public Space in Renaissance Rome (orig. pub. Berkeley, 1985; University Microfilms
International, 1990), 177–79.
The libraries of Köprülü, of Øehit Ali Pasha on the northeastern
boundary of the Øehzade complex, of Øeyhülislam Veliyüddin
Efendi (attached to the Beyazıt Mosque), and of Mahmut I in
the Fatih complex are all highly visible from the route. The
important Ragıp Pasha Library is on the southern branch
of the Divan axis. (See Ahmet Küçükkalfa, “~stanbul Vakıf
Kütüphaneleri,” in V. Vakıf Haftası: Restorasyon ve Vakıfların
Ekonomik ve Sosyal Etkileri Semineri, 7–13 Aralık 1987 (Ankara,
1987), 51ff. Sıbyan schools appear to have been fairly diffused throughout the entire historical peninsula: the Divan axis
had its fair share but no more. The schools of Recai Efendi
and Cevri Kalfa are named after court officials. Many pashas’
foundations, such as that of Amcazade Hüseyin Pasha, incorporated schools (see Aksoy, Osmanlı devri ~stanbul sıbyan mektepleri, and A. Turgut Kut, “~stanbul sibyan mektepleriyle ilgili
bir vesika,” Journal of Turkish Studies 1 [1977]: 55–82).
The mosques of Firuz A¯a, Atik Ali Pasha in Çemberlita×,
Beyazıt, Øehzade, Hüsam Efendi, Fatih, Hafız Ahmet Pasha,
Ni×ancı Mehmet Pasha, Üçba×, and Atik Ali Pasha near Karagümrük are of that period.
Of the thirty-five important eighteenth-century mosques listed
in ~nci Nurcan, “18. Yüzyılda ~stanbul camilerine batı etkisiyle gelen yenilikler,” Vakıflar Dergisi 19 (1985): 223–36, only
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seven, including the restoration of the Fatih complex, were
on or very near the axis: Kaptan ~brahim Pasha (1707), Çorlulu Ali Pasha (1716), and, not quite on the axis but strongly
related to it, Çakmakcılar, Zeynep Sultan (1769), and Nuruosmaniye (1756), as well as Lâleli on the southern branch
near Aksaray.
See n. 33, above. After the 1496 Atik Ali medrese in Çemberlita×,
which is dominated by the mosque of the complex, and the
Edirnekapı Atik Ali Pasha complex (1499?), whose medrese,
although large, was not dominant, the other main külliyes
are centered on medreses, some having small mosques or
prayer halls incorporated: Koca Sinan (1593), Gazanfer Aqa
(1596), Ekmekçizade and Kuyucu Murat (both around 1610),
Kemanke× Mustafa (1641), Köprülü Mehmet Pasha (1661),
Kara Mustafa Pasha (1683), Amcazade Hüseyin Pasha (1690s),
Çorlulu Ali Pasha (1708), Damat ~brahim Pasha (1720), and
Seyyit Hasan Pasha (1740).
Of the rest, thirty-nine are in Eyüp and Üsküdar and only
forty-two dispersed over the Istanbul urban area. See M. Orhan
Bayrak, ~stanbul’da gömülü me×hur adamlar (1453–1978) (Istanbul, 1978); Hakkı Önkal, Osmanlı hanedan türbeleri (Ankara,
1992).
See Cerasi et al., Istanbul Divanyolu: A Case Study, 67 and n.
107, referring to the Çorlulu, Köprülü, Atik Ali, and Koca
Sinan hazires. Very few pre-1800 tombs have survived, whereas
many tombstones marking the burial places of late-eighteenthand nineteenth-century personalities and their families are visible from the Divanyolu. After 1860–70, inhumation was always
in peripheral cemeteries (mainly Eyüp and Üsküdar), but it
appears that the reuse of tombs in central hazires was current
practice for the privileged. Only important notables could be
buried in these areas. See Nicolas Vatin and Stéphane Yerasimos, “L’implantation des cimetières ottomans intra muros à
Istanbul,” in Cimetières et traditions funéraires, 37–56.
The Çorlulu complex was an exception. See n. 35, above.
Øeyhülislams had donated libraries (see n. 53, above). Recai
Efendi and Cevri Kalfa were court officials who had schools in
their names on the axis. Mantran, Istanbul dans la seconde moitié,
173, asserts that the Kızlar Aqası (the palace Chief Eunuch)
had substantial power in the vakıf due to his influence in the
assignment of sites.
The map is “Bosphorus Tracicus. Der Kanal des Schwarzen
Meers... geometrisch aufgenommen durch Johann Baptist
von Reben, Kaysl. Königl. Ungar. l Ingenieur Hauptmann,”
published by Homaenne. Erben of Nuremberg, 1764. Most
maps made from the late eighteenth century to the midnineteenth are based on the Kauffer map (“Carte générale
de la Ville de Constantinople et du Canal de la Mer Noire,”
in Comte de Choiseul-Gouffier, Voyage pittoresque de la Grèce,
vol. 1 [Paris 1782]). Revised and updated editions have followed. See British Library Map Room, 43990.10, “Plan von
Constantinopel und seinen Vorstaeden…aufgenommen im
J. 1776, berichtigt und vermehrt in J. 1786 von Fr. Kauffer, Ingenieur...mit neuen Zusaetzen von J. B. Barbié du
Bocage 1821” (Berlin and Pesth, 1821). They show Ayasofya–
Beyazıt–Edirnekapı as the prevalent direction of the principal
thoroughfare. The two official nineteenth-century Ottoman
maps are: Dar-al-Saltanah, “Plan of Constantinople” (Constantinople, 1848), scale approximately 1:11,000, and the
map of the Ottoman Imperial Engineering School (Mühen-
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dishane-i-Hümayun), made in 1875–82. The Stolpe map is:
“Plan de la Ville de Constantinople ainsi que ses confins…par
C. Stolpe, ci-devant au service de la Sublime Porte…corrigé
et augmenté depuis l’an 1855 jusqu’à 1863 par C. Stolpe”
(Berlin and Pera, 1863), scale 1:10,000.
I disagree with the many historians who have deduced certain aspects of Istanbul from such maps and drawings or
from individual statements of chroniclers; I do not know
exactly how the Divan axis looked before the eighteenth century, because I cannot deduce direct architectural aspects of
Istanbul from the too-vague maps and drawings of previous
periods, or from individual statements of chroniclers (and I
disagree with whoever takes them at their face value). They
allow an interpretation but are not a reﬂection of urban architectural reality. Consider Pieter Coeck’s well-known engraving of an Ottoman procession, which I published in Istanbul
Divanyolu: A Case Study, reversing it to show the correct relationship of the Firuz A¯a Mosque to the Fatih külliye. This
does not mean that at any point the two could both be seen
at the same time, or that the Divan axis was a nearly empty
open space. The view also includes Galata, which would have
been behind the observer; hence the map was panoptic but
not realistically so. It does, however, give a rough idea of the
hierarchy of perception of urban space and, perhaps, an idea
of architectural forms, though somewhat distorted.
See Plates V–VI in Cerasi et al., Istanbul Divanyolu: A Case
Study.
See figs. 3 and 8, above.
Spiro Kostof, The City Assembled: The Elements of Urban Form
through History (London, 1992), 280, 290.
~nciciyan, 18. Asırda, 67–69, asserts that the base of the Column of Constantine was 5 meters [sic] below street level. The
grading of the Divanyolu after 1867 brought about a drop in
street level in front of the Mahmut II funerary complex that
gave it its odd look of being raised on monumental steps.
Compare this with Rome, where, from the Augustan to the
Constantinian period, there was a rise in level of 120 cm.
See n. 33, above.
Koca Sinan (1593), Gazanfer Aqa (1596), Ekmekçizade Ahmet
Pasha and Kuyucu Murat Pasha (both around 1610), Kemanke×
Mustafa Pasha (1641), Köprülü Mehmet Pasha (1661), Kara
Mustafa Pasha (1683), Amcazade Hüseyin Pasha (around
1699), Çorlulu Ali Pasha (1708), Damat ~brahim Pasha (1720),
and Seyyit Hasan Pasha (1740).
For the dates and patronage of the main buildings and endowments, see the “Catalogue of Monuments” in Cerasi et al.,
Istanbul Divanyolu: A Case Study.
See n. 35, above.
After 1654, when the Grand Vizier Halil Pasha’s konak near
the Alay Kö×k was confiscated, Bâbıali, off and on for the
next decades, became the seat of the grand vizier in charge:
see Mehmet Nermi Haskan, Hükûmet kapısı, B¸b-ı @lî (Istanbul, 2000). In the first decades of the eighteenth century it
became the permanent seat of government. There was consequently a conspicuous shift of traffic and ceremonial symbolism from the Topkapı Palace. And yet, for many more
decades, until at least 1848, there was no direct connection
between Bâbıali and the bazaar district, which had to be
reached either through Mahmut Pasha or through the Divanyolu by Ayasofya (see n. 46, above).

72. See n. 58, above.
73. The conscious and nostalgic perception of the “Istanbul tradition” in intellectual and middle-class opinion for almost
eighty years, from around 1860 to the early 1940s, has been
described in memoirs and atmospherically evoked in literature:
see the writings of Metin And, Melih Aksel, and others. The
change in the social milieu has been important but in terms
of housing has hardly been registered in images. A curious
question is that of the almost total absence of the Divanyolu
konaks in the very rich Istanbul photographic documentation of the nineteenth century, when all the maps before
the early twentieth century clearly report them. See Cerasi,
“The Perception of the Divanyolu,” for the curious omission
from the photographic record of residential aspects of the
Divanyolu, whose monumental and picturesque public buildings, street vendors, etc. were abundantly documented by
well-known professional photographers.
74. See Maurice Cerasi, “Un Barocco di Città: Trasformazioni
linguistiche e tipologiche nel Settecento ad Istanbul,” Quaderni di Storia dell’Architettura 3 (2000): 81–102.
75. Ergin, Mecelle-i umur-i belediyye, vol. 3, 1222, and vol. 7, 3896
and 3902, contains nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century
deliberations with almost petulant references to the decorum
of the select and “proud” quarters of the city contaminated
by tumbledown sheds and popular activities, and complaints
against huts and provisional structures in the “honorable and
select places [mûtenâ ve ×erefli mahaller]” of the Divanyolu
and Grand Bazaar surroundings. The traditional way in which
Ottoman towns were kept could be shocking for nineteenthcentury Ottoman technicians and intellectuals inculcated with
a Western-oriented vision of urban values. The partisans of
municipal reform simply did not have the cultural grounding, technological or aesthetic, to cope with the subtlety
and individualism of the traditional town fabric. The urban
reform commission reports, from 1839 on, reflect the faith
of Ottoman reformists in European town planning and street
enlargement. See also Çelik, Remaking, 50–51. Since the sixteenth century, Western observers, too, had been shocked
by the contrast between the daily disorder of the streets of
Istanbul and the magnificence of its processions and monuments. While this was a reaction to objective factors of public
uncleanliness, it was also due in good part to Westerners’
extrapolation into a universal truth (which it was not) of a
specific rule taught by antiquity and the Renaissance—that
is, of the sublimation of urban chaos through architectural
decorum. By the Romantic period, they did not react in the
same way, having learned to appreciate the Ottoman scene—
and not merely for its “picturesqueness.”
76. E.g., the amputation of the corner of the Çemberlita× Hammam and the facade of the Köprülü medrese and the addition
of new, incongruous facades in moresque Usul-ü-Osmaniye
style by Giovanni Battista Barborini (figs. 24, 25). The great
extent of demolition during the last century and a half can
be deduced by comparing our reconstruction with the maps
and lists of Behçet Ünsal, “~stanbul’un imarı ve eski eser
kaybı,” in Türk Sanatı Tarihi: Ara×tırma ve ~ncelemeleri (Istanbul, 1968). Another important source for the evaluation of
the lost vakıf buildings is, of course, Ayvansarayi’s Hadikat,
especially the version edited by Howard Crane (The Garden of
the Mosques: Hafız Hüseyin al-Ayvansarayî’s Guide to the Muslim
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Monuments of Ottoman Istanbul [Leiden, 2000]), whose notes
have been invaluable for the reconstruction of the axis.
Paradoxically, the functional arguments put forward to justify
the substantial transformation of the fabric and the street
system referred to problems that are still unresolved despite
the drastic measures adopted over a century and a half. Street
widening only postponed by a few years the crisis of the central thoroughfare, which, after enlargement, attracted a quantity of traffic it could not possibly bear.
Note that while this paper deals primarily with the history of
the architectural form of towns and with urban aesthetics,
comprehending urban context requires reference to concepts
of town formation. From the late nineteenth century on, the
archeological study of the towns of classical antiquity implicitly took that stand. Joseph Gantner, Grundformen der europäischen Stadt, Versuch eines historischen Aufbaues in Genealogien
(Vienna, 1928) sketched it for the European town, and the
Venetian school of Saverio Muratori, Carlo Aymonino, and
Aldo Rossi applied it to Italian case studies from the 1950s
to the early 1970s, but its full potential for the study of the
Ottoman context has been little developed.
Joseph Rykwert’s statement that only a hero can found a city,
and that an existing tomb can exert great attraction on the
assembling of a new community (The Idea of a Town [Princeton, 1976], 19–20), fits the Ottoman case perfectly if the act
of foundation is not thought of as the overall creation of a
new city, and if the appellation “hero” is extended to whole
social groups, families, etc.
See Bahaeddin Yediyıldız, Institution du vaqf au XVIIIème siècle en Turquie: Étude socio-historique (Ankara, 1985).
Kostof, The City Assembled, 105.
Even in Italy the hiatus was sensible: wholly Renaissance quarters such as the Estense extension of Ferrara (a rare case of
an entirely aristocratic quarter) were very few. Pienza, often
held to be a typical Renaissance town, had a few Renaissance
buildings ensconced in a structure typical of late medieval
towns. The so-called ideal town views of Urbino and Baltimore show many pre-Renaissance building types. Here, as
in the Ottoman town, building types of various social classes
and functions were intermixed. In contrast to the Ottoman
street, however, there was a substantial historical continuity
of street structure (in the flow of street space, continuity of
facades, typological position and concept of entrances, and
homogeneity of alignment and orientation).
See Cerasi, “The Perception of the Divanyolu,” and Cerasi et
al., Istanbul Divanyolu: A Case Study, 90–91, for an interpretation of Matrakçı’s representation of single buildings different from that of Albert Gabriel, “Les étapes d’une campagne dans les deux Irak d’après un manuscrit turc du XVIe
siècle,” Syria 9 (1928): 328–49, and Walter B. Denny, “A Sixteenth-Century Architectural Plan of Istanbul,” Ars Orientalis 8 (1970): 49–63.
If it were proved that the narrative sequence seen in fig. 27
(part of the Øehzade hazire) was of the Sinan epoch, we could
conclude that there had long been a predisposition for such
freely varying sequences.
For a full description of the architectural characteristics of
the Divan axis, see Cerasi et al., Istanbul Divanyolu: A Case
Study, 89–120.
The eighteenth century brought about unique experimen-
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tation in expressing a more explicit unity of urban space:
arcaded streets in Damat ~brahim Pasha’s “Direkler arasi”
near Øehzade and, three decades later, the shop arcades on
the northwestern margin of the Nuruosmaniye complex. The
idea could be a result of Western influence, but their scale
and the form of their constitutive elements instead recall
modest Byzantine examples as well as the central arcade of
early-eighth-century Anjar, the only arcaded town center in
Islam. For the clever but wholly un-Western use of Baroque
and Western concepts to enhance the fundamentally Ottoman roots of eighteenth-century experimentation in Istanbul, see Cerasi, “Un Barocco di Città.”
In the West, it was only in mid-to-late-nineteenth-century bourgeois town architecture that corners of buildings became elaborate and architecturally prominent in urban hinge situations.
In eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Ottoman housing,
a privileged position on a crossroads would often stimulate
imaginative corner solutions.
Von Moltke writes that Mahmut II had chosen the site of
his mausoleum because of its view of both the Golden Horn
and the Marmara (Graf Helmuth von Moltke, Unter dem Halbmond: Erlebnisse in der alten Türkei 1835–1839 (Tübingen and
Basel, 1979), 345.
Gérard de Nerval’s description reflects his awareness that the
thoroughfare was a concentration of exposed and narrated
events, utterly distinct from the serial and homogeneous conception of the Western avenue. He saw a “..longue rue des
Mosquées, qui forme l’artère principale, et qui aboutit aux
grands bazars. Elle est admirable, la nuit surtout, à cause des
magnifiques jardins, des galeries découpées des fontaines de
marbre aux grilles dorées, des kiosques, des portiques et des
minarets multiples…inscriptions dorées…” (Voyage en Orient
(Paris, 1875 [orig. pub. 1851]), 192.
The Divanyolu and Divan axis as I have described them no
longer exist. Divanyolu is now a mere toponym: an avenue,
neither Ottoman nor modern Western in architecture and
function, with a few sparse and dissociated monuments, and
ghostly (and ghastly) rows of trees still miserly after 150 years
of repeated planting and replanting. Many commentators
have lamented the loss of the once select social and cultural
life of the eastern tract (see n. 73, above); many others have
denounced the senseless destruction of dozens of monumental
buildings (e.g., Ünsal, “~stanbul’un imarı”). As far as I know,
however, nobody has considered the destruction of the overall
central setting of the city’s pulsating artery, destruction rooted in the first decades of the nineteenth century. See Edhem
Eldem, “Istanbul: From Imperial to Peripheralized Capital,” in
Edhem Eldem, Daniel Goffman, and Bruce Masters, eds., The
Ottoman City between East and West: Aleppo, Izmir, and Istanbul
(Cambridge, England and New York, 1999), 202: “As with the
Empire as a whole, Istanbul began to reflect a growing divide
between modernity and tradition. While some of its parts adapted to the new functions and roles assigned to them, a great
portion of the city, unable to conform to the new conjuncture, began to decay and stagnate.” I myself would hold that
even in the parts that did “conform to the new conjuncture,”
conceptual creativity “began to decay and stagnate.” In the
destruction of the architectural environment of the Divan
axis, “Westernization” and “urban reform” were alibis. The
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former is a senseless, and I believe, imaginary category. The
second is a serious issue: the Divan axis had become unlivable, and there is no question that some kind of reform was
necessary. But after almost 180 years of bickering and realigning, has the eastern tract (the Divanyolu Caddesi and
Yeniçeriler Caddesi) ever adapted to modern traffic? And
if the issue was adapting to the needs of modern life, why
was the western tract (from Kırkçe×me-Fatih to KaragümrükEdirnekapı) allowed to dissolve into such degradation when
traffic and commercial expansion had already been channeled into the new avenues to its south, and when local activities around the old axis still maintained their vitality? I must

repeat that it comes down to historical analysis and its hold
on public opinion: either the urban and cultural values that
I have analyzed in this paper did not exist or are imaginary
(in which case the whole project of Divanyolu analysis has
been senseless), or there has been too much analysis limited
to single historical buildings and too little contextualization;
too much social, economical, and functional description of
historical towns and too little evaluation of their global, living architectural character. In other words, the conception
of the Ottoman town as a sum of single, dissociated architectural events has persisted too long in historical analysis and
criticism.
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ARCHITECTURE, IDENTITY, AND LIMINALITY: ON THE USE AND
MEANING OF CATHOLIC SPACES IN LATE OTTOMAN ISTANBUL

Our present image of the Catholic churches of Istanbul is that of buildings scarcely related to the core of
the city’s architectural heritage. Although the origin
of many of these religious structures goes back to the
late Byzantine era or to the early centuries of Ottoman rule, their present shape is mostly the result of
nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century renovation,
reconstruction, or building ex novo, following the
liberalization of Ottoman religious policies after the
Tanzimat Charter of 1839. Topographically, the majority of these churches are located outside the historic
peninsula, in the districts of Galata and Pera (present-day Beyoqlu),1 which have habitually sheltered a
large share of non-Muslim Ottoman and European
inhabitants, thus acquiring an altogether foreign patina
(ﬁg. 1). Socially, they were built for communities who
did not belong to the Ottoman millets, or “nations,”
of Greek Orthodox, Armenian, or Jewish allegiance.
Architecturally, their style and layout conform to the
standards of nineteenth-century European historicism:
Gothic and classical revivals of various denominations,
with only occasional references to Byzantine decorative
idioms or spatial layouts.
However inclusive our concept of architectural Ottoman-ness may be—and it surely is a concept that
exceeds its Islamic and dynastic dimensions—we will
nevertheless have difﬁculty in relating to it local architectural projects like the 1841–43 neoclassical reconstruction of the Dominican Church of Saints Peter
and Paul in Galata (ﬁg. 2), by Gaspare Fossati, or the
present Catholic Cathedral of Saint Esprit (ﬁg. 3), a
basilican structure conceived in 1846 and rebuilt after
an earthquake in 1865, which reﬂects contemporary
Italian and Roman interest in the revival of the early
Christian basilica type.2 The foremost Catholic complex on the Asian side of Istanbul, the Church of
the Assumption in Moda (near Kadıköy, the ancient
Chalcedony, site of the Ecumenical Council of 451),
begun in 1859, has a Latin-cross plan with a dome
over the crossing and adopts a simpliﬁed version of

a post-Renaissance facade type ﬂanked by two bell
towers (ﬁg. 4).3 Finally, a Gothic revivalist idiom is
adopted for a national and religious landmark—the
most popular, visible, and monumental Catholic church
of present-day Istanbul—that of Saint Anthony in
Beyoqlu, designed by the Istanbul-born Giulio Mongeri in 1905–8 (ﬁg. 5).4
It is reasonable to assume that an overall image of
alterity and distance from the main architectural features of Istanbul also characterized the Latin complexes surviving in the city during roughly the ﬁrst
two and a half centuries of Ottoman rule. Louis
Mitler’s view that “the physical appearance of Galata
before the conquest and for several centuries thereafter remained that of a typical, fortiﬁed North Italian
medieval town with castles, walls, narrow circuitous
streets, Gothic churches and convents, stepped alleys,
and solid masonry houses”5 seems rather exaggerated;
for religious buildings, however, the best-known visual
records, such as the illustrations to Cristoforo Buondelmonti’s Liber insularum or Matrakçı Nasuh’s depiction
of Galata, testify to the prevailing adoption of basilican types with single or aisle-ﬂanked naves, clerestories (sometimes absent), square bell towers detached
from or contiguous with the prayer halls, and pitched
roofs: all aspects in contrast with the basic features of
most Byzantine and Ottoman monuments.6 The only
signiﬁcant exception seems to be the Church of Saint
Benedict, originally a Genoese building of the ﬁfteenth
century, later staffed by French Jesuits and Lazarists;
this was rebuilt several times in the Ottoman centuries
but always preserved a trace of its original Byzantinelooking domes and belfry while also displaying Ottoman construction techniques in its masonry work (ﬁg.
6).7 A connection with local heritage may be traced
in the presence of narrative and devotional mosaics
(in addition to frescoes) on the interior walls of many
Latin churches, attested by written sources until the
mid-seventeenth century.8 The foremost Latin remnant
of the pre-Ottoman period until the late seventeenth

Fig. 1. Istanbul ca. 1882: the spine of the Grand Rue de Pera (present ~stiklâl Caddesi) and the location of Galata, Pera, Pancaldi (Pangaltı), and
Kadıköy are emphasized. (Based on C. Stolpe, “Plan von Constantinopel mit den Vorstädten, dem Hafen und einem Theile des Bosporus” = “Plan de
Constantinople avec ses faubourgs, le port et une partie du Bosphore” [Constantinople: Lorentz & Keil, 1882])
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Fig. 2. Gaspare Fossati, interior perspective of the church of Saints Peter and Paul in Galata, 1840. (Archivio di Stato di
Bellinzona, fondo Fossati)

Fig. 3. The present Catholic Cathedral of Saint Esprit, interior view from the altar. (Photo: Monica Fritz)
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Fig. 4. Church of the Assumption in Moda. (Photo: Monica Fritz)

Fig. 5. Giulio Mongeri, early proposal for the facade of the
new Saint Anthony, dated 1906 (later modified). (Archives of
Saint Anthony, Istanbul)

century was the Church and Convent of Saint Francis (ﬁgs. 7–8) in lower Galata (present day Karaköy),
originally built in the thirteenth century. Restored on
the eve of the Ottoman conquest and reconstructed
after the ﬁres of 1639 and 1660, it was ﬁnally replaced
by a mosque—the Yeni Valide, dedicated by Mustafa
II to his mother—after the ﬁre of 1696, which also
destroyed the adjacent Church of Saint Anne, the
congregational sanctuary of the Genoese “Magniﬁca
Comunità di Pera.” This complex, analyzed in detail
in Matteucci’s study,9 was perceived by apostolic visitors sent from Rome in the seventeenth century as
essentially conforming to Italian liturgical and architectural standards, with only one major anomaly—
the women’s galleries in the prayer hall, described
as a reﬂection of local habits.10 Its loss, following the
similar fate of other churches destroyed by ﬁre, converted into mosques,11 or simply allowed to fall into
disrepair and abandoned, marked the lowest point
in the decline of the Latin architectural presence in
Istanbul.
Between this period and the post-Tanzimat resurgence symbolized by the number and imposing size
of the revivalist buildings I have mentioned in part,12
an intermediate phase of relative growth in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries produced the
new churches of Saint Anthony (1763) and Santa
Maria Draperis (1769) on the Grand Rue de Pera,
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Fig. 6. Church of Saint Benedict. Engraving by C. C. de Carbognano, 1794.

in the suburban heights outside the walls of Galata.
Saint Anthony was staffed by the same Franciscan mission that had lost Saint Francis in Galata; it would be
replaced in the early twentieth century by Mongeri’s
monumental Gothic revival church.13 Santa Maria Draperis, still existing today in its basic late-eighteenth-century layout, although altered by additions and renovations, was the reconstruction of a church also originally
located in Galata, in the area of Mumhane. Until the
creation of new parishes in the course of the nineteenth century, Santa Maria and Saint Anthony were
two of only three ofﬁcial Catholic parish churches, the
third being the Dominican Saints Peter and Paul in
Galata. From 1725, the year ofﬁcial parochial boundaries were established, the two shared religious jurisdiction and administered the sacraments to the entire
Catholic population of Istanbul outside the historic
peninsula and Galata (the area reserved for Saints
Peter and Paul).
This paper is not a survey of the Catholic religious
architecture of Istanbul in the late Ottoman period
but rather a reﬂection on the degrees of integration
and foreignness, of belonging and difference, displayed

in general by such an architectural presence, spatially
and stylistically as well as in its sociocultural and political dimensions. It will be concerned mostly with the
process of transition from the late-eighteenth-century
phase to the post-Tanzimat order, and will use the
churches of Saint Anthony and Santa Maria and the
related documentation in the Roman archives of Propaganda Fide as evidence of a sort of “Catholic Ottoman-ness” in the eighteenth century, which is gradually replaced in the nineteenth by estrangement and
conformity to nationally deﬁned standards of religious
and cultural identity.14 Depending on the context and
period, I will implicitly address as “local” various layers
of the architectural heritage of the city, from Byzantine
to classical Ottoman, and from the Ottoman Baroque
to the most “westernized” aspects of the recent architectural history of Istanbul.
INTEGRATION AND ESTRANGEMENT
The existence of Catholic houses of worship in Istanbul
is an obvious reminder of Ottoman religious pluralism, as well as a reﬂection of changing power relations
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Fig. 7. The complex of Saint Francis in Galata, before the 1639 fire, in a document from the archives of Propaganda Fide.
(After G. Matteucci, Un glorioso convento francescano sulle rive del Bosforo, il S. Francesco di Galata in Costantinopoli, c. 1230–1697
[Florence, 1967])

Fig. 8. Part of the reconstruction project for Saint Francis, following the 1639 fire. (Archives of Propaganda Fide)
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between Europe and the Sublime Porte. According
to one of the classical accounts of the capitulations
system, Ottoman tolerance of these European institutions within the territorial boundaries of the empire
was framed by the same restrictive principles that
regulated the existence of the sanctuaries used by the
dhimmis, or non-Muslim subjects of the Empire.15 A
basic ambiguity in this regard, though, is engendered
by the fact that the Catholic community of Galata
was composed both of Ottoman subjects—the Latin
reaya—and of foreigners represented by an ambassador
in charge of guarding their religious freedom vis-à-vis
the Ottoman authorities. The proportional shares of
the two elements are by no means constant, and the
line between them is blurred by the possibility that a
foreigner became an Ottoman subject after a certain
period of residence, or that a Latin reaya acquired
foreign protection, if not citizenship.16 In the absence
of a religious head acknowledged by the Ottoman
authorities and comparable to the Greek Orthodox
or Armenian Patriarch, the Latin Ottoman subjects of
Galata and Pera shared many aspects of communal
life with their foreign co-religionists, used the same
religious spaces, often practiced intermarriage, and
could be assimilated easily into the foreign element
in local perceptions, representations, and practices.
A consequence of this ambiguity was that, while
the synagogues and churches of the Ottoman millets
were an integral part of Ottoman urban societies,17
the status of Catholic buildings in such a context was
additionally a matter of negotiation, diplomatic agreements, and international power balances. A particularly
zealous Catholic sovereign like Louis XIII thought in
this regard that the “principal duty of the ambassador of the [French] King to the Porte is to protect,
in the name of the king and the authority of His Majesty, the religious houses established in the different
locations of the Levant, as well as the Christians who
come and go in order to visit the sacred places of the
Holy Land.”18 It should not be forgotten that however
material, political, and instrumental may have been
the interest of the Catholic nations in protecting the
churches of Istanbul, until the age of mature nineteenth-century European imperialism the Catholic
perception of Istanbul was largely (though not exclusively) that of a city inhabited by Catholics and Oriental Christians who might become Catholic, as well
as the capital of an empire that “temporarily” ruled
over Jerusalem and the Holy Land.
Inspired by the general concern to keep non-Muslim
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presence under control and limit its visibility within
urban society and space, Ottoman policy toward construction and repair of churches was also affected
by the ﬂexibility of the Hanaﬁ school of law and
by circumstantial pragmatism and empiricism, which
makes it difﬁcult to describe or reconstruct a coherent practice.19 In the absence of a positive codiﬁcation, some constant elements may be singled out from
the analysis of individual cases, pertaining to the preTanzimat period:20
1. Unlike churches and synagogues of the non-Muslim
Ottomans, subject to a looser regime of control, the
reconstruction and repair of the Catholic buildings
of Istanbul seem always to have been subject to a
special permission issued by the central government.
Since the legal standing of these Latin sanctuaries
was not simply that of churches used by a local millet
but also that of foreign institutions protected by the
representatives of the major Catholic powers, this kind
of negotiation occurred at the highest political level
and was made ofﬁcial by a ﬁrman;21 the authorities
involved in the issue—the kadi, the kaimakam (prefect),
and the mimar aqa (chief architect)—all were notiﬁed of its contents.22 In some cases, issues of repair
and reconstruction were included in the text of the
capitulatory treatises.23
2. It was difﬁcult (but not impossible) to obtain
permission to build a new church on a site with no
preexisting Christian building. In Istanbul the ﬁrst
Catholic example of the kind is the Capuchin-staffed
Church of Saint Louis, which the French ambassador
Gabriel-Joseph de la Vergne built on the premises of
his embassy in 1678.24
3. In theory, it was prohibited to increase the dimensions of a church or change its design and construction features. An inspection by the mimar aqa or his
representative before and after reconstruction or repair
was to ensure that such limitations were respected. As
a matter of fact, we have evidence of enlargements
and reconstruction with more durable materials having
taken place since the eighteenth century.
4. It was difﬁcult, but again not entirely impossible, to
obtain permission to cover non-Muslim buildings with
masonry domes or vaults. This restriction engendered
a predominance of timber rooﬁng associated with interior wood and plaster (baqdâdî) ceilings or vaults,25
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while obviously emphasizing the meaning of domes
and masonry rooﬁng as architectural symbols reserved
for the ruling, Islamic establishment. In addition,
since any reconstruction or repair had to be authorized through diplomatic mediation, the adoption of
a durable roof structure would also reduce Ottoman
contractual power, limiting the possibility of denying
such permission in case of conﬂict with the protecting
power involved (as happened when the complex of
Saint Francis, then protected by Venice, was replaced
by the Yeni Valide Mosque after the 1696 ﬁre).
5. Regarding such speciﬁcally Christian features as
bell towers or belfries, it seems that buildings surviving from the pre-Ottoman period, like Saint Benedict
and Saint Francis, could preserve and even reconstruct such components but were not usually allowed
to use the bells for the summons to prayer. A note in
the legend of a drawing representing the Convent of
Saint Anthony, rebuilt after the 1831 ﬁre, describes the
belfry as the ﬁrst “to have been erected in public in
Constantinople after the fall of the Greek Empire.”26
The 1622 report by Demarchis mentions a bell tower
without bells in Saint Francis, while in 1665 a friar
visiting Istanbul observed that bells were used in the
chapels of the galley slaves at Kasım Pasha and in the
church of Saint Roch in Be×ikta×.27
6. Since in the pre-Tanzimat period Christian processions in the streets were either forbidden or permitted
only during the Easter period, and in keeping with a
general restraint of visibility and self-representation,
the facades of most churches, usually not individualized architecturally, were sheltered within courtyards
(also used for processions), which prevented direct
access from the street. An exception to this implicit
rule in the Catholic realm is the already-mentioned
reconstruction of Saint Anthony after the 1762 ﬁre.
The facade of the church bordered the Grand Rue de
Pera, although the prayer hall was directly accessible
not from the street but through a lateral corridor.
Framed by such customary principles, negotiation
between the Catholic powers and the Porte in these
matters could also include requests and concessions
of political, diplomatic, and commercial nature. The
enforcement of principles of religious equality during
the nineteenth century, ratiﬁed by the Islahat Firman
of 1856 and the secularization of Ottoman citizenship
in 1869, does not seem to have produced an explicit,

direct, de jure abrogation of these restrictions. Permissions for the construction, reconstruction, and repair
of Catholic churches continued to be requested by
ambassadors and granted with ﬁrmans until the era
of Abdulhamit II.28 What changed drastically was the
de facto situation, in which the Western powers had
the upper hand in the negotiations, so that we witness a dramatic growth in the size, monumentality,
and number of Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox, and
Armenian sanctuaries, most of them built on sites with
no preexisting religious structures.29
But the image of decline in the architectural proﬁle
of the Latin presence in Istanbul prior to the eighteenth century is not solely connected with stricter
observance of these restrictions and greater contractual power on the Ottoman side. Machiel Kiel has
shown convincingly that in the case of the Orthodox
churches of the Balkans, written documents testifying
to compliance with Islamic restrictions on Christian
ecclesiastical architecture must be considered exceptions rather than representative cases. Documents
show us the minimum level of Ottoman tolerance
in this regard, while the maximum is represented by
the far more conspicuous number of churches and
synagogues built without written permission in newly
established Christian or Jewish settlements. For simple demographic reasons, a similar ﬂexibility must
be imagined in the Ottoman attitude toward Armenian churches and Jewish synagogues in the capital:
it is simply impossible to think that all those existing
before the Tanzimat period were faithful reconstructions of buildings used by these communities in the
late Byzantine era. If the Catholic case appears different—showing a declining proﬁle until the eighteenth
century and a closer conformity of practice to principles—this is due to two factors: ﬁrst, the foreign identity of the Catholics from the Ottoman point of view
and their political allegiance with potential or actual
enemies; second, a demographic context in which a
community of a few hundred permanent residents
lacked the possibility, necessity, and will to maintain
the large number of sanctuaries left from a period in
which Catholics constituted roughly one-ﬁfth of the
population of Constantinople.
The difference between the Catholics and other
non-Muslims of the Empire in legal status and in cultural and political identity also parallels an architectural divergence in their religious spaces. In contrast
to the image of estrangement conveyed by the Catholic buildings, many landmarks of Ottoman Christians
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and Jews abound with Ottoman stylistic, constructional,
and typological features. A recent evaluation of some
Greek Orthodox churches of Istanbul of the Tanzimat
era, rather than using the customary label of “postByzantine,” proposes to deﬁne them as “Ottoman”
churches, in acknowledgment of their many formal
links with contemporary Ottoman architecture and
of their belonging to a supposedly cohesive political
system.30 Only one of the Greek Orthodox churches
of Istanbul featured in Zafer Karaca’s monograph displays an obvious revivalist reference to the Byzantine
tradition.31 In fact, the large majority of these buildings are based on basilican layouts that can be associated with Ottoman vernacular technologies like the
baqdâdî, and are decorated with plain moldings and/
or references to the classical orders, the “Ottoman
Baroque” or even Ottoman classical and revivalist
idioms.32 They hardly ﬁt into our “typical” image of
a Byzantine style or revival.33 Striking examples of an
Ottoman revivalist choice in a Greek Orthodox church
are the muqarnas capitals in the iconostasis of Hagia
Triada in Taksim (Beyoqlu), built in 1882. Outside the
Ottoman domain, one the most spectacular examples
of the integration of a Christian minority’s religious
landmarks into the stylistic framework of a dominant
Islamic culture is provided by the Armenian churches
of New Julfa, Iran, studied by John Carswell.34 However, nothing comparable to such hybridizations seems
to inform the design, structure, and public image of
the buildings we are concerned with, at least in their
present appearance.
But the Catholic churches of Istanbul were also
architectural cores in a web of intercommunal relations—landmarks of a contextual identity that was constantly redeﬁned. In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, after the disappearance of the Latin
monumental landmarks surviving from the late Byzantine period and before the construction of an image
of national and religious conformity to the centers
of Catholicism (almost “colonial” in its estrangement
from the local context), a wide range of Ottoman connections and afﬁliations can be traced in the use and
conﬁguration of Catholic spaces.
OTTOMAN AND EUROPEAN BAROQUE35
The Church of Santa Maria Draperis (ﬁg. 9) was
donated to a community of Franciscan Observant friars,
present in Constantinople since the ﬁfteenth century,
by a member of the Genoese Draperis family in 1585.36
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From its original location in Mumhane (near Tophane,
approximately on the site of the Cité Française), it
was transferred in 1691 to the heights of Pera, where
it stands today, after a period of instability following
its destruction in the 1659 ﬁre.37 Its present shape—
apart from the apartments on the Grand Rue added
in 1904—dates roughly from a further reconstruction
after it had again burned in the 1767 ﬁre of Pera. In
1642, when the church was still in Mumhane, two of
its Observant clerics had converted to Islam, provoking
the disdain of Pope Urban VIII, who in 1643 imposed
a strict moral reform of the order with the bull “Religionis zelus,” so that the friars have since then been
called “reformed” Observants.38 Politically, Santa Maria
was protected since 1706 by the representative of the
Habsburg Empire in Istanbul. In religious terms, it
became a mission with ofﬁcial duties and was attached
to Propaganda Fide in November 1702.39
In the archives of Propaganda Fide in Rome, some
of the correspondence issued during the post-1767
reconstruction testiﬁes that the enterprise was quite
beyond the ﬁnancial resources of the small Franciscan community. The friars had become so indebted
that in January 1769 their prior, Gioacchino da Catania, was ready to go to Vienna, drop on his knees
in front of the empress, and implore her to make a
donation to the church.40 In 1785, the payment of
Santa Maria’s debt, amounting to some 250,000 piastres, was to be managed by the Habsburg ambassador,
or internuntius, Baron Herbert Ratkeal, who sponsored
a particularly advantageous loan and thus prevented
the church from being sold for debts to the “schismatic” Armenians.41
Compared with Catholic architecture in Istanbul
from the ﬁrst half of the eighteenth century,42 Santa
Maria actually displays a greater investment in materials, dimensions, and decorative program. Rather exceptionally, the friars obtained permission to use masonry
even in the construction of the convent (ﬁg. 10) and
vaulting of the roof, which allowed the complex to
survive the great ﬁre of Pera in 1831 almost without damage, while all of the other Catholic churches
were destroyed.43 In decoration and interior layout,
the most striking elements of the prayer hall are the
altar and chancel area (ﬁg. 11), conceived in a decidedly Roman Catholic, late Baroque mode, with marble imported from Italy and worked by the Roman
sculptor Lorenzo Cerotti.44 Completed in 1772, it was
donated to the church by the Habsburg internuntius
and the notables of the Catholic communities, although
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Fig. 9. Santa Maria Draperis, interior.

a local chronicle states that in the end it largely had
to be paid for by the friars, who allegedly had never
desired it.45 But if we move from the liturgical apparatus to the more intimate and domestic space of the
convent, a sudden anomaly challenges our feeling of
conformity with the visual character of any Catholic
architecture. An inner wall of the present parish ofﬁce
of Santa Maria, constructed later than the eighteenthcentury building phase, contains and ﬁlls three bays
of an originally open arcade with an unmistakable
“Ottoman Baroque” appearance (ﬁg. 12). Its multicentered arches, slender quadrangular columns on
high plinths with torus moldings clad in metallic collars (Ottoman: lâzime-i dokmeci), and ﬂuted palmette
capitals (ﬁgs. 13–14)46 share the stylistic features of
many coeval Ottoman structures, from the Madrasa
of Seyyid Hasan Pasha, built in 1745 (ﬁg. 15),47 to
the small külliye (complex) of Be×ir Aqa of the same
period, and even to some parts of the complex of

Nuruosmaniye (ﬁg. 16),48 completed only twelve years
before the construction of this church.
These aspects of eighteenth-century Ottoman architecture are usually described as westernized—a product of French, Italian, or Central European Baroque
and Rococo inﬂuence.49 A process of stylistic redeﬁnition and renovation begun in Ahmet III’s era (the socalled Lâle Devri or Tulip Period) had reached maturity
by the ﬁrst half of the eighteenth century, supplanting almost completely the classical Ottoman vocabulary of the mid-sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. By
the time Santa Maria was being rebuilt, the landmarks
of this new sensibility had been disseminated in the
Ottoman capital in the form of fountains, sebils (fountain kiosks), libraries, schools, and imperial mosques.
Although the label of Ottoman Baroque and Rococo
may still be useful for describing some aspects of this
evolution, recent interpretations, including those of
Maurice M. Cerasi50 and Shirine Hamadeh51 (as well
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Fig. 10. Santa Maria Draperis, corridor in the upper story of the convent.

Fig. 11. Santa Maria Draperis, chancel area and altar by Lorenzo Cerotti, 1769–72.
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Fig. 12. Santa Maria Draperis, arcade in the present parish office.
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Fig. 13. Santa Maria Draperis, drawing of the arcade shown in fig. 12.

Fig. 14. Santa Maria Draperis, drawing of a detail of the arcade shown in fig. 12.
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Fig. 15. A capital in the revak (arcade) of the Madrasa of Seyid
Ahmed Pasha.

Fig. 16. Mosque of Nuruosmaniye, detail.

as the general historiographical reassessment of the
Ottoman eighteenth century), have revised signiﬁcantly
the unilateral and reductive paradigm of westernization as a framework of this process of change.
At any rate, the arcade I am concerned with is not a
structure that could have been conceived and realized
by a designer or a workshop coming from Italy. Whoever commissioned this part of the building—probably
Gioacchino da Catania’s predecessor52—was conscious
of making an Ottomanist choice of a rather fashionable character in the context of the period. And it is

interesting to note that the space containing the arcade
was originally the refectory of the convent. For obvious chronological reasons, the presence of these forms
in a building ofﬁcially representing Catholic religious
identity in an Islamic capital does not point to an Italian inﬂuence on the Ottoman architectural culture but
rather testiﬁes to the reverse trend.53 The windows of
the convent are also inﬂuenced by recent Ottoman
forms, while in the prayer hall proper, a spolium of
the liturgical apparatus—a niche originally containing ritual oil—is shaped according to Ottoman classical proportional standards (ﬁg. 17). These choices
were not bound to material or legal constraints and
can be explained only by reference to a broad network
of cultural and social interactions. In particular, the
emergence in eighteenth-century Istanbul of a large
social group that can be considered both Ottoman
and Catholic—namely, the Armenian Catholic community—is one of the crucial agents in the blurring
or redeﬁnition of cultural boundaries.
Since the end of the seventeenth century, under the
inﬂuence of Italian and French missionary activity, a
growing portion of Ottoman Armenians had begun to
adopt the religious dogmas of Rome, reestablishing a
“union” broken since the sixth century.54 Until 1830,
the existence of this liminal community was acknowledged by Rome but not by the Porte or the Armenian Patriarch of Istanbul. An Ottoman community
with an ofﬁcial religious leader in a foreign country
could not be tolerated easily, and in 1722 Ahmet III
prohibited members of the Ottoman millets from converting to Catholicism.55 In 1740, in accordance with
Rome, a Catholic Armenian Patriarchate was established at Bzommar, Lebanon, but its function and
jurisdiction were not acknowledged by the Porte, who
until 1830 continued to consider only the Gregorian
or “national” (and, from a Catholic point of view,
“schismatic”) Patriarch in Istanbul as the representative of all Armenians.56 Missionary activity had to use
“inﬁnite prudence, ability, and caution” in order not
to provoke denunciation to the Ottoman authorities
by the ofﬁcial Armenian and Greek Patriarchs, “our
most implacable and smartest enemies,” in the words
of the apostolic vicar Biagio Pauli, writing in 1760.57
Episodic persecutions, alternating with periods of relative entente, lasted until the recognition of a separate Armenian Catholic millet by Mahmut II in 1830—
a decision largely determined by pressure from the
Catholic powers, mainly France and Austria58—only
two years after the prominent families of the commu-
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Fig. 17. Santa Maria Draperis, niche originally containing
ritual oil.

nity had been exiled to central Anatolia. In the same
period the Christian population of Aleppo underwent
an even more widespread shift from Eastern rites to
Catholicism,59 and the connection between the Syrian and Istanbul phenomena is attested by the presence of a growing Syrian-Catholic community in Pera
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.60 By the
mid-eighteenth century, however, Armenian Catholics
who actually worshipped in the Latin churches already
were several thousand strong and deﬁnitely outnumbered the “Frankish”—Latin or Western—Catholic
population of the Empire. 61 Whereas in previous periods apostolic visitors had considered the three parish churches of Istanbul excessive in relation to the
small number of parishioners,62 the very existence of
these Armenian Catholics represented a major raison
d’être for the Catholic establishments of Istanbul and
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an encouragement to invest in the future of the Catholic community.
In the late eighteenth century, the increasing construction and patronage of Catholic churches, in contrast to the decline epitomized by the replacement of
Saint Francis with the Yeni Valide Mosque in 1697, is
surely connected with this new social context, which
also explains the stylistic divergence observable in
Santa Maria Draperis. Although less drastic a religious
choice than conversion from Islam to Christianity and
vice versa,63 the adoption of Catholicism by an Armenian Gregorian can be seen as the crossing of a cultural and social frontier. Retrospectively, we may easily ascribe motivation for this shift to easier access to
Western connections, but it should be noted that in
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the
process of westernization was by no means an evident
goal. The complexity of the Armenian Catholic identity at an individual level and in an intellectual dimension is attested by the author of the Tableau général de
l’Empire othoman, Muradja d’Ohsson,64 as well as by
Cosimo C. de Carbognano, who described and depicted
Istanbul at the end of the eighteenth century from a
point of view that can be considered both local and
foreign.65 In the social topography of Istanbul, this
process of transculturation is reﬂected by the fact that
in 1828, when Armenian Catholics denounced as disloyal subjects by the Armenian Patriarch of Istanbul
were exiled to central Anatolia by Mahmut II, all the
conﬁscated properties of the community (except one
in Kandilli) were located in Pera and Galata, the traditional districts of the Latin Catholics.66 (In origin,
the Istanbul Armenian population of any denomination had lived on both sides of the Golden Horn.)67
This relocation was also motivated by the ban, stubbornly applied from Rome, on the “communicatio in
sacris” with the schismatics, i.e., the prohibition of
sharing liturgical practices and spaces with non-Catholic former co-religionists.
The shift from the authority of a Patriarch residing
in Istanbul since the ﬁfteenth century to that of the
Pope in Rome in itself implies a dramatic change in
identity and behavior, a form of assumed alienation
and partial estrangement from communal ties.68 Considering Santa Maria from the perspective of its Armenian Catholic users, rather than from the ofﬁcial viewpoint of the Latin presence in Istanbul, allows us to see
the coexistence of Italian and Ottoman architectural
idioms in relation to the complex psychology of conversion. When the Armenian who had been attracted
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for whatever reasons to the Catholic creed crossed
the threshold of the Church of Santa Maria Draperis, he or she must have had the feeling of entering
an alien space, constructed according to the customs
and liturgical standards of a distant authority which,
by the way, forbade him or her to attend Mass in the
churches of the so-called schismatics. When the same
Armenian was received in what we may call the backstage of the church for a closer contact with the friars—and we have evidence that such contacts existed—
an altogether more familiar physical environment
would reassure him or her that, after all, one could
be at the same time Catholic and Ottoman, Catholic
and Armenian. In Charles Frazee’s view, “The millet
system, which registered every Ottoman citizen into
the nationality of his birth and continued throughout his lifetime to determine the rules which affected
his life, did not and could not provide for converts to
Catholicism and still function.”69 The friars of Santa
Maria seem to have contradicted this view by appropriating an Ottoman stylistic feature in the construction of their convent, showing a remarkable proximity and sensitivity to the local environment. And we
may recall that, as already mentioned, the truly Italian Baroque altar and baluster by Lorenzo Cerotti was
an imposition of the Austrian ambassador rather than
a choice of the local friars.
ETHNIC AND SOCIAL DIMENSIONS IN SAINT
ANTHONY (1762–1836)
That the main reason for building or rebuilding a
church in Istanbul in the second part of the eighteenth
century was to serve the growing number of Catholic
Armenians rather than the exiguous community of
European and Levantine residents is conﬁrmed by
the history of the other Franciscan church of Pera,
the Saint Anthony that replaced the complex of Saint
Francis in Galata destroyed in 1696. The Franciscan
Conventuals, ancestors of the community that would
manage the monumental project of the new Saint
Anthony around the turn of the twentieth century,
were sheltered after the loss of Saint Francis in an
old, modest dependency of the complex, a house with
a chapel on the premises of the French Embassy.70
On this site they would remain until the realization
of Mongeri’s building.
In 1721, in order to facilitate the construction of a
new church, Romilli, the general minister of the Franciscan order, ofﬁcially accepted the protection of the

community by France (replacing Venice).71 Subsequently, the French ambassador de Bonnac obtained
a ﬁrman authorizing the transformation of a small
existing chapel into a wooden church of some size;
this was completed in 1724. In the following year the
apostolic vicar Pier Battista Mauri established the territorial boundaries of the three parish churches of
Galata. According to his decision, inspired by the will
to facilitate control of the parishioners and end quarrels among parish priests on the right to administer
Catholic sacraments to the most inﬂuential families,
the Dominican Saints Peter and Paul was to be the
parish church of the district of Galata intra muros and
of the entire historic peninsula beyond the Golden
Horn; Saint Anthony and Santa Maria Draperis would
be assigned respectively to the south and north side of
Pera as divided by the “strada di Pera” (present ~stiklâl
Caddesi).72 This codiﬁcation in the Catholic topography of Istanbul represents a major change from the
seventeenth century, when the three parishes, without territorial boundaries, were concentrated within
the walls of Galata. The transfer of the Franciscans
from Galata to the heights of Pera followed the same
kind of relocation as had occurred for Santa Maria
Draperis in 1691 and corresponded to an important
urban trend. The heights of Pera outside the walls
were in fact acquiring an increasingly foreign character, stressed by the concentration and growing monumentality of European embassies, while Galata experienced a partial Islamicization, especially of its lower
sections.73 The culmination of this trend in terms of
Catholic topography was the establishment of a Catholic cathedral on the Grand Rue—the Holy Trinity,
built in 1802, replacing an older church burned in
1799 (ﬁg. 18).74
When the wooden Saint Anthony built in 1724 was
destroyed by ﬁre in 1762, the French ambassador Vergennes, guaranteeing among other things that rebelling Christian prisoners of a Turkish galleon anchored
in Malta would give up their mutiny,75 obtained permission to rebuild the church and the convent in
masonry. The work was completed in 1763 with the
employment of a local kalfa (foreman) using local
materials and techniques.76 The layout of the new
church, documented in a 1769 report to Propaganda
Fide (ﬁg. 19), seems to match many features of the
building that would replace it in 1835, after the ﬁre
of August 1831, and be used until the beginning of
the twentieth century. As mentioned earlier, instead
of an entrance ﬁltered by a courtyard, the facade bor-
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Fig. 18. Catholic cores established along the Grand Rue de Pera between the late seventeenth century and 1802, from the
insurance map by E. Goad, 1904–5. “Ste. Trinité” is the former Latin Cathedral, established in 1802 and sold to the Armenian
Catholics in 1857.
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Fig. 19. Plan of Saint Anthony in a sketch from the archives of Propaganda Fide.

Fig. 20. View of Saint Anthony at the beginning of the nineteenth century, by an anonymous Greek painter. (After C. Pick,
ed. and comp., Embassy to Constantinople: The Travels of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu [New York: Amsterdam Books, 1988]).
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dered the main street (ﬁg. 20), but the prayer hall had
no access from it. A lateral corridor led both to the
prayer hall and to the convent and sacristy, housed
behind the church in a single building. The twelve columns of “oriental granite” mentioned in a report on
the 1831 destruction by ﬁre, and by other authors,77
divided the prayer hall into three small naves.
The letter addressed to Propaganda by the Procurator of the Franciscan Conventuali, accompanied
by the already-mentioned drawing (March 4, 1769),78
reveals that the interior layout and use of the recently
rebuilt church did not correspond to Roman liturgical
standards in its internal subdivision of space according to ethnicity, gender, and status. A schematic plan
(ﬁg. 19) with a detailed legend included in the letter
also illustrates that the main spaces of the church—
the central nave (labeled M) and the tribune opposite the altar (L)—were reserved respectively for Armenian men and women, whose number was estimated at
around 14,000, and who allegedly used the Church of
Saint Anthony more than any other.79 An altar dedicated to Saint Gregory the Illuminator (D), patron
saint and spiritual father of the Armenian nation, was
quite in keeping with this reality. On the left side of
the choir, a lodge (F) was reserved for the “Frankish
ladies” on the ground ﬂoor and for the friars on the
upper story, accessible from the convent; a symmetrical
structure on the right side (H) served Frankish people and notables (“uomini e signori Franchi”) on the
ground ﬂoor and the ambassador on the upper level.
Liturgically, the main problem was caused not so
much by the presence of different ethnic groups as by
the proximity of women to the most sacred area. The
superior of the mission, Father Riccardini, was to be
removed from his duty because he had allowed such
an abuse. But the Procurator, the author of the letter, argued that “not all the canons of the Church ﬁt
all times and places,” and that even in Rome, with so
many churches available, some practices did not obey
all ritual prescriptions; he concluded that the unorthodox asset of Saint Anthony could be tolerated on condition that the space reserved for the Frankish ladies
be screened with appropriate latticeworks. After all, he
wrote, these women “cannot and do not want to mingle...with Armenian men.” As we have seen, the old
Church of Saint Francis featured a women’s gallery
described as a local element; in actuality, the Catholic churches of Istanbul would continue to adopt this
feature until the late nineteenth century.
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An indication that almost sixty years later the Church
and Convent of Saint Anthony were still open to a multiethnic crowd comes from an 1828 account regarding
three young Christian apostates hidden in the convent
and wanted by Ottoman authorities on the charge of
having ﬁrst converted to Islam and then decided to
return to their original faith.80 For the capture of one
of them, who came from the Aegean island of Tinos
and was employed as a servant by a Turkish aqa, there
was a reward of 1,000 piastres.81 The prior of the convent, Father Giancarlo Magni, feared that the price
could entice the avidity not only of the “inﬁdels” but
possibly even of “some of our Frankish” (“qualche
nostro Franco”), as he still called the Latin Catholics, according to local use of the term). Considering that the convent where the boy was hidden communicated with the church, which was open to a ﬂux
of “Turks, Armenians, Greeks, and any kind of people,” the prior decided to send him to the residence
of the Sardinian minister Trucchi. The representative
of the Savoia housed him in the legation for about a
month and ﬁnally secured his return to Tinos.82 To
cover the travel expenses of the other two apostates,
the Franciscan mission raised funds from the Catholic families of Pera and Galata, including Federico De
Chirico, interpreter for the Sardinian Legation (and
great-grandfather of the painter Giorgio De Chirico),83
who contributed 200 piastres.
This masonry church, having survived the 1767
ﬁre, was not spared by the catastrophe of August 2,
1831, which destroyed a large portion of the residential fabric of Pera. As Father Giancarlo Magni,
prior of the church, wrote to Propaganda Fide in
November 1831:
Only those who have seen the fire of the Basilica of
Saint Paul there [in Rome] can have an idea of what our
Church of Saint Anthony has become, the most beautiful
and devout of our churches, parish of the largest and
most populous region of the country, now reduced to a
shapeless heap of ruins: even the walls and the columns
of oriental granite have been turned to lime, rubble,
and ashes.84

After the reconstruction in 1835, a perspective view
of the complex with a plan of the upper ﬂoor was
sent to Propaganda; it represents an excellent source
for knowledge of a pre-Tanzimat Catholic complex
of Istanbul (ﬁg. 21). The document also includes
a detailed expense account for the completion of
the top ﬂoor of the convent, shedding light on the
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Fig. 21. Perspective view of Saint Anthony, from the archives of Propaganda Fide, 1836.

price of materials and wages of the building sector in
the 1830s.85 The legend mentions rooms for priests
belonging to different communities: Armenian, Latin,
and Syrian (“Aleppino”). Notwithstanding the ofﬁcial
recognition of a separate Armenian Catholic millet in
1830, Saint Anthony still functioned as an intercommunal institution.
CATHOLIC NATIONALISM: THE NEW SAINT
ANTHONY IN PERA
The middle decades of the nineteenth century are
characterized by a rapid emancipation of the Christian buildings of Istanbul from the visual and material constraints dominant in the eighteenth century.
Besides the construction of new houses of worship
for the Armenian Catholic community,86 we witness a
monumentalizing of Greek Orthodox and Armenian
Gregorian churches, often expressed in high visibility and the use of masonry vaulting, domes, and bell

towers. In 1846 the already-mentioned Church of Saint
Esprit was built as a new parish serving the Catholic
population of the developing districts of Pangaltı (Pancaldi), Feriköy, and Øi×li. The short-lived new Catholic Cathedral of Saint John Chrysostome in Beyoqlu,
between Galatasaray and Taksim, was completed in
1854 and destroyed in the ﬁre of June 5, 1870. Since
1876, the Church of Saint Esprit has been the Catholic
Cathedral of Istanbul.
According to Belin, the apostolic vicar Paolo Brunoni
(1858–69) was a proliﬁc builder of churches, and under
his administration the greatest number of those visible in Belin’s time were erected: “In 1860 the fathers
Riformati built the church of Prinkipo; in 1863 the
Dominicans that of Makri-keui; and the Capuchins
that of San Stefano; in 1866, the Conventuals that of
Büyükdere.”87 But while in these cases the vicar mainly
provided external support and backing, two enterprises
were directly sponsored and managed by Brunoni: the
reconstruction of the Church of Saint Esprit (ﬁg. 3)
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and the construction of the Church of the Assumption in Kadıköy, begun in 1859 (ﬁg. 4).
The symbolic location of this latter building on the
site where the Ecumenical Council of Chalcedony had
condemned monophysism, the heresy of the “schismatic” Armenians, seems to have been Brunoni’s central concern in the call to raise funds for the construction of the church, an Italian-French text addressed
to the Catholic notables of Istanbul.88 Here only marginal relevance was given to the growing Catholic population in that area, while the message focused on
the symbolic links between past, present, and future,
and on the importance of the site where, in 451, “the
defenders of the Faith proclaimed and acknowledged
the primacy of the Roman Church.”89 The imprint of
Rome tended to overshadow the signs of a localized,
Ottomanized Catholicism: this is evidenced not only
by the increasing conformity of the architectural features of the new churches (both Latin and Armenian
Catholic) to Italian standards, but also by the gradual
replacement of a hierarchy of Eastern Mediterranean
origin with clerics from Italy and France.90 The conﬂict
between indigenous identity and central authority was
also expressed in the internal schism of the Armenian
Catholic community in the 1860s.91 One of the many
architectural reﬂections of central authority was the
Armenian Catholic Church of Saint John Chrysostome
(still existing and not to be confused with the homonymous Latin cathedral that burned in 1870), near
Taksim. It was designed in 1860 by Garabet Tulbentchian, whose brother Andon, also an architect, had
been trained in Rome in 1856–57;92 he completed the
work after Garabet’s death in 1861. In its interior space
the church follows the layout of Antonio da Sangallo’s Santa Maria di Loreto in Rome (1507), although
the oversimpliﬁed exterior does not show this relationship. The lack of correspondence between exterior volumes and interior space remained a local feature of non-Muslim architecture in the late Ottoman
period: rich interior articulation often relied on the
use of vernacular construction techniques in timber,
independent of the restrained shelter. The “dome” visible from the interior of this church is in fact a false
intrados structure realized in the local baqdâdî technique. The major patron of this building, the Armenian Catholic banker Hagop Koçeoqlu (1820–93),93
later had his own mansion built on the Grand Rue de
Pera with direct references to another, secular landmark of the Roman Renaissance, namely, the Palazzo
Farnese. We should not forget that most of the Arme-
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nian patrons who contributed to the transformation
of Beyoqlu in the ﬁnal decades of the nineteenth century were Catholics.
After the uniﬁcation of Italy in 1861, a new political actor—a potential rival of France as protector of
the Catholics in the Ottoman Empire—entered the
stage. The project for the most popular and monumental Catholic church of Istanbul, Saint Anthony
on ~stiklâl Caddesi, illustrates the changing situation.
Around 1890 the Franciscan friars of the church,
rebuilt after the 1831 ﬁre, faced a drastic choice: their
church encroached some 7.5 meters on the Grand Rue
de Pera, which was being enlarged after the 1870 ﬁre,
and under pressure from the municipality they had
to either demolish one fourth of a prayer hall already
considered too small or choose a new site. Since the
French Embassy that still protected them did not seem
willing to support the second alternative, they decided
to ask for Italian aid, and the issue acquired an overwhelming political dimension. In May 1895, an Italian ambassador to the Porte wrote the following to
Alberto Blanc, a minister of foreign affairs who was
well acquainted with the importance of national symbols in the Ottoman capital:94
Whatever will be the politics of the Royal Government
towards the Vatican, we always have to distinguish between
Italian politics in Italy and Italian politics in the Orient.
Those who evaluate the latter according to the same
criteria usually applied to the Roman Question have
never been to the Ottoman Empire. As to the influence
of religion, we are here as in the time of the Crusades.
Nations are religions. Now, placing under Italian protection the most important church of Pera, so far protected
by France, would be to gain over the latter a diplomatic
victory whose importance is inferior only to a victory of
the army.95

That a diplomat was interceding in favor of a religious
initiative is perfectly in keeping with the history of
the Catholic presence in the Ottoman Empire. Tommaso Catalani, the author of the letter, was one of
the few Italian ambassadors in Istanbul to be afﬁliated
with the Ottoman environment not only professionally but also privately. In the late 1860s, long before
his appointment as ambassador to the Porte on June
17, 1894, he had been attaché of legation in Athens
and Istanbul and had married Cassandra Musurus,
daughter of Constatinos and member of a prominent
Greek-Ottoman family who played a central role in
Ottoman diplomacy.96 The idea of an essential differ-
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ence between religious policies at home and in the
East is a trait common to French attitudes towards
the Eastern Mediterranean since Napoleon’s Egyptian campaign.97 And Catalani’s assumption that nothing had changed in the region since the time of the
Crusades is not simply the sign of an “Orientalist”
perception denying historicity and internal evolution
to an Eastern socio-political reality. It should be seen
in the framework of a revival of the idea and image
of the “Latin Orient,” which resonated with several
initiatives and projects connected with Western penetration in the Empire. The construction of a new
Saint Anthony was also announced in a major organ
of this historiographical reassessment, the Revue de
l’Orient latin, and illustrated in Bessarione, a Catholic
periodical ofﬁcially representing the unionist policies
of the Vatican towards the Christian Orient.
Protecting the new, monumental Franciscan Church
of Saint Anthony in Pera, the district of European
diplomacy and the area where most of the Catholic population of Istanbul resided, would consolidate Italy’s position in several respects. Rome had
been annexed to the newborn Italian kingdom only
twenty-ﬁve years before and the Pope deprived of all
residual temporal power. The “Roman Question” to
which Catalani refers, which caused endless trouble
not only between the Papacy and the Savoia “usurpers”
but also between Italy and France (who would revive
on several occasions its traditional role of defender
of the Papacy) was far from solved. Catalani died in
Istanbul only a few months after pleading for Italian
sponsorship of the project. But the new Franciscan
Church of Saint Anthony was constructed, more than
ten years later, under Italian protection—a circumstance rhetorically exalted by a contemporary chronicler, who saw the event as a triumphal, modern Italian accomplishment in an old tradition symbolized
by the Genoese Tower of Galata.98 We should note
here that a few years later a pamphlet on the possible roles of Italy in the “Eastern Question” also legitimated Italian claims over parts of the disintegrating
Ottoman Empire on the grounds of the Venetian and
Genoese medieval presence and heritage in the Eastern Mediterranean. It is not surprising, then, that the
architectural program of Saint Anthony did not follow
the Roman image of the churches of Saint Esprit and
the Assumption, but rather adopted a Gothic revival
idiom with explicit references to the Venetian past.
At the Academy of Brera in Milan, its architect, Giulio
Mongeri, had been a pupil of Camillo Boito, the fore-

most restorer and theorist of a medievalist version of
the Italian national style in the debate that followed
the uniﬁcation of Italy.99
The recently constituted Italian state thus increased
its visibility in the Ottoman capital by sponsoring a
landmark of Catholic nationalism, challenging the traditional role of France as protector of the Catholics
in the Near East, and at the same time gaining some
credit in the troublesome question of relations with
the Vatican.100 In the years following ofﬁcial recognition of Italian protection of Saint Anthony, several
Catholic establishments of the empire passed from
French to Italian protection.
The new Saint Anthony belongs to a late phase of
European-Ottoman relations in which Western presence in the major centers of the empire was expressed
through unequivocal symbols and images. Its position
is unprecedented in size, visibility, and monumental
impact, and it highlights the process of emancipation
from the traditional restrictions controlling non-Muslim architecture in the Ottoman Empire. It is built on
a new site; it is not attached to an embassy (as was
the previous Saint Anthony); and it has a bell tower
and a prominent apse on imposing substructures, visible from the sea and affecting the cityscape. It covers a surface area approximately seven times as large
as the lot of the old church, a space obtained by purchasing about ﬁfty estates surrounding a theater (ﬁgs.
22–23).101 The Italian population of Istanbul to which
it might communicate a national message was in the
range of 15,000, according to the estimation of Father
Caneve,102 who managed the project as the representative of the Conventuals. In the background of this deOttomanized church we see the emergence of nationally
deﬁned architectural idioms, as well as the increasing
effectiveness of institutional borders between different communities living in the empire.
Yet even in this national monument a residual inﬂuence of local tradition can be traced in the accessibility of the church through a courtyard closed off from
the Grand Rue by residential structures. According
to Ernesto Schiaparelli, an Italian archeologist who
administered the charity Associazione Nazionale per
Soccorrere i Missionari Italiani in Oriente, this layout
was motivated by economic factors. The apartments
were in fact built before the church, on the most valuable part of the lot, and belonged ofﬁcially to the
Associazione, which sponsored the mortgage for the
entire project. But the existence of a local Catholic
typology, clearly inﬂuential as late as the mid-nine-
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Fig. 22. Properties on the area where the new Saint Anthony was built in 1905–13, from the E. Goad insurance map of
1904–5.
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Fig 23. The lot of the new Saint Anthony, from an anonymous map drawn around 1915. (Courtesy, German Archeological
Institute, Istanbul)
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teenth century in the churches of Saint Esprit and the
Assumption, cannot be considered entirely inconseqential in this decision, and Saint Anthony would surely
look different had it been built outside the complex
set of historical and political circumstances we have
attempted to outline.
AN OPEN CONCLUSION
The contribution of Ottoman non-Muslim subjects,
in ofﬁcial and unofﬁcial ways, to the production of
a common culture is an obvious aspect of Ottoman
imperial identity. Less obvious are the role and the
place of a liminal presence like the Catholic one in
this environment. This preliminary overview helps us
gain a more nuanced perception of the interplay of
communal relationships, cultural borrowings, power
balances, and diplomatic initiatives that concurred to
produce Catholic spaces in a multiethnic and multicultural context. It shows how reductive and misleading
can be the notion of a direct, “natural” correspondence between visual idioms and ethnic or religious
identities, while challenging the conventional notion
of “Latinity” in Constantinople, a notion constructed
largely by nineteenth-century historiography, with the
tendency to project the medieval phase of intense
Western inﬂuence in the Eastern Mediterranean over
the contemporary dynamics of European penetration
in the Middle East.
Far from continuing a traditional pre-Ottoman presence, Catholic patronage in Istanbul before the Tanzimat period was a complex strategy of survival and
proselytism in which negotiation, dialogue, emulation, and conﬂict played their part according to the
different meanings that Catholicism could acquire in
different situations. The history of Santa Maria illustrates this complexity well. The church and convent
had a reduced visibility, but, at the same time, they
were comparable in size to a small or average Islamic
foundation of the eighteenth century, and the materials and techniques employed in their construction
were of the same kind as those used by the dominant
architectural culture. In interior layout, apart from the
local element of a women’s gallery above the entrance,
we have analyzed the dichotomy between ofﬁcial liturgy
and intimate, domestic environment. The Habsburg
internuntius, obviously attached to a conventional idea
of Catholicism, imposed in the prayer hall an architectural symbol of Roman allegiance, shaped by an
Italian artist. The domestic space of the refectory, in
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contrast, was probably the work of an Armenian kalfa
with experience in the construction of Islamic buildings of the new, post-classical style. We may ask at this
point why the output of the Armenian connection in
shaping parts of the spaces that the Catholic community produced and used resulted not in a reference to
the architectural symbols of the great medieval Armenian tradition, but in an unconstrained, almost ironic
adoption of the most fashionable trends in contemporary Ottoman architectural culture. The revivalist
option would have been possible, at least in theory,
as is shown by provincial examples from Jerusalem to
the Balkans, and we know too little about the physical
appearance of Armenian churches in eighteenth-century Istanbul to exclude a priori this possibility. The
fact that it was not chosen even for an interior space
not exposed to the scrutiny of the dominant Muslim
establishment should be an object of further investigation, supported by comparisons with contemporary
non-Muslim architecture of Istanbul. This Ottomanist
choice shows, however, that the new idiom could function as a signiﬁer of plural and non-Islamic afﬁliations.
It was part of the dialogue that missionaries had to
pursue in order to achieve their objectives. A linguistic parallel can illuminate the reasons and meanings
of this choice: the Catholic missionaries who aimed at
converting Armenians to Catholicism used Ottoman
Turkish, not Armenian, as the language of communication and persuasion. Masses and confessions for
Armenian converts were performed in Turkish, and
the already-mentioned Cosimo C. de Carbognano
was also the author of an Ottoman Turkish grammar
“ad uso dei missionari apostolici in Costantinopoli.”
Communication and persuasion should also be seen
as central in the decision to “speak Turkish” architecturally—to shape the refectory of the convent according to what an Armenian audience could perceive as
a pleasant, novel image of its own culture and city.
In this sense, the revivalist option would likely have
been far less effective.
In the old Saint Anthony rebuilt in 1763, we likewise observed proximity to the local environment in
the use of materials and techniques. But the interior layout shows the limits of inter-ethnic exchange
even within the same confessional group: the obvious goal of the interior division of the church was to
avoid contact between Armenians and Franks. On one
hand, the new religious identity was inﬂuential enough
to create a fracture between Orthodox and Catholic Armenians. On the other, conversion to Catholi-
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cism was not enough to overcome the socio-cultural
gap between Latins and Armenians. Besides the ethnic question, the history of the church may suggest
a reﬂection on the urban character and inﬂuence
of the Catholic establishments of Istanbul. Images
showing the building in its urban context and in its
recently reconstructed shape allow us to assume that
Saint Anthony introduced in the cityscape a sign of
difference and estrangement. The loose residential
fabric of Pera was dominated in the late eighteenth
century by the same timber structures that characterized Muslim and reaya districts of the city. This residential type had only recently achieved cohesiveness,
but its inﬂuence was such that, until the great ﬁre
of Pera in 1831, even the embassies of the European
powers adopted the local timber construction system
and often a local or hybrid architectural language. In
this environment, Saint Anthony stands out as a rather
compact masonry volume with few apertures, occupying entirely its lot of land, in sharp contrast with the
overhanging volumes, rich plasticity, and openness of
the houses surrounding it. Can we consider Catholic
structures like Saint Anthony as prototypes of a different urban order—the order that would produce,
almost a century later, the image of Beyoqlu to which
we are accustomed? Answering such a question would
require separate research, but in the documents of Propaganda Fide there is at least fragmentary evidence
that some of the urban processes of change usually
associated with Tanzimat initiatives, such as the shift
from timber to masonry in reconstruction after the
great ﬁres, had had a preliminary test in the management of residential structures belonging to Catholic foundations since the late eighteenth century.
In this respect, I believe that a critical and comparative study of Catholic and non-Muslim architecture
in late Ottoman Istanbul may contribute to revising
the image of sudden change in the fabric and layout
of the city, change engendered “from above” through
the Tanzimat autocratic process of reform after 1839.
Many aspects of that change had probably begun to
surface much earlier.
A comparative study of the more recent establishments (beginning with the Church of Saint Esprit)
may also shed light on the links between pre- and
post-Tanzimat developments, giving us an opportunity to better understand the scopes and values of the
process of estrangement I have described in relation
to the new Saint Anthony by Mongeri. It is clear that
the Catholic buildings realized after Saint Esprit dis-

play a closer and more direct dependence on Italian
prototypes, but this should not impede us from investigating the different function of signs and meanings
in the Tanzimat context. The increased visibility and
unequivocally foreign stylistic references we observed
are still inscribed within a late Ottoman or EuropeanOttoman cultural dynamic, and our study has, we
hope, shown with enough clarity that the meaning of
a Renaissance or Gothic Revival church in Istanbul is
completely different from that of a similar structure
in Italy or elsewhere.
History Department, Boqaziçi University
Istanbul
NOTES
Author’s note: I wish to dedicate this study to the memory of Paolo
Cuneo, who died ten years ago; with his encouragement and
friendship I undertook my research on the architecture of the Italian community of Istanbul. I am grateful to Father Claudio Ceccherelli (O.F.M., Prior of the Church of Santa Maria Draperis),
Father Lorenzo Piretto (O.P., Church of Saints Peter and Paul
in Galata), and Msgr. Hovhannes J. Tcholakian (Archbishop of
Istanbul) for their help and assistance. Special thanks go as well
to the Department of Architectural History of the Istanbul Technical University, and to Ahmet Ersoy, who read earlier versions of
this paper and provided valuable suggestions and criticism. I am
also indebted to my wife Miyuki Aoki. Other acknowledgments
on more speciﬁc issues will be given in the notes.
1. Although historically these topographical labels were not
unequivocal, I will refer here to Galata as the settlement
within the Genoese walls that existed until 1864, and to Pera
as the expansion outside the walls, along the so-called Grand
Rue de Pera (present-day ~stiklâl Caddesi). In the Genoese
sources, the designation “Pera” (with its “Magniﬁca Comunità”) indicated the colony intra muros, but the distinction I
have adopted was common in nineteenth-century European
and Levantine perception. More recently, it has been followed
by Paolo Cuneo, “Galata e Pera: Introduzione allo studio dei
quartieri ‘latini’ di Istanbul,” Quaderni dell’Istituto di Storia
dell’Architettura, n.s., 1–10 (1983–87): 113–22, a pioneering
study on the complex, interwoven layers of this urban environment. See also his “Recenti studi italiani sull’architettura
di Galata,” Quaderni dell’Istituto Italiano di Cultura di Istanbul
(Rome, 1989): 49–64, as well as Nur Akin, 19. Yüzyılın ikinci
yarısında Galata ve Pera (Istanbul: Literatür Yayıncılık, 1998),
a survey of the space and life of the districts based on Istanbul foreign press accounts of the second half of the nineteenth century. A general, useful introduction to the topography and architecture of Galata is Semavi Eyice, Galata ve
Kulesi = Galata and Its Tower (Istanbul, 1969). Among the innumerable recent publications on Pera and Beyoqlu in general
is Mustafa Cezar, XIX. yüzyıl Beyoqlusu (Istanbul, 1992), and
the collection of essays Geçmi×ten günümüze Beyoqlu (Istanbul:
TAÇ Vakfı, 2004).
2. The ﬁrst project of the church, commissioned by the apostolic
vicar Hillerau (in charge between 1833 and 1855), is attrib-
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

uted to the Swiss-Italian Giuseppe Fossati, younger brother and
collaborator of the more famous Gaspare (1809–83), during
the latter’s work in Istanbul: Tito Lacchia, I Fossati, architetti
del Sultano di Turchia (Rome, 1943). Other authors consider
this church a work of Gaspare himself. That he had actually
shown an interest in early Christian typology, particularly in
the reconstruction of the burned Basilica of Saint Paul in
Rome during the 1820s and 30s, is argued by Lucia Pedrini
Stanga and Rosella Grassi in Gaspare Fossati, catalogue of a
1992 exhibition at Pinacoteca Züst (Lugano: Fidia Edizioni
d’Arte, 1992), 115. On the reconstruction planned by Pietro
Vitalis, a Catholic from Tinos, and the developments that followed, see Sezim Sezer Sevinç, “Tanzimat’tan Cumhuriyet’e
~stanbul’da Latin Katolik kiliseleri,” PhD diss., Mimar Sinan
Üniversitesi, Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü, 1997, 248–51.
Its architect, G. B. Barborini (1820–91), was a political exile
and a supporter of Italian uniﬁcation who, like others, escaped
to Istanbul after ﬁghting against the Austrian and pontiﬁcal
armies, on the side of the Roman Republic, at Cornuda in
1848. He also designed a Protestant building, the neoclassical German Evangelist Church on the slopes of Tarlabası. See
Paolo Girardelli and Cengiz Can, “Giovanni Battista Barborini
à Istanbul,” Observatoire urbain d’Istanbul, lettre d’information 8
(1995): 2–7.
On Saint Anthony and Giulio Mongeri, see the following text
of this article. Gothic Revival architecture of higher quality
had been introduced in Istanbul by a protagonist of Victorian
architectural culture, George Edmund Street, in his design
of the Anglican Crimean Memorial Church, completed in
1868: see Mark Crinson, Empire Building: Orientalism and Victorian Architecture (London and New York: Routledge, 1996),
136–66.
Louis Mitler, “The Genoese in Galata: 1453–1682,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 10, 1 (1979): 71–91. On
Galata in its transition from the late Byzantine to the Ottoman context, see, among others, Paolo Stringa, Genova e la
Liguria nel Mediterraneo: Insediamenti e culture urbane (Genoa,
1982); Geo Pistarino, “The Genoese in Pera-Turkish Galata,”
Mediterranean Historical Review 1 (1986); Halil ~nalcık, “Ottoman Galata, 1453–1553,” in Edhem Eldem, ed., Première rencontre internationale sur l’Empire ottoman et la Turquie moderne
(Istanbul: Isis, 1991), containing innovative and well-documented contributions on the social history of Galata; Michel
Balard, “La société pérote aux XIVe–XVe siècles: Autour des
Demerode et des Draperio,” in Nevra Necipoqlu, ed., Byzantine Constantinople: Monuments, Topography and Everyday Life
(Leiden, Boston, and Cologne: Brill, 2001), 299–311.
Among the various manuscript illustrations of Buondelmonti’s
work, Ms. Urb. Lat. 459 in the Vatican Library and Ms. Lat.
XIV 45 (4595) in the Marciana Library in Venice emphasize
the prevalence of domed structures in the historic peninsula
as opposed to the pitched roofs of the churches of Galata.
Ottoman masonry work can also be found in the older parts
of the convent of Saints Peter and Paul, dating to the eighteenth century, and in the Armenian Catholic Cathedral of
Saint Savior (1834).
The apostolic visitor Pietro Demarchis, in Istanbul during
October and November 1622, mentions the old and beautiful mosaics on the interior walls of the Jesuit Church of Saint
Benedict, representing “sacri misteri della vita et passione di
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Giesu’ Cristo,” as well as mosaics Franciscan in subject in the
Church of Saint Francis (Propaganda Fide, Visite, 122r–125r,
in Georg Hofmann, S.J., Il vicariato apostolico di Costantinopoli,
1453–1830 (Rome, 1935), vol. 103: Orientalia Christiana analecta, 43, 50). In the more recent Dominican Saints Peter and
Paul, he only observes frescoes “alla moderna” (ibid., 53).
G. Matteucci, Un glorioso convento francescano sulle rive del Bosforo, il S. Francesco di Galata in Costantinopoli, c. 1230–1697
(Florence: Studi Francescani, 1967).
See Demarchis’s report, cited in n. 8, above.
The most famous case of conversion into a mosque of a Latin
church is that of the Dominican Saint Paul, turned into Arap
Cami in 1475. See Benedetto Palazzo, L’Arap-djami ou église
Saint-Paul à Galata (Istanbul: Hachette, 1946).
For a complete survey, see Sevinç, Latin Katolik kiliseleri, 77–
259.
The old and the new Saint Anthony actually coexisted for
about two decades.
The existing literature and documentation on the Catholic
architecture of Istanbul is by no means complete. The principal studies of ecclesiastical character are: A. Belin, Histoire de la latinité de Constantinople, 2nd ed. (Paris: A. Picard,
1894), and Hofmann, Il vicariato (see n. 8, above). The relations between the Holy See and the Ottoman Empire are analyzed by Charles Frazee, Catholics and Sultans: The Church and
the Ottoman Empire, 1453–1923 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983). A survey of the Ottoman sources on the
non-Muslims, including the Latins, is Halil ~nalcık, “Ottoman
Archival Materials on Millets,” in Benjamin Braude and Bernard Lewis, eds., Christians and Jews in the Ottoman Empire: The
Functioning of a Plural Society, 2 vols. (New York and London:
Holmes and Meier Publishers, 1982), vol. 1, 437–49. From
the topographical point of view, various articles by Eugene
Dalleggio d’Alessio published in Echos de l’Orient, as well as
Raymond Janin, “Les Sanctuaires du Quartier de Pera,” Echos
de l’Orient 31 (1936), signiﬁcantly complement and integrate
Belin’s work. The only comprehensive study of the subject to
have a primarily architectural scope is the already-mentioned
PhD thesis, Sevinç, “Latin Katolik kiliseleri,” a detailed and
mostly descriptive survey based on local archival material,
both Ottoman and Latin. The Armenian Catholic churches
of Istanbul have been surveyed by the present archbishop
of the community, Msgr. Hovhannes J. Tcholakian, L’église
arménienne catholique en Turquie (Istanbul, 1998), with photographs by Ara Güler. For the political and national meanings of the Latin churches, the diplomatic archives of the
countries protecting Catholic communities represent a major
source of knowledge. In this study we refer to the Archivio
storico-diplomatico del Ministero degli Affari Esteri, Rome
(hereafter AsdMAE), but further research in the French and
Austrian archives (as well as in the ﬁles of the pre-Unitarian Italian capitals, especially Venice, Turin, and Naples) is
likely to produce important results. The social context of the
Catholic churches and their relation to the central authority
can be better analyzed with the documents in the archives
of the Congregation de Propaganda Fide in Rome (hereafter Propaganda), the institution established in 1622 to promote, centralize, and coordinate Catholic missionary activity
in both Christian and non-Christian countries. A signiﬁcant
but minimal part of this rich documentation is published in
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Hofmann, Il vicariato. An inventory of the correspondence
from the missions of the Maghreb (“Barberia”) is published
in Federico Cresti, ed., Documenti sul Maghreb dal XVII al XIX
secolo: Archivio storico della Congregazione “De Propaganda Fide”:
Scritture riferite nei congressi-Barbaria, Fonti e studi italiani per
la storia dell’Africa, vol. 2 (Perugia: Università degli Studi,
Dipartimento di Scienze Storiche, 1988).
G. Pélissié du Rausas, Le régime des capitulations dans l’Empire
ottoman, 2 vols. (Paris: A. Rousseau, 1902), vol. 1, p. 201. More
recently, Machiel Kiel, Art and Society of Bulgaria in the Turkish
Period (Assen and Maastricht: Van Gorcum, 1985) 191, has
pointed to the same issue. For Ottoman attitudes towards
the dhimmis (protected subjects, in the central lands of the
Empire mostly Greek Orthodox, Gregorian Armenians, and
Sephardic Jews, organized into relatively separate millets or
“nations”), see Braude and Lewis, Christians and Jews in the
Ottoman Empire. A synthesizing account of intercommunal
relations in the late Ottoman period is given by Donald Quataert, The Ottoman Empire, 1700–1922 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2000), 172–91. Among other works more
focused on cultural history are: Suraiya Faroqhi, “Borders
and Those Who Crossed Them,” chap. 5 of idem, Subjects of
the Sultan: Culture and Daily Life in the Ottoman Empire (London and New York: I. B. Tauris, 2000), 80–100; Esther Juasz,
ed., Sephardi Jews in the Ottoman Empire: Aspects of Material Culture, catalogue of an exhibition at the Israel Museum, May–
Oct. 1989, and the Jewish Museum, New York, spring 1990
(Jerusalem: Israel Museum, 1990); Richard Clogg, Anatolica:
Studies in the Greek East in the 18th and 19th Centuries (Aldershot, England, and Brookﬁeld, VT: Variorum, 1996). Kevork
Pamukciyan’s erudite biographical, topographical, and sociocultural writings on the Armenian communities of the Ottoman Empire and the Turkish Republic have been collected
in Ermeni kaynaklarindan tarihe katkılar, 4 vols. (Istanbul: Aras,
2002–3). Other speciﬁc sources on the millets will be mentioned in the following notes.
According to Rinaldo Marmara, Précis historique de la communité latin de Constantinople et de son église (Istanbul, 2003), p.
60, in the sixteenth century, forty-four percent of the Latin
community of Istanbul was composed of Latin Ottoman subjects. The share of foreigners would increase dramatically
with nineteenth-century immigration from Europe. Marmara’s publication is an abridged version (without bibliography)
of his doctoral thesis, “De l’Empire byzantin à la République
turque, la formation, l’apogée et le decline de la communauté levantine de Constantinople,” Université Montpellier
III: Paul Valéry, 2003.
Kiel, Art and Society, 143–205; Maurice M. Cerasi, La città del
Levante: Civiltà urbana e architettura sotto gli Ottomani nei secoli
XVIII–XIX (Milan: Jaca Book, 1986), 71–74, 133–8.
Quoted in François Rey, De la protection diplomatique et consulaire dans les échelles du Levant et de Barbarie (Paris: L. Larose,
1899).
Rossitsa Gradeva, “Ottoman Policy towards Christian Church
Buildings,” Études balkaniques 4 (1994): 14–36 (with a main
focus on the Balkans, but addressing general questions of
right and practice).
The following points attempt to synthesize in a schematic fashion the basic characteristics emerging from the sources cited
in n. 14, above. They refer mostly to the situation observable
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in Istanbul. For provincial contexts, and for towns with an
overwhelming Christian majority—where restrictions were
applied more loosely and often managed at a local level—
see Gradeva, “Ottoman Policy,” and Kiel, Art and Society.
Besides examples from the literature mentioned in the previous notes, the archives of the Dominican Church of Saints
Peter and Paul in Galata preserve several ﬁrmans regarding
not only permissions for repair and reconstruction but also
issues like the conversion of vakıf (endowment) into mülk (private) properties, or the entrustment of the church to different Catholic communities, e.g., to the Dominican friars vs. the
Latin Ottoman subjects in a controversy of 1799–1800, which
was solved with the ﬁnal recognition by Selim III in favor of
the friars. The inventory of these archives, compiled by G.
Palazzo in the 1950s, has recently been published: Arturo
Bernal Palacios, “Fr. Benedetto Giovanni Palazzo O[rdo]
P[redicatorum] (1892–1955) and His Catalogue of the Conventual Archives of Saint Peter in Galata (Istanbul),” Dominican History Newsletter 11 (2002): 215–50, and 12 (2003): 157–
86.
A witness by the Jesuit father Braconnier on the reconstruction of Saint Benedict after the 1696 ﬁre states that “…un
ﬁrman fut rendu à la ﬁn de Chaban, 1108=1697, adressé à
Ibrahim-pacha, caimacam de CP. [Constantinople], lui ordonnant de laisser rebatir notre église dans les proportions indiquées par le dit ﬁrman.” (Quoted in Belin, Latinité, 264.)
Article 35 of the French Capitulations of 1740 contains the
most explicit reference to particular churches: “Les deux
ordres des religieux français qui sont à Galata, savoir les
jésuites et les capucins, y ayant deux églises qu’ils ont entre
leurs mains ab antiquo, ces églises resteront encore entre
leurs mains, et ils en auront la possesion et la jouissance. Et
comme l’une des ces églises a été brulée, elle sera rebatie
avec permission de la justice.” (Quoted in Pélissié, Capitulations, 198.)
Frazee, Catholics and Sultans, 102. According to Tcholakian,
when the construction ex novo of the ﬁrst Catholic Armenian
church was authorized by Mahmut II in 1831, a fatwa of Øeyhülislam Mekkizade (Tcholakian’s text has “Mehkizade”) Mustafa Efendi on the compatibility of the issue with Islamic law
was pronounced before the ﬁrman could be released (Tcholakian, L’église arménienne, 74).
In 1712, a report by the Jesuit father Tarillon on the Church
of Saint Benedict, rebuilt after the ﬁre of 1696, proudly mentions its vault and domes clad with lead, and comments, “c’est
le privilège des seules mosquées” (Belin, Latinité, 264). A
local non-Muslim source, the Armenian Catholic dragoman
C. C. de Carbognano, observes that the Armenian Church
of Saint Gregory the Illuminator in Galata (replaced in the
1960s by the present revivalist building on Kemeraltı Avenue) had the prerogative of being covered by a vault with a
lead revetment, “in the fashion of public buildings” (“a guisa
di pubbliche fabbriche”): Cosimo Comidas de Carbognano,
Descrizione topograﬁca dello stato presente di Costantinopoli arricchita di ﬁgure (Rome: Pontiﬁcio Istituto Orientale, 1992, orig.
pub. Bassano, 1794), p. 62. On the old Saint Gregory, see
Vagarsag Seropyan, “Krikor Lusavoriç (Surp) kilisesi,” in Dünden bugüne ~stanbul ansiklopedisi (hereafter DBIA) (Istanbul:
Kültür Bakanlıqı ve Tarih Vakfı, 1993, 1994), vol. 5, 106–8.
Propaganda, S. C., Romania, Costantinopoli, vol. 28, 253–56,
January 14, 1836.
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27. Propaganda, Scritture riferite, vol. 278. Since Saint Roch was
also used by prisoners, it seems that permission to use the
bells was given to churches that were not integrated in urban
life.
28. See the Ottoman documentation in Sevinç, “Latin Katolik
kiliseleri,” Ek 2.
29. A descriptive survey of the Greek Orthodox churches is Zafer
Karaca, ~stanbul’da Osmanlı dönemi Rum kiliseleri (Istanbul: Yapı
Kredi Yayınları, 1995). For the Armenian churches, see Pars
Tuqlaci, Ermeni kiliseleri (Istanbul, 1992).
30. Zeynep Kuban, “Considerations on the Deﬁnition of Ottoman Architecture in the 19th Century,” Electronic Journal of
Oriental Studies 4 (2001): Proceedings of the 11th International
Congress of Turkish Art, Utrecht, The Netherlands, August 23–28,
1999, ed. M. Kiel, N. Landman, and H. Theunissen: article
no. 28, 1–20.
31. In Karaca, Rum kiliseleri, the obvious example of Byzantine
revival is the church of Hagia Kiryake in Kumkapı (191–95),
whose present shape apparently dates from the reconstruction after the 1894 earthquake. Other cases, not featured in
this study, may be the Church of Hagia Triada in Kadıköy,
mentioned in Aurelio Palmieri, “L’antica e la nuova Calcedonia,” Bessarione 25–26, 4th year (1898): 221–41, and the
Theological School of Chalkis (Heybeliada), designed by
the architect P. Fotiades in 1894 and published in Vassilis
S. Colonas, “Production of Public and Private Space by the
Non-Muslim Communities in the Urban Centres of the Ottoman Empire, a Case Study: Greek Architects and Commissioning Agents in Istanbul at the Turn of the 19th Century,” in
N. Akın, A. Batur, and S. Batur, 7 Centuries of Ottoman Architecture: A Supra-National Heritage, proceedings of an international congress held at Istanbul Technical University, Nov.
25–27, 1999 (Istanbul: YEM Yayınları, n.d.), 404–11.
32. On the meanings of the Ottoman revival, see Ahmet Ersoy,
“On the Sources of the ‘Ottoman Renaissance’: Architectural
Revival and Its Discourse during the Abdülaziz Era (1861–
1876),” PhD diss., Harvard University, June 2000.
33. By contrast, a Byzantine revivalist idiom had been construed
as signiﬁer of a nationalized religious identity in Athens as
early as 1846, when a competition was held in order to modify Teophil Hansen’s Romanesque-Gothic design for the new
cathedral under construction into a “Greek-Byzantine” type.
See E. Bastea, The Creation of Modern Athens: Planning the Myth
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 161–65.
34. New Julfa: The Armenian Churches and Other Buildings (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1968). For an architectural study of some
Catholic missions in Safavid Iran, see Eugenio Galdieri, “Le
residenze dei missionari cattolici presso la corte safavide:
nuovi dati sulle case di Isfahan,” ISMEO Serie orientale 16, 2
(1987) (Festschrift entitled Orientalia Josephi Tucci memoriae
dicata): 459–74.
35. This part of the article is based on my paper “Challenging
the Borders: Ottoman Features in the Church of Santa Maria
Draperis,” presented at the Twelfth International Congress
of Turkish Art, University of Amman, Oct. 2003. I am grateful to John Carswell and Stefan Weber for their comments
during the discussion that followed my presentation.
36. Belin, Latinité, 271–72. “Un sieur Luchino Draperis est mentionné dans le traité entre le podestat de Galata et Jean Paléologue. Un autre, François Drapéris, négociant de Galata, cré-
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nacier des chiotes, fut cause de la prise de Chio par sultan
Mehmet II. Des membres de cette famille ﬁgurerent dans la
‘Comunità di Pera,’ et l’un d’eux en était prieur en 1675”
(ibid., n. 1). A detailed account of the donation, along with
a transcription of the original document, is given in Gualberto Matteucci, La missione francescana di Costantinopoli, 2
vols. (Florence: Edizioni Studi Francescani, 1971–75), vol. 2,
301–19. On the Draperis, see also Balard, La société pérote.
The date given by Belin (Latinité, 274) and by Matteucci (La
missione francescana, vol. 2, 387) is 1660 (in the same ﬁre Saint
Francis was also destroyed). But a chronicle preserved in the
archives of the church refers to a ﬁre in 1659. See Claudio
Ceccherelli, “Breve cronistoria della chiesa di Santa Maria
Draperis a Costantinopoli (Istanbul) ricavata dalle memorie
del medesimo convento, nel 50. mo anniversario della sua
assegnazione alla Provincia dei Frati Minori di Toscana,” in
La missione dei Frati Minori in Turchia e in Grecia: Numero unico
nel cinquantesimo anniversario del passaggio alla provincia toscana
1930–1980) (Florence, n.d.) 17–35. The report of the apostolic vicar Gerolamo Bona, dated 1748, also accepts the date
of 1659 (Propaganda, Scritture non riferite, Romania, vol. 8,
quoted in Hoffman, Il vicariato, 106). The events leading to
the relocation in Pera and the following vicissitudes (ﬁres of
1697 and 1700, earthquake in 1727) are reported in Belin,
Latinité, 265–81.
Belin, Latinité, 273–74.
Matteucci, La missione francescana, 138–47.
Propaganda, S. C., vol. 11, fol. 382, letter by Gioacchino da
Catania to the Congregation, dated January 14, 1769. It seems
that the projected trip never materialized.
Carbognano, Descrizione, 63–64, including the Latin text of the
inscription that commemorates Ratkeal’s intervention, still
visible in the facade of the church. Catholic sources usually
refer to the Apostolic (Orthodox, Gregorian, or pre-Chalcedonian) Armenian as “Schismatic.”
E.g., the reconstruction of the Dominican Saints Peter and
Paul after the 1700 ﬁre, or that of Saint Anthony in 1724.
The 1831 ﬁre is described in a letter to Propaganda, cited in
the text of this article, before n. 84.
Ceccherelli, “Breve cronistoria,” 29.
Ibid.
On the coexistence in Istanbul of new and “classical” Ottoman capitals around the mid-eighteenth century, see Selcuk
Mulayim, “Tarih kitabeli bir mukarnas ba×lık,” in S. Mülayim,
Z. Sönmez, and A. Altun, eds., Aslanapa armaqanı (Istanbul:
Baqlam Yayımcılık, 1996), 151–62.
Doqan Yava×, “Seyyid Hasan Pasa Külliyesi,” DBIA, 543–44.
The role of columns and pilasters in the decorative program
of the mosque of Nuruosmaniye is analyzed by Semra Ogel,
“Nuruosmaniye Külliyesi dekorunda sütunlar,” Sanat Tarihi
Defterleri 1 (1996): 35–54.
The ﬁrst critical study of this stylistic development is Dogan
Kuban, Türk barok mimarisi hakkında bir deneme (Istanbul: Pulhan Maatbası, 1954), emphasizing mostly the French inﬂuence and connection. A possible Italian origin of certain
Ottoman Baroque forms is hypothesized by Ögel, Nuru osmaniye, and by Ayda Arel, Onsekizinci yüzyıl ~stanbul mimarisinde batılıla×ma süreci (Istanbul: ~. T. Ü. Mimarlık Fakültesi
Baskı Atölyesi, 1975). Godfrey Goodwin has dealt with the
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question in A History of Ottoman Architecture (Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1971), 368–404.
See especially his “Città e architettura nel Settecento,” Rassegna
72 (Istanbul, Costantinopoli, Bisanzio) (1997): 37–51.
“Splash and Spectacle: The Obsession with Fountains in Eighteenth-Century Istanbul,” Muqarnas 19 (2002): 123–48.
In the letter to Propaganda quoted in the text before n. 41,
Gioacchino mentioned generically his predecessors as responsible for the ambitious project that ﬁnancially ruined the mission of Santa Maria. He states that when he took control of
the situation the construction was already too advanced to
cut expenses.
A case of genuine transfer of Italian Baroque forms to an
Ottoman Islamic context was studied by Ayda Arel, “Gothic
Towers and Baroque Mihrabs: The Post-Classical Architecture of Aegean Anatolia in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Centuries,” Muqarnas 10 (1993): 212–18.
For a synthesizing account of the relations between “national”
Gregorian, Uniate Catholic, and “moderate” Mekhitarist trends
within the Armenian community at large, see Leone Zechian,
“Afﬁnità elettive: Gli armeni e Venezia,” in idem, L’Armenia e
gli armeni: Polis lacerata e patria spirituale: La sﬁda di una sopravvivenza (Venice: Guerini e associati, 2000), 103–28, ﬁrst published in B. Bertoli, ed., La chiesa di Venezia nel Settecento, Contributi alla Storia della Chiesa Veneziana, 6 (Venezia: Edizioni
Studium cattolico veneziano, 1993), with the title “Il monachesimo mechitarista a San Lazzaro e la rinascita armena del
Settecento,” 221–48. For the effects of such divergences in
the Ottoman context, see Frazee, Catholics and Sultans, 178–
89.
Frazee, Catholics and Sultans, 155.
Ibid., 178–89; Tcholakian, L’église arménienne, 15–17.
Hofmann, Il vicariato, 140.
Kemal Beydilli, II. Mahmud devri’nde Katolik Ermeni cemâati ve
kilisesi’nin tanınması (1830) (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations, 1995).
Bruce Masters, “Aleppo: The Ottoman Empire’s Caravan
City,” in E. Eldem, D. Goffman, and B. Masters, The Ottoman
City between East and West (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1999), 53–62.
A document from 1766 in Propaganda (S. C., Romania Costantinopoli, vol. 11, fols. 152–94) refers to a long quarrel between
Santa Maria and the nearby Saint Anthony over the administration of sacraments to a group of 400 Catholics from
Aleppo.
In a report to Propaganda dated June 1760, the apostolic vicar
Pauli observed that his dioceses included Catholics of several “nations” (nazioni) that could be divided into two basic
groups: the “Frank” and the “Oriental” nations. To the ﬁrst
group belonged “subjects of different Christian rulers scattered in all the Orient of my pertinence, like Frenchmen,
Germans, Poles, Hungarians, a few Saxons, Italians, Ragusans,
and those Catholics born in Pera and Galata, all of whom
follow the Roman Catholic rite. The second is composed of
Armenian Catholics scattered through all my Oriental jurisdiction and subject of this Porte.” The vicar then underlines
that only the ﬁrst part of his jurisdiction is ofﬁcially authorized by the Ottoman government. (Propaganda, Scritture riferite, vol. 788, in Hofmann, Il vicariato, 136 and 139.)

62. In 1622 the three parish churches, all within the walls of
Galata, were Saint Francis, staffed by the Minori Conventuali branch of the Franciscans, the old Santa Maria Draperis
in Mumhane, and Saints Peter and Paul of the Dominicans,
the only church now remaining on the same site. According
to the apostolic visitor Pietro Demarchis, one parish church
would have been enough for a resident community of only
590 people. (Visita apostolica a Costantinopoli, Propaganda,
Visite, 1, in Hofmann, Il vicariato, 42–66.)
63. On the social and political implications of apostasy and reconciliation in the Ottoman Empire, see Selim Deringil, “‘There
Is No Compulsion in Religion’: On Conversion and Apostasy
in the Late Ottoman Empire: 1839–1856,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 42, 3 (2000): 547–75.
64. Carter V. Findley, “Mouradgea D’Ohsson (1740–1807): Liminality and Cosmopolitanism in the Author of the Tableau
général de l’Empire othoman,” The Turkish Studies Association Bulletin, 22, 1 (Spring 1998): 21–35. This scholar and diplomat
had “the air of a Muslim,” according to one of his Parisian
literary acquaintances (Findley, “Mouradgea,” 23). But he was
also described as a “bon français” by the French ambassador
to Istanbul, Albert du Bayet, in 1796 (ibid., 31). He was an
Easterner with a Swedish passport who also held the post of
Swedish ambassador to the Porte for some years while keeping an obvious allegiance with Rome in his Catholic identity.
65. Descrizione topograﬁca (see n. 25, above). I have dealt brieﬂy
with the hybrid aspect of Carbognano’s work in “Italian Interpretations of Ottoman Architecture,” in Akın et al., 7 Centuries of Ottoman Architecture, 66–71.
66. Beydilli, Katolik Ermeni cemaati, 17. The topographical dimension of the religious afﬁliation was so effective that the houses
of the converts who abjured the Catholic creed and returned
to Armenian Orthodoxy were also conﬁscated. Their owners,
though spared from exile, were compelled to move to the
districts inhabited by the Armenian Gregorian population.
67. In 1765, Biagio Pauli recorded that both Catholic and “heretic” Armenians lived in the districts of “Samatia, Ulanga,
Balatà, Ejub, Cumcapù, Topkapu, Settetorri, Galata, Pera,
ed in alcune ville situate per il lungo Canale del Mar Nero,
o sia Bosforo Tracio” (Hofmann, Il vicariato, 190).
68. Lucette Valensi, “Inter-Communal Relations and Changes in
Religious Afﬁliation in the Middle East (Seventeenth to Nineteenth Centuries),” Comparative Studies in Society and History
39, 2 (April 1997): 251–69.
69. Frazee, Catholics and Sultans, 155.
70. On March 28, 1721, the Latin patriarchal vicar G. B. Mauri
described Saint Anthony as a chapel on the second ﬂoor
of the house inhabited by ﬁve friars (Hofmann, Il vicariato,
97).
71. Fr. Giorgio Montico, La provincia d’oriente dei Frati Minori Conventuali e il suo bel S. Antonio nel venticinquesimo anno di vita
(Rome, 1938), 33.
72. A French translation (with some inaccuracies, especially in
the toponomastics) of the document establishing parochial
boundaries is included in Belin, Latinité. A copy of the original Italian text is preserved in the archives of Saints Peter
and Paul in Galata.
73. Edhem Eldem, “The Ethnic Structure of Galata,” Biannual
Istanbul 1 (1993): 28–33.
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74. This church was sold to the Armenian Catholic community
in 1857, after the erection of the new monumental Catholic
Cathedral of Saint John Chrysostome near Galatasaray (1854).
See Tcholakian, L’église armenienne, 149–64.
75. Church of Santi Apostoli, Rome, Archives of the Franciscan
Order, copy of an anonymous manuscript report on the construction of the 1763 church.
76. Ibid. The use of “Khurasan” mortar is mentioned in this
chronicle.
77. E.g., Carbognano, Descrizione, 66: the report on the 1831 ﬁre
is mentioned.
78. Propaganda, S. C., Romania, Costantinopoli, vol. 11, 396–
400.
79. According to the report of the apostolic vicar Biagio Pauli
dated August 20, 1765 (Hofmann, Il vicariato, 170ff.), Santa
Maria in Draperis also had a gallery opposite the altar reserved
exclusively for Armenian women. The same report does not
mention the altar of Saint Gregory the Illuminator in the
Church of Saint Anthony, or the presence of so many Armenians. It might well be that the situation changed following
the “strategic” erection of an altar of Saint Gregory here—an
operation that had to have been devotionally motivated (for
instance through the acquisition of relics) and approved from
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FINDING ORDER IN THE MOROCCAN CITY: THE ÝUBUS OF THE
GREAT MOSQUE OF TANGIER AS AN AGENT OF URBAN CHANGE

Ever since urban studies ﬁrst turned its attention to the
Maghrib more than a century ago, scholars have speculated about the North African city and what makes it
different from the city of the West. Historians, sociologists, anthropologists, urban planners, geographers,
architects, art historians, and even literary critics have
searched for the paradigmatic Islamic city, debated
about its essential character, and lamented how it
has been transformed by modernity. The tentacles
of this discussion are far-reaching and have thoroughly
penetrated scholarship on urbanism in the region. A
good example is the work of anthropologist Clifford
Geertz, who used the topic of housing in Sefrou as
the departure point for contemplating the evolution
of the town from self-contained village to exploding
mini-metropolis.1 While his writing about Sefrou could
hardly be accused of being essentialist, Geertz’s idea
of Moroccan urbanity rests solidly on the notion that
there existed in the past a classic medina that was qualitatively and quantitatively different from the urban
pastiche we see today. The premodern Moroccan town
in general seemed to possess attributes of tranquility,
stability, and legibility of form that are missing from
the contemporary cityscape. Implicit in his argument is
the notion that an earlier, purer urban form exists as
a normative ideal within the shell of the present town,
or at least in the minds of its inhabitants, hidden from
view by the ugliness spawned by modernity.2
The purpose of this discussion is not to revisit the
concept of the Islamic city with the aim of either
contesting or asserting its validity. It is assumed that
modernity has had its way with the Moroccan medina,
altering its putative protean form beyond recognition. A more compelling question, to my mind, concerns the actual process of urban transformation and
the mechanisms that propelled it. Presented with the
vista of an exploded urban landscape, can one look
backward in time and make change itself the object
of inquiry? Clearly not an easy operation, it is one
that requires the architect’s critical eye as well as the

historian’s well-tuned ear. Along with looking at the
city as it exists, it demands a large measure of historical imagination, aided by those texts (chronological,
literary, and religious) that speak about the evolution of the built environment in its social and political context. Maps and photographs are also important, providing a visual record of sedimentary space.
Using various kinds of documentation, our overarching aim is to try to reconstruct some of the complex
processes that produced the Moroccan cityscape as
we see it today.
Asa Briggs noted in his classic study of the Victorian city that cities are interesting not for their sameness but for the “historical divergences” that emerge
out of the “provincial cultures” that fell victim to the
rise of the nation-state. During the twentieth century,
forces of centralization erased the local institutions
that once provided the city with structure, continuity, and individuality.3 We may ask a similar question
about the Moroccan city. How did the integrity of the
Moroccan city become eroded as it was drawn into the
framework of the modern nation-state? What processes
brought about the situation that we see today, so deftly
described by Geertz in the case of Sefrou?
To begin, it is important to take note of the social
structures that once organized Moroccan urban life.
Once they come into focus, it is easier to dispel the
notion, long held by European scholars, that the premodern Islamic city was a “mere agglomeration” lacking the institutions and self-awareness of “true urban
entities like those of classical antiquity or medieval
Europe.”4 Tangier is a site that challenges this hypothesis. Located on Morocco’s northern coast, it became
a point of contention in the nineteenth century, as
colonial designs collided with native sensibilities, causing a rupture in both the built and the social environments. This rupture began with the “penetration” of
the country by European commerce at mid-century
and culminated in foreign occupation by France and
Spain in 1912. In the course of the colonial take-
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over, local institutions that provided the framework
for civic life were gradually discredited, diminishing
their value as levers of social action. The vacuum left
by their removal allowed a more powerful state mechanism to emerge that set aside older patterns of local
autonomy in favor of a system marked by a highly
centralized rule.
How the Moroccan and North African city lost
its autonomy, eventually becoming subsumed within
the framework of the modern nation-state, forms the
larger context of this study. Our interest here is a narrower but closely related one, concerning the transformation of one distinct urban institution: the ¥ubus,
or public endowment (known in the eastern Islamic
world as the waqf) of the Great Mosque of Tangier.
First published in 1914 by French sociologist Edouard
Michaux-Bellaire, the records of the Tangier ¥ubus
provide detailed information about three centuries
of Tangier’s history, from the end of the seventeenth
century until the early twentieth. Three related topics
will concern us here: ﬁrst, examining how the ¥ubus
was used to create, organize, and maintain the Great
Mosque and its surrounding urban fabric as the principal node of city life; second, locating the ¥ubus in
its late-nineteenth-century setting, in order to understand how it became a locus of controversy during
Tangier’s transition to participating in a more global
economy; and third, looking at how the ¥ubus was
dismantled after the coming of the Protectorate, as
colonial interests came to dominate the mechanisms
of municipal control.
THE ÝUBUS AS A VEHICLE OF URBAN GROWTH
In a society in which sacred and social were intertwined, the network of religious buildings in the
Moroccan city formed the skeleton of the urban
body. The most important means of maintaining this
sacred infrastructure was the ¥ubus, or public pious
endowment.5 The ¥ubus consisted of endowments of a
permanent nature—usually real estate—that produced
rents for the beneﬁt of the institution for which they
were designated.6 Individuals would donate property
to a ¥ubus in perpetuity, on the understanding that
the rents derived from it would be used to support
charity and good works. The supervisor (n¸¬ir) of the
¥ubus would take charge of the property, whether it
was a house, a workshop, or a plot of land, and rent
it at a reasonable rate. The revenues collected would
provide a panoply of municipal services, such as reli-

gious instruction, caring for the sick, and even lighting
the lamps of the mosques. The activities of the ¥ubus
permeated urban space, and, over time, a considerable
amount of customary law developed in relation to the
institution, making it the subject of lengthy discussions
in the naw¸zil, or collections of legal precedents that
guided jurists in their deliberations.7
One of the practices that grew up around the
¥ubus, softening the rigid proscription against selling
property placed in permanent trust, was the practice
of istibd¸l (exchange) whereby a property given to the
¥ubus might be exchanged for another privately owned
piece of real estate in another part of the city. It was
often used as a means of overcoming the “immobility”
of the ¥ubus by allowing entrepreneurs to amass contingent parcels and so increase their value. Another
practice was called jalsa, or galsa (in the dialect), the
“right of occupancy.” This right was seen as separate
from the property itself, creating a distance between
the charitable aspects of the ¥ubus property and its
commercial potential. The right of usufruct (manfa{a)
was retained by the holder of the galsa even if the
property were sublet to a third party, often at many
times the rent paid to the ¥ubus.8 Through these various devices, ¥ubus property became subject to market
forces, even though the proﬁt did not return to the
¥ubus. The practice of exploiting ¥ubus property for
the advantage of a private individual instead of as a
communal trust was widespread. It became a serious
issue at the end of the nineteenth century, when Tangier was in full expansion and ¥ubus property, regarded
as “the least expensive and the most mobile of native
properties,” became the target of foreign investors.9
Malikite law was very strict about the separation
between ¥ubus revenues and the revenues belonging to the state treasury (bayt al-m¸l), emphasizing
the local nature of the trust and the need for local
control over spending its revenues. For example, the
¥ubus of the Great Mosque, Tangier’s richest endowment, was considered by the people of Tangier as a
communal fund designed to serve their interests, just
as the treasury of the sultan was intended to serve
the interests of the state.10 Nevertheless, from time
to time sultans succeeded in seizing ¥ubus funds for
their own purposes, even though such interventions
were regarded as intrusive. More acceptable in the
popular mind was the sultan’s use of the ¥ubus revenues to beneﬁt local institutions, such as their use by
Sultan Sulayman (r. 1793–1822) to make extensive
repairs to the Great Mosque.11
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The state apparatus (or makhzan, as it is known in
Morocco) also tried to insert itself into the administration of the ¥ubus but met with only limited success.
While in theory the n¸¬ir of the ¥ubus was an appointee of the qadi, or judge, who was in turn an appointee of the sultan, in reality other local interests had
the main say in choosing this key ofﬁceholder. During
the period between 1748 and 1914, of the nineteen
men who held the position, thirteen had surnames of
a distinctly local origin.12 Moreover, the ability of the
n¸¬ir to inﬂuence the dispensing of ¥ubus funds was
considerable. In Tangier, the documents creating a
¥ubus were not very speciﬁc, giving the n¸¬ir latitude
in deciding how to spend its revenues.
Because of his wide decision-making powers, the
n¸¬ir became a primary actor in the shaping of urban
space. The health of the ¥ubus depended to a large
extent on his adroitness in handling funds and in making shrewd investments that would allow the assets of
the ¥ubus to grow. Often the n¸¬ir used ¥ubus funds
to buy additional property at low prices, or to combine properties and use them for new purposes, such
as converting several adjoining residences into a single commercial property that would yield a higher
rent.13 Moreover, his salary was tied to the revenues
of the ¥ubus, providing an incentive to show good
results.14 Personal, familial, and class interests came
into play in choosing the n¸¬ir, and through association with him, the urban elite was able to exert its
inﬂuence in deciding how the resources of the ¥ubus
would be used. The ¥ubus conformed in many ways
to Weber’s notion of a “solidary social relationship,”
in which members of a corporate group engage in a
kind of joint investment in the community, sharing
the beneﬁts and status that membership confers.15 In
contrast to other local associations that were exclusivist or contentious, the ¥ubus introduced an element
of cohesiveness into the urban scene. Through it, citydwellers not necessarily related by blood formed new
solidarities, acquired a voice in urban affairs, provided
for the collective future, and earned public praise for
their good works.
Finally, we should take note of the relative importance of ¥ubus property in terms of the total expanse
of the Moroccan city. Geographer Georg Ströber estimates that at the turn of the century, the total amount
of ¥ubus-owned space in the Moroccan city averaged
about forty to forty-ﬁve per cent of all urban properties, and included workshops, storerooms, and funduqs (hostelries).16 In Tangier, the ¥ubus of the Great
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Mosque was the most important single property holder,
managing scores of parcels, many of them located in
the central business district. How this real estate was
acquired, the purposes for which it was deployed, and
who beneﬁted from it are questions that we shall consider next.
THE BUILDING OF TANGIER: PHYSICAL AND
SPIRITUAL DIMENSIONS
The circumstances of Tangier’s development promoted the development of a well-endowed public
trust. The town itself is very ancient and the name
Tangier—Þanja in Arabic—is probably Berber, from
the word tan‘ga, or “high place.”17 Under Rome and
Byzantium, Tangier was a garrison town, protected
from the hinterland by a wall penetrated by two gates,
one leading to the countryside, the other to the port.
The main street, the Decumanus, began at the port,
bisected the town, and led to the gates opening to the
hinterland. Today this street, now called the Siyaghin,
or Street of the Goldsmiths, still forms the spine of
old Tangier, demonstrating a remarkable continuity of
urban form.18 At its halfway point, the street widened
into a Forum (the Inner Market), where excavations
have revealed a morass of Roman building materials. It
is worth noting that the present city walls follow almost
exactly the outlines of the Roman town, extending
about 2200 meters in length and enclosing a surface
area of about twenty-three hectares (ﬁg. 1).
Early in the eighth century Tangier became an
extension of the Umayyad Caliphate of Spain, and
it remained within the Andalusian orbit throughout
the late medieval period. Arab geographers al-Bakri
(d. 1094) and al-Idrisi (d. 1165) both mentioned the
city in their writings: al-Bakri called it Þanja al-bay¤¸},
or “Tangier the White,” and noted that it was littered
with “ancient monuments,” including vaults, crypts,
a bath, an aqueduct, and many large pieces of cut
stone.19 Al-Idrisi was also impressed by its antiquity but
remarked more on its current condition, saying that
its markets and port were a hive of activity.20 As the
Reconquista moved southward in the following centuries, Tangier along with other Mediterranean coastal
towns felt the shock waves of the European advance.
In the ﬁfteenth century, Tangier was besieged over
twenty-ﬁve times by the Portuguese, until it ﬁnally
fell in 1471. Following this debacle, the local Muslim
merchant class ﬂed, commercial exchanges with the
interior dried up, and cultural life faltered. Tangier,
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Fig. 1. Street plan of Tangier ca. 1900, showing the location of the Great Mosque. (Drawn by Susan Gilson Miller)
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like other coastal towns captured by the Portuguese,
lost almost all of its Moroccan population and became
a European military outpost. Similarly, nearby Ceuta
(Sibta) had been an illustrious center of Islamic learning during the medieval period, but after its seizure
by the Portuguese in 1415 it too underwent a precipitous decline from which it never fully recovered.
Cut off from the interior, for the next two centuries
Tangier and its neighboring towns were drawn into
a European-dominated imperial system that stretched
in the East as far as India, and in the West to the
New World.21
The permanent implantation of Europeans on
Moroccan soil unleashed an indigenous response that
had deep roots in a cultural antipathy to non-Muslim invaders. The more the Portuguese entrenched themselves in the coastal towns like Tangier, the
more Moroccan warriors (muj¸hidºn), mostly from
the nearby Rif mountains, acted like antibodies that
coagulated around the nodes of European intrusion,
sealing them off from the interior. The port towns of
Tangier, Arzila, and Azzemour were known thereafter
as thugh¢r, or outposts of the jihad, elevating their status in the popular mind to points of ideological confrontation. The muj¸hidºn who gathered on the frontier were highly regarded for their bravery, zeal, and
close association with Suﬁ shaykhs, who provided them
with spiritual inspiration. In the sixteenth century,
they posed a moral challenge to the ruling Sa{di sultans, who were regarded as lax in their responsibility
to carry out the jihad.22 In the struggle over the liberation of Tangier, we see a preﬁguring of what would
become a long-standing tradition of tension between
periphery and center, based not only on distance, but
also on the differing viewpoint of a toughened and
militant border people and that of a more complaisant population in the heartland of the country.
Tangier passed to the English in 1662 as part of
the dowry of Catherine de Braganza to Charles II; the
Crown intended it to be a vital link in the naval empire
of England, a point of resupply for its Mediterranean
ﬂeet. However, because of the town’s strategic vulnerability and the seemingly endless supply of Muslim
warriors drawn to it, life in the garrison became the
picture of hell—“an excrescence of the Earth,” according to diarist Samuel Pepys, who was present at its
evacuation in 1684.23 Troubled by mounting expenses and the relentless pressure of the muj¸hidºn, the
English decided to “abandon the place to the Moors”
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after blowing up the extensive fortiﬁcations, built at
great cost in both lives and money (ﬁg. 2).24
The manner in which Tangier was rebuilt by its
Moroccan conquerors determined its future character. Although not present at the retaking, the prestige-conscious Sultan Mawlay Isma{il (r. 1672–1727)
claimed the victory for himself and immediately put
his stamp on the town. The Arabic sources tell us that
he wrote the governor, {Ali b. {Abd Allah al-Himlati,
ordering him to place in trust all the lands surrounding the town. The revenues from these lands were
to be used for the upkeep of the Great Mosque and
for maintaining the city walls.25 Within the town itself,
the governor was ordered to take over the citadel and
rehabilitate it for the makhzan. Remaining parcels
inside the town were to be sold “in accordance with
the Shari{a” to buyers who would retain full rights of
ownership, creating a category of privately held land
(mulkiyya) alongside the property of the makhzan and
the ¥ubus.26
The muj¸hidºn found the town almost completely
destroyed. They began by rebuilding the citadel (qaªba),
converting it into the centerpiece of a system of urban
defense.27 Completely enclosed by a wall penetrated
on three of its four sides by gates, the qaªba was the
seat of power and a city unto itself, prevailing over the
town both physically and ﬁguratively. It had its own
water source, its own mosque and oratories (z¸wiyas),
and a residential quarter for soldiers. In addition, it
contained two prisons for men and a third for women,
a courtroom where the governor dispensed justice, a
treasury house (bayt al-m¸l), the palace of the sultan,
the house of the governor and his deputy, stables,
and a parade ground (mishw¸r).28 The qaªba was the
symbol of the makhzan’s presence in the town, and
during royal visits to Tangier, the sultan made it his
headquarters. Once a week, after the Friday prayer,
the governor would appear on the parade ground to
be greeted by his troops in a formal display of power.
The parade ground was also the setting for the public
manifestations of violence, such as canings and even
the occasional execution, that reinforced respect for
rule.29
Religious sites also sprang up, emblematic of the
spiritual fervor that accompanied the retaking of the
town. Foremost among them was the shrine of Sidi
Muhammad al-Hajj al-Baqqal, known as Bu {Araqiyya,
a sharºf, Suﬁ, and muj¸hid from the tribe of Ghazawa
in the Jbala, who took part in the ﬁnal battles for Tangier. His qubba (shrine-tomb) just outside the medina
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Fig 2. English Tangier (1661–84), from a series of etchings by Bohemian engraver Wenceslaus Hollar in 1669. (Courtesy of
the Tangier American Legation Museum, Tangier, Morocco)

wall is still the most venerated saintly site in Tangier,
and he is commonly referred to as Tangier’s patron
saint. According to popular belief, his family, the
shuraf¸} of the Baqqalin, had for generations taken
a prominent role ﬁghting the Christians in northern
Morocco, thereby burnishing their saintly credentials with qualities of militancy, piety, and sacriﬁce.
Sidi Muhammad was recognized by his small knitted
cap, called the {araqiyya. His modesty and humility
endeared him to the people of Tangier as well as to
strangers, and his tomb was a ¥urm, or sanctuary for
fugitives from authority.
Sidi Muhammad was also known as mus¸yafat al¥ujj¸j, the “dispatcher of pilgrims,” and for outsiders,
his shrine was a point of orientation in the strange
city.30 It was marked by a sacred grove of trees and
became a gathering place for pilgrims from all parts of
the country preparing to make the hajj.31 In the late
nineteenth century Tangier was the principal Moroc-

can port for departure to the East, and in the pilgrimage season the town was ﬁlled with strangers camping out and awaiting passage.32 On their return, their
ﬁrst steps on Moroccan soil took them to the tomb of
Sidi Muhammad, where they would rest for a night
before removing the special clothing of the pilgrim
and starting their journey homeward.
As Jacques Berque has noted, in the ﬁfteenth and
sixteenth centuries, Maghribi cities emerged out of the
presence of saintly types who, like Sidi Muhammad alHajj, were associated with a given locale. Nearly every
major urban center had a foundation myth in which a
holy man played a part.33 In Tangier, the spirit of the
muj¸hidºn prevailed, and Sidi Muhammad al-Hajj represented to the popular mind the qualities that signiﬁed what it meant to be Tanjawi: piety, simplicity, religious fervor, and, above all, hospitality to strangers.
The character of Tangier, bridge to the outside and
funnel to the interior, began to ﬁll out in the years
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immediately following the reconquest through stories implanted in popular memory and through personalities such as Sidi Muhammad’s. The oldest document in the ¥ubus register of Tangier, dating from
1714, is the charter (waqﬁyya) establishing the shrine
that would become the center of his cult. Extensive
gardens surrounding his tomb were also set aside as
¥ubus, and this sacred ground eventually became the
most prestigious cemetery in Tangier. Fees collected
from the families of those buried there helped support the saint’s numerous descendants.34
The basic organization of urban space into categories of sacred, ofﬁcial, and profane was established
within a generation of the reconquest. The foremost
concern of the new rulers of Tangier was to restore
the Muslim character of the town and provide for
its defense. Once this was accomplished, civil society took over, ﬁlling up the rest of the urban landscape. Commercial streets developed around the old
qayªariyya, or shopping area, near the central forum
and the mosque; a marketplace receiving goods from
the countryside grew up outside the main gate; tanneries were built near the shore; cemeteries were established on top of the old Roman necropolis; caravansaries appeared. The Roman Decumanus became the
main street, now called the Siyaghin after the many
goldsmiths and moneychangers whose shops lined
its edges. This was the commercial axis of Tangier,
the trunk from which the residential neighborhoods
radiated.35 The Rifﬁan mountaineers who had participated in the retaking of the city moved into the residential quarters and rebuilt them to suit their needs.
Usually organized around a local z¸wiya or mosque,
the quarters eventually took on the typical inward-looking, random quality of the Moroccan neighborhood.36
However, Tangier was frequently ravaged by devastating epidemics, and its population grew very slowly;
inside the walls there were still open spaces until late
in the nineteenth century.37
Although Tangier at the end of the nineteenth century was decidedly different from Tangier of the late
seventeenth, its underlying character still referred
back to the religious enthusiasm with which it was
refounded. Its elite were descendents of warriors and
shuraf¸} who had engaged in its recapture, and its principal institutions were those established in the fervor
of re-Islamization. Tangier was a Muslim city, in the
sense that religious considerations formed the matrix
out of which a civic identity was composed. Most basic
services were dependent in some way or another on
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the ¥ubus, itself a projection of religiously informed
values. To elaborate on this point, we shall follow the
story of the Great Mosque, located at the center of the
city and the richest endowment in Tangier, tracing its
function as a pole of attraction where various components of the urban infrastructure converged.
THE GREAT MOSQUE AS SYMBOLIC CENTER
Its Monumentality
The story is told that one of the ﬁrst acts of the Rifﬁan soldiers who entered Tangier was to reclaim the
former site of the mosque. According to historian
Muhammad Skirij, they found a church where the
mosque had been and were eager to pray in it once
again. The reappropriation of the building after its
long interlude in foreign hands created the conditions
for a revived spiritual center toward which the rest
of the city reoriented itself over time.38 This passage
not only announced the return of lost space to the
Islamic ecumene; it also demonstrated the triumph of
Islamic cultural values over alien ones at the very margins of the state, where they were most vulnerable to
European inﬂuence. The reclaiming of the mosque
became emblematic of the recapture of the city as a
whole—that is, a major moral and psychological victory
after centuries of foreign rule. Yet despite its symbolic
importance, the structure itself remained a simple
prayer hall for more than a century. The Spanish traveler Ali Bey visited Tangier early in the nineteenth
century and described the mosque as follows:
…it is rude and plain...composed of a yard surrounded by
arcades, and opposite its gate are several rows of parallel
arches. The front is entirely plain, and the minaret is
placed at the left corner. The arches and the roof are
very low; the timberwork, which is very clumsy, is open,
and the construction in general...very indifferent. Having
observed that the mosque had no water for drinking, I
caused a large jar to be fastened by masons to the side
of the gate, with a vessel to drink with attached to it;
I endowed this establishment with sufficient means to
keep it supplied with water....39

Shortly after Ali Bey’s visit, the ediﬁce was totally
rebuilt by Sultan Sulayman, who visited Tangier in
1815 and was shocked by the rude appearance of the
ﬁrst mosque to be seen when landing on Moroccan
soil. Reconstruction was completed two years later,
according to the inscription carved over the door
opposite the mihrab. Sultan Sulayman had the outer
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Fig. 3. The Great Mosque and the Inner Market in the late nineteenth century. (Photo: courtesy Forbes Museum, Tangier)

walls and minaret completely rebuilt, bringing artisans from other towns, for the working population of
Tangier—made up largely of tradesmen, port workers,
and makhzan personnel—lacked the skilled craftsmen
needed to complete the job (ﬁg. 3).40
The sultans of Morocco usually resided in the distant cities of the interior and rarely visited the town.
But when they did, they often left behind reminders
of their passing by reshaping the mosque complex.41
Sultan Sulayman’s renovations were the ﬁrst of several
remakings intended not only to enhance the monumental qualities of the place but also to send an
explicit message about the nature of makhzan power.
This sultan was the champion of orthodoxy as opposed
to the popular and heterodox tradition of the Suﬁ
brotherhoods that posed a permanent challenge to
royal authority. While other mosques and oratories in
Tangier represented parochial interests of the brotherhoods, the Great Mosque stood as the symbol of
“ofﬁcial” Islam.42 Its renovation afﬁrmed its status
as the religious epicenter of Tangier by associating

it with the ruling {Alawi dynasty and by establishing
its primacy over other mosques of the khu«ba.43 The
conjuncture of sultanic authority with local tradition
through the process of renovation was the means used
by the central power to reinforce its symbolic dominance over urban space.
Its Administration
The administration of the mosque was dependent on
the revenues of the ¥ubus, which grew through the
generosity of Tangier’s richest families. While lesser
endowments came and went over the centuries to beneﬁt other causes, the ¥ubus established to maintain
the Great Mosque and its appendages endured as the
most important and wealthiest in the town. Gifts of
land, houses, shops, gardens, and even salt pits and
astrolabes enriched its holdings.44 When the ¥ubus was
appropriated in the middle of the eighteenth century
by the reigning sultan, Tanjawis quickly responded with
an outpouring of fresh donations.45 Careful manage-
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ment also added to its wealth. Sometimes the n¸¬irs of
the ¥ubus acted as entrepreneurs, using the revenues
of the trust to acquire new property. At other times,
they exchanged ¥ubus property for other property of
equal value, so that houses could be enlarged, shops
extended, and even, in one case, a synagogue built.46
A 1788 list of ¥ubus property shows that parcels often
clustered together, especially near the city center, suggesting a deliberate pattern of acquisition. Twenty
parcels in all are mentioned: six are on the periphery
of the Great Mosque, three are attached to al-funduq
al-jadºd (the new hostel) found on the Siyaghin, and
ﬁve are located in the suq of the tailors near the
Inner Market, all prime commercial locations. In
1811, the n¸¬ir used ¥ubus funds to construct three
shops in a funduq located next to the Great Mosque.
These shops were built in two stories to increase their
proﬁtability.47 In addition, the ¥ubus maintained the
municipal water system, at least one large funduq and
several smaller ones, butcher shops, private residences,
workrooms, and storerooms. The water system alone
was a considerable undertaking, requiring constant
upkeep, technicians who knew the layout of the pipes
and could manage their repair, and a ﬂeet of human
water carriers who were the principal means of water
distribution throughout the city.48
How decisions were made about investments, projects to be undertaken, and goals to be achieved with
¥ubus assets is not known exactly, but some general
ideas can be inferred from the sources. Kinship and
social ties played a signiﬁcant part and certain family names recur in the list of known n¸¬irs from the
eighteenth century through the early twentieth (see
Appendix). Those responsible for managing the ¥ubus
shared a single worldview, a common education, a
shared set of interests and values, and a sense of duty
toward serving the public good. In this small town of
frequent face-to-face encounters, where the Muslim
elite intermarried extensively, engaged in joint business ventures, and came from similar rural origins,
the forces favoring consensus were strong. Dishonesty
and breaches of conduct from administrators of the
¥ubus elicited sharp and collective retribution. When
one n¸¬ir left unexplained debts in the accounts after
his death in 1829, his family house was seized by the
¥ubus as compensation; when another n¸¬ir died leaving a huge debt of 627 mithq¸ls, his property was conﬁscated and his inheritors thrown in jail.49 Oversight
operated through informal networks of social obliga-
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tion as well as through formal ones of audit, regulation, and control.
The ¥ubus of the Great Mosque maintained intellectual as well as physical property, and its assets were used
to support a class of learned men engaged in public
service. Teachers, judges, mosque attendants, and others responsible for popular instruction, administering
the law, and the functioning of the religious establishment were supported out of the ¥ubus funds. Monthly
salaries paid in 1224 (1809) were as follows:50
The imam
115 ¢qiyyas
The qadi
90 ”
The imam of the Qasba Mosque
60 ”
(and if he teaches law and grammar,
an additional 40)
Teacher (of religious sciences)
30 ”
Teacher (of the students, or «ulba)
30 ”
40 ”
Imam of the z¸wiya51
Imam of the z¸wiya
25 ”
Teacher of the Ihy¸} of al-Ghazzali
30 ”
To a pensioner
20 ”
6 muezzins (prayer callers) at 15 ¢qiyyas each 90 ”
2 muezzins of the Qasba Mosque at 25 each
50 ”
Muezzin of the z¸wiya Nasiriyya
30 ”
2 secretaries
30 ”
The n¸¬ir of the ¥ubus and his deputy
60 ”
The collector of rents
20 ”
Total
720 ¢qiyyas

One hundred years later, in 1907, the expenditures of
the ¥ubus had grown considerably. The annual budget
was now over 20,000 pesetas, much of it used to support the personnel of the Great Mosque, including
three imams, ﬁfty-ﬁve students, twelve muezzins, four
notaries who assisted the qadi, and an ofﬁcial clockkeeper (muwaqqit).52 In addition to teachers, qadis,
and imams, the ¥ubus paid for students to recite the
prayers. It also served as the depository for a large
collection of manuscripts and books that were stored
in a separate room of the mosque, including Qur}ans,
commentaries, books on Hadith, Islamic law, grammar,
rhetoric, poetry, and belles-lettres, travel accounts,
chronicles, and lives of saints. In an age when books
were manuscripts, so costly that they were gifts worthy
of a sultan, the library lent prestige to the mosque
and served as a magnet for the educated elite of the
town.53
Its Surroundings
The Great Mosque was a pole in another sense. Due
to its location in the heart of the medina close by the
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Inner Market, swarms of people passed by its doors
at all hours of the day. Like the Umayyad mosque
in Damascus, the Great Mosque of Tangier was the
only large covered space within the walls of the old
city.54 The mosque was a place of meeting, with people
lounging under its arches and convening in small study
circles around a respected teacher.55 Public ceremonies
were held there, and the Friday sermon, or khu«ba, was
an opportunity for the gathering of the male population of Tangier. The khu«ba was pronounced in other
mosques of the city, but even people who ordinarily
prayed elsewhere would make the effort to come to
the Great Mosque to hear the ﬁnal sermon of the day,
according to Skirij.56 The oath of allegiance (bay{a)
to a new sultan was read there, as were letters and
proclamations from the court. For the poorer classes,
it was a place to have a drink or take a nap. For the
large Jewish population of Tangier, it was an especially
sensitive spot that had to be passed several times daily
as they moved from their houses in the Jewish quarter
to the customs house and the port. Before the nineteenth century, Jews were compelled to remove their
shoes when passing its doors as a sign of respect. In
one way or another, everyone who approached the
mosque felt its proximity.
Extensions of the mosque enhanced the nodal qualities of the site, drawing people into its orbit through
the services it provided. In Skirij’s day, the qadi’s court
was across the street in a small house with a raised step
on which the ofﬁcial sat. In front of the house was a
porch for hearing cases, where the disputants or their
agents (when women were involved) and the court
ushers gathered. A wire screen separated this porch
from the street to protect litigants from the stares of
the curious.57 The qadi handled cases involving family law, while the pasha or his deputy judged criminal
cases. Next to the house of the qadi, and an extension
of it, was the house of the muwaqqit (clockkeeper) of
the mosque. Originally built for a sharºf who held the
position in the eighteenth century, this house was connected to the mosque by an overhead passage, so that
the muwaqqit could conveniently check the clocks in
the mosque without having to go into the street below.
This property also belonged to the ¥ubus, as did a
house on the other side of the qadi’s inhabited by the
distinguished shuraf¸} of Jabal {Alam, whose inﬂuence
extended throughout the entire North.58
Next to the house of the shuraf¸} was the m¸rist¸n,
a hospital for the mentally ill that was one of the principal charities supported by the ¥ubus. Then came a

small house for washing the dead, usually those who
had the misfortune of dying far from home. The
presence of this service suggests that the number of
strangers in Tangier was considerable.59 Finally, opposite the qibla wall of the mosque on the main street
was a school (madrasa) built in the eighteenth century under orders of Sultan Muhammad b. {Abd Allah,
using funds from the ¥ubus. In addition to sheltering
students from the countryside who came to Tangier
to study, it also housed the main water supply of the
mosque (ﬁg. 4).60
This concentration of buildings and social functions at the lower end of the medina created a dense
node of activity that was the nucleus of town life.
Here the physical and the social environments reinforced each other with a clarity that was inescapable.
The mosque area was a place where Tanjawis mingled, regardless of their class or religious orientation.
It was also a place of contact with strangers and the
world beyond Tangier. With its court, school, hospital, and water system, it was a product of the agency
of the ¥ubus. Responding to the rhythms of the ritual
clock and physically bounded on all sides, premodern
Tangier was the arena for a total life where secular
and religious strands were so tightly interwoven as to
become indistinguishable. There was little to intrude
on the widely held belief that Tangier was a universe
in which all things existed. But in the early twentieth
century, as new ideas, architectures, and technologies
from Europe entered the town, that sense of wholeness began to break down. Continuing to view Tangier through the prism of the ¥ubus, let us examine
the processes that began to undermine the civic coherence engendered by the public trust.
DISMEMBERING THE ÝUBUS
The assault on the ¥ubus of Tangier as an organizing
mechanism of urban life began sometime in the middle
of the nineteenth century, when its rich assets were
sequestered by the state to cover debts incurred during
Morocco’s ﬁrst unsuccessful colonial war with Spain in
1859–60. Used to help pay the huge indemnity Spain
imposed on the Moroccan government, these funds
were never returned to the ¥ubus of Tangier.61 With
no funds held in reserve for the upkeep of property,
and the real value of rents dropping because of severe
inﬂation, the treasury was emptied and property began
to fall into disrepair. The former vigor with which
endowments were administered disappeared, no new
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Fig. 4. A ground plan of the Great Mosque and its surroundings about 1917, after the manuscript of M. Skirij. (Drawn by
Susan Gilson Miller)
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gifts were made, and even the quality of administrators
seemed to diminish amid accusations of incompetence
and dishonesty.62 However, the decrease in revenue
does not fully explain the decline of the ¥ubus and its
subsequent restructuring after the onset of colonial
rule. The confrontation between stricter European
concepts of municipal order and the less formal intimacy of the Moroccan city had profound repercussions,
both on the people of Tangier and on traditional
institutions such as the ¥ubus. The negative results
of this encounter were not felt at once but rather
accumulated slowly over time, working their way into
all aspects of daily life, until the face of the city was
changed beyond recognition.
The Aftermath of War
In Tangier, the Spanish war paradoxically introduced
a boom in which a handful of entrepreneurs proﬁted
greatly from increased trade, giving rise for the ﬁrst
time to a small but energetic middle class. Treaty relations with the European powers stimulated commerce
with the exterior, bringing a ﬂood of manufactured
goods into the city, while raw materials were exported
through the harbor of Tangier, which for a short time
became Morocco’s chief port. These changes were felt
in streets that ﬁlled with foreigners bent on getting
rich, merchants from the interior looking for quick
gain, and hordes of country folk seeking relief from
persistent crop failures.63 Meanwhile tourism grew,
and with it the need for hotels to accommodate visitors of every social class, from penniless fortune hunters to the wealthy patricians who came to hunt, ride,
or simply ﬁnd relief from Europe’s sooty winter in
the crystalline air of Tangier.64 Property became the
object of intense speculation, as Europeans and wealthy
Moroccans competed for building space. A drawing
from the early nineteenth century shows areas of stillopen space within the walls; in an image from late in
the century, those spaces have disappeared, swallowed
up by new construction (ﬁgs. 5 and 6). Along with
mortgages and credit, property became part of an
energetic capitalism, changing hands frequently until
it was concentrated in the hands of a small group of
wealthy individuals.65
These transformations were also apparent in the
cityscape, as the medina became increasingly invaded
not only by Europeans but also by European architectural styles, in a madness to build. Cafés dansants, restaurants, bars, casinos, banks, post ofﬁces, and travel

agencies grew up around the commercial center in
the shadow of the Great Mosque. Residences built by
Europeans and nouveau riche Moroccans had little
in common with the sobriety of the traditional Arab
house, whose restrained embellishments were always
conﬁned to the interior.66 In these newer structures,
ostentation was the rule: gargoyles and baroque ornamentation sprouted from the rooftops, cohabiting with
the plaster trimmings of the Belle Époque style, in a
chaotic mix that matched the heterogeneity of the
streets below. Multistoried dwellings vied for superiority with the minaret of the Great Mosque, the profane challenging the sacred for mastery of the skyline.
Hotels boasted overhanging balconies that peered
insolently into the private parts of nearby houses in a
clear violation of Islamic building codes, while everywhere new construction demonstrated a ﬂamboyance
that was the inverse of the traditional. Meanwhile,
sharp tradesmen bought up strings of tiny shops on
the main street in order to convert them into department stores with names like Galeries Lafayette and La
Belle de Paris, where the latest products of European
ingenuity were sold. The transformation of the city
center was in full swing, and the pressure on land was
great. Once the small supply of privately held property
was exhausted, demands for space were forwarded by
politically inﬂuential entrepreneurs to the makhzan,
which responded by looking to the rich holdings of
the ¥ubus for relief.
Although in theory the ¥ubus was a local fund and
not part of the state treasury, it was not entirely beyond
the sultan’s reach. In addition to raiding its cash
reserves from time to time, the ruler could exercise
the right of tanfºdha, or the granting of a ¥ubus property to a former ofﬁcial in return for service, or to a
sharºf in order to improve relations with the religious
elite.67 These grants helped shore up the social hierarchies that gave stability to the urban order. But when
¥ubus property became the object of foreign cupidity, that was another matter. Toward the end of the
nineteenth century, an indebted makhzan increasingly
intervened in the management of the ¥ubus by authorizing transactions that involved unequal exchanges
of property or outright sales from the public trust.
Apologetically at ﬁrst, and later more aggressively,
successive sultans beginning with Mawlay Hassan I
(r. 1873–94) ordered the sale of ¥ubus properties to
members of religiously subordinate but economically
powerful interest groups, such as local Jewish bankers or Christian diplomats.68 Although such transac-
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Fig 5. View of Tangier from the Field of Sacrifices. Anonymous drawing, 1826. (Tangier American Legation Museum, Tangier,
Morocco)

Fig. 6. View of Tangier from the south. Anonymous drawing, late nineteenth century. (Tangier American Legation Museum,
Tangier, Morocco)
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tions were supposedly legal if carried out in conformity with the law, they were not viewed that way by
popular opinion. This interference angered many Tanjawis, who saw the mingling of ¥ubus funds with those
of the state treasury as a misuse of the pious trust.
In retrospect, it is clear that this development was a
response to ﬁscal crisis and part of the larger movement of capital that preceded the colonial takeover,
in which ever-widening sectors of the economy were
wrested from native control and diverted to European
hands. The slipping away of the ¥ubus properties was
simply one more indicator of the extent to which capitalism had penetrated “into every pore” of the local
economy, in a process aptly described by historian
Mohammed Ennaji.69
In spite of these infringements, the ¥ubus of Tangier continued to function as an independent corporate entity well into the second decade of the twentieth
century. Registers were maintained and improvements
were regularly carried out, according to Michaux-Bellaire, who noted in 1921 that the ¥ubus of Tangier,
although “much diminished,” still controlled “a great
number of properties.”70 The vitality of the institution
was under siege but by no means exhausted.
Under the Protectorate
The demise of the ¥ubus as an independent agent of
urban change came in the second decade of the twentieth century, when Tangier was more fully integrated
into a system of colonial rule. Following the division
of Morocco into French and Spanish protectorates
in 1912, Tangier was given a de facto separate status
because of its strategic importance to the competing
European powers. Surrounded by territory awarded
to Spain, it eventually became an international city in
1925, governed by a commission composed of representatives from Great Britain, France, Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden, and, later,
the United States.71 As colonial administrators became
better informed about the institutions regulating native
life, they recognized the pivotal centrality of the ¥ubus,
and launched an attack aimed at curtailing its role
in shaping urban space. Accusations that the ¥ubus
was corrupt, mismanaged, badly in need of reform,
and a “caisse noire” used by “enemies of the state” to
undermine authority began to appear in the colonial
press as early as 1907.72 A complete reorganization
was called for and actually took place after 1912 in the
French Zone. It involved centralizing the control of

¥ubus assets, bureaucratizing its personnel, reorganizing the system of collecting rents, and “liquidating”
properties that stood in the way of urban expansion.
The activities of the ¥ubus were conﬁned to the support of religious instruction, good works, and relief
for the “misery” of the masses.73
The institution of the international regime in 1925
also had important consequences for the municipal
administration of Tangier. Most aspects of local governance were subsumed under the authority of the
international committee of control, but at French insistence, certain sectors remained under the sultan’s sovereignty through his local representative, the Mendoub.
Included in this portfolio was the ¥ubus, now reorganized along lines conforming to the changes made
in the French Zone a few years earlier. Although not
exactly “dismembered,” its importance was reduced
and many of its former functions were redistributed
to other municipal services.74 Ýubus properties that
stood in the way of urban development were seized
and sold, and the n¸¬ir became an employee of the
municipality.
Parallel with these changes came major alterations
in the disposition of urban space. By 1920, a ville nouvelle was under construction, laid out by French architect Henri Prost, who also planned the new quarters
of Casablanca, Rabat, Meknes, and Fez.75 With this
expansion outside the old walls, the Great Mosque
and its appendages ceased to be the pole of the city,
and the medina became a museum of decaying buildings and crumbling infrastructure, admired by tourists and historians but not to be lived in. It was not
merely coincidental that the decline in the physical
integrity of the medina took place concurrently with
the dilapidation of those civic institutions that had
once kept the old city alive.
IN CONCLUSION
A close examination of the visual and historical record
shows that traditional urban institutions such as the
¥ubus provided a framework for civic order premised
on the principle of safeguarding the welfare of the
community. In this respect, the Moroccan city had
much in common with the premodern European city,
even though the two grew out of different cultural
matrices. As Jacques Le Goff points out, the essential
quality of the reborn European polis of the twelfth
century was “restraint, punctuality, order, a use of each
day’s time which regulated both work and leisure,”
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and the sense that the town was “an island of serenity and peace.”76 These elements were also the goals
of urban culture in the Maghrib, where towns like
Tangier grew up around a core of disciplined civility that stood in sharp contrast to what city dwellers
believed to be the wild and unpredictable condition
of the countryside. The knot of commercial, juridical,
and spiritual activities concentrated at the city center
was the hallmark of urban life, creating an aura of
austerity and moral restraint that acted as a barrier
against the excesses of an unbridled nature.77
How such a clear and unambiguous framework of
civic life went unnoticed until recently is something
of a mystery. Perhaps the sources of authority in the
Moroccan city, with their spiritual and saintly origins,
were occulted from eyes more accustomed to seeing
power inscribed in tangible structures such as mayoralties, governing councils, police forces, and systems of
taxation.78 It was easy for critics to misread the intentions of a social organization founded on religious values, to confuse spirituality with fanaticism, and to misunderstand the connection between civic pride and
the performance of sacred duty. Motivated by an ideology of possession barely masked behind a rhetoric of
reform, colonial policymakers (and the scholars who
put their science in the service of empire) sought to
redistribute traditional urban functions to more manageable units of control. A handful of thoughtful observers among them had reservations about the process of
dismemberment, and cautioned in vain against dissipating the spiritual capital of the city.79 Despite their
warning, the operation went ahead largely unopposed,
leading ultimately to the creation at the state level of
a denatured religious institution that was the captive
of secular authority. Among the victims of this radical
surgery was the ¥ubus, which lost its ability to serve as
a vehicle for expressing complex attitudes relating to
civic pride and local identity. As a result, the Moroccan city was deprived of a critical element in its spiritual and social life.
The story of Tangier is offered here as a case study
in the transition from a premodern to a modern urbanism. The small size of the town, its situation on the
“frontier” of Islam, and the conditions of conquest and
reconquest that so deeply marked its character are a
few of the principal components of the speciﬁcity of
this narrative. Nevertheless, there are general themes
that link it with wider discourses relative to Muslim cities. For example, our main source, the Riy¸¤ al-Bahja
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of Muhammad Skirij, is biased toward privileging the
centralizing role of the state and its dominance over
urban space. In so doing, it makes the case for a certain idea of urban form, namely, the primacy of the
Great Mosque with the city centripetally organized
around it. Coincidentally, this idea of the centrality of
the mosque was also a key element in the discussion
of Orientalist scholars, who made it a sine qua non
of the paradigmatic Islamic city. But this centralized
focus, as we have seen, was a more nuanced and complex phenomenon than an earlier generation of Western scholarship would allow. Indeed, as a close reading of the local sources shows, the institution of the
¥ubus that maintained the mosque and provided for its
continuity over time was a major repository of social
capital, offering the people of Tangier a sturdy web of
relatedness that tied the community together.
Whether similar conditions existed in other cities
of the Maghrib, or in the greater Muslim world, is still
an open question. Further study of the waqf and its
ﬁscal and normative underpinnings is needed before
we can make sweeping statements about the relationship between pious endowments, urban morphology,
and the tenor of urban life. Yet the decisive inﬂuence of the ¥ubus in ﬁguring the face of Tangier is a
clear and unequivocal demonstration of the agency
of deeply rooted Islamic social institutions in shaping
the urban form. Through its story, we are reminded
of the power of cultural practices and their ability to
lend meaning to the material world.
Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations and
Center for Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard University
APPENDIX
N@ðIRS OF THE ÝUBUS OF THE GREAT
MOSQUE OF TANGIER, 1748–1914
DATE

NAME

1748
1750

{Abd al-{Aziz b. {Umar b. Yusuf al-Amarti
{Umar b. Muhammad u Sidhum al-{Abd Razzaqi
Bu {Azza b. Ahmad al-Zaydi
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Susi
Taher b. Muhammad Laghmish
{Abd Salam Bu {Azza
Muhammad b. Dinar al-Tamsamani
Tayyib b. Hajj al-Ayashi al-Zaydi

1755
1757
1788
1790
1791
1811
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1836
1849
1858
1867
1879
1884
1901
1914

Muhammad b. {Abd al-Rahman al-Tamsamani
Ahmad Shashun
{Abd Salam Abrudi
{Abd al-Karim Ahardan
Ahmad al-Mufarraj
Hajj Qaddur Ahardan
{Abd al-Qadir Ahardan
Muhammad b. Ahmad Mufarraj {Allal b.
Hajj al-Arbi al-Mufarraj
M’hammad b. M’hammad al-Rakina
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